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CHAPTER 1

Introduction: Nomad-State Relationships
in International Relations
Jamie Levin and Joseph MacKay

Nomads have traditionally gotten short shrift from the sedentary peoples
of the world. Settled peoples have long understood their mobile or pastoral neighbors as uncivilized. Herodotus described the Scythian nomads, at
the edge of the Greek world, in such terms.
The Scythians ruled Asia for twenty-eight years, and life was disrupted
everywhere because of their arrogance and brutality. In addition to the tribute that they exacted and imposed on everyone, they would ride through
the land plundering and seizing whatever else they wanted. (Herodotus,
2009, p. 61)

The Scythians, we are told, had no settled homes, migrated with changes
in climate, and raided settled peoples at their convenience. More broadly,
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they were said to adopt strategies in war that would have seemed barbaric
to the sedentary Greeks: they engaged in cannibalism, drank their enemies’ blood, mutilated their corpses, blinded their slaves, and punished
with death observance of foreign customs by their own people. Indeed,
Herodotus (2009) cast the Scythian people as idealized barbarians (pp. 42,
61, 281, 308, 311).
We may be tempted to read in Herodotus an ancient and distinctively
occidental bias against the peoples of Asia—that would be wrong. Almost
two millennia ago, the great Chinese historian Sima Qian (1993) described
the Xiongnu nomadic empire on the Qin Dynasty’s northern fringe in
similar, if much less inflammatory, terms:
It is the custom of the Xiongnu to support themselves in ordinary times by
following their flocks and hunting, but in times of hardship they take up
arms to raid. This would appear to be their nature. … [In war,] When it is
to their advantage, they advance; when not they retreat, as they see no
shame in retreat. (p. 55)

Sources from the cores of both the ancient western and eastern worlds,
respectively, describe nomadic peoples as backward, naturalistic, marginal,
and uncivilized. And yet, the Scythians had defeated the Persian Empire.
For this, Herodotus could not help but admire them. He writes that
they had made:
… the most important discovery we know of concerning human affairs …
They have discovered how to prevent any attacker from escaping them and
how to make it impossible for anyone to overtake them against their will.
For instead of establishing towns or walls, they are all mounted archers who
carry their homes along with them and derive their sustenance not from
cultivated fields but from their herds. Since they make their homes on carts,
how could they not be invincible or impossible even to engage in battle?
(Herodotus, 2009, p. 301)

Imperial China too was often unsuccessful in pacifying the steppe nomads
on its frontier and was occasionally conquered by them. These civilizations
could deride their nomadic neighbors but did so at their peril. More than
a thousand years later, at the heart of the Pax Islamica, Ibn Khaldun wrote
of nomads generally that “Savagery has become their character and nature.
They enjoy it, because it means freedom from authority and no subservience to leadership. Such a natural disposition is the negation and antithesis
of civilization” (quoted in Scott, 2009, p. 324). Here again, rejection
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mixes with implied admiration of nomadic freedom.1 As Scott (2009,
p. 29) notes, “states and nomadic peoples are twins … joined in a sometimes rancorous but unavoidable embrace.”
What are we to make of this? While the powerful nomadic empires of
the premodern world are gone, resentment of nomadic peoples persists as
will be made clear throughout this volume. Indeed, the denigration of the
nomadic by settled peoples has long been a feature of the latter’s written
histories. These biases have crept into contemporary social science, where
nomads have been marginalized, Orientalized, treated as backward, or
simply ignored. So it was, until recently, in the field of International
Relations (IR), where attention to nomadic peoples was rare and even
more rarely complimentary. However, the field’s broadening agenda of the
last few decades has seen this begin to change. IR theory, once focused
narrowly on great powers, has paid increasing attention to non-state actors
in world politics. This research has generally emphasized either large and
powerful transnational actors—international organizations or multinational corporations—or small but exceptional groups with outsized real or
potential impact on the state system, such as terrorist groups (Kydd &
Walter, 2006; Pape, 2003) and cyber activists (Wong & Brown, 2013).2
But, with exceptions, such work has often been historically limited in
scope.3 Relatively little attention has been paid by IR scholars to other
types of actors in world politics. This volume takes one such group, and the
effects it has had on international relations, as a distinct object of study. We
focus on transnational nomads—communities of people who are or have
been migratory as a matter of practice and identity. Historically, nomadic
groups have appeared in most if not all inhabited territories and have often
predated sedentary modes of social organization. IR scholars have begun—
but only begun—to take the nomadic seriously (Anievas & Nişancıoğlu,
2015, pp. 67–77; Hall, 2018; Kwan, 2016; MacKay, 2016; MacKay, Levin,
For a comparison of all three historians, see Stuurman (2013).
Examples proliferate (c.f., Keohane, 1995; Keohane & Nye, 2001; Kratochwil & Ruggie,
1986; Martin & Simmons, 1998; Milner, 1997; Simmons & Martin, 2001; Smith, 2000), or
those groups that pose overt security threats to states, such as terrorists, guerrillas, drug
cartels, and the like (c.f., Booth & Dunne, 2002; Duyvesteyn, 2004; Kolodziej, 1992;
Laqueur, 1998; Singer, 2001; Tucker, 1998; Walt, 1991).
3
Perhaps the largest exception is historical IR focused on non-state “international” systems, especially in premodern East (Kang, 2010; Lee, 2016) and South (Pardesi, 2018;
Phillips & Sharman, 2015) Asia. Even here though, the emphasis is on state-like actors and
their proxies.
1
2
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de Carvalho, Cavoukian, & Cuthbert, 2014; Neumann, 2011; Neumann
& Wigen, 2013, 2018; Russie, 1993, p. 149; van der Pijl, 1995).
The chapters in this volume explore, explain, and interrogate this relationship between nomads and states. Nomads undermine or stand outside
of the core features of the modern international order. The constitutive
unit of that order—the Weberian state (Weber, 1978, p. 54)—requires of
populations things nomadic peoples are not historically inclined toward.
Modern and western state consolidation has commonly been understood
as depending on the coercing, documenting, taxing, and conscripting
power of governments. Nomads are less easily coerced than settled populations, are difficult to track or otherwise administratively document, and
are thus also difficult to tax or conscript. The potential antipathy between
nomads and modern territorial state-builders and administrators is
quite deep.
And yet, nomadic peoples themselves have often been ambitious builders of political order. We know this in no small part from the history of the
Eurasian steppe. The nomadic empires of the region were founded by
large concatenations of migratory peoples, who conquered their sedentary
peripheries in the Eurasian east, west, and south. Among them, the
Chinggisid Mongol Empire, territorially one of the largest empires in history, is merely the best known (Morgan, 2007). The Timurid Empire
controlled much of Central Asia and the Middle East during the late fourteenth century (Manz, 1999). The Qing Dynasty is now understood
chiefly as a Manchu imperium, founded by northeast Asian post-nomads
(Rowe, 2012; Waley-Cohen, 2004). The Manchus conquered not only
Ming China but also a diverse range of peoples on the eastern steppe and
in the inner Asian highlands, a space stretching from Mongolia, through
Xinjiang, to Tibet, and beyond, toward Southeast Asia.4 They were hardly
alone—the Russian and Ottoman Turkish empires both had origins linked
to Inner Asia as well (Neumann & Wigen, 2013, pp. 321–22). These
large, multicultural, and politically flexible orders structured political life
across large swaths of Eurasia for centuries. They were created not by suppressing nomadic cultures, but by those very cultures themselves.
Such political projects seem unimaginable today. Nomads in the modern state, such as the Roma in much of Eastern Europe (see Guglielmo &
Waters, 2005; Mišina & Cruickshank, in this volume; Shahar, 2007;
4
This space partially parallels what Scott (2009), after van Schendel (2002), has called
“Zomia.”
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Simhandl, 2006), the Bedouin in Israel (see Falah, 1989; Havatzelet,
2006; Krakover, 1999; Meir, in this volume), the Sámi people in Sweden
(see Hall, in this volume), the Maasai of East Africa (see Azarya, 1996;
Enghoff, 1990; Galaty, in this volume; Ndagala, 1990; Ochieng, 2007),
and others are commonly marginalized by their host polities—often relegated to migration in residual spaces unwanted by sedentary populations,
or settled into economic privation at the margins of urban areas. In settler
colonial states, indigenous peoples, some of them historically migratory,
practice their historical lifeways largely within the confines of reservations
and in parts of those countries with sparse settler populations.5 Even in
places like Mongolia, Kyrgyzstan, and Kazakhstan, where nomadic peoples are the titular nationalities, nomadism has become increasingly marginal. Populations are largely sedentary and increasingly urbanized. Even
as they shaped the rise of the modern state system itself, nomadic peoples
have been impacted by the emergence of the modern state and international system as much as, or perhaps more, than other groups. The place
of nomadism in the modern state and state system, and in their history,
thus seems especially important and especially fraught.
Nomadic migration presents a historically rich and varied area of empirical inquiry for IR. The term nomad appears simple, but in fact captures
strikingly varied modes of social order. Pastoral nomads migrate primarily
to graze livestock. Other groups—such as the Roma—travel, but not for
pastoral reasons. The scale of social organization may vary enormously as
well, from small hunter-gatherer groups prone to division, and thus persistently small size, to the nomadic empires of the Eurasian steppe, which
grew, in part, as they conquered sedentary groups. Nor is nomadism an
absolute value: a group may meaningfully be described as semi-nomadic,
moving occasionally, or in seasonal cycles, but remain in a given place for
as long as a season or more (a practice known as transhumance). Moreover,
pastoralism did not necessarily precede sedentary life. Premodern peoples
in many cases may have been settled or semi-nomadic, only to “achieve”
full pastoral nomadic status by mobilizing permanent flocks for long-term
migratory grazing.6

5
Work on indigenous peoples in IR is small but growing—see, for example, Crawford
(1994, 2017), Keal (2003).
6
This review is based primarily on Dyson-Hudson and Dyson-Hudson (1980) and
Brockington (2006).
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Scholars have attributed a range of motives for migration as well. The
migratory peoples of the Eurasian steppe were once thought to have been
mobile for reasons linked to climatic pressures (Lattimore, 1940) or in
dynamic interaction with settled peoples (Mackinder, 1904). On such
accounts, the political lives of nomads were determined either by environmental shifts in available resources, driving patterns of movement and
interaction with settled peoples, or as a response to settled peoples themselves. Accounts of the latter kind remain especially persistent.7 For example, Scott (2009) argues that the upland nomadic peoples of Southeast
Asia might be thought of as innovating mobile and geographically remote
social orders to escape the taxing and conscripting privations of emerging
lowland states.
Unlike IR scholars, modern territorial states have taken nomads seriously, as the chapters below demonstrate. Far from treating them as inconsequential, states have often marginalized and mistreated them. States
have routinely forced nomads from, and then refused entry into or passage
through their territories. In other cases, nomads have been the target of
ethnic cleansing, genocide, or forced sedentarization. Indeed, the last century has seen the vast majority of the world’s nomadic population targeted
for settlement, denying them their most basic cultural characteristic:
mobility. Such treatment poses a puzzle: why have states treated nomads,
putatively small and marginal social groups in the modern world, as a
threat? Moreover, why does the treatment of nomadic populations vary
across cases, from exclusion to forced settlement? The authors in this volume explore these questions from a variety of perspectives and disciplinary
identities. They do so with reference to factors falling into two broad categories: on the one hand, those involving the military and economic
capacity of states; and on the other, those involving the identity of states
as particular political communities.

Definitions and Framework
We define nomads according to three criteria that differentiate them from
the modern, territorially bounded exclusive state but also from refugees,
economic migrants, ethnic minorities, diaspora groups, and other mobile
7
See, especially, the canonical systematic account in Barfield (1989, 2001). See, differently,
Di Cosmo (2002), Beckwith (2009) and Rogers (2012) on the Steppe. For a review aimed
at IR, see MacKay (2016, pp. 482–87).
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or marginalized groups. First, they must practice or have practiced nomadism: they must be, or historically have tended to be, migratory, and thus
not historically practice landholding agriculture or hold individual title to
land.8 They must have, so to speak, little or no fixed address. Second,
nomadism must be central to their self-understanding. Nomadic peoples
are thus distinct from refugees, economic migrants, or other peoples made
mobile by circumstances apart from identity. Third, at least in the context
of the modern world, these practices must be, or must historically have
been, transnational. While there are examples of domestic nomadism, such
as the Irish Travelers, our study is concerned with those nomads who, upon
encountering territorially delimited states, cross borders—an activity that
makes their relationship with the modern territorial state especially acute.
We term nomads “pre-state actors.” We do not intend “pre” in the
sense of chronological priority. Nomads may predate the states they interact with, but need not do so—indeed, they may emerge out of state-like
societies, as Scott (2009) has shown. Instead, we intend conceptual priority or independence. Nomads, unlike most of what are now termed non-
state actors, are not in principle reliant on the state as a source of legal
order (as are, e.g., multinational corporations or refugees), nor as an interlocutor (as are NGOs), nor even as an enemy (as are terrorist or insurgent
organizations).9 Nomads are pre-state not in the sense of predating the
state (though this they often do), but in the sense of being conceptually
prior to it, and having in their political structures no necessary relationship
to it. Put simply, we can define nomadic life as such without reference to
the modern, territorial state. They present a challenge to the state’s claims
to unique power and legitimacy as a site of social order. Put differently,
nomadic societies are not just non-state actors. They are non-state political
communities, independent, or potentially so, in their modes of social
8
This is not to overlook historical instances of nomads settling voluntarily or previously
nomadic peoples now settled in territorial states (e.g., Fulbe, Mongol). See Azarya (1996)
who emphasizes increased wealth and political resources, along with related forces of political
stratification as primary factors related to voluntary state formation among African nomadic
groups. Interestingly, voluntary nomadic settlement in Africa appears to have been conditional on continued pastoral production. An exception might be relations between nomads
and the Soviet Union, where a focus on economic development may have been more pressing than security concerns.
9
Even such “illegal” or illegitimate non-state actors as these take advantage of, and depend
on, the legitimate structures of states, even as they may be violently set against them. In some
cases, these groups oppose existing states to carve out status of their own.
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ordering. As such, they challenge the modern state’s claim to territorially
delimited exclusive political legitimacy (Weber, 1978).
This definition captures a relatively broad swath of peoples and social
orders, from the nomadic empires of Inner Asia to the itinerant Roma of
modern Europe. However, if nomadic peoples themselves have varied
widely, premodern state-like political orders, and especially modern states,
have been relatively consistent in treating nomads with disdain, distrust,
and sometimes aggression. As the examples above indicate, nomadic peoples have sometimes represented clear and present dangers to sedentary
life—the Chinggisid Mongol expansion is the most obvious of many
instances. But during the period of the modern state’s predominance in
world politics—roughly the last three centuries in Europe, a century or
more in most of Asia, and a minimum of many decades elsewhere—
nomadic peoples have been relatively weak, posing little serious risk to the
states with whom they interact.
Economically, nomads rarely have a great impact on modern states,
their transnational capital flows, or level of development. From a security
perspective, nomads scarcely pose a danger. Nevertheless, transnational
nomads do present a series of material challenges to state sovereignty and
efficient operation of the modern bureaucratic state. For example, the
nomadic lifestyle undermines the state’s capacity to assign property rights,
collect taxes, conscript citizens, and otherwise regulate their populations.
Furthermore, their transnational mobility challenges the state’s ability to
effectively control its borders. As a result, enforcement of immigration
protocols, customs regimes, and livestock control measures may be undermined by the passage of nomads across international boundaries.
But perhaps more importantly, their lack of fixity constitutes a series of
conceptual or identity-based challenges to the state. For example, the
movement of people across borders stands at odds with the project of
modern nationalism. In particular, the presence of nomadic minorities
challenges the putative linguistic, cultural, religious, and historic homogeneity on which ethno-nationalism bases its claims to legitimacy
(Anderson, 2006). The movement of a cohesive group across, and their
presence within, national borders stands at odds with the notion that a
particular geographically bounded area (i.e., a state) is the exclusive home
to one people who share a common language, culture, and history (i.e., a
nation), a core claim of ethno-nationalists. In this sense, after the military
threat of nomadic empires declined permanently, the threat posed by
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nomadic groups, however small, to the idea of the modern nation
state emerged.
Among premodern states, migratory peoples were commonly derided
as uncivilized, barbarian, or archaic (Scott, 2009). These biases seem to
have persisted even in the context of scant material threats. Thus, for
example, the sedentary lowland peoples of Southeast Asia once referred to
migratory hill tribes as “our living ancestors”: peoples who persisted in a
prior, less civilized, more naturalistic way of life, after the lowlanders had
become more sophisticated and mature (Scott, 2009, pp. 8, 117).10
Similarly, the Roma are subjects of persistent racial bias in Europe today
despite their relatively marginal and non-threatening status. These biases
are not new—the Roma were targeted for genocide by the Nazis, and had
been subject to racial bias long beforehand. These observations suggest a
second pattern of conflictual interactions between states and nomads—
one linked not to military nor economic threats but instead to differences
of, and threats to, identity. The nomadic peoples around premodern China
and Southeast Asia, whether large or small, confronted settled peoples as
a fundamental other, whether in open conflict or not—a counter identity
group, against which they could constitute their own identities, and in
opposition to which they could imagine themselves as more civilized,
sophisticated, and eventually, modern.
However, these are not the only concerns nomadism presents to the
modern state. This threat extended beyond the ethno-nationalist desire
for a homogeneous population to the spatial organization of the nation
state. The contemporary world is almost entirely carved up into discrete
political entities—territorially bounded, contiguous, and mutually exclusive. State governments with the ultimate authority in their domains.
Fixed and monopolistic territoriality is important not only to the efficiency
of modern states (Spruyt, 1996) but is also a defining element of their
identity. But as Ruggie (1993) argues, territorial governance is neither
necessary nor inevitable. Indeed, rule need not be fixed, territorial, or
mutually exclusive.11 Nomadic groups offer such an alternative model of
Scott (2009) goes on to note that these characterizations were not terribly accurate.
Often these nomadic identity groups were of quite recent vintage, emerging as populations
fled the privations of premodern states.
11
For example, in much of the world, for much of history, authority was based on kinship
and not seated in any particular territorial domain. Such groups occupied territory, Ruggie
(1993?) explains, “but it did not define them.” (p. 149) And, even where territorial claims
10
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social organization, for which territoriality is important but not geographically fixed. For nomadic groups, authority is not seated in any territorial
domain. Rule may be based on kinship. Indeed, it is the movement
between various territories, rather than fixed territorial order, that exemplifies nomadism.12
The authors in this volume assess nomadic politics, in particular nomad-
state relations, from multiple perspectives. Rather than advancing a narrowly unified analytical framework, our combined purpose is exploratory.
The authors, focusing on the interface between nomads and modern
states, find these relationships shaped by a range of factors. States are
motivated by economic, military, ideological, and cultural motives. In
some instances, states, committed to territorially exclusive notions of
statehood, coerce nomads, forcibly settling and assimilating them, or
expelling them. Others ignore nomadism or adopt flexible institutional
arrangements to accommodate migration.
Of course, nomads are not merely the referent objects of the state.
They have also pushed back against the state in various ways. As many of
the authors in this volume show, nomadic peoples of multiple kinds have
developed wide ranging responses to the state, from every day modes of
resistance such as foot dragging, to irregular violence, and, ultimately, to
escape, in the form of out-migration.13 Inversely, some nomadic groups
have faced the intrusions of the state by becoming states themselves, either
conquering existing states or retreating into the vacuums of the international system to form their own. In the most extreme cases, nomads have
become the centers of empires, founding the imperial confederacies of the
premodern Inner Asian steppe.
The chapters in this volume focus on either or both of these lines of
argument in varying ways. Some look at the treatment of one or another
nomadic group(s) by the state or states with which they interact. Others
focus on the intellectual history of nomadism as it bears on the idea of the
state—both as a material threat to it and as a matter of identity formation
and consolidation. The authors have in common a drive to question
were relatively fixed, rule need not be “mutually exclusive.” For example, medieval Europe
and the European Union are characterized by overlapping rights and responsibilities.
12
Nomads are thus somewhat different from ethno-national diasporas, which are detached
from their traditional territory but are not defined by being traditionally migratory or
pastoral.
13
On various modes of peasant resistance, see Scott (1977, 1985, 1998, 2009).
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received conceptions of the relationship between states and nomads in
multiple new ways.

Framework for the Volume
We divide the chapters below into three sections. The first offers theoretical insights into the state-nomad relationship. The second and longest
section locates these ideas historically, exploring specific cases of the treatment of nomads by sedentary populations. The third section explores how
nomads have pushed back and continue to push back against the state.
Finally, the concluding chapter attempts to problematize some of the
underlying assumptions in the volume.
In Chap. 2, Thomas Barfield considers the core problematique of
state-nomad interaction in terms of the challenge each poses to the other.
Territorial states have long perceived nomads as challengers and organized against them. In response, nomads living on the borders of states
developed political and military strategies allowing them to remain independent. In some cases, they conquered settled states, while in others
they lose territory, move on, and re-establish themselves elsewhere. As a
result, he argues, the majority of the world’s territory was outside the
control of territorial states up to the early modern period. However, the
rise of new transportation and military technologies in the nineteenth
century allowed states to win out, displacing other forms of rule, such as
those of nomadic groups. In Chap. 3, Erik Ringmar addresses the persistent bias against nomadic peoples and lifeways in Western political
thought, from the Classics through the Enlightenment. Political theory,
he argues, developed with nomads as its foil. The nomadic way of way of
life is framed as “solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short”—a condition
from which we need rescue. The state provides such an escape. And yet,
he argues, for much of human history, it was sedentary peoples, not
nomads, that led lives of drudgery. Nomadic society enjoyed greater
abundance and was more consensual and egalitarian than its sedentary
counterparts. Ringmar concludes that the nomadic foil helped excuse the
sharp inequalities of sedentary life. In Chap. 4, Jamie Levin, Gustavo de
Carvalho, Kristin Cavoukian, and Ross Cuthbert discuss the dual threats
nomads pose to the modern nation state: material and ideational. On the
one hand, they argue nomads undermine the states capacity to tax, conscript, and otherwise regulate their population. On the other, nomads
constitute a non-material threat by disrupting the state’s territorial
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c onfiguration. They argue that states respond to these threats in various
ways, from accommodation to forced sedentarization, depending on
state capacity.
Filippo Costa-Buranelli opens part two of the volume with a discussion
of the encounter between the Russian empire and the nomadic populations on the periphery of Europe in the nineteenth century. He argues
that the empire cast the nomads of the Eurasian steppe as uncivilized barbarians and a threat to the European order. By exporting the model of
territorial governance to the extra-European domain, he argues, the
Russians helped stabilize and extend the Europe order, making Russia
more European in the process. In Chap. 6, John Galaty explores political
dynamism at the frontiers of several African states and whether the relative
strength of those states explains how fragile or resilient the nomadic/state
relationship is and whether it is detrimental or advantageous to states and
trans-border communities. In Chap. 7, Martin Hall explores the treatment of the Sámi population in Sweden, which, he argues, acted uniquely
among states in the nineteenth century in reinforcing nomadic activities.
He argues that this occurred for two reason. First, the Sámi were associated with reindeer herding, then an important economic activity, and
tending migratory flocks necessitated nomadism. Second, the Swedish
national identity being fostered at the time romanticized the Sámi. In
Chap. 8, Kathleen A. Galvin, Danielle Backman, Matthew W. Luizza, and
Tyler A. Beeton discusses the increasing number of land conservancies in
Africa. The privatization of land meant to preserve nature tends to lead to
sedentarization of nomadic populations. They ask what the causes of this
shift are and whether they will allow nomadic groups to preserve their
historic way of life.
The third section begins with Avinoam Meir’s discussion of the ongoing struggle for rights by the Bedouin population of Israel. While the
Bedouin have been largely sedenterized in the past century they still retain
many aspects of their previous nomadic ways of existence, particularly surrounding political, social, and territorial organization. It is here, he argues,
that the Bedouin have pushed back against the incursions of the state with
an arsenal of largely non-violent practices of resistance. In Chap. 10,
Joseph MacKay describes three categories of nomadic organization in
Ming and Qing China: The nomadic peoples of the Inner Asian Steppe,
which occasionally constituted themselves as rival empire; the smaller
upland nomadic peoples, which were habitually constructed as the “other”
by the Chinese state; and seagoing pirates that occasionally preyed on the
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rural margins of the Chinese state—and suggests that a different mode of
state response followed from each, from containment and warfare to
domestication. In Chap. 11 Cynthia Chou argues that “being tribal” is
“not a passive condition, but the active agency of individuals.” Following
Scott (2009), she discusses how nomadic groups in the Malay world have
created a mobile existence to fend off the apparatus of the state. It is not
because they do not know of other ways to organize themselves, she
argues, rather it is because they have not yielded to the power of the state.
In Chap. 12, Dalibor Mišina and Neil Cruickshank explore the viability of
a trans-territorial or non-territorial Romani state within Europe. The
Roma, Europe’s single largest minority group, have experienced acute
forms of discrimination and maltreatment at the hands of government and
civil society, without having had an institutional arrangement through
which they could meaningfully address their condition of ongoing marginalization. They argue that the formation of a Romani state would significantly alter Romani relationships with the European community by
creating an institutional framework for engaging with Europe on more
equal terms.
Finally, in the concluding chapter Kiran Banerjee and Craig Damian
Smith attempt to problematize some of the underlying assumptions in the
volume. Like nomads, they write that the issue of human mobility more
broadly has been neglected in the literature, consigned to the domain of
“low politics.” They argue that a focus on nomads leaves in place the
dominant paradigm of a world inhabited primarily by stationary people in
bounded states. They attempt to complicate this view by showing that
mobility, contingency of borders, and migration controls have long been
the dominant order.
These diverse accounts are unified by several themes. First, the scholars
in this volume focus on nomads as the constructed other of the state,
showing how understandings of nomads have been leveraged by theorists
and state authorities alike to make sense of the territorially exclusive state
itself. Thus, Ringmar shows us the persistent bias against the nomadic in
European political thought—a bias that deployed the category of the
nomad as a foil to make sense of political order itself. Similarly, Levin
shows that states experience the nomadic as a challenge to identity, as well
as to military or economic security. Empirical chapters by Costa-Buranalli,
Hall, Galaty, and Galvin et al. show states responding to nomads in various
coercive ways in the cases of Russia, the Sámi, and East African pastoralists,
respectively.
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Second, however, in so doing, many of these authors take the second
step of inverting the narrative, showing how states have informed nomadic
strategies, thinking, and beliefs. Thus, Barfield finds historical nomads
ordering themselves in new and elaborate ways in response to state
encroachment. MacKay finds diverse nomadic groups around late imperial
China responding in a range of ways to the expansion, consolidation, and
decline of the Ming and Qing Dynasties. Chou and Meir explore the strategies nomads have used to push back against the state. And Mišina and
Cruickshank explore the possibility of a contemporary non-territorial
nomadic state. Whatever states and their experts may have told themselves, historically, nomads have not taken state encroachment lying down.
Their responses have been not just powerful but also at times innovative,
as shown in these cases.
Third, a central theme is the form that rivalry takes. As we have argued
above, nomads challenge states—indeed, states and nomads challenge one
another—not just in terms of conventional measures of physical security
but also in terms of identity construction and persistence. Once states
came to understand nomads as their other, they could remain who they
were only by continuing to understand migratory peoples in this way.
Thus, Levin’s focus on ontological security makes the “nomadic other” a
central feature of state identity building and maintenance. Indeed, contemporary experience suggests this bias may be unusually deep-seated.
These linkages indicate the depth and breadth of material nomadism
offers IR as an area of investigation. The chapters in this volume aim to
develop the nomadic interface with the modern state system as a new thematic area of inquiry for the field. In so doing, they develop points of
contact with several important existing literatures in IR theory. The
emerging literature on historical IR, especially among constructivists (e.g.,
Mitzen, 2013; Nexon, 2009; Reus-Smit, 1999), the abovementioned
focus on non-state actors, a focus on international ordering outside the
west, both historically (Kang, 2010; Phillips & Sharman, 2015) and more
recently (e.g., Acharya, 2001), and a broader focus on developing IR theory itself, beyond the West (Acharya & Buzan, 2010). These diverse, historically and socially thick literatures constitute the context in which this
volume intervenes.
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CHAPTER 2

Nomads and States in Comparative
Perspective
Thomas Barfield

As of 2015, the United Nations had 193 sovereign member states drawn
across the entire world. These countries range in size from small city states
(Singapore) and tiny islands (Tuvalu) to a continental landmass (Russia)
and by population from less than 10,000 people in Nauru to 1.4 billion in
China. Following the logic of the international Westphalian territorial
state system, these states are all deemed sovereign with an equal status in
international affairs. They have an assumed right to govern and control
the populations within their internationally recognized borders without
outside interference from other sovereign states or international institutions (with some recent caveats). As a consequence, outside of the continent of Antarctica, every piece of territory in the world today is the
recognized part of some sovereign state, even including territories over
which such states cannot demonstrate practical control. All people within
such sovereign states are presumed to be the legitimate subjects of their
governance, and it is generally accepted that such states have the right to
restrict or deny entry to people from other states into their own territory.
Some also assert a right to control the movement of people attempting to
leave their states. In this system, only states can be sovereign and rival
“non-state actors” are viewed as illegitimate criminals or rebels. More
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respectable non-state institutions (private businesses, non-governmental
organizations, religious groups, trade blocs, international tribunals, etc.)
exist only by the sufferance of a sovereign state and its willingness to deal
with them on a voluntary basis. Even if criminals come to run a state, or
rebels take control of one, once they join the club of sovereigns, they are
free to claim, as Weber classically noted, “the monopoly of the legitimate
use of physical force within a given territory” (Weber, 1946, p. 77). And
today, when state administrations fail or collapse, their sovereignty seems
incapable of dissolution so that no space in the world ever formally leaves
the monopoly reach of the state system paradigm.
The world was not always thus. At the time of the 1648 Treaty of
Westphalia, sovereign states controlled only a minority of the earth’s landmass. The majority consisted of “ungoverned” (i.e. non-state organized)
spaces inhabited by societies with low population densities and subsistence
economies. Most of Africa, interior Asia, Australia and the Americas were
only vaguely known or “undiscovered” by state societies, even by those
that expansively claimed such territories for themselves. Nor were states
the only demonstrable sovereign political actors in the world. Pastoral
nomads, foragers and mountain farmers independently controlled and
maintained an implicit sovereignty over vast amounts of territory without
employing a state structure or accepting the authority of an outside one.
Most of these people and their territories did not even interact directly
with state societies but rather with people like themselves. Those that did
confront states directly often created their own polities to deal with this
alien type of organization. Others accepted (or were forced to recognize)
the formal suzerainty of a state but then used their isolation and distance
from government authorities to resist becoming subjects of their administration. This was possible because states regularly declined to govern territories over which they claimed sovereignty that did not return enough
revenue to justify the cost of administration or where local resistance overtaxed a state’s ability to suppress it (Scott, 2009). Unlike the fixed borders
that clearly separated one state from another, boundaries with non-state
organized peoples were frontiers where the force field of state authority
was not absolute: it ebbed and flowed but always gradually diminished and
eventually disappeared.
Pastoral nomad societies constituted one of the most significant and
long lasting alternatives to the territorial state system. Economically
dependent on various types of mobile animal husbandry, they occupied
the “spaces in-between”: the vast steppes of inner Eurasia, the sand deserts
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of Arabia and North Africa, and the mountain plateau areas of Anatolia,
Iran, Central Asia and Tibet. Unlike the mobile foraging peoples of the
tropics or circumpolar forests, groups of pastoral nomads often proved
themselves equals, even superiors, to sedentary states. From the third century BCE to the mid-eighteenth century, the most powerful dynasties in
China were forced to treat the horse riding nomads of Mongolia as their
political equals and sometimes even pay them tribute. Neither Alexander
the Great nor the Roman Empire ever managed to penetrate beyond the
margins of the Arabian deserts that was home of the camel-raising Bedouin.
In North America, the mounted bison hunters of Great Plains successfully
resisted imperial Spain’s colonial agents and were treated as sovereign
nations in signed treaties by the US government. The fifth-century Huns
devastated the Byzantine frontiers and extracted tons of gold in exchange
for easily breakable truces. The thirteenth-century Mongol Empire established by Chinggis Khan and his successors was the world’s largest and
destroyed every state in Eurasia that opposed it. The early Islamic conquests in the seventh century drew on the Bedouins of Arabia, and the
majority of later empires and dynasties in the Middle East were established
by invading Turko-Mongolian nomads or dynasties that traced their origin to them.
Such nomadic groups remained powerful players in world politics until
the end of the eighteenth century, and on a regional scale remained significant political actors in the Middle East into the early twentieth century.
Yet, perhaps because western Europe (unlike the rest of Eurasia or North
Africa) had neither any tradition of tent-dwelling pastoral nomadism nor
the continual experience of invading tribally organized nomadic societies,
the sovereign territorial sedentary state model enshrined in the Treaty of
Westphalia did not include these other alternatives. For those who ran
states, this was a fortuitous exclusion. States everywhere in the world soon
made good use of the Westphalian “state only” logic to justify the delegitimization and destruction of all other varieties of non-state sovereign political authority with increasing velocity during the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries. Today there are no seats in the United Nations for Native
Americans, Tuareg nomads or the Iranian tribal confederacies that were at
one time sovereign but now are subsumed by territorial states even when
their populations spread well beyond their confines or are run by those
who ignore their interests.
The modern state’s antipathy to pastoral nomads stemmed both from a
lack of understanding of how their political economy worked and because
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their polities were organized differently. Sedentary states organized people
by residence and assumed all inhabitants could be given a fixed address.
Nomads organized themselves based on common kinship, descent or alliance, giving priority to mapping social and political relationships rather
than geographical space. Their loyalty was to such groups, not to the territories they happened to reside in. Group X remained Group X regardless
of where its members happened to reside at any given time or where their
migrations took them. They emigrated together as intact polities (not
refugees) when they were displaced by more powerful enemies or wished
to escape domination by others. Sedentary states viewed such movements
as pathological and subversive to good order. They invariably assumed
that tent-dwelling people must be victims of poverty who needed to be
settled in houses “for their own good”. By contrast, pastoral nomads saw
their mobile dwellings and regular migrations as successful economic
adaptations that exploited seasonal resources and provided them with a
higher standard of living than peasant farmers.
At a deeper level, nomads challenged the state’s power to govern the
flow of people in and out of its territories. They ignored arbitrary political
boundaries, often refusing to even acknowledge their existence except
under duress. They crossed state borders without travel documents or
worse made a mockery of them by collecting multiple documents from
rival states to use to their own advantage. Nomads saw such political
boundaries as illegitimate because they divided territories nomads saw as
unified by their own historic habitation of them, a history sometimes far
older than the claims of more recently established states. Nor was it easy
for states with transnational nomadic populations to convince them of the
necessity of state political monogamy. Nomads regularly avoided taxation,
conscription and other state obligations by moving from one state to
another or by maintaining more than one national identity.
It would be a mistake, however, to assume that nomadic societies were
all so alike that they could be treated as a single political category in their
interactions with states. They spanned a spectrum as wide as the disparities
among the variety of nation states noted at the beginning of the chapter.
At one end were nomadic societies with minimal levels of political centralization that were characteristic of East African cattle keepers. At the other
end were vast steppe nomadic empires run by centralizing rulers, the most
famous example of which is the Mongol Empire that conquered and ruled
most of Eurasia in the 1200s. As will be detailed below, the best explanation for these differences is that nomadic polities mirrored those of the
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sedentary states they confronted. As William Irons (1979) put it, “Among
pastoral nomadic societies hierarchical political institutions are generated
only by external relations with state societies and never develop purely as
a result of the internal dynamics of such societies” (p. 362).

Nomads and States: Some Definitions
Nomadism refers to movement and can be applied to a variety of societies,
including foragers in forests, peripatetic peoples within state societies and
pastoral nomads. How that mobility is employed produces societies with
quite different characteristics.
Foragers lived outside of state control (or at least they did historically)
because they were composed of small and very mobile groups dispersed
over regions with low population density. While demands for local products such as furs in North America and Siberia or rubber in Amazonia had
a powerful influence on the organization of foraging societies, they rarely
fell under direct state administration (Murphy & Steward, 1958).
Peripatetic peoples like Gypsies regularly moved, but did so within state
societies and were never independent of them. Often classified as social
outsiders, these “customary strangers” set themselves apart by lack of a
fixed residence and a willingness to fill subordinate occupational niches
(Berland & Rao, 2004). Although they often had a tradition of avoiding
state authority, they did not challenge the state’s legitimacy or its power.
At the opposite end of the socio-economic economic scale, elite globetrotting corporate executives and itinerant billionaires are similarly characterized by a nomadic lifestyle. While they may intermarry, they remain a
class of individuals rather than a bounded social group. They also use
movement to avoid taxation and adopt multiple nationalities to circumvent state regulation, but their elite status (and good lawyers) make these
transgressions all but invisible. There are as yet no anthropological studies
of their seasonal migrations to places like Ibiza, Nantucket or Bermuda.
In terms of numbers and political influence, the most important nomads
have always been pastoralists. Nomadic pastoralists are those who live in
societies where the husbandry of grazing animals is viewed as an ideal way
of making a living, and the regular movement of all or part of the society
is considered a normal and natural part of life. Organized around mobile
households rather than individuals, pastoral nomadism involves men,
women and children in all the various aspects of production. This distinguishes nomadic pastoralists from shepherds in western Europe or c owboys
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in America who also earned a living herding animals but were single men
recruited from the larger sedentary society to which they regularly
returned. And when raising livestock remained an individual occupational
specialty firmly embedded in the surrounding sedentary culture, no separate society of pastoralists ever came into existence, even though animal
husbandry might constitute a significant part of the sedentary economy.
For example, while Swiss mountain villagers raise a substantial number of
cows and goats that they move seasonally into summer pastures, they are
rightly perceived of as alpine farmers, not nomads, because their primary
assets are land, barns and houses, with livestock only as an important
adjunct to them (Barfield, 1993, pp. 5–6).
By contrast, although pastoral nomads historically engaged in many
non-pastoral subsistence activities (agriculture, trade, wage labor, hunting, military service), they gave cultural and economic primacy to animal
husbandry and designed their lives around it. For them, sedentarization
was not defined so much by having to stay in one place but by having to
leave the pastoral economy. A culturally nomadic framework of values
might survive without a pastoral economy for some time (as can be seen
among ruling dynasties that had their origins among nomadic peoples or
among nomads who have sedentarized but still have living generations
who grew up as pastoralists), but its reproduction as a social system could
not. This may explain why nomads have so often fiercely resisted state
attempts to settle them and why they organized themselves for collective
political and even military action in opposition to states. While such
actions might well rise to enforceable assertions of sovereignty over territory and people, pastoral nomadic societies have also historically found
ways to adapt themselves to state systems when their core interests were
not at risk. Pastoral nomadic societies and states could often find themselves at odds with one another but they were not intrinsically incompatible.
Analysis of pastoral nomad-state relations is easily clouded by the failure
to distinguish clearly the many different types of nomadism found in the
world. Camel-raising nomads based in deserts or horse-raising nomads on
the steppe have migration routes that may regularly involve moving thousands of kilometers and display considerable annual variation (Johnson,
1969). By contrast, nomads based in mountainous regions like Tibet
(Goldstein & Beall, 1990) or the Kyrgyz (Shahrani, 2002) pastoralists
make relatively few moves to fixed camps over short distances, exploiting
changes in altitude rather than changes in latitude. Similarly, some pastoral
nomadic groups, like those in Afghanistan or Iran, depend entirely on
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trade with sedentary populations for economic viability, while those in
East Africa are more subsistence-oriented and self-contained (Homewood,
Patti, & Pippa, 2009). Scholars have also spilled considerable ink debating
which societies should be considered true nomadic pastoralists based on
how much effort they devote exclusively to animal husbandry and the
frequency of their migrations. Typically, such models divide pastoral societies by their degree of movement (e.g. sedentary, semi-sedentary, semi-
nomadic, nomadic), possession of characteristic transport equipment
(baggage animals, tents, yurts) and whether they engage in agriculture or
other economic activities (Bacon, 1954). Such typologies generally give
priority to chimeric “pure nomads” that are rarely found in the real world.
They also treat nomadic peoples as isolates, although, as Anatoly Khazanov
(1994) has well documented, they (and most specifically their political
structures) can only be understood as a part of an interaction with sedentary societies. It is this interaction with sedentary societies, particularly
sedentary states, that has produced a wide variety of nomadic political
organizations that are best seen as adaptations to the outside world rather
than the product of internal dynamics of a livestock economy.

Cultural Ecology of Nomadic Pastoralists
Pastoralism is a subsistence strategy that exploits domesticated grazing
animals to provide both food (meat, milk, blood) and animal byproducts
(skins, hair, wool). While such pastoral products may be consumed directly,
they can also be exchanged with sedentary people for grains and manufactured goods. The species of domesticated animals raised by nomadic pastoralists in Eurasia and Africa is surprisingly small: sheep, goats, cattle,
camels, horses and donkeys (with yaks found in highland Asia). How many
different types of animals pastoralists exploited depended on the ecological conditions and their scheme of cultural values. Sheep, goats and cattle
were raised primarily for subsistence, with horses, camels and donkeys
used to provide transport. A few did double duty: horses on the steppe,
camels in the deep desert and yaks in highland Asia. Cultural preferences
were also important, and these produced five distinct pastoral zones in
grasslands across Africa and Eurasia. Each had a fairly uniform culture and
a distinctive key animal that was raised to cultural pre-eminence, as
described below (Barfield, 1993, pp. 7–9).
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1. The Eurasian steppe nomads gave the horse cultural pre-eminence
even though they depended primarily on sheep and cattle for subsistence and Bactrian camels for heavy transport. All families raised
horses, but generally only breeds that could survive on natural pasture alone. Everyone (men, women and children from a young age)
were skilled riders and so comfortable on horseback that outsiders
often wondered if they ever dismounted (Millward, 2007, p. 19).
Steppe nomads lived in round felt-covered yurts, remarkably well-
engineered structures that protected them against both high winds
and the region’s severe winter cold. These structures were very
heavy and their disassembled parts were either packed on a number
of camels or placed on carts pulled by oxen or camels. The use of
wheeled carts was unique to nomads of the steppe zone. Pastoralists
developed a distinct type of horse riding nomadism beginning in the
seventh and sixth centuries BCE in the Black Sea steppes. Their
powerful horse cavalries employed skilled mounted archers using
the compound bow from horseback to devastating effect, a military
superiority that only declined with the introduction of muskets and
rifles. It spread east from its origin the south Russian steppe in the
seventh century BCE and had became firmly established along
China’s Mongolian frontier by the fourth century BCE. Successive
nomadic steppe peoples then dominated this region for the next
2500 years, losing their autonomy only in the mid-eighteenth century when squeezed by the expansion of both Russia and China into
the steppe zone. Among the most notable groups were the Scythians,
Xiongnu, Huns, Turks, Mongols and Kazakhs, some of which periodically founded large empires that terrorized their sedentary neighbors under leaders like Chinggis Khan and Attila (Krader, 1963).
2. High-altitude pastoralism in Eurasia is restricted to nomads who
conduct year-round animal husbandry in regions that lie above
3000 meters on the Tibetan Plateau and adjacent mountain ranges.
Yak and yak/cattle hybrids provide both subsistence and transport.
They thrive at such high altitudes and can endure extreme cold, as
do local breeds of high-altitude sheep and cashmere goats.
Migrations are relatively short and pastoralists often stay put in them
for many months. Tibetan pastoralists live in yak-hair tents and
exchange wool, skins, salt and milk products to valley villagers for
barley, which is a mainstay of their diet (Ekvall, 1968; Goldstein &
Beall, 1990). In the Pamir Mountains, Kirghiz nomads also raise
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yaks at high altitudes but employ felt-covered yurts rather than
tents. Like Tibetans, they also depend on trade for the grain that
makes up the bulk of their diet (Shahrani, 2002).
3. Sheep and goat pastoralism predominates in the mountain and plateau areas of southwest Asia and central Asia. Pastoralists here use
baggage camels and donkeys for transport and the horse is more of
a luxury than necessity. Moving from lowland to highland pastures
on a seasonal basis, these nomads do not share a common language,
social structure or political organization, but rather a common pastoral economy. This economy is characterized by a symbiotic relationship with neighboring towns and villages as pastoral specialists,
trading meat animals, wool, milk products and hides for grain and
manufactured goods. Because their migration routes take them
through farming villages and cities, they have always found themselves dealing with state systems on a regular basis, although their
degree of subordination to such states has varied widely depending
on the regions they inhabited and the strength of the neighboring
states. In northern latitudes where there are cold winters, nomads
employ varieties of yurts and huts since many of these groups originally came from the Eurasian steppe. In the warmer and more
southern areas, they typically use a black goat hair tent, very similar
to those found among the desert-dwelling Bedouin. Examples of
such groups in Iran include the Shahsavan (Tapper, 1979), Turkmen
(Irons, 1975), Qashqa’i (Beck, 1991) and Basseri (Barth, 1961),
the nomadic Pashtuns (Pedersen, 1994); Central Asian Arabs
(Barfield, 1981a) in Afghanistan; and the Yöruk in Anatolian Turkey
(Bates, 1973).
4. Raising dromedary camels exclusively for both food and transport is
characteristic of the Bedouin living deep in the Saharan and Arabian
deserts. Living in black goat-haired tents, their pastoralism is one of
the most extreme because of its reliance on a single animal and the
long distances they migrate with them. This is less a choice than a
necessity: sheep and goats must be watered regularly and require
grassy pastures; camels can browse on thorny perennial plants with
woody and a high salt content that sheep or goats cannot digest and
need to be watered only occasionally. Raising camels alone allowed
the Bedouin to exploit territories other pastoral groups could not.
The main pastoral subsistence product of dromedaries is their milk,
and camel herds therefore consist largely of female animals (the
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 edouins rarely slaughter camels for meat). Because camels alone
B
cannot fulfill their subsistence needs, Bedouins used their military
power to extract tributes in dates from oasis farmers, but historically,
they also sold large numbers of camels for caravan trade and meat
market. On some occasions, they received state subsidies for military
service, a pattern that continues today among the monarchies of the
Arabian Peninsula. While there are many hundreds of groups that
claim Bedouin identity, two of the best documented using the deep
desert are the Rwala (Lancaster, 1981; Musil, 1928) and al Murrah
(Cole, 1975), although in the twenty-first century very few remain
nomadic (Cole, 2003).
5. The sub-Saharan African savanna is home to pastoral nomadic societies who give primary cultural emphasis to raising cattle. This preoccupation with cattle was originally labeled a “cattle complex” by
anthropologists (Herskovits, 1926), although this underplayed the
importance of small stock (sheep and goats) in a mixed herding strategy. It also ignored the major role of seasonal agriculture carried out
by women who grow millet, sorghum or beans in areas where there
is sufficient seasonal rainfall (Monod, 1975). Using huts instead of
portable tents, cattle-keeping people migrated seasonally from one
fixed compound to another. They did not employ large pack animals
but instead relied on donkeys, even when they raised camels for milk
and meat. Still the focus on cattle ownership (by males only) was
always the most significant determinant of a man’s wealth and status.
Marriages, friendships and ritual events demanded cattle exchanges
or sacrifices. Some of the well-known cattle keeping groups include
the Nuer (Evans-Pritchard, 1940) and Dinka (Deng, 1972) in South
Sudan, the Turkana in Kenya (Dyson-Hudson, 1985) and the Masaai
in Kenya and Tanzania (Homewood et al., 2009).

Levels of Social Complexity
The domestication and use of such animals for milk and hair or wool production rather than for meat alone occurred in the Neolithic period (circa
8–6000 BCE), but specialist pastoral societies did not emerge until much
later (Sherratt, 1983). The horse riding steppe nomadic pastoralists, for
example, became specialists in livestock production only during the late
Bronze Age (ca. 1900–1300 BCE), and did not fully develop the horse
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riding technology we historically associate nomads there today (saddles,
bits, bridles, compound bows and iron technology) until after around
1000 BCE (Anthony, 2007). The nomadic expansion into the deserts of
Arabia occurred even later as the dromedary camel was one of the most
recent domesticates and it took many centuries to develop a proper saddle
to ride it (Bulliet, 1975). Even the expansion of cattle-keeping nomads
like the Maasai and Nuer in East Africa began only 500 years ago
(Jacobs, 1975).
With the exception of the deep desert or high-altitude Tibet, nomadic
pastoralists displaced existing foragers and mixed farming groups, who
had previously inhabited these territories, pushing them out or inducing
them to adopt this new way of life. Just how fast and transformative this
process could be may be seen on the plains of North America. After indigenous populations of hunters and farmers acquired horses from the Spanish
in the late seventeenth century and used them to hunt bison from mobile
camps, whole new sets of societies such as the Comanche, Sioux and
Cheyenne dominated a large part of the American West (Hämäläinen,
2008). Thus, although nomadic pastoralists are often portrayed as archaic
societies whose origin is lost in the mists of time, in reality, they emerged
well after sedentary states were already established in China, Iran and
Central Asia, Mesopotamia, India and the Mediterranean. Indeed, much
of what we know about them comes from records (often biased) of the
literate state societies that came in contact with them. From their emergence, nomadic pastoralists have been contemporaneous with, and interacted with, state societies.

Political Structures
How much political organization is required to run a pastoral society?
Because nomadic pastoral societies share a similar subsistence infrastructure, one might assume that their political organizations would be similar
too. However, the complexity of nomadic political structures is more
strongly correlated with the degree of centralization found among their
sedentary neighbors as nomads responded to outside pressure or organized themselves to extract resources from non-pastoral societies. As
William Irons (1979) concluded, “Among pastoral nomadic societies hierarchical political institutions are generated only by external relations with
state societies and never develop purely as a result of the internal dynamics
of such societies” (p. 362). One might go further to add that the size and
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complexity of their political organizations appears directly correlated to
the power of the sedentary states they confronted. In broad terms, we see
an arc of growing centralization running from East Africa to the steppes of
Mongolia with four increasingly complex types of tribal organization. The
most complex and centralized political organizations emerged among
nomads who faced powerful centralized states such as China. By contrast,
pastoralists in East Africa who faced only other stateless rivals relied on
very decentralized political organizations. There were four basic types
(Barfield, 1993, p. 17).
1. Political organization based on age sets among the Maasai or acephalous segmentary lineages among the Nuer was characteristic of
eastern sub-Saharan Africa where pastoral nomadic societies encountered few state societies until the colonial era.
2. Political organization-based lineages that had permanent leaders but
no regular supra-tribal organization typified North African and
Arabian Bedouin societies that encountered only regionally powerful states.
3. Supra-tribal confederations with powerful hereditary leaders
emerged throughout the Iranian and Anatolian plateaus as parts of
regional political networks that lay within or bordering large empires.
4. Centralized nomadic states ruling over vast areas and large numbers
of people periodically developed on the steppes of Mongolia, usually
in response to the unification of China under the rule of a single dynasty.
Each of these types will be discussed in more detail below.
East Africa
Compared with pastoral societies in the Near East and Inner Asia, those in
East Africa displayed very little centralization. Where permanent leaders
did exist, each chief ruled over a specific territory and localized community with little connection to other neighboring chiefs. Nevertheless, even
formally leaderless groups like the Nuer of southern Sudan could become
strikingly well organized, if only temporarily, by coming together in a process of “segmentary opposition” as a means of defense against outsiders or
as an organization for predatory expansion. Based on the premise that
more closely related kinship groups would ally in opposition to less closely
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related groups, and that everyone would unite against outsiders, the logic
of this system—fight outsiders before insiders—had two consequences: a
bias toward expansive conquest (particularly to acquire cattle for use in
marriage exchanges), even without planned cooperation, and an ability to
unite against outside powers like colonial states as the ultimate outsiders
(Kelly, 1985; Sahlins, 1960). The defect of such an alliance system was
that it was temporary while states were not. Until the mid-nineteenth
century, the Nuer were protected by their isolation. Egyptian military
expeditions made forays into Nuer territory, but only after the incorporation of southern Sudan into the British Empire did the Nuer encounter a
state-organized society that could put troops in the field on a permanent
basis. Used to organizing raids with temporary leaders, the Nuer were
unable to cope effectively with this new type of opposition. They could
and did organize periodic attacks against the outsiders, but the British
were always able to overcome a local defeat and return with another army.
Without permanent leaders and an integrated tribal structure, the Nuer
proved unable to maintain their independence, though it must be noted
that the level of British control over them was quite limited. It should also
be noted that Sudan, the successor state to the British, fought decades of
inconclusive civil war in the region before granting it independence in
2011 (Johnson, 2003). Three years later, the country was engulfed with a
local civil war primarily pitting the Nuer against the larger Dinka.
While the Nuer never made permanent structural changes in their style
of political organization when confronted by state-organized societies,
other African pastoralists did. A striking example is that of the Zulus who
transformed a set of weakly linked cattle-keeping societies into a militarized state. While it was hard to maintain a hierarchy of leadership when
subordinates were free to secede and move off on their own, by the end of
the eighteenth century, this was no longer the case in southern Africa after
the expanding Nguni pastoralists from the north collided first with the
Boers and then with the British in the south. The stage was set for a radical
transformation of the Nguni, not through a change in technology or economic organization but by a transformation of their social and political
organization. This political process was set in motion with the rise of a
charismatic military leader, Dingiswayo, who transformed Nguni warrior
age sets (formerly social institutions) into a regimental structure for a
standing army. He used this army to attack neighboring tribes and created
the Mthethwa confederacy, in which conquered groups retained their
indigenous leadership and many tribes voluntarily joined the Mthethwa
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rather than fight them. The confederacy collapsed in 1818 after Dingiswayo
was murdered and Shaka, a subordinate Zulu chief and military commander under Dingiswayo, moved into this vacuum by establishing his
own kingdom (Sutherland, 2004).
Shaka proved more successful than Dingiswayo because he introduced
political and military innovations that made the Zulus much more powerful than their neighbors. These included the use of short stabbing spears
and cowhide shields in hand-to-hand combat, the creation of regiments
(impi) that fought as integrated tactical units to envelop the enemy and a
more comprehensive age set army that conscripted all men under forty
and forbade their marriage. Thus, even though the Zulus originally numbered only around 2000 people, within a year of Dingiswayo’s death,
Shaka became the paramount chief of the region, and his army soon numbered around 40,000. Previously autonomous chiefdoms became part of
a single Zulu kingdom under his direct control as Shaka killed their ruling
chiefs and sometimes their followers. Captured people were incorporated
into Zulu regiments but only as subjects of Shaka. All cattle became
Shaka’s personal property, although their use was allocated to his regiments. Shaka’s excesses eventually led to his murder in 1828 by his half-
brother, Dingane. Although Shaka had ruled only 10 years, he had so
permanently transformed the Nguni society that the Zulu kingdom not
only survived his death it remained the dominant state in Natal for the
next half century. Dingane and his descendants created a powerful Zulu
ruling dynasty that survives to this day (Thompson, 1969).
Arabia
The relationship between the camel-raising Bedouin tribes and the surrounding sedentary states has historically been extremely close—not surprisingly because camel pastoralism emerged in a region that was home to
the world’s oldest states in Mesopotamia and Egypt. The best analysis of
this relationship is also one of the oldest by the medieval Arab social historian ibn Khaldun (1332–1408), who argued that there were two fundamentally different environments in which all human cooperation and
social organization developed: the desert life of kin-based subsistence societies and the sedentary life of surplus producing towns and agricultural
villages. Of these, the camel-raising nomads best displayed the constellation of strengths that allowed them to periodically conquer sedentary
states despite being inferior to them in wealth and organization. Here,
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nomads sought autonomy from state control by keeping to the deserts
that states could not penetrate, but at times of state weakness often
emerged from them to become their rulers.
Bedouins had low population densities and their economies had little
division of labor. What gave them an advantage in dealing with the outside
world their “group feeling”, or ‘assabiya, the product of close kinship ties,
or patron-client relationships that developed out of necessity because
[T]heir defense and protection are successful only if they are a closely-knit
group of common descent. This strengthens their stamina and makes them
feared since everybody’s affection for his family is more important than anything else … It makes for mutual support and aid and increases the fear felt
by the enemy. (ibn Khaldūn, 1969, p. 97)

Such bonds better insured mutual aid and cooperation in warfare than
did the weaker political or economic interests motivating the mercenary
armies employed by states because a man would rather die than be disgraced before his kinsmen. But since ibn Khaldun (1969) observed that
genealogical descent groups lost their cohesion in cities or when farming
on fertile land, they were rarely able to maintain power as conquerors for
more than four generations (p. 97). A major reason for this was a strongly
egalitarian ethos that refused to recognize any group or individual as
inherently superior to another. Any group or individual could potentially
take on a leadership role that was validated by their success. On the other
hand, those who rose to power immediately became the target of rivals
who resented their prestige and power, so no leader could ever consider
his position entirely secure. Consequently, ibn Khaldun (1969) argued
that the power of Bedouin chiefs was limited because they led only by
consensus rather than “royal authority” that “means superiority and the
power to rule by force” (p. 108). For this reason, camel-raising Bedouin
tribes rarely exceeded 10,000 in number, the upper limit of such consensus-
style leadership. Even today, the politically prominent tribal sheikhs of the
Rwala Bedouin who act on the behalf of their tribes with Syrian, Jordanian,
Iraqi and Saudi Arabian governmental leaders cannot enforce an agreement that their followers find objectionable (Lancaster, 1981, pp. 73–97).
While the strength of tightly defined Bedouin tribes lay in their group
feeling, it provided little capacity for supra-tribal organization that could
coordinate distant related or unrelated groups in a common cause. For
this reason, it was leaders from outside the system, particularly Islamic
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religious leaders, who proved most effective in pulling these groups
together in dealing with states. As ibn Khaldun (1969) explained,
Bedouins can acquire royal authority only by making use of religious coloring, such as prophethood or sainthood, or some great religious event in
general. The reason is because of their savagery, the Bedouins are the least
willing of all nations to subordinate themselves to each other, as they are
rude, proud, ambitious and eager to be leaders. Their individual aspirations
rarely coincide. But when there is religion (among them) through prophethood or sainthood, then they have some restraining influence upon themselves. The qualities of haughtiness and jealousy leave them. It is easy then
to unite (as a social organization). … This is illustrated by the Arab dynasty
of Islam. Religion cemented their leadership with religious law and its ordinances, which, explicitly and implicitly, are concerned with what is good for
civilization. (pp. 120–21)

The growth and spread of early Islam was strongly associated with the
movement of tribal peoples out of the Arabian Peninsula in the seventh
century. Desert tribes, which had been weak and divided in Roman times,
suddenly become powerful enough to create an empire when Islam provided a new style of organization and leadership—one that was not dependent on tribal principles. The concept umma, the community of egalitarian
believers, was congruent with the traditional rejection of social hierarchy,
while wars against the unbeliever, provided the ideological base for a new
type of segmentary opposition for expansion into vulnerable sedentary
territories. In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, though on a smaller
scale, religious orders such as the Sanusi in Libya (Evans-Pritchard, 1949)
or the Wahabi in Arabia provided this framework for uniting the tribes in
political dealings with the outside world in the modern period (Rosenfeld,
1965). The movements formed by al-Qaeda in Yemen or ISIS in Iraq and
Syria currently draw on a similar dynamic.
Iranian Plateau
Nomads have always lived intermixed with sedentary people on the Iranian
plateau either surrounded by powerful states and empires or on their borders from the time of the Persian Empire in the sixth century BCE. The
creation of tribal confederacies numbering in the 100,000s (an order of
magnitude greater than among the camel-raising Bedouin) was the means
by which nomads here confronted the threats posed by sedentary states
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and was made possible by the much larger resource base their leaders
could draw on.
Many of the important dynasties of the ancient Iranian world were
established by rulers of nomadic origin: Achaemenid (558–330 BC),
Parthian (250 BC–AD 224) and Kushan (30–230). Following the Islamic
conquest, the list of the region’s important empires and dynasties also
have nomadic origins: Ghaznavids, Saljuqs, Mongols, Timurids,
Aqquyunlu, Ottomans, Mughals, Uzbek, Qizilbash and Qajars, to name
just some of the more prominent ones. The relationship between tribes
and states was always problematic under dynasties of tribal origin. Tribes
claiming kinship with the ruling dynasty believed power and wealth should
be shared broadly, and resisted when rulers quickly reduced them to subjects. Nevertheless, these nomadic tribes continued to play significant
roles in violent succession struggles and civil wars when members of the
now sedentary ruling family needed their support, a practice of a steppe
tradition known as bloody tanistry (Fletcher, 1979). The periodic struggles of the Aqquyunlu elite (1378–1508) always involved rival leaders
seeking support among the empire’s component tribes (Woods, 1976).
Tribes also served auxiliary troops that could be used in frontier wars or to
put down rebellions. The Saljuq (1055–1194) and Qajar (1779–1924)
dynasties in Iran depended almost exclusively on such tribal levies. Tribal
leaders often expected to be rewarded with military fiefs or administrative
positions in return for their aid. To prevent such tribes from building a
strong political base, dynasties such as the Mongol Il-khans (1256–1136),
Safavids (1501–1722) and Ottomans (1281–1924) often uprooted whole
confederations and moved them to the edges of the empire, far removed
from the court (Perry, 1975).
In this environment, nomadic tribes banded together on the basis of
alliance systems ruled by powerful dynastic khans. These confederation
leaders had real political authority over the tribes they controlled. Inside
the confederation, the khan (its titular leader) acted as an intermediary for
the central government, regardless of whether he was perceived as an
oppressor acting as an agent for a powerful dynasty or as the protector of
local tribal territorial and political integrity against outside demands.
Ruling over hundreds of thousands of people, the khan possessed the right
to command obedience (by using force, if necessary), collect taxes, administer justice and handle all external political relations. A classic example of
such a powerful confederation (and only one of many) was that of the
Qashqa’i of southern Iran whose leaders were significant figures in
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regional, national and international politics for the past two centuries.
Beginning with their appointment as governors of the tribes of Fars province in the late eighteenth century, an unbroken line of the Shahilu rulers,
or il-khans, created a powerful confederacy out of a diverse set of tribes.
They owed their success to the strategic location of their territory along
key trade routes to the Persian Gulf and because they possessed substantial
resources from agriculture as well as pastoralism. Both nomads and the
Iranian state sought out a political intermediary to meet their needs.
During the First World War, even foreign powers such as the British and
the Germans competed with each other for the support of the Qashqa’i
khans, and the first oil concessions treaties with British oil companies was
with them and not the government in Tehran (Khazeni, 2011). As Lois
Beck (1986) explains in her detailed study of the Qashqa’i confederation’s
evolution and development, their paramount leadership both “defined the
state and the tribe for each other while simultaneously drawing its vital
sources of power from both” (p. 163). The powerful role the tribes played
in Iran only ceased in the mid-twentieth century when central governments finally became militarily superior to them.
Mongolia
Unlike Arabia and the Iranian plateau, where nomadic pastoral societies
shared close economic and cultural ties with neighboring sedentary states,
pastoral nomadic societies along China’s Mongolian frontier inhabited
their own distinct territories, in which they were completely dominant,
separated by linear frontiers from sedentary farming civilizations whose
societies and cultures were alien to them. To deal with this powerful
Chinese state, nomadic pastoralists organized their own state structures to
force their neighbor to treat them as equal power. Empires in Mongolia
therefore arose primarily in response to imperial expansion by the Chinese.
When China unified under native Chinese dynasties, the nomads followed
suit, creating “mirror empires” to deal with China as equals (Barfield, 2001).
Organizing themselves as “imperial confederacies,” the nomads
employed principles of tribal organization and indigenous tribal leaders to
rule at the local level while maintaining an imperial state structure with an
exclusive monopoly on foreign and military affairs. Politically and financially, the imperial confederacy had its roots in foreign relations, not in the
evolution of social organization on the steppe itself. Their stability
depended on extorting vast amounts of wealth from China through
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 illage, tribute payments, border trade and international re-export of luxp
ury goods, not by taxing steppe nomads. When China was centralized and
powerful, so were nomadic empires; when China collapsed into political
anarchy and economic depression, so did the unified steppe polities that
had prospered by its extortion. From the outside, the imperial confederacy
appeared to be a state, with a centralized government and monopoly on
the use of force. Internally, however, it retained tribal organization at the
local level and allowed a great deal of autonomy.
The first example of such an imperial confederacy was that created by
the Xiongnu nomads at the end of the third century BCE when they conquered all the other tribes of Mongolia and united them into an empire.
Contemporaneous with the unification of China under the Han dynasty,
the Xiongnu empire had a population of around a million people and was
ruled by an unbroken dynasty for the next 300 years (Barfield, 1981b). Its
model of organization (although not its specific terminology) was later
adopted by the Turkish Empires from the mid-sixth to mid-ninth centuries to deal with the Tang dynasty, and the Ming dynasty from the fourteenth to mid-seventeenth centuries (Barfield, 1989).
The imperial confederacy owed its stability and continued existence to
its ability to deliver luxury goods, border trade and military protection
from the outside world to participating tribes. It was only by establishing
a large source of outside revenue that such a complex system of political
hierarchy could be maintained. The Shanyu, the Xiongnu leader, kept his
state intact by acting as the sole intermediary between the Chinese government and the tribes in the empire both as a negotiator and war leader.
His foreign policy was based on the principle of extortion and the nomads
initially cultivated a particularly violent reputation in order to maximize its
bargaining position with the Han government. Raids provided loot
directly to the tribes that participated in them and the nomads always
retreated back on to the steppe before Chinese armies could retaliate. But
raiding parties were always followed by nomad envoys who assured the
Chinese court that an end to hostilities could be obtained by providing
subsidies and border trade on favorable terms. Over time, the value of
these treaties grew inexorably, although this was later disguised under the
rubric of the “tributary system”, in which the nomads made token gifts
and appropriate gestures in return for massive payments. It is estimated
that the cost of such payments to the Chinese in the eastern Han dynasty
amounted to about one-third of the annual government payroll. In the
early ninth century, the Tang dynasty delivered half a million bolts of silk
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annually to the Uighur Empire to maintain good relations with the
nomads. These payments allowed the nomad ruler to act as the controller
of an enormous system for the redistribution of luxury goods. Had China
attempted to strangle the nomadic state by cutting off trade or aid, the
imperial confederacy would revert to its original military function and
conduct plundering raids to make up for lost treaty revenue. One interesting aspect of this relationship was that it became more symbiotic over
time. Nomads that were initially deemed bitter enemies of the Tang and
Han dynasties became their allies in order to preserve the subsidy payments China was making to them, and when these dynasties weakened it
was the nomads who sent troops to put down Chinese rebels. Only the
collapse of China’s economy struck a death blow to imperial order on the
steppe. When China suffered periods of economic collapse and fell into
anarchy, the component tribes of the empire acted on their own. When
there were no resources to extract, there could be no state structure on the
steppe (Barfield, 1989).
One reason the system worked is that the nomads wished to extort
rather than conquer China since they neither had the manpower or expertise to rule it. On one occasion, however, the nomads organized a military
force with such a powerful capacity that their extortion policy ended up
killing the victim. This was when Chinggis Khan united the Mongols in
the thirteenth century and combined the efficiency and spread of the
nomads’ cavalry with the technical prowess of sedentary military engineers
(captured in China and Central Asia) who could take walled cities. He and
his heirs would go on to create the largest empire the world had ever seen:
from the Black Sea to the Pacific Ocean and from Siberia to South Asia.
This marked the highpoint of nomadic power. For at least two centuries,
dynasties of nomadic origin were masters of much of the sedentary world.
It is a past that state societies today have largely chosen to forget or ignore.

The State Victorious: The End of Nomadic Power
If nomads played such an important historic role in the world political
system what caused their demise? With the exception of Mongolia, which
privileges its nomadic past, nomads in states today face major difficulties,
not only politically but also economically. The process began in central
Eurasia when the nomads who had dominated the steppes for 2500 years
found themselves under threat by an expanding Russia and China. Their
mobility and the military effectiveness of horse cavalry had previously
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made this region their own. But the introduction of ever more mobile
gunpowder weapons changed the equation in favor of the states that could
afford them. First on defense (keeping nomads out) then in offense (moving into the steppe itself), states in Eurasia began directly occupying
nomad territory. The Zunghar Empire in today’s Xinjiang was destroyed
by Qing China in 1757 and the Kazakhs fell victim to Russian expansion
at the same time. Although it would take about another century for the
process to complete, by the mid-nineteenth century, the nomads within
these large states came fully under their administrative control.
One of the great advantages of nomads had been their ability to retreat
under pressure, whether into grasslands or deep deserts, where sedentary
armies could not follow. Or if they did they could never stay long because
the logistics of supplying an expeditionary force were very limited. In the
end, sedentary armies had to withdraw. Railways were the first blow to this
isolation. Although investment might be large, a sedentary state could
control distant territories by building railroads to them. These could supply armies at a distance, but the bigger threat was that they allowed the
expansion of farming immigrants into territories that had been exclusively
pastoral before. While many of these regions were not suitable for farming, others were, including the steppes of southern Russia, parts of the
Kazakh steppe and southern Mongolia. The population balance shifted in
these territories and nomads found themselves pushed out. In the Peoples
Republic of China, the Mongols of Inner Mongolia today constitute only
one-tenth of the region’s population. The steppes of Ukraine and Russia
are almost entirely inhabited by sedentary farmers (Humphrey & Sneath,
1999). As if this were not enough, the socialist revolutions in the Soviet
Union and China led to policies of collectivization that destroyed traditional models of animal husbandry, sometimes with great violence. In
Kazakhstan, under Stalin, one million Kazakhs died out of a population of
four million and livestock losses exceeded 90% (Olcott, 1987). China’s
policies were less destructive but they put direct state authority onto even
the smallest communities.
Nomads in the Middle East maintained their autonomy longer. Here,
it was twentieth century technology—motorized vehicles and aircraft—
that gave the state superiority. Bedouins had historically found safety in
the desert but now they could be pursued and dominated by sedentary
states. The collapse of the Ottoman Empire and the creation of successor
states put nomads at odds with new sedentary governments keen to defend
arbitrary borders that invariably ran through their traditional tribal
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t erritories, separating people who were more loyal to each other than the
new states that claimed authority over therm. There was an exception to
this: the region’s conservative monarchies (Saudi Arabia, Oman, Jordan
and the Gulf States) found that nomad tribes made good allies against
sedentary populations less enamored of kings and princes. In these countries, nomads, while no longer autonomous, received subsidies from the
state and were recruited into their militaries. Those with outside incomes
still valued livestock production, but often hired others to do the work
(Cole, 2003). Countries like Syria, Iraq and Egypt with a stronger sedentary bias against tribal nomads, on the other hand, implemented policies
that were destructive to pastoralism and the nomadic communities that
depended on them. Iran under the Pahlavi dynasty (1925–1978) pursued
a policy of forced sedentarization to destroy the economic autonomy of
nomads in Iran during the 1920s, but it was Iran’s growing population
and urban economy based on oil that finally sidelined them politically.
Here, as elsewhere, the political problem was one of demography: Iran’s
million nomads constituted one-fifth of the population at the beginning of
the nineteenth century, but that same one million constitutes a tiny minority of Iran’s 83 million people today. When nomads became small minorities in large states, and when the state was no longer sympathetic to their
needs, they stooped being political actors and started to target development by states that defined their way of life as something to abolish in the
name of progress. Still, because they do fill an important economic niche
in many countries where their animal husbandry is an important part of
the local economy, predictions of their demise may be premature. As failed
states in many parts of the world collapse into anarchy and war, a tradition
of self-support and self-governance looks far more adaptive in the twenty-
first century than it was perceived in the twentieth.
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CHAPTER 3

The Anti-Nomadic Bias of Political Theory
Erik Ringmar

Over the last couple of decades, the conditions of life for nomadic peoples
have been radically rethought (Devore & Lee, 1999). Contrary to what
we once were told, the lives of hunters, gatherers and pastoralists are generally not “solitary, poor, nasty, brutish and short” (Hobbes, 1651, i:13,
p. 84). Rather, barring environmental calamities, their lives are sociable,
rich, pleasant, sophisticated and long. Gatherers are not desperately digging for roots and hunters are not chasing wild geese. Instead hunters and
gatherers have traditionally lived in abundant environments where looking
for food is similar to looking for something to eat in a refrigerator
(Turnbull, 1984, pp. 96–108). Their days can be spent on leisurely activities, and when food is required, they simply go and get it. Hunters and
gatherers eat better than farmers since their diet is more varied; they live
longer too since they are not forced to live in confined areas where diseases
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spread (Scott, 2017, pp. 96–113). Likewise, although pastoralists occasionally need to move their herds to new pastures, their workday is
nowhere near as long or intense as that of farmers. In addition, since the
kinds of resources that prop up sharp inequalities are difficult to move,
nomadic societies are more egalitarian than sedentary societies. Decision-
making is consensual; it involves everyone, although the older and presumably wiser members of the community typically have a larger say.
This revisionist account is not uncontested to be sure, and all groups of
foragers and pastoralists are not the same (Hurtado & Hill, 1995;
Widerquist & McCall, 2017, pp. 176–218). Although their mobile condition imposes a certain logic on all of them, each group is subject to unique
conditions. And yet, the very possibility that something like the revisionist
account might be correct forces us to read the European canon of political
theory in a new light (Barnard, 1999, pp. 375–383; Widerquist & McCall,
2017). Political theorists have always regarded the lives of nomadic peoples as an abomination and as the condition from which they had to be
rescued by the establishment of the state. Although anthropologists may
be overly enthusiastic and perhaps politically motivated—there is an
“anarcho-primitivist” manifesto lurking just under the surface of their
texts—the biases of that profession are surely nothing compared to the
biases of the political theorists themselves. If the lives of nomadic peoples
are even half as attractive as some anthropologists claim, political theory as
we know it has to be radically rethought. If there is a nomadic alternative
to the modern state, who in their right mind would prefer a sedentary life
of incessant toil, political repression and inherited injustices? Why pay
taxes and die in the state’s wars?1
Put differently, a consideration of the lives of nomadic peoples allows us
to expose the rhetorical strategies on which political theory relies. It is
mainly by means of rhetoric, after all, not physical coercion, that the state
achieves consent. Coercion is expensive and difficult to carry out, it is far
better if people can be convinced to freely subjugate themselves to the
authorities. In order to achieve this end, states rely on what the ancient
Greeks referred to as theorein, a verb meaning “to consider,” “speculate,”
“look at,” with contemporary English-language derivatives such as “theater” and “theory” (Puchner, 2010, pp. 6–7). Theater and theory are
1
“[T]he average person,” Widerquist and McCall (2017) conclude, “is better off in most
contemporary state societies,” but “significant numbers of people are worse off in capitalist
state societies than they would be even in a small-scale stateless society” (p. 177).
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both ways of showing something to be the case. While watching a theatrical performance we suspend disbelief; the performance makes a reality out
of the world with which we are presented. Theory, likewise, is a sort of
mental seeing; it is a way of identifying the categories, variables, relationships and causes which together make up a certain world. Just like the
theater, theory explains and thereby justifies and legitimizes what is
being shown.
The state has relied both on political theater and on political theory in
order to enforce loyalty and obedience from the people subject to it. There
are three junctures in human history, in particular, when this combination
of the theatrical and the theoretical has been called for. And, at each juncture, the state invoked the supreme authority of various capitalized entities
in order to support its claims. When city-states were first established in
ancient Greece, a nomadic life was rejected by references to Nature; when
sovereign states emerged in Europe in the late Renaissance, a nomadic life
was rejected by means of references to God; and when finally European
states in the nineteenth-century came to colonize much of the rest of the
world, a nomadic life was rejected by means of references to History. The
state is thrice born, thrice necessary. The state is legitimate since it is
required by Nature, by God and by History.

Nature: Political Animals
The first empires in the eastern Mediterranean—the Minoan and the
Phoenician—were thalassocracies, empires not of the land but of the
ocean. It was the sea that provided people with a living from fishing and
trade. Thalassocracies have little territorial extension but great geographical scope. Even if the islands in the enormous Greek archipelago were
barren and poor, they survived thanks to the links they established between
each other (Horden & Purcell, 2000, pp. 342–400; Taylor & Vlassopoulos,
2015). The people of the sea were nomads, we might say; they belonged
less to a particular place than to the network of places which their trading
links created. This is how Greek settlements fanned out across the archipelago, establishing colonies as far away as in southern France. Odysseus
and Herodotus may have been unusually prolific travelers, but other
Greeks traveled widely too (Hartog, 2001, pp. 47–63). At the same time,
and through the same networks, foreign, eastern, influences were brought
into the Greek world—Egyptian wisdom, religious cults, architectural
forms, assorted tools and techniques (Vlassopoulos, 2007, pp. 91–111).
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That which we call “Greece” were nodes in a network in the eastern
Mediterranean through which goods, people and ideas were widely
disseminated.
Late in the sixth century BCE this world was dramatically transformed
(Euben, 1986). This was when the polis, the city-state, established itself as
the pre-eminent political unit. The world of city-states is the classical
Greek world; the Greece we know from history books. The predominant
literary form here were tragedies. Staged in amphitheaters, the tragedies
were performances which all citizens of the polis were required to attend
(Goldhill, 1997; Mendelsohn, 2016). The playwrights competed with
each other in describing to the audience what the polis was like and who
they themselves were. This is how the polis became an object of public
reflection. A play such as Sophocles’s Antigone dramatizes the conflict
between the moral code of the Homeric society which now was vanishing
and the laws laid down by the new city-state (Steiner, 1996, pp. 19–42).
As Antigone found out when she tried to bury her dead brother according
to the traditional rites, the laws of the city trumped the obligations of
family ties.
If the theater was intended for people at large, political theory was
intended for a small elite. Political theory too was a way of reflecting on
the nature of the polis. In The Laws, Plato told the story of the development of political institutions, from an initial condition in which “there
were a few herds of cattle, and perhaps a surviving stock of goats,” to a
time in which there was “a city, a constitution, a legislation” (Plato, 1934,
p. 57). The ideal state, Plato explained, should be located at least 80 stadia, some 15 kilometers, away from the sea lest the citizens be seduced by
its temptations—to travel, to enrich themselves, and to build empires. The
proximity of the sea “fills a city with wholesale traffic and retail huckstering, breeds shifty and distrustful habits of the soul, and thus makes a society distrustful and unfriendly both of itself as well as towards mankind at
large” (Plato, 1934, p. 57). To limit the impact of foreign ideas, travel
should be restricted by the authorities and no person under the age of
forty should be allowed to go abroad (Plato, 1934, pp. 344, 346). The
blueprint for the ideal city-state which Plato presented in The Republic is
the very opposite of the thalassocracies of the past. It is sedentary, walledin, inegalitarian and repressive, with citizenship replacing commercial

commitments and laws replacing time-honored customs (Diamond, 1974,
pp. 176–202).
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Aristotle was no less insistent than Plato in his defense of the city.
Human beings, he explained, are by nature zoon politikon, “political animals” (Aristotle, 1893, p. 1253a2) Yet, nature, in Aristotle’s account, did
not refer to the wilderness which existed outside the city walls, but instead
to the internal process of change, phusis, integral to the development of all
beings. It is in the nature of something to reach its telos, and thereby eventually to fully become what its nature intends it to be. The classical example is the acorn destined by nature to become an oak tree. A zoon politikon
is consequently a being who only can realize its telos under the political
arrangements that exist in a polis. There are several ways in which this end
can be achieved. In the city we interact with other human beings and
thereby educate and develop ourselves, but politics also allows us to rule
over others and others to rule over us; in the city we learn to make laws,
but also how to follow them. In much the same way, Aristotle explained,
it is in the nature of certain humans to be slaves and of women to be confined to the home. It is the polis which allows them too to realize their
not-fully-human nature.
The implications for nomadic peoples are obvious enough. A peripatetic life lived outside of the city walls cannot be a human life properly
speaking. In order to survive in the wilderness, you must either be a god
or a beast (Aristotle, 1893, p. 1253a27). Gods and beasts do not need the
city, but human beings do. Banishment was consequently the worst form
of punishment. To be banished was not only to be alienated from the city
but from one’s nature; it was to be alive but no longer as a human being.
The Greeks feared this state as a question of “panic,” the sensation which
suddenly overcomes you when you have followed the flute-playing god
Pan into the wilderness, when he suddenly vanishes, and you realize that
you are lost and alone.
While the life of pastoralists was rejected, it had already in classical times
become an object of elaborate rêveries. The daydreams focused on Arcadia,
a region in the interior of the Peloponnese peninsula, where shepherds
tended their flocks and lived beyond the reach of the state (Hartog, 2001,
pp. 133–150). To the Greeks, Arcadia was a rebarbative place, best
avoided, which contained peoples so primitive that they engaged in human
sacrifices and so ignorant of agricultural practices that they ate acorns with
their mutton (Wills, 1998, pp. 16, 18). The Romans, however, read Virgil,
who in his Eclogues idealized the virtues of pastoral life (Virgil, 1847). Yet,
these accounts of a life lived beyond the reach of the state were vicarious
dreams, not advocacies for a nomadic lifestyle. No one actually wanted to
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go to Arcadia nor live the lives of its inhabitants. And yet, the suggestion
that a place like this existed, helped to make life subject to the state halfway bearable.

God: The Great Leviathan
The states which were established in Europe in the course of the
Renaissance made a series of rather extraordinary claims. Calling themselves “sovereign,” they insisted that they were self-governing and independent of all other authorities, and that they had the right to collect taxes
and war contributions from the people subject to them. These sacrifices,
moreover, were to be made obediently, in an orderly fashion, and out of a
sense of loyalty and even love. To make these demands seem legitimate,
the early modern European states too relied on a combination of political
theater and political theory. Coronations, progressions, funerals and royal
occasions of all kinds were turned into spectacles of pomp and circumstance through which the presumptive subjects were bedazzled and over-
awed. Kings have magical powers, the subjects were told; they can heal the
sick through a mere touch of their hands and kill and confound their
enemies through the power of their oratory (Bloch, 1990, pp. 177–213).
The king was anointed by God, ruling in God’s name, and it was consequently with God himself that critics of the king had to tussle.
When it came to convincing the intellectual elite, the state relied mainly,
much as in Greece, on political theory. A new generation of political theorists emerged, ready and willing to provide the sovereign rulers with the
arguments they needed. The political theorists made themselves a God of
their own. Thomas Hobbes called him “that great Leviathan”—“that
Mortall God, to which wee owe under the Immortall God, our peace and
defence” (Hobbes, 1651, ii:17, p. 119). But just as the God of the theatrical displays, this man-made God too was vehemently anti-nomadic. The
argument proceeded by radically redefining the Greek understanding of
nature. Nature, political theorists now explained, was the original, nomadic
condition in which human beings had lived before the establishment of
the state. This condition was envisioned as a large forest or a vast plain in
which individuals and small groups of families roamed around with no
fixed abode. Here man was
a naked Creature no better than dumb, wanting all Things, satisfying his
Hunger with Roots and Herbs, slaking his Thirst with any Water he can
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find, avoiding the Extremities of the Weather, by creeping into Caves, or the
like, exposed an easy Prey to the ravenous Beasts, and trembling at the Sight
of any of them. (Pufendorf, 1735, bk. ii:1, p. 8)

It was not of course that people in the Middle Ages generally had lived the
lives of nomads, and it was not that the sovereign state had emerged from
this state. Rather, the state of nature was a potential condition to which
mankind could revert in case the power of the state was undermined. This
made rebellion a crime not only against a ruler but against oneself and
one’s society. The harsher and more unacceptable the terms in which the
state of nature was described, the more necessary the state could be presented as being—and the more justified its repressive measures.
Thomas Hobbes’ (1651) description of the state of nature was very
harsh indeed. In the state of nature, he explained, man was “a wolf to
other men,” ruthless and entirely ruled by selfish appetites. As a result, in
the state of nature
there is no place for industry, because the fruit thereof is uncertain, and
consequently no culture of the earth, no navigation nor use of the commodities that may be imported by sea, no commodious building, no instruments of moving and removing such things as require much force, no
knowledge of the face of the earth; no account of time, no arts, no letters,
no society, and, which is worst of all, continual fear and danger of violent
death. (i:13, p. 84)

It was in order to escape this condition that foragers and pastoralists had
renounced their right to self-protection and signed a contract which
created a common authority powerful enough to repress them and
“keep them all in awe” (Hobbes, 1651, ii:17, p. 116). “For by this
Authoritie, given him by every particular man in the Common-Wealth,
he hath the use of so much Power and Strength conferred on him, that
by terror thereof, he is inabled to forme the wills of them all, to Peace
at home, and mutuall ayd against their enemies abroad” (Hobbes, 1651,
ii:17:119).
Nature, Aristotle had argued, could be discovered within each person,
but according to the political theorists of the early modern era, it was
instead the person who could be discovered in nature. Finding man in
nature, in the wilderness, we find him as he really is. Indeed, he is too
human—too selfish, too aggressive. Therefore, while the Greeks needed
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politics in order to realize their nature and thereby their highest ideals,
man now needed politics in order to escape their natures and their basic
instincts. A political animal, according to the political theorists, is a wild
animal domesticated; a wolf defanged. As Pufendorf (1735) explained,
“[w]e call a man a truly political animal,” who is “a good citizen,” and he
is a good citizen:
if he promptly obeys the commands of the rulers, if he strives with all his
might for the public good, and willingly subordinates thereto his private
good, or rather if he thinks nothing good for himself, unless it is likewise
good for the state too; and finally if he shows himself accommodating to the
other citizens. (bk. ii:5, p. 5)

The state of nature was not only a thought experiment, it had real-world
counterparts. This, at least, is what early modern Europeans concluded as
a result of their far-flung explorations. If we think the state of nature
implausible, Hobbes noted, we have only to consider the lives led by “the
savage people in many places of America” (Hobbes, 1651, part i:13,
p. 85). Savages, just as the imaginary inhabitants of the state of nature, are
people who move around from place to place. They too lack a government
and are miserable and poor. These facts provided Europeans with the
rationale they needed for colonization (Fitzmaurice, 2007). The land on
which the nomads roamed was not fenced in, they pointed out, and it
consequently had no owner. One result of this lack of ownership was that
the land was far less productive than it could be. Francisco de Vitoria, a
theologian and jurist in Salamanca, quoted the Bible to the effect that
God has given human beings the world in common, but that we all have
an obligation to take care of it to the best of our abilities (Scott, 1934;
Vitoria, 1964). It was this obligation which the peoples of the Americas
had failed to fulfill. “[T]he whole earth is the Lord’s garden,” as John
Winthrop (1629/1846; Harriot, 1903), a Puritan lawyer and one of the
founders of the Massachusetts Bay Colony, explained
and he hath give it to the sons of Adam to be tilled and improved by them.
Why then should we stand starving here for places of habitation … and in
the mean time suffer whole countries, as profitable for the use of man, to lie
waste without any improvement? (p. 272)
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The problem with the state of nature, John Locke (1689/1821) explained
in the second of the Two Treaties on Government, is that our property
rights are insecure (bk. v, pp. 208–230). Thus, even if we put up a fence
around our land, there is no reason why others should respect it. Since this
makes it impossible to make a living from agriculture, we too are forced to
forage for food. In this we are no better off than the “wild Indian” who is
both peripatetic and property-less, and infinitely poorer than even the
poorest man in England. Locke (1689/1821) concluded that “in the
beginning all the world was America” (bk. v, pp. 228–229). Only if property rights are made secure, will economic development be possible.
Indeed, “government has no other end but the preservation of property”
(bk. vii, p. 279). Government, that is, is required to rescue us all from a
nomadic way of life.

History: The Rude Becoming Polished
The demands made on behalf of European states in the nineteenth century were, if anything, even more extravagant. At the height of the colonial era, they demanded the right not only to rule themselves and their
subjects, but to rule the whole world. No one anywhere was going to
escape their reach. In order to put persuasive force behind this project, the
Europeans relied on the same time-honored combination of stagecraft
and political theory as at previous junctures in history. To make them realize that all resistance was futile, the non-European natives were shown
convincing evidence of the Europeans’ might (Ringmar, 2013a,
pp. 271–272). This included examples of their science, technology and
medical advances, but the most convincing demonstrations were carried
out in the theaters of war. Since most colonies were too large and too far
away to be dominated by military means, the use of force was turned into
a terrifying display. This is why the French in Algeria in the 1840s not only
killed the native males who rebelled against them, but also their wives and
children; and why the British, after the uprising in India in 1857, not only
executed the insurgents, but shot them out of the mouths of cannons.
Lessons were to be taught pour décourager les autres (Ringmar, 2013b).
However, political theory was needed as well. The natives had to be
told why they were colonized, and a rationale had to be given to critics
back home in Europe. As always, political theorists rose to the task. That
nomadic peoples are savages—from salvaticus, “of the woods”—had long
been established, but it was only in the course of the eighteenth-century
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that “civilization” came to be identified as the standard by which their
lives were to be measured (Gong, 1984). The term civilization was
admittedly rather difficult to define, but typically it meant the opposite of
everything nomadic. Derived from civis—the “citizen” of a city-state—
civilization was more than anything a feature of the lives of city-dwellers.
While “a savage tribe consists of a handful of individuals wandering or
thinly scattered over a vast tract of country,” as John Stuart Mill explained,
civilization is a matter of “a dense population … dwelling in fixed habitations, and largely collected together in towns and villages” (Mill,
1836/1859, p. 161). What the savages lacked more than anything was
refinement and sophistication. City people have time for leisure, conversations and reflection; they have good manners, soft hands and clean clothes;
they keep up with developments elsewhere, know the latest news and fashions. They are, in the eighteenth-century parlance, “polished,” whereas
savages are “rude.” Civilization is the process whereby the rude gradually
comes to be polished.
As the political theorists of the eighteenth century went on to explain,
life in a polished and in a rude society have next to nothing in common.
The best explanation for these differences, Adam Ferguson (1773) pointed
out in his An Essay on the History of Civil Society, is to be found in the
principles by which societies are organized (pp. 301–314). Consider the
division of labor. In a society with little division of labor—where few people specialize on particular tasks—everyone will be more or less alike, and
so will their lives. There is consequently little reason for them to exchange
goods and services with each other. As a result, there will also be little by
means of economic development. It is only through specialization, as
Adam Smith (1776) explained in An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes
of the Wealth of Nations, that the full economic potential of society is
unleashed (vol. 2, pp. 5–26). It is “the prospect of being able to exchange
one commodity for another,” as Ferguson (1773) put it, which “turns, by
degrees, the hunter and the warrior into a tradesman and a merchant”
(pp. 301–302). It is this transformation which eventually makes nomads
into city-dwellers and thereby members of civil—civilized and
civilizing—society.
It is difficult not to see this transformation as a matter of progress. The
polished was not only different from the rude, but an improvement on it.
Economic development takes us from a condition that is worse to one that
is better. History, as Smith, Ferguson and their fellow Scottish philosophers explained, moves through stages, and each stage is more civilized
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than the one that went before it (Smith, 1773/1978; 1776, vol. 1,
pp. 122–147). Hunters and gatherers were at the lowest stage of human
development since they had next to no division of labor, above them were
pastoralists who had some, and then came farmers. However, it was only
in commercial society, with its reliance on economic markets, that the division of labor was fully developed. It was only in commercial society that
people were properly civilized. Incidentally, this was also the kind of society in which the Scottish philosophers themselves lived.
This series of stages, each one replacing the last, is what the philosophers of the Enlightenment came to call a “universal history.” Universal
histories had been written before, but they had been great encyclopedias
of assorted facts concerning everything that possibly could be said about
strange people in far-away places (Bossuet, 1771). In the Enlightenment,
by contrast, universal history became “Universal History,” a philosophical
idea and a capitalized abstraction, which organized all the disparate facts
of the past according to a definite scheme. Social life was not random, it
turned out; it had a pattern and a direction which could be discovered by
those who studied it. Documenting this philosophical history was the
monumental task undertaken by several authors. In addition to the works
by Ferguson and Smith, universal histories were written by John Millar,
William Robertson, Henry Home Kames, Abbé Raynal, Johann Gottfried
Herder and Immanuel Kant, among others (Bury, 1920, pp. 168–169;
Raynal, 1777). Yet, the apotheosis of the genre was reached with
G.W.F. Hegel. In his version, Universal History was a matter of the way
the dialectical potential of the Weltgeist unfolded itself in time. And as he
concluded, world history was all leading up to the establishment of the
state. The state is inevitable, it must happen; der Gang Gottes in der Welt
daß der Staat ist (Hegel, 1820/1991, para. 258).
It was this Universal History which at the end of the nineteenth century gave the European colonizers such self-confidence and provided an
intellectual rationale for their take-over of the world (Gong, 1984; Meek,
2011; Ringmar, 2014). If there really was a pattern to world history, and
if everyone had to move in the direction in which Europe already had
moved, then resistance was futile. What History willed, History required.
The sooner the native peoples gave in to the Europeans, the quicker and
more painless the process of transformation would be. The only remaining
question was whether it was within the powers of the most savage of
nomads to make the transition. The philosophes of the Enlightenment had
been quite optimistic in this regard and many nineteenth-century liberals
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agreed. Differences between societies were accordingly only temporary
aberrations which, given sufficient education and patience, eventually
could be overcome (Raynal, 1777, vol. 2, p. 350). Colonialism, from this
perspective, was a form of tutelage. Yet, many Europeans were far less
optimistic. Reading Herbert Spencer and misreading Charles Darwin,
they concluded that hunters and gatherers, such as those encountered in
Tasmania, Southwestern Africa and Tierra del Fuego, were congenitally
inferior to the Europeans and thereby unable to improve. As such they
would sooner or later be annihilated by History, as helped along by the
Europeans themselves.
But there were also dissenters. Or rather, even though few Europeans
would have preferred a rude life to a polished one, they still liked to contemplate the possibility of such a life. This was, as we saw, the role of the
dreams dreamed of Arcadia, but in the eighteenth century it was also a
device employed to criticize the pretensions, foibles and injustices of civilized society. There was an entire literary genre—of which Montesquieu’s
(1721, 1913) Lettres Persanes was the first—in which people from ostensibly savage places were made to speak much-needed truths. Voltaire contributed to the genre, and so did Denis Diderot (1796) in Supplément au
voyage de Bougainville, a series of conversations between European explorers and Tahitian villagers. And just as the Romans, civilized Europeans
liked to imitate the rustic pleasures of nomadic life.2 Hunting and fishing,
Adam Smith (1776) pointed out, are “the most important employments
of mankind in the rude state of society,” yet in civilized society the same
activities become our “most agreeable amusements,” and we “pursue for
pleasure what they once followed from necessity” (vol. 1, p. 123). It was
by imagining themselves in nomadic places, and by mimicking nomadic
lives, that the Europeans mustered the will to carry the yoke of their
civilization.

Nature, God and History
The examples provided by the lives of nomads is a constant threat to the
legitimacy of the state. If anthropologists are even half correct, the
nomadic lifestyle is highly attractive. Hunters, gatherers and pastoralists
2
As Arthur Lovejoy points out, this genre does not include Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1755),
Discours sur l’origine et les fondemens de l’inegalite’ parmi les hommes; Lovejoy (1923) “The
Supposed Primitivism of Rousseau’s ‘Discourse on Inequality’,” 165–186.
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live freer lives, in more egalitarian societies, they work less, eat better and
are not as exposed to diseases. In order to convince people to give up this
lifestyle and subject themselves to the power of the state, some very powerful rhetoric is required. This was supplied by what the ancient Greeks
referred to as theorein—by theater and by theory. The theater was the
most effective way to convince ordinary people. In public performances
they were shown what would happen if they failed to submit to the power
of the state. The Greeks performed these plays in amphitheaters; the kings
of early modern Europe arranged processions and ostentatious displays;
the colonial masters of the nineteenth century staged spectacular acts of
cruelty designed to crush all resistance.
For educated people, theorein took instead the form of political theory.
Theory too is a form of showing, of making evident, and what was shown
and made evident was what would happen if the state failed to prevail. By
going against the state, we go against Nature, said the ancient Greeks; we
go against God, said the theorists of sovereignty in early modern Europe;
we go against History, said the eighteenth-century philosophers of civilization. The state is legitimate since it is required by Nature, by God and
by History. The state is thrice born, thrice necessary. The Nature which we
find inside us demands it, but so does the Nature in which we find ourselves. God gives blessings to the king from high and punishes those who
fail to pay their taxes. But the state is required by History too. What
History requires must sooner or later come to pass. Quod erat
demonstrandum.
To conclude on a more tentative note—and to attempt to give the last
word to the nomads themselves—consider what foragers or pastoralists
might make of these arguments (Ringmar, 2017). Surely, to nomadic peoples there can be no such thing as Nature since the natural requires the
artificial and man-made as a contrasting term. Nature can only come into
existence as juxtaposed with “convention,” techne, “city-life,” “civilization,” and so on. To nomadic peoples, nature is rather all there is. There
is only one world, the world which provides for and nourishes us. To move
away from this world and to put one’s trust in human artifice is surely a
reckless enterprise.
As far as God is concerned, nomadic peoples are likely to remain skeptical. Anthropologists have often noticed how little interest nomadic peoples take in the notion of an all-powerful, transcendental being. This is
true even of peoples, such as the Bedouins of Arabia or Iran, who are
supposed to be good Muslims (Barth, 1961, p. 135). If you live in an
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environment which constantly provides for you, you are not dependent on
miracles; you are not subject to the sky—waiting and hoping for rain—and
there is consequently no reason to obey those who claim to represents the
sky’s powers. What nomads need are instead gods who give them enough
responsibility to be able to solve problems for themselves. Consequently,
as anthropologists have noted, many nomadic peoples do not seem to be
afraid of death. When you are dead, they say, you are no more, and that is
that (Alekseenko, 2000, p. 456; Turnbull, 1984, pp. 27–51). We were
here before our births, as a part of the environment that can be seen all
around us, and we will still be here after our deaths, as a part of the memories of our communities. It is only people who are separated from the
world in which they live, and from their communities, who are fearful.
And the more fearful you are, the more you need an all-powerful God to
reassure you. The more powerful your God, the more you will come to
live a life of subjection.
This is also the reason why the idea of History makes no sense to
nomadic peoples. Stateless societies are “societies without history,” we are
told, and the reason is that they have few or no written records. Yet, writing is more than anything a practice required by the state (Scott, 2017,
pp. 139–149). States need writing in order to lay down the law, to communicate with officials and keep records. Besides, kings like their achievements to be remembered—how much land they conquered and how many
enemies they slew. By anchoring our lives in texts, we no longer need to
keep the knowledge in our heads. Yet, to live subject to a text is to live
subject to an external object maintained by an external authority. Writing,
from this point of view, is a part of the state’s system of control. For
nomadic peoples, myths serve far better than history (Nandy, 1989,
pp. 55–63). There is no need for them to lay things out or to see the
unfolding of events as part of a progressive series. Myths, moreover, are an
oral tradition, taught by the elders and kept alive by the community itself.
To live subject to a myth is to live subject to a shared memory, of which
each member is the custodian. Nomadic peoples have no use for political theory.
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We argue that this disparity in treatment results from two factors: state
material capacity and commitment to the idea of modern, exclusive territoriality. A fixed and monopolistic territorial order is important not
only to the efficiency of modern states it is also a defining element of
their identity. Different states, either because they are materially and
institutionally strong or weak, or because they are more or less committed to the idea of the modern international order, will react to nomads in
different ways. Strong states, committed to exclusive notions of sovereign territoriality, will tend to coercively control nomads, forcibly settling and assimilating them, or expel them from their territory in order
to eliminate the exception they represent to their monopoly on sovereign
control over a given territory. States that have not consolidated control
over their territory, those often termed weak, tend to ignore or accommodate nomadism.
These efforts serve two purposes: first, they aim to curtail the material
effects of transnational nomadism, among them the perceived or real security, economic, and sanitary threats posed by nomadic groups to state control. Second, they aim to relieve the ideational disjunction between
nomadic social organization and exclusive territorial sovereignty. That
both material and social factors are at work becomes visible when we consider some materially strong states, which have gradually moved away
from the strictures of the territorially exclusive model through international integration, relaxing the connection between their borders and
identities. These states, despite being materially capable of coercing
nomads, have loosened some restraints on nomadic mobility.

States and Pre-State Actors
The modern state, characterized by a monopoly over the legitimate use of
force over a particular territory and population (Weber, 1958), has supplanted other political forms as predominant political actor in modern
international politics.
The nature of this monopoly, however, is often contested. While some
scholars see the territorial exclusivity of the modern state as originating in
efficiencies over alternatives (Spruyt, 1994), others have argued that the
modern state has roots in a perceived moral role (Reus-Smit, 1999), in
the geopolitical and cultural vicissitudes of the Reformation (Nexon,
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2009), in the generative effects of modern cartography (Branch, 2011),
and so on. While the institutional structure of the modern state is agreed
upon, the origins of, and reasons for, this structure are contested.1 As
Ruggie (1993) has shown that sovereignty need not be linked to territory; forms of social attachment to territory can vary. Rule need not be
territorial (it can be based on kinship), it need not be fixed or contiguous
(it can move from territory to territory), and it need not be mutually
exclusive (such as the overlapping rights and responsibilities of medieval
Europe or the European Union). Nomadism belongs to the second category: a social order for which territoriality is important but not geographically fixed.2
Nomads pose two distinct kinds of threat to the modern, territorial
state: material and ideational. Materially, states may view nomads as security threats, especially along borders. Nomads may raise health concerns
when crossing borders with livestock. More basically, the lack of a fixed
address poses an irreducible challenge to one of the most basic functions
of statehood: tax collection. Non-settled populations are not readily
counted, assessed, and surveilled.3 However, while nomads have the
potential to threaten the material wellbeing and coercive dominance of the
state, other non-state groups such as terrorists and criminal networks
deliberately challenge state authority, and thus pose greater material
threats than nomadic groups.
Nonetheless, the relationship between nomads and states remains tense,
as evidenced by continued state coercion toward nomadic groups. We
hypothesize that this is because of conflicting historical identities as well as
conflicting material interests between the two groups. Shaped by a culture
and history distinct from the modern state, nomadism poses a threat to
the territorial exclusivity of the modern international order, and its status

1
For canonical accounts of state formation and expansion, see Olson (1993) and Tilly
(1985).
2
Nomads are thus somewhat different from ethno-national diasporas, which are detached
from their traditional territory but are not defined by being traditionally migratory or pastoral (such as the Jewish population of Central and Eastern Europe, which the Zionist movement argued was not so much a religious minority as a nation without a state—we are
grateful to the editor for indicating this contrast to us).
3
Some accounts of state formation take tax collection to be the primary purpose in settling
populations that go on to form early states. See Tilly (1985) and Olson (1993).
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as a dominant mode of social organization.4 By positing an alternative
structure for social organization, nomadic migration calls into question
the legitimacy of the link between territoriality and how societies are ruled.
As Jennifer Mitzen (2006) argues in her work on ontological security,
states seek not only material security but also stable identities, sometimes
even at the expense of their material wellbeing. For that reason, states may
go to great lengths to protect themselves against the threats posed by
nomadism, even if they appear materially minor.
We emphasize three ideational threats nomads pose to states. First,
when nomads cross borders, they challenge the norms constituting and
legitimating the modern, territorial order. The act of nomadic migration
challenges the monopolistic capacity of states to structure world politics
by delineating borders and enforcing authority within them. Second,
nomadism complicates the creation and maintenance of consistent national
identities. Because their culture of migration resists assimilation into settled societies, and exists as an organized, self-perpetuating rejection of the
property rights underlying those societies, their identity is a cultural exception within the nation state. Third, nomadism poses an irreducible challenge to the large projects of social engineering and development to which
modern states are often given. Non-settled populations are not readily
counted, assessed, surveyed, conscripted, and controlled for state
purposes.5
We argue states will, as a result of these pressures, pursue one of three
strategies in confronting nomadic groups. Their choice of strategy varies
both with the material capacity and with their ideational commitment to
territorially exclusive sovereignty. The first strategy is forced settlement.
Strong modern states persecute or constrain nomads. The second is an ad
hoc solution adopted by states to legitimate the practice of nomadism.
4
Material and ideational/ontological threats overlap, and many of the threats addressed in
our cases exhibit aspects of both. A parallel argument is presented by Wendt and Duvall
(2008, pp. 620–622), who suggest that the potential existence of extraterrestrial life, in the
form of UFOs, threatens the state both materially and ontologically, resulting in a ‘UFO
taboo’ in which UFOs are effectively ignored by authorities. The ontological-ideational
threat consists of the notion that a world government might be necessary to combat a material extraterrestrial threat, undermining the current sovereignty-anarchy formula.
5
Scott’s work (2009) on Southeast Asian hill tribes as escapees from the state suggests a
related logic, although he covers a different phenomenon—flight from the state as a reaction
to it, rather than historical precedence over it. As such, these are not so much pre-state actors
as ‘flee-state actors’.
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Weak states have little choice but to permit nomadism and adjust their
policies to fit. Third, where states have de-emphasized national borders,
nomadism is rendered non-threatening by default. In these instances,
institutionally strong states will have transformed their commitment to
territoriality, such that transborder nomadism is a diminished threat.
Having the material capacity and the ideational motivation to do so,
strong states will often force nomads to adopt a sedentary mode of life or,
in some extreme cases, attempt to remove nomads from their territory
altogether. The former is the course followed by most modern, territorially exclusive states. Efforts at sedentarization often take the form of simple material constraint—the abolition of migration and the stripping away
of migratory land—but also the form of ideological projects, chiefly ‘civilizing missions’ targeted at putatively primitive nomads.6
One example is the Bedouin of modern-day Israel, who were concentrated and settled during the late Ottoman period. This was accelerated
under the British mandate, and was largely completed after the creation of
the state of Israel (for a more fulsome discussion, see Meir, in this volume). This process was driven initially by a declining Ottoman Empire
looking to secure its borders against ascendant challengers on its periphery
(Meir, 1988, p. 255), later accelerating with the creation of a Jewish state,
which looked to obtain as much land as possible for the Jewish population
(Falah, 1989, pp. 77, 88) and to secure its borders against neighboring
states. When the dust settled at the conclusion of the first Arab-Israeli war,
11,000 Bedouin remained out of the original pre-war population of
65,000–70,000 (Falah, 1983, p. 313; Havatzelet, 2006, p. 3).7 Those
remaining were evacuated from border areas due to security concerns and
were systematically enclosed in ‘reservations’ and placed under military
administration (Falah, 1983, p. 313; 1989, p. 26; Goering, 1979, p. 6;
Kliot & Medzini, 1985, p. 431; Meir, 1988, p. 263; Shamir, 1996,
p. 248). Though their movement was now restricted geographically,
building initially remained unplanned. From the mid-1960s, the state
began to take a more active role in planning the process, settling, and
concentrating the Bedouin population within select urban centers (Meir,
6
A more radical variant of this strategy, less often seen, is forced migration off the state’s
territory—the ethnic cleansing of the nomadic minority from the state. In the first half of the
twentieth century, the Roma were forcibly settled or ethnically cleansed in Europe.
7
Similar to the debate about Palestinian refugees, Goering (1979, p. 5) points out that
there is controversy as to whether Bedouin fled the hostilities or whether a massive exodus
was planned by the Zionist leadership.
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1986, p. 207) at least in part to achieve economies of scale with regard to
the provision of public services and modern infrastructure (Dinero, 2004,
p. 262; Goering, 1979, p. 19; Kliot & Medzini, 1985, p. 429; Krakover,
1999, p. 552; Meir, 1988, p. 265; Shmueli, 1980, p. 278; Soffer & Bar-
Gal, 1985, p. 426; Yahel, 2006, p. 5).8 Falah (1989) argues that ad hoc
Bedouin settlements challenged state hegemony. Attempts to sedentarize
the Bedouin were, therefore, meant to overcome the feeling that the
Negev was the ‘wild south’ as much as they were concerned with security
concerns or the provision of infrastructure (Falah, 1989, p. 293; Kliot &
Medzini, 1985, p. 429; Krakover, 1999, p. 552; Tal, 2008; Yahel, 2006,
p. 4). By classifying the Negev as a ‘vacuum domicilim—an empty space’
and the Bedouin as ‘rootless’, despite their historic attachment to the land,
the state was able to justify land appropriation and modernization without
regard to its native inhabitants. Today, only a ‘remnant of pastoral nomadism is left’ in Israel (Dinero, 2004, p. 262; Meir, 1986, p. 207).9
Lacking the material capacity to prevent nomadic migration, weak
states may opt to legitimate nomadic practices in order to preserve an
appearance of authority. This response is most likely observable in parts of
the developing world where states’ claims to territorial exclusivity are
more aspirational than real.10 Where borders go unenforced, traditional
transnational nomadism continues.11 By quietly sanctioning nomadic
practices, the state appears to eliminate the threat that nomadic practices
pose to its exclusive and legitimate control over territory. In sanctioning
nomadic behavior, weak states can therefore cling to the idea of territorial
sovereignty.
An example here is the treatment of the Maasai in East Africa (for a
more fulsome discussion, see Galvin, in this volume). The major early
8
Falah (1989, p. 87) disputes this evidence noting that ‘there are sizeable deficiencies [in
the provision of services and infrastructure to the Bedouin] and services are not provided
equally to non Jewish residents’. See also Krakover (1999, p. 558).
9
However, this is not to say that the Bedouin did not actively resist state efforts to settle
them. Many refused to register lands under the Ottomans and the British (Shamir, 1996,
p. 241), and, as already noted, numerous ‘spontaneous’ or illicit Bedouin settlements arose
despite government plans to the contrary.
10
These states are, in Robert Jackson’s terms (1990), as much quasi-states as states proper.
11
This finds parallels in Ruggie’s (1993, pp. 164–165) discussion of extraterritoriality,
wherein relations between modern states are made possible by the territorial exception of
diplomatic institutions. Extraterritorially makes modern territorial rule possible much in the
same way that weak states can legitimate the practice of nomadism. In each instance, the
exception permits the rule.
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concern of colonial powers appears to have been clearing pastoralists from
territory preferred by white settlers and containing them to prevent ongoing warring and raiding through the formation of reserves—large tracts of
land within which pastoralists were largely free to migrate, but which they
were discouraged from leaving.12 With warring and raiding under control,
focus later shifted to economic development, alienating the Maasai from
pastoral lands with the aim of sedenterizing them and integrating them
into the economic structure of the state (Ndagala, 1990, p. 54; Ochieng,
2007, p. 459).13 The process of sedentarization continued after formal
decolonization, through education, villagization programs in Tanzania,
and land registration programs in Kenya, for example.14 Such moves were
justified on the grounds that the Maasai were primitive and barbaric
because of their raiding in warfare and the meager conditions under which
they lived (Ndagala, 1990, p. 52). Despite these efforts, the Maasai continued to engage in the practice of pastoralism, moving their herds across
international borders.15 Unable to stop the flow, East African governments
and regional organizations have started to legitimate these practices,
sometimes explicitly (Aklilu, 2002; Little, 2006; Pavanello, 2010, p. 3;
Zaal, Siloma, Andiema, & Kotomei, 2006).16 Unable to fully consolidate
their borders or exercise control over their nomadic populations, weak
12
Under German rule, the Maasai of Tanganyika were restricted to the ‘Maasai Reserve’,
which appears to have been anywhere south of the Moshi-Arusha-Dodoma road. All areas
north of this division line were set aside for settlers. After the First World War, and the British
take-over of Tanganyika, a more closely restricted reserve was created in 1924. Any Maasai
found grazing outside of the reserve was fined 10 heifers and forcibly returned. In Kenya,
huge game reserves were created in the north and south from the early 1900s. Maasai and
other pastoralists who had pasturelands in these reserve areas were not initially moved
(Enghoff, 1990, pp. 96–97; Ndagala, 1990, pp. 52–53).
13
The Sywnnerton Plan, for short; this set of policies was formulated in response to the
Mau Mau war for independence (Ochieng, 2007, p. 459)
14
See, for example, Bishop (2007, p. 16) and Narman (1990, pp. 108–121).
15
According to the Humanitarian Policy group, more than 95% of regional trade in East
Africa is conducted through ‘unofficial channels’, and much of this revolves around the trade
in food and agriculture products (Pavanello, 2010, p. 2).
16
For example, the Green Pass System, now in effect, targets such pre-existing practices by
harmonizing phytosanitary measures for agricultural products among Common Market for
Eastern and Southern African States (COMESA) members. Similarly, common vaccination
schemes lessen the threat of disease transmission among cattle and other livestock transported across borders unsanctioned. Finally, the Regional Resilience Enhancement Against
Drought program (RREAD) explicitly looks to enlist pastoralist agricultural methods to
reduce vulnerability to drought. Ostensibly, regional organizations like COMESA are meant
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post-colonial states have instead opted to legitimate nomadic activities
that have proved to be beyond their control.
The third outcome is perhaps the most radical, in that it involves the
reconception of state territoriality itself. States or regions that have begun
to reimagine their territorial arrangements can in principle produce situations on the ground that permit nomadism to continue unabated. States
that no longer view themselves as requiring strict border enforcement will
more likely take a permissive approach to nomads. Transnational nomadism is less threatening to the idea of the state when state itself has begun
to relax its commitment to territorial exclusivity.
An example here are the Roma in Europe (for a more fulsome discussion, see Dalibor Mišina & Neil Cruickshank, in this volume).17 European
states viewed the Roma as threat, both in ideational as well as material
terms. Their mobility, and consequent knowledge of languages, not only
left them open to accusations of treason (Fraser, 1992, pp. 86, 151, 189)
and made them difficult to tax or recruit (Barany, 2002, pp. 84, 138–139;
Fraser, 1992, pp. 275–278; Lucassen, 1998, pp. 62–63) but was also
viewed as asocial, licentious, and disruptive of sedentary social and moral
order (Rae, 2002, p. 259; Shahar, 2007, p. 14). As the modern bureaucratic nation state consolidated across Europe, attempts to control Roma
populations through exclusion, on the one hand, (marginalization, expulsion, imprisonment, execution) and assimilation, on the other hand,
(including encouraged or forced sedentarization) increased (Bancroft,
2005, pp. 1–2, 7; Guglielmo & Waters, 2005, p. 765; Shahar, 2007,
p. 14).18 In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, a new emphasis on ethnicity gave rise to racist attitudes and persecution against the
to enhance trade, but they also legitimate pre-existing activities that the state cannot and has
not been otherwise able to curtail.
17
While there is no agreed-upon term with which to refer to the ethnic group, scholars and
activists alike have tended, in recent years, to adopt the term ‘Roma’, which is a self-appellation. However, this term may exclude Sinti and other groups who do not consider themselves ‘Roma’ but are generally included in the term ‘Gypsy’. Confusing the matter further
are many itinerant groups of non-Romani origin, seen to be autochthonous to Europe, such
as the English Romanichels, the Welsh Kale, the Jenische of Switzerland, the Dutch
Woonwagenbewoner, and the Quinqui of Spain. Bancroft (2005, pp. 5–8) uses the term
‘Gypsy-Traveller’ to refer to these non-Romani groups and ‘Roma’ to refer to continental
European, non-autochthonous Gypsies, including Roma and Sinti.
18
For example, the Habsburg Empire, which engaged more heavily in state-building activities, saw as their civilizing mission the elevation of the Roma to the ranks of ‘useful’ citizens
through forced assimilation. In Yugoslavia, home to a more pluralist form of Marxism, Roma
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Roma, most notoriously their mass extermination under the Nazi regime.19
While some Roma continue to live nomadically, most have adopted a sedentary lifestyle (Bancroft, 2005, p. 7).
These policies changed dramatically in 2004, when the EU admitted
over one million Roma in a single day as part of the process of European
enlargement. The EU’s legal environment has limited the legal possibilities of curbing the movement of the Roma. So too have national policies
of exclusion and assimilation. Any attempt to prevent internal migration is
difficult within the EU, which in theory allows individuals free movement
across member states, especially within territory covered by the Schengen
Treaty (Bancroft, 2005, pp. 4–5). The Roma must now be addressed as
citizens entitled to individual and group rights (Braham & Braham, 2000,
pp. 105–110; Guglielmo & Waters, 2005, pp. 776–778). Concerns about
the Roma have increasingly taken on the language of human rights, anti-
discrimination, and social and political integration. And indeed, Roma
have turned to the European Court of Human Rights to secure the justice
denied to them by individual states.20 These changes in actual and prospective treatment of Roma are an after-effect of changes elsewhere—the
EU’s territorial order was in no sense brought about to reflect the needs
or desires of migratory peoples. Nonetheless, through the creation and
enlargement of the European Union, the salience of exclusive territorial
control has been reduced. Though this is not to suggest tensions concerning EU member states and the Roma have entirely dissipated.21 It may be
were granted national minority status, along with language and cultural rights, and nomadic
Roma were not forced to settle (Fraser, 1992, p. 282).
19
The Nazi extermination of Gypsies is well documented, though estimates of the number
of victims ranges widely from 200,000 to 1.5 million. Shahar (2007, pp. 12–13, 18) attributes the survival of a small minority of the Roma population in Germany and the occupied
territories to a certain ‘romantic racism’ embraced by Himmler and other Germans, who saw
certain racially ‘pure’ Gypsies as ancient Aryans, speaking an Indo-European language.
20
The ECHR hears cases brought under the European Convention of Human Rights, a
treaty signed by all member states of the Council of Europe (Golston, 2002, p. 152).
21
Policies devised to persuade the Roma to stay in their ‘sending’ states have been pursued
throughout the EU (Guglielmo & Waters, 2005, p. 773). There have also continued to be
significant local discrimination against the Roma. For examples in 1999, the city of Ustf nad
Labem in the Czech Republic erected a wall to separate Roma families from their Czech
neighbors, and a mayor in Ostrava district promised subsidized airfares to those Roma who
wished to move to Canada, claiming that Roma and ‘whites’ could not live together.
However, under pressure from the EU and the Council of Europe, the wall was dismantled
a month later (Braham & Braham, 2000, p. 99). Golston (2002, pp. 158–159) notes that
Italian teachers ‘find it “impossible to blend the nomad culture with ours”—despite the fact
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that the loosening of EU border restrictions will make nomads an issue to
national authorities anew, as it has with other forms of migration. The rise
of populism has witnessed numerous states distancing themselves from the
European project and a renewed interest in national borders (Mudde,
2005; Müller, 2017). To the extent the Roma have benefited from the
reduced salience of borders, they have done so somewhat incidentally to
larger historical processes (and if those processes reverse, they’ll likely be
among the first to be negatively impacted).

Conclusion
Nomads have the potential to pose both material and ideational threats to
the state. In particular, nomads pose a threat to the constitutive norms that
undergird the legitimacy of the modern state-centric system. Nomads’ selfconstituted identity independent of the modern state system shows that
there is an alternative mode of political organization available. In doing so,
nomads offer an alternative to the modern, territorial state system, and by
crossing borders, they challenge the states’ hegemony over territorial rule.
Nomads uncover the myth of homogenous national identities, and they
make difficult the projects of social engineering and development to which
modern states are often given. This explains why states care about nomads
even if they have become insignificant from a security or economic standpoint. The seriousness with which states react to the diffuse threat of
nomadism is demonstrated by their attempts to restrict mobility, to forcefully settle, and sometimes even to physically eliminate nomads.
Strong, well-established states, which have much at stake in the current
international order, often force nomads to adopt a sedentary mode of
life—as Israel did with the Bedouin—or even more radically ethnically
cleanse the nomadic minority from their boundaries—as it happened with
the Roma in the first half of the twentieth century in Europe. In contrast
to the response of strong states, weak, less established states, unable to
prevent nomadic migration, might choose to accommodate or legitimate
nomadic practices. In the Ottoman period, borders were porous and local
that, as in most places, few of Italy’s 100,000 Roma are actually nomadic’. Across Europe,
local police forces are complicit in anti-Roma violence, and victimized Roma often experience discriminatory legal proceedings (Golston, 2002, pp. 156, 159). While anti-Roma
prejudice is alive and well in today’s Europe, the shift away from state-level policies with
respect to the Roma toward both local- and regional-level policy is a significant one, reflecting the de-emphasis of state borders in the EU.
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authority was weak. Despite modest attempts to the contrary, the Bedouin
maintained a largely traditional nomadic lifestyle. Today, this response is
most likely in parts of the developing world where the territorial state is,
to some extent, as much an aspiration as a reality. Where borders go unenforced, traditional transnational nomadism continues, as we see with the
Maasai in East Africa. Unable to fully consolidate their borders or exercise
control over their nomadic populations, weak states have instead opted to
legitimate nomadic activities that have proved to be beyond their control.
Finally, and perhaps the most illustrative of the impact of ideational factors, states have actively ceded some measure of control over their territory resulting in a more permissive attitude toward nomadic populations.
The European Union and its approach to nomadic peoples such as the
Roma is the chief example. These instances suggest that a state’s commitment to exclusive territoriality, not only its material capacity, color their
treatment of nomads.
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CHAPTER 5

Standard of Civilization, Nomadism
and Territoriality in Nineteenth-Century
International Society
Filippo Costa Buranelli

Introduction
This chapter intends to examine the role that nomadism and nomads
played in the formation and definition of a standard of civilization in the
nineteenth century as Europe’s, and specifically Russia’s ‘Other’. To do
so, it relies on an English School approach to international relations (hereafter ES). The reason behind this lies in the fact that at the end of the
eighteenth century and at the beginning of the nineteenth century, Europe
constituted an international society that was based not just on the institutions of diplomacy, sovereignty, territoriality, international law, balance of
power, great power management and colonialism but also on a specific
idea of progress and civilization that created an ontological dichotomy
between ‘civilized nations’ and ‘savages’, or ‘barbarians’ (Anghie, 2005;
Buzan & Lawson, 2015; Dunne & Reus-Smit, 2017; Linklater, 2017a;
O’Hagan, 2017). Therefore, the theoretical toolkit of the ES, based on
the notions of international society and institutions, as well as the whole
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idea of a standard of civilization that can be well explored through the
School’s constructivist epistemology, made possible and indeed valuable
this choice.
It should be noticed from the very beginning that the ES has so far
been particularly silent with respect to nomads in international society.
Scattered references to them can be found in ‘The Expansion of
International Society’ (Bull & Watson, 1984), in Buzan’s and Little’s
magnum opus on historical state systems (Buzan & Little, 2000) and in
the recent, welcome contribution by Neumann and Wigen (2018).1 Yet, a
broader theorization of nomads’ position in international society (either in
history or in contemporary times) is still lacking. Therefore, this chapter,
with all its limitations, intends to be a humble contribution to the literature on ES and nomads.
Furthermore, this chapter seeks to discuss more in depth the institution
of territoriality in ES thought, still underexplored despite the perplexity of
some authors already, writing immediately after the Cold War, in front of
the lack of theorization thereof (for an overview, see Ruggie, 1993).2
Although some institutions have constituted the basis for grand theorizing
within the ES (Mayall on nationalism, Little on the balance of power,
Buzan and Cui on Great Power management), the institution of territoriality has been largely neglected in ES studies (for an exception, see Holsti,
2004, pp. 73–111 and, more recently, Goettlich, 2018; Schulz, 2019),
both on contemporary as well as historical international societies. Filling
this gap is important for the purpose of this chapter and, indeed, for this
volume overall, as by definition nomads do not abide by the institution of
territoriality, and thus radically challenge several state- and territory-
centric assumptions on which most IR theories rest. Therefore, in this
chapter, territoriality will be historicized and analyzed within the context
of nineteenth-century international society and put in direct relation with
nomads. More specifically, the status of territoriality within the narrative of
standard of civilization is yet to be explored. As the section below shows,
while there seems to be a unanimous understanding that a standard of
1
Another partial exception is Paul Keal’s (2003) work on colonialism in nineteenth-century international society. Yet, in that book, Keal focuses on indigenous peoples in general
(and hence not just nomads), and ‘nomad/nomadism’ is not even featured in the index at
the end of the book.
2
For this chapter, the ES meaning of ‘institution’ is adopted. It refers to a durable practice,
or set of practices, which inform and guide the behavior of actors in a specific social context,
while at the same time defining them (Buzan, 2004).
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civilization was in play in Europe and beyond during the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, the role played by territoriality in it is markedly unresearched. Fixed territory and fixed boundaries provided states with international legal recognition, diplomatic personality, the ability to initiate
inter-state trade, the monopoly of violence, centralized political rule and
domestic pacification—as opposed to ‘the chaos of the late Middle Ages’
(Linklater, 2017a, p. 187). Territoriality became ‘a European standard’
over the centuries, in which a “Franco-English territorial society within an
encompassing European strategic and diplomatic arena” evolved and consolidated (Linklater, 2017a, p. 191).
The specific historical context that sets the scene for the present chapter
is that of European imperial expansion in the late eighteenth century and
early and mid-nineteenth century. At that time, European powers were
expanding their territories and were conquering foreign lands not simply
for economic reasons but also for matters of ‘duty’, which would then
confer prestige, grandeur and spread ‘civilization’ (Burbank & Cooper,
2011; Buzan & Lawson, 2015). Yet, the literature in International
Relations, and in particular the ES, has so far neglected how and why
nomadism was part of this narrative. To do so, this chapter will look at
Russian penetration in the Eurasian steppe in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and at the processes, discourses, policies and justifications that drove this enterprise.
The chapter is structured as follows. The first section discusses the standard of civilization from a theoretical perspective. The second section
examines nomads and nomadism in the Eurasian steppe in the nineteenth
century and outlines the occupation carried out by the Russian empire.
The third section looks at Russian narratives on the conquest of the steppe,
at descriptions of nomads in contemporary international society and at
how a specific discourse of territoriality informed the Russian version of
the standard of civilization. The conclusions summarize the argument and
suggest further research on the topic.
Material used for this chapter is secondary literature on international
relations and history, primary accounts of explorers and military officers
during the campaign in the steppes of Eurasia, as well as of prominent
intellectuals and members of the European epistemic community at that
time. For this reason, the chapter offers an analysis of the discourses and
narratives of those involved in the ‘expansion of international society’ at
that time. While it was not possible to consult Russian archives as fieldwork was not carried out, the aim in this chapter is to use the material at
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my disposal to add a new dimension to the theoretical discussion on
nomadism and the standard of civilization in (historical) international relations, very much aware that deeper research based on more specific documents and accounts is needed.

The Standard of Civilization, Nomads
and Territoriality
Between the eighteenth and the nineteenth centuries, European states
added a new ideological dimension to the international society they were
forming. Institutions such as sovereignty, international law, diplomacy,
dynasticism and war had been already entrenched in the diplomatic, international political culture of Europe at that time. Yet, technological
advancement and progress, on the wave of modernization and industrial
revolutions (Buzan & Lawson, 2015), paired with the diffusion of progressive, liberal ideology that went hand in hand with scientific research
and positivist philosophy at that time made possible the emergence of a
new ontological category: that of the ‘civilized state’, which would regulate and indeed inform diplomatic, legal, commercial and bellicose intercourses between states for the whole period under examination and
beyond (Gong, 1984; O’Hagan, 2017; Suzuki, 2009).
In order to be considered part of the family of civilized nations, not
only did a state have to conform to the most widely adopted institutions
of international society at that time but it also had to conform to a specific
template of development, progress, to be carried out internally via political, economic and juridical reforms, as well as externally, with the conquest and control of territories deemed to be unable to govern themselves.
Such was the centrifugal push of this European civilizing attitude that
‘colonialism’ rose as a new institution of international society and was fully
legitimized by international law (Anghie, 2005). A state had to prove its
willingness to ‘civilize’ peoples that were deemed as ‘backward’ and ‘barbarians’ to be fully considered part of Europe, which at that time was
often equated to ‘modern, civilized society’. Most importantly, these categories were not simply rhetorical devices or linguistic sleights of hand to
portray European states as ‘better’ and with a civilized identity. They were
proper performative political tools that created, rather than described,
specific ontological categories into which peoples, groups and polities
were divided (and therefore treated) within international society. As Maria
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Todorova reminds us, “there is a forceful mechanism of exclusion and
exorcism of what is constructed as ‘Other’, and this process altogether
constitutes an act of identity formation” (Todorova, 2000, p. 56).
In their books on the standard of civilization and international society,
Gong (1984) and Suzuki (2009) list a series of characteristics that states
had to possess (especially with respect to the nineteenth century) to be
considered ‘civilized nations’, such as the adoption of international law,
the respect for the laws of war and violent conduct, the commitment to a
specific form of balance of power and institutional configuration within
states (hence, for example, monarchies that had elements of constitutionalism were deemed to be ‘more civilized’ than absolute autocracies), abolition of serfdom, the ability to embark on a path of technological progress
(both from a civilian and a military perspective), a progressive movement
from mercantilism to capitalism, and, as has been argued elsewhere, the
willingness to be a civilizer itself (Costa Buranelli, 2014): that is to say, not
just the ability to embark on a process of civilization internally but also to
export the elements of civilization externally to less civilized polities, populations inhabiting what was known in international law at that time as
‘terra nullius’, and ‘not fully civilized states’ via trade, colonialism and war.
In my opinion there is a crucial element of the standard of civilization
narrative that is missing both from the account provided by Gong and that
provided by Suzuki, which is territoriality. In other words, the fact that a
civilized state had to be territorially fixed with stable and well-demarcated
borders was so obvious in their minds that it was ignored as an element of
civilization. Territory allowed for the collection of taxes, the formation of
a standing army, social control over the population and as an identity- and
community-marker. In addition, a bounded, governed territory would
ensure that travelers and merchants would enjoy protection and safety. As
Linklater (2017a) has put it, it was the aim of European rulers “to preserve oases of security and civility that could only be found within the
territorial state” (p. 210). And yet, this element is not featured in the
analyses of the standard of civilization discussed above. However, I argue
this is a crucial element for the standard of civilization narrative from the
perspective of this chapter because it situates Russia, its history and its relations with nomads in a normative, value-related framework to describe
how a civilized state should be.
Russia has always had a complex relationship between its identity and
its territory. Where does European Russia begin? Where does Asiatic
Russia start? The absence of clear-cut borders on its western territory has
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always made its relationship with Europe unstable and constantly under
negotiation (Bassin, 2006; Neumann, 1999, 2011). This is even more
valid for Russia’s south-eastern borders, which in the nineteenth century
were undefined and barely non-existent. In the past, Russia had to share
huge portions of territory close to its settlements and urban, commercial
centers with the nomadic populations of the steppe, who constantly raided
and assaulted caravans and commercial expeditions directed to the settled
polities of the oases. As Brian Boeck (2007) maintains, “the state’s entire
southern perimeter lacked convenient ‘natural’ boundaries, making frontier defence costly and complicated” (pp. 42–43). For Russia, therefore,
securing the south-eastern frontier was a matter of economic security as
much as a civilizational imperative: nomads, qua wanderers, had to be
controlled and disciplined so that Russia could have stable borders and
prove its status as a civilizer.
Territory was, in fact, becoming a fundamental attribute of nation-
states, empires and aspiring great powers such as Russia in the nineteenth
century. The sovereign, bounded territory demarcated by clearly defined
and lawfully (both domestically and internationally) regulated borders was
a defining feature not just of civilized states but, more broadly speaking,
of modernity. As John Ruggie (1993) has argued, “the central attribute of
modernity in international politics has been a peculiar and historically
unique configuration of territorial space” (p. 144). For Russia, this was
especially important, both from a security perspective as well as from an
ideational, civilizational one: to have a border which was not defined—a
frontier, a portion of unspecified territory over which nomadic tribes
could raid and endanger travelers, traders and state representatives—was
akin to be outside civilization, out of sync with modern European powers,
for “the notion of firm boundary lines between the major territorial formations did not take hold until the thirteenth century; prior to that date,
there were only ‘frontiers’, or large zones of transition” (1993, p. 150).
In addition, legally defined borders and political control over a specific
territory became the pivotal element of sovereign polities recognized as
such by international law. To be sure, this is not to say that Russia was not
considered a sovereign country by other European states. Yet, not having
full control on one of its borders and sharing portions of territory with
Asiatic nomadic tribes diminished its standing within the international
community, and endangered trade relations with the settled populations
of the Central Asian oases (Costa Buranelli, 2014). A closer look at the
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epistemic transformation of society in the nineteenth century may be of
help in understanding this.
In the nineteenth century, going hand in hand with the development or
ideologies of progress and scientific racism made possible by new anthropological and archeological discoveries (Buzan & Lawson, 2015,
pp. 97–101), international public law shifted from naturalistic conceptions of rights as applicable to all peoples and polities to a positivist reading
emphasizing right only for those people and polities that possessed specific
attributes. For scholars working in the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, sovereignty was defined as control over a specific territory. Prominent
international lawyers and intellectuals such as Henry Wheaton and Thomas
Lawrence voiced these theories within the contemporary epistemic legal
community. For Lawrence, for example, “international Law regards states
as political units possessed of proprietary rights over definite portions of
the earth’s surface. So entirely is its conception of a state bound up with
the notion of territorial possession that it would be impossible for a nomadic
tribe, even if highly organised and civilized, to come under its provisions”
(Lawrence, as cited in Anghie, 1999, p. 27, emphasis added). He also
stressed the role of territory even more, de facto depriving nomads with
international legal personality and considering their steppes as terra nullius, when saying that “the rules of modern International Law are so permeated from end to end with the idea of territorial sovereignty that they
would be entirely inapplicable to any body politic that was nor permanently
settled upon a portion of the earth’s surface which in its collective capacity it
owned” (as cited in Anghie, 1999, p. 27, fn. 88, emphasis added).
Accordingly, therefore, “wandering tribes could not be sovereign because
they failed the territorial requirement; they were not in sole occupation of
a particular area of land” (Anghie, 1999, p. 27; see also Linklater, 2017b,
p. 291). At the same time, another prominent international lawyer of that
time, John Westlake, defended territorial expansion in the steppe arguing
that nomadic tribes “may have so slight a connection with any land in
particular as to share but little, if at all, the ideas which [Europeans] connect with property and the soil” (as cited in Keal, 2003, p. 107).
The nomads of the Eurasian steppe were therefore ‘othered’ according
to two strongly intertwined logics: that of territory and that of civilization.
And this, as argued above, was made possible by the proliferation of
research and scientific projects that constituted the Zeitgeist of Europe at
that time, with disciplines such as international law and anthropology (as
well as evolutionary sociology) that were often combined to explain the
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current state of world affairs and make them more progressive and enlightened. As a matter of fact, Anghie (1999) tells us how “it was possible for
jurists to draw upon disciplines such as anthropology to elaborate on the
characteristics of the uncivilized. [In the eighteenth century], the constitution of sovereignty doctrine itself is based on this fundamental distinction because positivist definitions of sovereignty rely on the premise that
civilized states are sovereign and uncivilized states are not” (p. 32). From
an ES perspective, it was exactly this ‘progressive’, ‘modern’ and ‘rational’
interpretation of specific institutions of international society such as borders, territoriality, sovereignty and international law that objectified
nomads as ‘the Other’, ‘the barbarian’ and ‘the savage’. It was the adoption of such institutions that legitimized state borders and “presented the
outside world as an alien space. Imperial expansion into these alien spaces
“went hand-in-hand with the emergence of the sovereign nation-state.
Both were seen as the ‘progressive’ hallmarks of ‘civilized’ states” (Buzan
& Lawson, 2015, p. 35).
Albeit not directly concerned with elements of the standard of civilization, Malcom Anderson (1997) puts in relation borders, progress and
identity in his magisterial work on frontiers in international relations. For
him, “emotions aroused by state frontiers became more widely shared and
obsessive with the sacralisation of homelands by nineteenth-century
nationalism” (p. 3). Furthermore, he is aware of the particular significance
that borders and territoriality represented for the Russian empire in history, when arguing that
in certain circumstances the frontier acquired a mythic significance in building nations and political identities, becoming the mythomoteur of a whole
society […] The nature of the Russian sense of identity and Russian imperialism can be understood only by reference to the steppe experience, in which
the Russians successfully defined themselves against invaders from the east,
and developed a tragic sense of history. (p. 4)

To better understand how nomads fit within the discourses of standards
of civilization, it is of utmost importance to keep in mind that such narratives, political projects, territorial conquests and military operations did
not happen in a vacuum, but took place within a very specific scientific,
philosophical and sociological context. In other words, science and travel,
what Anthony Padgen calls “cognitive travel” (as cited in Keal, 2003,
p. 62), played a crucial part in the definition of the standard of civilization.
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Science was seen as a cosmopolitan glue holding together civilized nations,
and as a powerful tool to study, analyze and eventually incorporate less
civilized and backward polities (Pratt, 1992). This had, of course, a profound impact on how orientalist and Eurocentric epistemological modes
of reasoning underpinned contemporary depictions of nomadic life,
inserting mobility and nomadism within a mode of reasoning that placed
it in a lower, subordinate position on the road to progress and development.
In the preface to letters written by the explorer William Bateson
(1886/1928), for example, his sister argues that
from boyhood onward the problems covered by the general theory of evolution held him in thrall. […] In such a spirit of fundamental curiosity must he
have planned this expedition to the Steppes of Central Asia. Crudely
expressed, he wanted to see the processes of evolution in action. (pp. v–vi)

In the same way, Captain Mikhail Venyukof, dispatching military notes
from the steppe, subtly marked the scientific study of nomads and their
civilization to the approval of the English public, implicitly deemed to be
the ‘arbiter’ of progress: “In the meanwhile, and apart from all political
considerations, the continued efforts of Russian men of science to throw
light on a region of the world so little known and so highly interesting,
cannot but meet the sympathy of the English public, and merit its warm
approval” (Valikhanov & Venyukof, 1865, p. vii).
This was part of a new wave in scientific thinking, based on a shift from
maritime explorations to terrestrial ones, in an effort to create what Mary
Louise Pratt (1992) defined as “Europe’s planetary consciousness, a version marked by an orientation toward interior exploration and the construction of global-scale meaning through the descriptive apparatuses of
natural history” (p. 15), which “is a basic element constructing modern
Eurocentrism” (p. 23). In the second half of the eighteenth century and
in the first half of the nineteenth century, scientific exploration
was to become a magnet for the energies and resources of intricate alliances
of intellectual and commercial elites all over Europe. … [There was] a new
orientation toward exploring and documenting continental interiors, in
contrast with the maritime paradigm that had held center stage for three
hundred years … Interior explorations had become the major object of
expansionist energies and imaginings. (p. 23)
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The eighteenth and nineteenth centuries saw the production of a specific form of scientific knowledge: that of order, taxonomy and precision
in defining both territories and peoples. In ‘The Order of Things’, Michel
Foucault (2001) describes the nature of such scientific development with
the following statement: “by virtue of structure, the great proliferation of
beings occupying the surface of the globe is able to enter both into the
sequence of a descriptive language and into the field of a mathesis that
would also be a general science of order” (p. 149). The improvement of
sciences was the common benefit of all nations, and it clearly became an
institution of the European international society of those times—specifically, an element of the standard of civilization described above.
This, of course, was inherently linked to the imperial expansionism of
European powers, as “science came to articulate Europe’s contacts with
the imperial frontier, and to be articulated by them” (Pratt, 1992, p. 20).
In light of such discourses, the space, that is the steppe and its nomads,
was seen and evaluated as a function of time, of modernity. And a specific
way of living (nomadism) was paired with geography (the Orient) in what
resulted in an ontological hierarchy of progress. Agreeing with what is
argued above, and writing on internal colonization and encounters with
‘less civilized populations’, Steven Sabol (2017) maintains that, in fact,
Americans and Russians “shared with their European contemporaries the
same philosophies, science, ethnologies, and agrarian motivations prevalent in the nineteenth-century imperial vision” (p. 32). These mutually
held beliefs “shaped the relationships and policies between the colonial
frontier and the metropole, between the central government and local
administrations, and between colonizer and colonized” (p. 32).
This also meant that not just territory but especially peoples inhabiting
it were now subjected to scrutiny and scientific analysis. And, perhaps not
surprisingly, such analyses were often based on racist (based on Linnaeus’s
work) and later evolutionary (based on the works of Darwin and Spencer)
discourses. Linnaeus, for example, compiled a ‘hierarchy of races’ that had
a profound impact on how the nomads, qua Asiatic, were approached and
described by the Russian establishment: “European: Fair, sanguine,
brawny; hair yellow, brown, flowing; eyes blue; gentle, acute, inventive.
Covered with close vestments. Governed by laws.—Asiatic: Sooty, melancholy, rigid. Hair black; eyes dark; severe, haughty, covetous. Covered
with loose garments. Governed by opinions” (as cited in Sabol,
2017, p. 32).
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There is also a third aspect of the story, aside from the legal/territorial
and the scientific/civilizational ones, that, albeit being heavily materialist
and interest-based, is still crucially linked to the wider understanding of
the standard of civilization discussed above. Economic development, with
increasing elements of liberalism and competition within global trade, was
considered as being part of the standard of civilization (Buzan & Lawson,
2015). For Russia, territoriality was inherently correlated with it. In the
economic dimension, strategic as well as normative considerations were
intertwined. Economic competition and opening markets were considered
to be ways to increase nations’ relative power in the international system
(by making them wealthier), as well as the right way for nations to develop.
This understanding of the standard of civilization situates the whole normative narrative of the standard within the wider framework of economic,
capitalist and technological development that the international system was
undergoing in the nineteenth century (Buzan & Lawson, 2015; Schulz,
2019). For Russia, this was even more important if we think of how
important land and agriculture were for the creation of the nation’s identity (more on this in the third section). For Russia, agriculture, inherently
linked to sedentarization, functioned both as a source of prosperity as well
as an identity-maker that elicited dichotomic, binary categorizations with
respect to nomads.3 The next sections will show how the framework and
background outlined here informed Russo-nomad interactions in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

The Settlement of the Steppe
Contacts between the Russian Empire and the nomadic populations of the
Kazakh and Kyrgyz steppe certainly preceded the second half of the eighteenth century and the nineteenth century, but in those two centuries
became more frequent and sustained. From the second decade of the
eighteenth century, the Russian Empire gradually increased its physical
presence in the Kazakh steppe and brought with it new laws, norms and
practices for the development of nomadic lands and control of nomadic
populations (for an overview, see Martin, 2001, ch. 3). Beginning with
the erection of forts along key Western Siberian river routes in the 1710s
and continuing in the 1820s with the establishment of administrative units
3
For ‘proper nomadism’ as characterized by the absence of agriculture, see Khazanov
(1994, p. 19).
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and promotion of a gricultural practices meant to ‘civilize’ the Kazakhs,
the Empire profoundly challenged traditional Kazakh political relations
and land-use practices (Martin, 2010, p. 81).
These territories were inhabited by two nomadic populations, called
‘Kirghiz’ (modern-day Kazakhs) and ‘Kara-Kirghiz’ (modern-day Kyrgyz).
These populations inhabited the northern and south-eastern part of
Central Asia, corresponding to present-day Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and
the mountainous Pamir region, now part of Tajikistan, and were characterized by a nomadic lifestyle and a vertical social structure underpinned
by tribal customary law, called Adat. As Paul Geiss (2003) stresses, tribal
communities were mostly based on principles of peace, friendship and
seniority, while “collective responsibilities and low standards of property
protection represented basic principles’ of their customary law” (p. 38).4
The idea of territoriality among these populations was indeed weak. For
peoples not accustomed to sedentary ways of life and whose life was regulated by the cycle of seasons and the cattle’s pastures, the boundary represented the exact opposite of their way of life. Indeed, the nomadic tribes
did not share this territorial commitment almost by definition. Their way
of breeding cattle, their management of pastures according to seasonal
periods and their need to move from one place to another cyclically to find
better living conditions was a huge hurdle for the fixation of the institution of territoriality, and it was considered not only a sign of laziness and
weakness but also of poverty (Meyendorff, 1826, p. 9). However, this
picture is much more complex than it may look at first sight. Even if
boundaries and territoriality among the tribes were not highly institutionalized, Yuri Bregel (2003) shows how there were already border patrols in
the steppe among different tribes. It was not in the interest of the sovereign to delimit clear-cut and visible borders, but they had a certain idea of
limited territoriality. As Buzan and Little (2000) tell us, “although mobile,
[nomadic tribes] never lacked a sense of territoriality. The bands moved

4
Interestingly, this reliance on customary law and tradition was seen as an additional element to exclude nomads from civilized peoples. As Tylor (1871) put it when writing his
study on primitive cultures at the end on the eighteenth century, “admitted that civilized law
requires its key from barbaric law; it must be borne in mind that the barbarian lawgiver too
was guided in judgement not so much by first principles, as by a reverent and often stupidly
reverent adherence to the tradition of earlier and yet ruder ages” (p. 449). The emphasis on
‘first principles’ also reflects the shift to positive law, which was dealt with in the previous
section.
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regularly from one campsite to another, but they did so around an estate
with which they were familiar” (p. 117).
Therefore, it may be said that in Central Asia, there was a soft sense of
territoriality, albeit present in various degree, from the nomadic tribes to
the semi-nomadic tribes under the suzerainty of the khan and the bulk of
the khanate itself. Meyendorff (1826), while passing through the steppe
inhabited by the Kyrgyz, refers to ‘pillars’ to delineate some boundaries,
posited by tribal chiefs and meant to be meaningful for other tribes and
peoples from the oases (p. 9). Nonetheless, the institutionalization of
fixed territoriality and borders was very much distant from the European
experience, both conceptually and in practice. This is in line with what was
argued in the opening of the present book, and specifically that nomadism
is a social order for which territoriality is important, but not geographically fixed. Movement between various territories, rather than fixed territorial order, is what exemplifies the nomadic order. The non-permanent
attachment to a specific territory, rather than continuous movement, is the
qualifying attribute of nomadism as a way of living (MacKay, Levin, de
Carvalho, Cavoukian, & Cuthbert, 2014). In fact, pastoralist or hunters,
people who practiced a nomadic economy do not ‘wander’: they have
adapted to settings of limited resources (water, grass, game) by developing
practices of food preservation and transport in harmony with their environments (Kollmann, 2017).
Once the Russians started occupying the territory, they initiated processes of reorganization of the territory along European rational administrative lines. To begin with, borders were exogenously imposed.
Furthermore, the creation of oblasts, uezds and volosts5 forced the nomadic
and semi-nomadic populations of Central Asia to adapt to a new political
reality made of legally delimited spaces (Martin, 2001). In particular, six
main territorially fixed administrative areas, called provinces, were created:
Semipalatinsk, Akmolinsk, Ural, Turgai, Semirechinsk and Syr Darya
(Clarke, 1874). From a legal perspective, the Rules for the Siberia Kyrgyz
were published in 1822. Two years later those for the Orenburg Kazakhs
were adopted. In an attempt to modernize the steppe, these two documents abolished the khan and the horde as political units, and entrenched
fixed territorial units where the nomads were supposed to live. In particular, article 171 of these regulations allowed for nomads to get a piece of
5
These were the concentric levels of territorial administration (from the biggest to the
smallest) imported from imperial Russia.
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land to start farming or found a settled homestead (Geiss, 2003;
Khodarkovsky, 2004; Malia, 2000; Sunderland, 2006). At the same time,
the settlement of the steppe led to “the propagation of purely Russian
grazhdanstvennost [civilization] among half-savage natives poisoned by
Muslim fanaticism” (Nikolai Aristov, Semirechie’s military governor, as
cited in Brower, 2003, p. 134). The officials, thus, gave colonialism a
nationalist content that excluded the nomads.
All these changes affected the epistemological nature of the settlement.
Russian personnel in the newly occupied steppe were actively seeking ‘the
order of things’, and shedding the ‘light’ of science on the ‘darkness’ of
the new, unexplored territory. As a proof of what was said above in regard
to cognitive travel and to how science informed imperialism, now there
were military escorts “sworn to uphold the highest standards of accuracy
and integrity, and dispatched around the steppe provinces. The result was
estate maps, district maps, provincial atlases, and accompanying economic
notes” (Sunderland, 2006, p. 80). The crucial link between borders, territoriality, settlement and civilization is visible in the following quote by a
Russian military officer, writing in 1872, and commenting on the conquest of the steppe:
After the translation of our boundaries from the Ural and Irtish more than
1,000 versts into the depths of Asia, and in particular after the formation of
the Turkestan General Government, the Kirgiz steppe, at one time forming
the frontier territory of Russia, became the interior of the Empire, and
attention had now to be turned to gradually identifying this region with
Russia. This object could only be attained by the introduction of a settled
administration, similar in its main principles to the institutions of the
Empire, with such differences as were demanded by the character of the
nation, their degree of developments, and lastly the economical [sic] and
political conditions under which the Kirgiz population existed. (Clarke,
1874, emphasis added)

In light of this, the mass migration of peasants whose way of life was
drastically different from that of Siberian Cossacks and Kazakhs turned the
region into an agricultural one. The government apparatus became sufficiently strong to regulate the relations between incoming and aboriginal
populations, and the ideas of ethnically centered nationalism began to
penetrate the consciousness of the Russian frontiersmen, leading them to
view the Kazakhs as irrevocably ‘other’. These developments effectively
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‘closed’ the frontier and transformed these regions of modern-day
Kazakhstan into Russian provinces (Malikov, 2011).

Russian Oriental Discourses Around Nomadism,
Territoriality and Civilization
Now that the settlement of the steppe has been described, the analysis
goes back to the framework outlined in the first section to see how it operated in practice. The most important thing to keep in mind when analyzing how nomads and nomadism were juxtaposed to the narrative of
civilization presented by the Russian territorial conquest (and, in fact,
transformation) is that ‘typologies’ and ‘imagology,’ defined as “the act of
creating durable stereotypes and fixed images of a given social group by
stressing specific physical, moral and intellectual characteristics”, constituted conventionalized processes that placed value on social constructions
and identities (Ziolkowski, as cited in Sabol, 2017, p. 140). What this
means is that the adjectives, names, descriptions and objectifications of
nomads were intrinsically normative and related to the objective, of the
Russian empire, to build a European, civilized identity through the disciplining of them and their sedentarization, seen in itself as an element of
civilization.
The most recurring elements in the general depiction of the nomads in
European and, specifically, Russian discourses at that time may be summarized in three main categories aimed at marginalizing, subjugating and
orientalizing them. These three categories, the reader will notice, are
derived from the tripartite standard of civilization framework outlined
above.6 The first category, which we may call civilizational, is that of
‘backwardness’, ‘childishness’, ‘violence’ and ‘antiquity’; the second category, the scientific one, is that of ‘limited abstract intellect’; the third one,
economic, is that of ‘uselessness’, with specific reference to how the territory they inhabited was left uncultivated. One may observe that all three
6
Not everyone in Russia shared the idea that nomads were necessarily ‘savage’ and ‘inferior’ ‘Others’. Eurasianists, for example, saw them as part of Russia’s past, when Russian
territory was ruled by the Mongols in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, and therefore
as part of the Empire’s Eurasian identity (Polunov & Zakharova, 2005, p. 5). Yet, since the
purpose of this chapter is to analyze how territoriality constituted and informed the Russian
understanding of the standard of civilization, the focus here is on those segments of the
population (or rather, of the élite) who rejected this reading of nomadism, which was on the
contrary deemed as a relic of barbarism.
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categories are based on the ‘lack’ of something: ‘progress’ in the first case;
‘culture’ or ‘intelligence’ in the second case; ‘utility’ in the third case.
Thanks to this imagology, therefore, Russia could create a hierarchy of
status based on territoriality and the civilization attached to it, placing the
nomads at the outskirts of Europe and therefore of progress and history.
As Adeeb Khalid (2008) has argued, “The Orient is defined largely in
terms of absences: of change, progress, liberty, reason, and so on, which
dialectically then define (affirm) the West. This essentialized Orient then
stands outside of History, which becomes synonymous with Europe.
Orientalism is intertwined with the self-affirmation of Europe as the seat
of history” (p. 699). The Orientalist tone is visible, for example, in the
following words by a local Russian military official, commenting on the
state of the nomads, arguing that,
men of science have long since perceived the importance for Ethnography
of a study of such relics of national literature, as most truthfully illustrate
national morals, manners, and customs. Now it so happens that profound
regard for antiquity and an abundance of traditions forms a marked and
characteristic heritage of the nomadic races of Central Asia. These traditions
are devoutly preserved by the elders of the tribes, either in the form of
ancestral reminiscences and genealogical legends, or in ballads which are
perpetuated by a special class of bards. (Valikhanov & Venyukof, 1865, p. 95)

In contemporary accounts, the nomads, are tellingly deemed to be a
‘race’ on their own (Valikhanov & Venyukof, 1865, p. 95). They are
described as extremely stupid and proud of their “beastly habits” (Bateson,
1886/1928, p. 60); “enfant de la nature” (Moser, 1885, p. 19), or
“immature [lacking] proper morals and manners” (as stated by the governor of Orenburg, D. V. Volkov, in a letter written to Catherine II about
the Kazakhs, as cited in Sabol, 2017, p. 159); people whose intellect “is
not high”, and whose life is “simply an exact counterpart of the most
patriarchal times”, permitting “like all Asiatic … every possible fraud, artifice, and perfidy to be practised on their enemies” (Clarke, 1874, p. 15);
violent “like packs of hungry wolves” (Usov, as cited in Malikov, 2011,
p. 7) and so on. As mentioned above, they were also without past, without
history, stuck in pre-modern times, de-temporalized. For the Russian
poet, Alexander Pushkin, as with many of his contemporaries, peoples of
the East had no sense of history, which he regarded as necessary for a civilized people. He wrote that a “respect for the past is a characteristic that
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distinguishes the educated person from the savage; nomadic tribes have
neither a history nor a nobility” (as cited in Sabol, 2017, p. 146).
Hence, nomadism becomes an essentialist ahistorical category that provides rational foundations for justifying Russia’s civilizational status, its
scientific contribution to Europe’s knowledge, and economic needs to be
satisfied by appropriating land, crucial for Russia’s economic development. Nomadism, which is associated with chaos and rootlessness, is the
perfect mirror image of modern law, which assumes and demands the
ordering of populations within definite spatial and temporal boundaries.
Nomadism becomes a deviance, the basic sanction for which is “exclusion
from the social realm and the positioning of the nomad on the side of
nature” (Shamir, 1996, p. 237).
As far as the ‘economic’ characterization of nomads is concerned, it was
evident in the fact that the concept of ‘utility’ was used, in official and
personal accounts of the conquest of the steppe, in relation to land. The
nomads, by wandering on an immense portion of potentially arable and
cultivable land, showed their ignorance of the ‘utility’ of such land, and
hence were primitive and backward as they lacked a sense of economic
development. Instead, a Russian way of life based on agriculture was
indeed a “gift of civilization” (Sunderland, 2006, p. 61). Such a civilizational reading of sedentarism and agriculture was part of the epistemic
community of the time, especially since agriculture was seen as an element
of civilization on the development from savage to civilized. Intellectuals
like Edward Gibbon (1776/2000) and Antoine-Yves Goguet (1809/2011)
made clear that agriculture and economic activities related to it had always
gone hand in hand on the path to progress and civilization. In an era when
agriculture and commerce were the foundations of wealth and internal
economic development, the ‘unimproved’ steppe was redeemed by the
prospects of importable productivity, that is to say the chance to transfer
Russian people to uncultivated territories with the aim of increasing agricultural output. At the end of the eighteenth century, when the settlement
of the steppe and of the nomads was starting, it was said that “given that
[the nomads] were not Russian, not Orthodox … by definition engaged in
little or no agriculture, and had a history … of inflicting Russia with insults,
thievery, and destruction, nomads remained the antithesis of enlightenment and utility” (Levashov, as cited in Sunderland, 2006, p. 62, emphasis
added). The lack of agricultural knowledge, therefore, was linked inextricably with the ‘antithesis of Enlightenment’. This economic reading of the
nomadic way of life, which of course was based on a hierarchical reading
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of nomads, is also visible a few decades later in the words of a military
officer that was sent in Central Asia at the time of the Russian penetration:
With regard in particular to the Kirghiz-Kaisak [sic] encampments, the
degree of their productiveness and well-being depends chiefly on the state
of order and security in the Steppe…The spread of agriculture among the
Kirghizes would consequently be actually encouraged by the preservation
and multiplication of cattle in the Steppe. Besides enriching the Kirghizes
and civilizing their nature, it would produce a greater demand for Russian
productions … By adopting measures for the security of the Kirghizes, and
by encouraging agriculture among them, the Russian government will lay
the foundations for the future prosperity of the inhabitants of the steppe.
(Valikhanov & Venyukof, 1865, pp. 465, 483, 485)

With respect to how such an understanding of ‘land’ was linked to
development, civilization and the construction of identity, it is worth noting that the Russian Empire aimed at creating its own narrative of the
‘standard of civilization’ based on territoriality as a defining component
thereof, while paying attention at Western discourses, too. As a matter of
fact, while the ‘civilizational’ and the ‘scientific’ descriptions of the
nomads, as reported above, were in tune with how Western powers defined
their ‘Others’, the Russian Empire was keen to define its ‘Others’ on the
basis of estate and economic use of land, too (Etkind, as cited in Sabol,
2017, p. 252). To be sure, all the descriptions analyzed above find their
raison d’être in the fact that Russia felt it was on a civilizing mission to fit
the European ideal of ‘civilization’, and to demonstrate the right to be
regarded as an equal in international society. Simply, the Russian version
of such mission included, and indeed emphasized, replacing nomadic patterns of life with agricultural settlements and creating rationally planned
urban spaces (Rieber, 2007).
The inhabitants of the steppe were also expected to continue ‘improving’ by adopting ‘the Russian way’. In fact, their improvement became
increasingly important because Russian elites were increasingly excited
about what having a civilizing mission said about their own status as a civilized state. A very insightful description of how Russia aimed at linking the
sedentarization of the nomads to the European civilizational framework
can be found in the letters of a traveler in the steppe in the late nineteenth
century. With specific reference to the steppe and the difficulties that the
Russian empire had in assimilating the steppe into its imperial administration
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and agricultural way of living, this traveler argued that “it is just like
America in that respect, that though everything is beastly, everybody
insists on your praising it, and saying that it is very European. This is the
untiring duty of a foreigner, to say that everything is European” (Bateson,
1886/1928, p. 38, emphasis added).
This last sentence is the concluding element of the dynamic identified
in the first section. Russia, willing to be accepted as a fully European,
Western civilized state, found in the orientalization and the othering of
the nomads its gateway to Europe, showing that Russian Orientalism has
always been intimately related to the West, seen as a source of difference
to reject as well as modernity to emulate.

Conclusions
This chapter explicated how nomads in the Central Asian steppe fit the
wider socio-political context of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries, thus contributing to the already rich ES literature on the expansion of international society. Rather than on ‘states’ and ‘expansion’,
though, this study focused on ‘peoples’, ‘othering’ and ‘dispossession’
(Keal, 2003). By relying on primary and secondary research, I examined
how territoriality constituted a defining element of the ideology of progress and of the standard of civilization that found so much fertile ground
in diplomatic, political and scientific audiences of that period. At the same
time, the chapter discussed how nomads were constructed as an ‘Other’
by Russian elites and intellectuals, with the specific intent to locate Russia
within the safe-haven of civilized, enlightened nations. Yet, for Russia,
relations with nomads were problematic, both from a historical as well as
a civilizational perspective: since nomads once ruled over Russian territory
during the Mongol years (1223–1480 circa), they were part of Russia’s
history and, therefore, identity.
This created a stigma in the country’s consciousness, which affected the
way in which nomads were portrayed later. By linking the discourses of
territoriality and agriculture to contemporary tropes typical of the standard of civilization, Russian elites intended to create a distance between
themselves and the nomads that was based on progress, enlightenment,
civilization and development by drawing on already exiting European discourses on civilization and scientific racism, as well as on a specific emphasis on agriculture as a marker of modernity. What this chapter showed is
that from the perspective of the Russian Empire, nomads were fully
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 utside, not just European international society but also and especially
o
from the group of civilized nations and peoples, and that territoriality,
borders and economic growth linked to agriculture and settlement all
played a pivotal role in defining the standards that demarcated such divisions. While waiting for ‘discipline’ and ‘forceful assimilation’, nomads
were, in sum, forced to wander at the fringes of international society, in
the same way they wandered through the steppes.
This research is certainly guilty of one-sidedness. In other words, the
whole story presented here was from the perspective of the winner, of the
more powerful, of ‘the civilized’. In this respect, therefore, more research
on nomads in international society and on encounters between nomads
and settled polities from the perspective of nomads is strongly encouraged
and much needed. What is important to remember, though, is that the
evaluative binary categories reviewed in this chapter were created in
Europe, by Europeans, for Europeans. And exactly because of this, nomads
found themselves on a ladder of progress and civilization without knowing
it, and, perhaps more importantly, without wanting it.
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CHAPTER 6

Frontier Energetics: The Value of Pastoralist
Border Crossings in Eastern Africa
John Galaty

Introduction
State boundaries have famously fragmented nomadic and pastoral societies, which occupy large territories that straddle states. And at the same
time, pastoralists often have continued to move among states within these
territories, which might seem a challenge to state sovereignty. However,
their transgressions usually have been of a mundane nature—of laws of
entry, trade and taxation—and their motives usually just to carry out
business-as-usual. Nonetheless, trans-border movements of political communities founded on pastoralism and livestock-raising have in notable
cases represented threats to the territorial integrity and political sustainability of African states from the colonial period to the present. Some
border dynamics have been associated with the politics of secession, such
as the Tuareg incursions into northern and central Mali (Bourgeot, 1999),
or Somali and Oromo insurgencies in northeast Kenya and the Ethiopian
Ogaden (Gufu, 2017). Others have sought not secession but state subversion, such as the action of the Boko Haram movement in the four corners
region of Nigeria, Niger and Chad. Yet others have engaged in territorial
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claims, such as the role of the so-called Janjaweed who seasonally have
moved from eastern Chad into Darfur in the western Sudan, provoked by
the threatened loss of their seasonal pastures by state-based land allocations (Jánszky & Jungstand, 2013; Mamdani, 2009). Others have engaged
in predatory attacks across borders, such as between Somali clans from
eastern Ethiopia to Somalia (Kapteijns, 2013), or offensive and retaliatory
raids by Dassanetch, Gabra or Borana from Ethiopia into northern Kenya
(Galaty, 2016), and Turkana from Kenya into northeastern Uganda and
Karamojong’ into northwestern Kenya (Eaton, 2008; Gray, 2009).
A recurring complaint by victims of trans-border aggression is that
states demonstrate their weakness by failing to defend their own borders
and borderland communities. But whether they are firm, proactive, reliable, defensive, strong, weak, governments often view trans-border conflicts as insufficiently threatening of their core interests to justify concerted
engagements in defending borders, which have their own costs. That is,
until their core interests are affected or their levels of prestige are put at
risk! Defending long, dry borders that have little strategic significance is
itself fraught, especially when combatants are highly mobile and difficult
to track. This is why states put on the defensive by incursions tend to protect roads, towns, military installations or border crossings, rather than
borders themselves; or to attack entire trans-border communities, using
collective punishment in order to intimidate the militant groups among
them. Interestingly, it is often the weakest states that are most aggressive,
while the more far-sighted utilize trade, community development, job creation, education and borderland or cross-border negotiations and peace-
making to mollify potential threats along their frontiers (Nugent, 2002).
This chapter focuses on the history of boundary-making in two frontier
settings in East Africa, and on contemporary everyday trans-border
dynamics, both conflictual and non-conflictual, that arise out of the mobile
nature of pastoral land use and territoriality. The key question this chapter
addresses is whether recurrent trans-boundary movements of mobile peoples normally represent challenges to the sovereignty of states and what
the political implications are of recurrent cross-border movements—
whether routine or extraordinary—for states and borderland communities
themselves.
It is almost a tautology that the Westphalian order ties the sovereignty
of states to the integrity of their borders, which of course heightens the
existential anxiety that surrounds illicit flows across borders—of illegal
drugs, trade goods and most importantly, people (Mbembe, 1999). The
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assumption that flows across borders are of ‘aliens’ ignores that borderland communities on both sides of frontiers usually have more in common
with one another than they do with their hinterlands. The Mexican-
American War, for instance, resulted in the integration of lands into the
United States that now lie north of the US-Mexico border, but were then
held by the Mexicans who continue to immigrate back and forth, legally
and illegally. In Africa, state borders were largely demarcated through
negotiations between colonial powers during the last two decades of the
nineteenth century and the first two decades of the twentieth century, a
process formally initiated by the Berlin Conference of 1884–85.1 That
conference codified the so-called ‘scramble for Africa’ in order to forestall
intra-European conflicts over claims on African territories, or, rather,
resolve them through negotiations rather than war. Although it is often
regretted that frontiers were established without reference to African
political realities or in consultation with African leaders, it is not clear that
an alternative set of boundaries could or would have avoided the dismembering of ethnic polities or the frictions that arose—and still arise—
between states which have divided communities between themselves,
simply because of the great on-the-ground complexity that exists in the
match between African geography and society (Fukui & Markakis, 1994).
The transition from a configuration of colonial states to an array of sovereign states was largely accomplished without protest (with a few exceptions such as Somalia), simply because it was recognized by the first
generation of Africa’s national leaders that rethinking boundaries would
have opened up a Pandora’s Box of claims and counter-claims. Nonetheless,
two successful secession movements did occur over the following half-
century: of Eritrea from Ethiopia and South Sudan from the Sudan, both
seeking independence rather than to join a neighboring state.
Do continuing pastoral movements across frontiers in this region call
into question the integrity of national borders and the capacity of states to
defend their frontiers and govern trans-border populations effectively? Or
are there advantages in closely linking contiguous states through enhancing the flows of people and goods between them, validating the continuation of mobility by other means? If nomads conceive of their identities as
distinct from national identities, states usually view them in terms of singular citizenship and sedentarist claims on resources (Galaty, 2005b).
Does the relative strength of states explain how fragile or resilient the
1

South Africa being a notable exception.
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nomadic/state relationship is, and whether political dynamism at the frontiers is detrimental to, or advantageous for, states and trans-border communities? And will trans-national mobility continue to be a pastoralist
asset, or will pastoral futures see them adapt to the values of sedentary life,
marked by stronger affinities to national identities, as they necessarily stop
moving in recognition of the non-violability of boundaries (Adano &
Witsenburg, 2005; Fratkin & Roth, 2005)?

How and Where Borders Were Demarcated
in East Africa
While every border has its own history, there is an underlying pattern to
where many African frontiers were drawn as colonial powers established
protectorates and colonies from the end of the nineteenth century into the
first decades of the twentieth century. Often, coastal sites that provided
footholds for trade were the nuclei out of which caravans, and then road
and trains, stretched inland. So many African states grew out of ports as
extensions into hinterlands, from Dakar, Conakry, Monrovia, Abidjan,
Accra, Lagos, Cape Town, Durban, Maputo, Dar es Salaam, Mombasa,
Mogadishu, Djibouti and Asmara (counter-clockwise from West to Eastern
Africa). The privileging of port cities served the interests of metropolitan
countries by creating overseas transport linkages of colonized with colonial centers rather than expanding regional networks (Austen, 1987). But
as colonial territories were expanded inland, other major cities or capitals
were built around valued resources or strategic geographic locales, most
importantly those with fertile lands, mineral or forest resources or positioned strategically along major rivers.2
In Eastern Africa, inland sites were largely located in highland areas,
rich in rainfall and fertile soils, where productive agriculture could be
established. Addis Ababa lies in a highland site (2355 m or 7726 ft) that
receives on average 1089 mm (42.9″) of rainfall per year, a location where
the imperial family settled and around which the Abyssinian Empire
revolved from the nineteenth century. Shortly after the Kenyan colonial
administration moved upland from coastal Mombasa, chased by diseases
and pulled by economic opportunities ‘up-country’, the Ugandan railway
2
For countries with coasts, for example, Addis Ababa, Nairobi, Johannesburg, Windhoek,
Yaoundé and Abuja, or for land-locked countries, Niamey, Bamako, Ouagadougou, Kinshasa,
Bangui, N’Djamena, Khartoum, Kampala, Harare, Lusaka, Gaborone and Lilongwe.
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was built that would reach from Mombasa to Kampala (Sorrenson, 1968).
An important halfway station was established on the border between the
Maasai and Kikuyu at the place of ‘cold water’ (enkare nairobi). Nairobi
lay at an altitude of 1798 m (5899 ft), highlands where 1925 mm (36.4″)
of annual rainfall made the creation of settler-based agriculture, growing
tea, coffee, sisal and pyrethrum, as well as fruits, crops and livestock, thrive
in the midst of African small-holder agricultural holdings and mobile pastoralists. In Tanganyika, similar conditions in the highland north, with an
approximate altitude of 1400 m (4600 ft) and receiving an annual average
of 1230 mm (48.7″) of rainfall between Mount Kilimanjaro and Meru,
made the region of Arusha town a congenial site for agricultural development and ranching, and urban development and administration, although
the capital remained in Dar es Salaam on the coast (until its functions were
split with a new capital at Dodoma). In Uganda, the rich soils surrounding
Lake Victoria, with average annual rainfall of 1174 mm (46″), had long
nurtured the economic base of the interlacustrine Baganda, with its royal
seat in Kampala, standing at 1190 m (3900 ft) near the origin of the Nile,
which would become Uganda’s capital.
So, the locations of East Africa’s capital cities and locales of economic
and administrative concentrations were largely predetermined, much
more so than the frontiers of the states formed around them. The centering of many colonial states where soils were fertile, rainfall abundant, populations concentrated and precolonial polities already established helps
explain that the locations of colonial states were not arbitrary (Tignor,
1976). They were often situated according to precolonial economic and
political structuring of regional landscapes, which constrained and channeled initial colonial encounters. Kopytoff’s (1987) work on The African
Frontier emphasized that precolonial polities in Central Africa, facing conditions of abundant land and sparse populations, were challenged to
attract and hold people by necessity. Accordingly, the edges of polities
were not demarcated by sharply defined frontiers, but by fuzzy zones of
interaction where it was only political magnetism (and more rarely force)
that was exercised to retain subjects. Similarly, colonial states were forged
at centers, not peripheries, with political control being exercised where
economic productivity was most promising (Galaty, 1999).
Where frontiers were ultimately drawn in Eastern Africa were in lowland zones between those highland concentrations in terms of which colonial states were defined. Those lowland zones were largely composed of
drier rangelands, and thus were inevitably inhabited by pastoral or
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agro-pastoral peoples who used mobility as a critical strategy for extracting
nutritional value from grasses on which livestock sustain themselves. The
fact that dry, low rangelands lie between highland concentrations of
human population and productive agriculture mark them as areas with
lower value for the states that are charged with demarcating the frontiers
between them. If there is strong logic behind building states around highland concentrations of people and resources, there are fewer reasons for
demarcating frontiers across particular dry, lowland pasture regions, apart
from their lying halfway between the heartlands of states. By virtue of the
geography of low, dry pastures, the communities that occupied these
regions were often pastoralists, and, due to their mobile land-use strategies, tended to traverse the spreading pastures as well as the frontiers that
fairly arbitrarily sliced through the region.
In this regard, it was predetermined that many frontiers would strike
through regions where mobile peoples—whether nomadic or semi-
nomadic communities—lived and moved, a fact that has several implications. First, many borderlands fell in regions without major natural
divisions, such as rivers or mountains, so were subject mainly to political
rather than geographical determinations. Second, without natural divisions, frontiers tended to cut across regions occupied by pastoral groups,
dividing them internally but not necessarily according to their political
divisions, and thus arbitrarily. Third, the arbitrariness of border divisions
and lack of geographical barriers in frontier regions facilitated natural
movements of mobile peoples back and forth despite borders, lessening
the significance of frontiers in dry regions marked by low-value grazing
resources and scant water.
Accordingly, colonial states typically did not invest significantly in the
demarcation or defense of borders in Eastern Africa, nor did they rush to
do so since the returns on these investments were quite low. This was the
case along the Kenyan/Ethiopian border, the Ethiopian/Somali border,
the Kenyan/Tanganyikan border and the Ugandan/Kenyan border.
Although these frontiers came to define the modern states of Eastern
Africa, which includes East Africa per se and the Horn of Africa, they were
not pivotal factors in the forging of colonial states. Rather, they were distant from, and marginal to, the major political dynamics of generating
state revenues and defining state interventions in exploiting the more
valuable land, mineral and water resources of highland regions of
Tanganyika, Kenya, Uganda and Ethiopia. Is the case any different in the
postcolonial period? What in fact lends value to borderlands?
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An Entropic Theory of Borders
Consider an important aspect of boundaries: they create differences that
are sources of potential ‘energy’ or ‘entropy’ across the landscape. In natural systems, energy tends to dissipate over time (the second law of thermodynamics), for example, when plants die, mountains degrade or vehicles
glide to a stop. In social systems, however, this process is reversed. Through
growth of order and social innovation structures are engendered with
energy, which accumulates: social networks expand, kinship groups segment and state formation occurs (Barth, 2000). The concentration of
potential energy within social structures can be contrasted with the expression and dissipation of energy through social and political action. A given
geographical space—rangelands inhabited by a pastoral community, for
example—involves a quotient of energy that is increased with the demarcation of a boundary and the community that inhabits it, separating it into
parts marked by different degrees of order. Creating ‘difference’, as when
a stream is dammed or a route blocked by a border, increases potential
energy. The metaphor of entropy conveys something essential about borders: blocking free flows of people, livestock or goods creates potential or
pent-up social, political and economic energy that finds its expression one
way or another due to differences in order found on the two sides.
Alternative routes through borders are sought if the value of crossing over
is sufficient for new migrants, livestock taken to markets or goods to sell
at a premium. The simple idea that borders generate potential political
and economic energy lies behind much of the history of the region.
Of course, the pre-1885 African political world was not without structured orders or boundaries, which involved social energetics of multiple
sorts, so the colonial world of bounded polities added to an already existing order a multiplicity of points of friction (Friedman, 1997). Pastoralists,
whose patterns of movement brought them into interaction, solidarity and
conflict with other communities, thus had an additional layer of complexity added, which required them to negotiate borders and to interpret the
additional differences created by frontiers in political and economic terms
(Waller, 1988).
Energetic systems necessarily dissipate over time; as ‘order’ dissolves,
greater amounts of information are needed to describe the growing
complexity of degrading forests, crumbling mountains or receding stars in
an expanding universe. ‘Entropy’ is a measure of information needed to
describe an underlying system and the energy latent within it, a quotient
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that grows with the complexity inherent to dissipated energy. What is
unique about biological and social, as opposed to physical, systems is the
growth of structures of increasing order that build up and store energy:
the inception of life by the germination of seeds and fertilization of eggs,
the growth of organisms, the creation of social networks, the evolution of
kin groups or the formation of states involve the accumulation of latent
biotic and social energy, ready for work. A geographical or political field
inhabited by a pastoral community represents an ‘order’ which when transected by a boundary makes the socio-geographic system more complex,
requiring more information to describe it and embodying more potential
social energy. I use the metaphor of entropy to grasp something essential
about borders, which generate potential social, political and economic
energy by forming barriers to movement, which is then released when
nomads strike across frontiers.
Examples of border energetics would include: the creation of conditions for illegal trade, made desirable by differential prices and availability
of different commodities on two sides of a border; differential availability
and accessibility of pastures when rainfall intensities differed across borders, or when wet and dry season pastures were located on different sides;
the added security provided to pastoral sections by borders, which also
creates opportunities to raid across a border and then to hide behind it;
different forms and availability of social services in contiguous countries,
which invited short- or long-term migration with sick people to visit hospitals, children to enroll in schools or citizen claimants to vote to support
political causes; and so on (Barth, 2000). If we look for the actual significance of borders, it lies in the protection of advantages that fall on one side
that others attempt to exploit, where rarely do all advantages lie on one
side or other (Galaty, 2002, 2005a). The ‘affordance’ theory of borders
proposes that frontiers create opportunities that some are able to exploit,
but that “the opportunities that borders provide are not ready-made” but
require effort and vary with the nature of the particular border area
(Feyissa & Hoehne, 2010, p. 10). It is to understand the nature of values,
opportunities or advantages that borders generate that this chapter has
articulated in terms of ‘entropy’.
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The Energetics of Frontiers in Eastern Africa
Eastern Africa possesses the vast majority of Africa’s highlands, the greatest extent of its rangelands, the greatest number of its pastoral peoples and
the preponderance of its livestock. Only in the West African Sahel do we
find equivalent types of pastoral communities, including the diverse Fulani
and Tuareg peoples, but the greater degree of aridity in that region, tailing
off into the true Saharan desert, and the lack of elevated terrain able to
generate its own fertile soils and rainfall, constrains both human and livestock populations. It is not remarkable, then, that states in Eastern Africa
illustrate the geographical pattern described above, of fertile highland
regions with dense populations where capital cities are concentrated and
productive farming economies develop, with dry, low rangelands at the
periphery, with sparser pastoral populations that historically have become
the loci of national frontiers. In the discussion below, this chapter will
analyze two such borderlands, between Kenya and Ethiopia and between
Kenya and Tanzania, which demarcate three countries that lie along the
great Rift Valley, from which highlands arise and lowlands descend. These
examples display geographical differences in close proximity that underpin
productivity in agriculture and pastoralism and cultural distinctions that
mark the social profile of the entire region (Kesby, 1977; Homewood, 2008).

The Kenyan/Ethiopian Frontier
The border between the Kenyan and Ethiopian frontier was demarcated
quite late in the process of colonization, and even now is characterized by
its porosity and lackadaisical enforcement (Galaty, 2016). Indeed, the last
border drawn with a definitive hand in Eastern Africa transected a region
equidistant from the respective capital areas of the Abyssinian Empire and
British East Africa, in Addis Ababa and Nairobi. For neither empire did
these distant areas matter much, except as prizes from which to deprive the
other. Three major ethnic peoples coincided in this region, all in process of
both long-term and short-run expansion: Somali-speaking peoples expanding from the east (Hoehne & Luling, 2010; Little, 2003), Oromo-speakers
from southern Ethiopia southward and Maa-speaking Samburu and Laikipia
expanding from the south. All straddled the incipient frontier at one time or
another, while segments of all three groups both conflicted and melded
with the others. But many other ethnic communities also inhabited what we
now see as the borderlands. The Dassanetch, who have one foot in the Omo
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Delta where it flows into Lake Turkana and the other foot along the eastern
shores of the lake in what is now Kenya, combine riverine and lake fishing,
pastoralism and flood-plain agriculture. The camel-keeping Gabra, whose
economy resembled that of their Somali-speaking Rendille neighbors but
whose language and culture is Oromo, occupy the wells of southern
Ethiopia and the Chalbi desert of Kenya. The dominant group overlapping
the border is the Oromo-speaking Borana, who historically pulled the Gabra
and the Somali-derived Garre towards them (Schlee & Shongolo, 2012).
The Abyssinian Empire for long pursued livestock and slave raiding and
economic trade in the region, so much so that the East African Protectorate
proposed in 1903 that a definitive border be demarcated in response to
the flow of Abyssinians into what they saw as their region (Barber, 1968,
p. 48). Following the 1907 striking of an agreement between the two parties, posts were established by the British, in Moyale and Marsabit in 1909
and near Lake Turkana in 1911, mirroring border posts erected by
Abyssinia. Contrary to the philosophy that firm borders mitigate conflicts
by providing a stable framework for defining local expectations, this border agreement in fact generated further uncertainty for anxious pastoralists, who were accustomed to free movement within the region and found
themselves quite unable to declare which side of the new border they
affiliated with. In fact, they felt free to cross the border to the other side
when constrained by policies or exactions asserted by either British or
Abyssinian administrative or security officials.
Imperial Abyssinian forces asserted themselves around 1915 by seeking
to force Oromo-speakers into involuntary service, in response to which
the preponderance of Gabra and many Borana rapidly moved across the
border to safety. Here, British colonial authorities granted them the status
of ‘refugees’ and moved them away from the frontier to grazing lands
further south for their own protection, which Sobania (1979) points out
succeeded in permanently shifting the pattern of occupation in northern
Kenya. At the same time, Gabra were instructed to avoid the frontier as
they moved their camels between the deep wells and watering sources
throughout the dry region of the Chalbi Desert, which extended from
Marsabit to North Horr. These areas had long been occupied by the
camel-keeping Rendille, along with their cattle-keeping Samburu and
Ariaal allies, who shifted southward. Thus, one outcome of the demarcation of the border was the systematic displacement of peoples of northern
Kenya southward to accommodate the incursion of the closely related
Borana and Gabra into the region as titular refugees. Ironically, the major
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axis of conflict in northern Kenya today is between these two groups, who
compete over grazing lands and residential properties on Marsabit mountain (Witsenburg, 2012; Witsenburg & Roba, 2007).
The demarcation of the Ethiopia-Kenyan frontier did not end the
Abyssinian practice of raiding the region for slaves, livestock and ivory. So
in 1918, attempting to avoid falling victim to those identified in the colonial records as ‘Tigre brigands’, the Borana living in Ethiopia moved
across the border in large numbers, and in 1920 further southward again
with the aim, in British terms, to “keep the Frontier clear of natives”. This
effort against the Tigre was in fact a joint Anglo-Ethiopian initiative,
implemented by the Amhara-dominated Abyssinian empire. As the East
African Protectorate was transformed into Kenya Colony in 1920, the
records begin to clearly distinguish between two types of Borana: the
British Borana and the Abyssinian Borana, with the British clearance of the
border region making even more distinct the contrast between what was
becoming two nationalities of the Borana (ibid.).
Rather than reducing conflicts by agreeing on a shared border, the
demarcation of the Abyssinian-Kenyan frontier seems to have stimulated
further uncertainty and strife regarding fractions of the Borana now
ensconced on different sides of the border. Britain and Ethiopia accused
each other of allowing ‘their’ Borana of transgressing the border, with the
‘British Boran’ accused of watering their livestock in Ethiopia, the
‘Ethiopian Boran’ accused of fleeing to Kenya (Galaty, 2005b). In 1925,
the Ethiopians charged that any Boran who had moved into the British
territory since 1912 would be apprehended and his stock seized. Records
indicate that both Borana and Gabra “remain[ed] in a fluid state with their
kin over the border”, which is an accurate observation even today (Sobania,
1979, p. 122). Over time, Borana moved eastward into the area of Wajir,
where they were rebuffed by the Somali-speaking Degodia (Schlee &
Shongolo, 2012; Gufu, 2017), while others have moved southward into
the area of Isiolo, where in recent years these ‘Wuaso Borana’ have conflicted with numerous other communities, including Samburu, Somali and
Turkana (Boye & Kaahus, 2011).
In short, demarcating a Kenyan-Ethiopian frontier created distinct
national segments of the groups straddling the border, which strategically
moved to whichever side of the frontier was to their advantage, as they do
today. From the British point of view, the colonial border ultimately served
less to keep Ethiopians out than to invite them in, creating long-term
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 atterns of occupation and alliance in Marsabit and the borderlands of
p
Moyale in Kenya (Witsenburg & Zaal, 2012).
Today Kenyan or Ethiopian identity cards are used judiciously to allow
Gabra, Boran and Garre to make use of both sides of the border. But while
these formalities do signal recognition by those crossing the border of
national sovereignty, in practice the border is ‘open’, and the two countries have maintained to the present an agreement that civilians may “freely
cross the border” without official passports or visas (Salvadori, 2000,
p. 74). But, Adugna’s (2010) analysis of conflicts among Borana, Somali
and Garri in Moyale (a key border town) demonstrates that cross-border
affiliations and identities continue to be at play today, so that the border
serves less as a barrier than an indicator of a broad borderland zone within
which people from both sides move easily, pursuing trade, perpetuating
social ties and exercising political influence by joining with ethnic brethren
(Schlee, 2008). Rather than such strife leading to engagements between
military forces on either side, governments more often distribute arms to
local community members eager to fight on behalf of themselves rather
than for an amorphous national entity. This has been especially the case
along the Kenyan-Ethiopian border, where, in 1991, arms held by national
forces fleeing the successful EPRDF (Ethiopian People’s Revolutionary
Democratic Front) insurgents were sold to Gabra in northern Kenya,
which subsequently destabilized the local equilibrium until Samburu and
Rendille allies were themselves armed by their respective political leaders
(Fratkin, 1991; Galaty, 2005a; Galaty, 2016). Subsequently, the major axis
of conflict has been between Gabra and Borana in northern Kenya, most
notably in attacks called the ‘Turbi Massacre’, involving the Oromo-
Liberation Front (OLF) from Ethiopia, accustomed to using the Kenyan
borderlands as a safe haven (Adugna, 2010; Mwangi, 2006).3 In turn,
contestations in Ethiopia’s Moyale district saw the major antagonists—the
Borana and the Somali-affiliated Garri (who tend to be bilingual in Oromo
and Somali)—mobilize their “transnational ethnic networks” from across
the border in Kenya to lend support during the referendum on whether
Moyale should be affiliated with the Oromia National Regional State or
the Somali National Regional State. The referendum failed when it
appeared that thousands of Garri from Kenya had registered to vote,

3
A similar account can be told regarding the making of the border between France and
Spain (Sahlins, 1989).
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 ushing the number of registered voters far over the actual population of
p
Moyale town (Adugna, 2010: 49).

The Kenyan/Tanzanian Frontier
The Berlin Conference of 1885 essentially allocated African territories to
European countries aspiring for recognition of areas that they already controlled or of areas for possible expansion that they had already identified,
so that they could take possession over time without conflicting with other
imperial powers. In 1886, regarding East Africa, Britain and Germany
agreed in principle to establish respective spheres of influence that hinged
on a line from Vanga on the Indian Ocean to the eastern shore of Lake
Victoria: British territory to the north and German controlled area to the
south. In 1890, an Anglo-German agreement was forged that worked out
how the straight line described above would jog around Mount
Kilimanjaro, which Britain had agreed would be allocated to Germany. A
288-mile straight line would proceed from Lake Victoria to north of
Mount Kilimanjaro, which then would circle eastward of the mountain up
to Lake Jipe, from which another straight border line would proceed the
Indian Ocean, ending at Ras Jimbo. In fact, it was the British East African
Company that in 1888 took control of the Kenyan portion on behalf of
Britain, though these rights were transferred to the East African
Protectorate when it was founded in 1895. The actual boundary was
demarcated on the ground by a joint Anglo-German Commission during
the 1902–06 period, which used diverse markers to indicate the border
on-the-ground: pillars of stones, a large baobab tree or mangrove poles
(Department of State, 1966).
Given the omniscient way the boundary was first determined in principle, and then the haphazard way it was physically demarcated, the frontier unavoidably and inevitably splintered borderland communities into
pieces allotted to either the British or German spheres of interest. In the
postcolonial period, these communities—the sprawling Maasai being the
most significant—are still divided between an independent Kenya and
Tanzania. The borderland areas defined by this largely long, straight
boundary, though remote from central areas of industry, plantation agriculture and government, were still subject to state-making interventions.
On both sides, communities experienced gestures toward the establishment of political order, through constructing border controls to monitor
the trans-border movement of people, livestock, foodstuffs and trade
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goods, the establishment of colonial administration, and the creation of
police posts who occasionally implemented what was called ‘pacification’.
On both sides of the frontier, communities and colonial officials experienced similar motivations, incentives and difficulties in establishing
national frontiers, not the least being the little significance that the borders had. Along this very long boundary that extended a third of the way
across Africa, multiple communities were divided in ways determined by
map-makers and policy-makers of the day. Their aim was to create a structure of political order and attain some form of social progress by inscribing
a conceptual configuration on bodies and minds of subjects who inhabited
the colonial states being created, including peripheral borderlands (Schlee,
2008). Being British or German subjects increasingly began to matter to
local residents, who nonetheless continued to assert their ethnic affinities
with communities across the border. Numerous Maasai territorial sections
straddled the arbitrarily drawn straight line dividing the two colonial
States, especially after 1913 when the Maasai Moves in Kenya consolidated groups that had long occupied the central Rift Valley and Laikipia
into an enlarged ‘Maasai Reserve’ (Hughes, 2006). Two major sections—
the Kisongo and the Loita—had their residential rights in both the British
and German-administered colonial States recognized. The Kisongo constituted the majority of Maa-speakers in Tanganyika but also occupied
Loitokitok division in Kenya, while the Loita, after being pushed off the
Loita plains by the incoming Purko, retained the status of being the occupants both of the Loita Hills in Kenya and the contiguous highland area
of Loliondo in Tanzania. But in the attempt to sort out the diverse Maasai
sections, southern elements of the Loodokilani and Matapato sections
were pushed northward by Tanganyikan authorities into today’s Kajiado
County to become unambiguously ‘Kenyan’ Maasai, while Laitayok were
pressed southward to become unambiguously ‘Tanzanian’ Maasai. And
after the second Maasai Move from 1911/13, when most Purko who
streamed into what would become Narok to occupy the Loita Plains,
some proceeded into Tanganyika where they became a ‘Tanzanian’ Maasai
entity, side by side with the Laitayok.
Through a complicated treaty process that unfolded from 1904–13,
the Maasai lost their richest grazing areas in the central Rift Valley and on
the Laikipia Plateau to colonial settlement, but in turn were ‘granted’ the
Reserve mentioned above (composed of lands Maasai were already occupying!), into which those Maasai territorial sections displaced from lands
taken for white settlement were consolidated (Hughes, 2006; Mungeam,
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1966; Sandford, 1919). In Kenya, the areas lost to settlers included the
rich farming regions of Central and Western Province that became the
heartland of the so-called ‘White Highlands’, dedicated to coffee and tea
production, and rangeland areas of the Central Rift valley and Laikipia,
ceded by the Maasai and subsequently dedicated to commercial ranching
by settler families, supported by indigenous laborers (Berman, 1990;
Tignor, 1976). In Tanganyika, coffee, tea and ranching were pursued by
settlers on fertile lands that lay on the rain-rich southern slopes of Mount
Meru and Kilimanjaro and drier areas of the northwestern slopes of
Kilimanjaro, in a rain shadow to be used for ranching (Wright, 2019).
In this way, the colonial investment in settler agriculture and ranching,
which lay side by side with what would be major sites of highly productive
African agriculture among the Kikuyu of Central Province, Kenya, and the
Arusha, Meru and Chagga of the northern highlands in Tanzania, provided the commercial foundations for the two colonial and subsequently
post-independent states. But pastoralism was still practiced in northern
Tanganyika and southern Kenya, providing the basis for Maasai subsistence but also a lively black-market trade in livestock to the highlands.
Despite the commercial potential where Africans predominated, in the
pastoral areas and in small-holder agricultural reserves in proximity to settler holdings, market protection was granted to the settler agrarian sector,
of cash crops and livestock, until the 1950s (Swynnerton, 1955).
Complaints can still be heard today about the underdevelopment of infrastructure in the rangelands, in roads, transport, trading centers, schools,
hospitals and so on, in comparison with the highland areas that enjoyed a
monopoly position in agriculture both when dominated by the settler sector and subsequently by the African highland agricultural sector.
Movement by pastoralists across the Kenyan/Tanganyikan frontier was
discouraged but was only a target of significant pressure near border posts
when they were transporting taxable goods. People were otherwise free to
circulate through border towns, which were like free ports within which
trade could be pursued, up to the point where goods were transported
toward sites of cities and markets. But approaching World War I, the
British-German frontiers hardened, with military encampments built
along roads farther back from border posts. As part of the British engagement with German forces, there was a clash at Longido, south of the
border town of Namanga, in which eight British forces were killed by a
German machine gunner, who was then speared by a Maasai warrior, an
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event commemorated by monuments on the site.4 In principle, friction
should have lessened as the British assumed control of Tanganyika as a
Protectorate after the war, but the very different political and economic
principles for administration of the two states remained. Maasai have
moved across the frontier to seek grazing in times of stress, such as
occurred most recently in 2008–09, respecting traditional mutual assistance obligations, but now meet resistance as land privatization in Kenyan
Maasai territories makes reciprocity difficult and due to the obduracy by
Tanzanian officials who see the border as a national responsibility rather
than being subject to local negotiations. The insistence by the Tanzanian
President that Kenyan herders should not be allowed into Tanzania
resulted in the willful killing of cattle and threats to locals along the Narok
border in 2017–18, lessening mobility between the two countries. One
wonders whether this recent hardening of the frontier demonstrates government desire to protect pastures for its Tanzanian pastoralists or a gesture toward the Kenyan state as negotiations over larger trade relations
and tourist revenues proceed.
Trans-border livestock theft is frequent along the frontier, most notably
by the Kuria of Tanzania, a phenomenon founded on the need to acquire
livestock to serve as bridewealth, but more recently heightened by the
commercialization of the livestock trade (Fleisher, 2000). During
Tanzania’s socialist period, from 1967–86, price controls on livestock
products discouraged livestock sales and stimulated significant flows of live
animals driven by Maasai pastoralists northward into Kenya, attracted by
the burgeoning Nairobi meat market and the growing livestock trade by
ship to the Arabian Peninsula. Similar factors have stimulated a lively trade
with Ethiopia and Somalia for livestock, with Kenya’s floating meat prices
creating a source of market attraction for its neighbors (McPeak & Little,
2006). In the opposite direction, Kenyan goods—fruits and vegetables,
textiles and black-market electronics—have been transported for sale to
Tanzanian during the last decade. In this way, the frontier has been a
source of economic energy, differential prices and market availability generating flows between the two countries, paralleled by movements of people. The Kenyan-Tanzanian frontier has, from the outset, both created
and reflected differences between the colonial and postcolonial states and
offered ‘affordances’ for enterprising borderland communities who pursue

4

Personal communication, Dr. N. Kipuri, July 20, 2019.
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both legal and illegal stratagems for exploiting the opportunities of
the frontier.

Conclusion
This chapter has illustrated the complexity that borderland dynamics have
introduced into the divisions between states created by the frontiers
between them in Eastern Africa. Though imposed by colonial powers,
frontiers in Africa were not wholly arbitrary nor has their existence only
been constraints on colonial and postcolonial states (Touval, 1972), but
have often provided diverse opportunities for borderland communities
(Feyissa & Hoehne, 2010). The assumption that the porosity of borders,
especially in dry pastoral regions where livestock keepers cross over at will,
undermines the integrity of post-Westphalian States suggests that tighter
enforcement of borders would result in stronger and more effective forms
of state governance. But both colonial and postcolonial governments have
always carefully weighed the costs of ‘hardening’ borders, especially in
areas where the most valuable resources are those most suited for herbivores. That said, frontier are realities which over time have gained tangible
legitimacy for borderland communities (Wilson & Donnan, 1998), which
belies the trans-nationalist belief that out of a more fluid world of trans-
border mobility the gradual erasure of diminished borders will and should
occur as a global phenomenon (Appadurai, 1996; Escobar, 2001; Gupta
& Ferguson, 1997).
The observation that frontiers in many areas of East Africa were of secondary importance to dynamics in political and economic centers is not
surprising, but the cases examined in this chapter are full of implications
for a theory of borders and nomads. Firstly, frontier lines are likely to cross
low, dry regions occupied by mobile pastoralists, and thus are hard to
monitor, difficult to defend, fragment communities, and are sites of frequent crossings. Secondly, movements across borders are usually for mundane reasons (visiting, grazing, trading) and do not threaten the integrity
of the state. Such processes occur and recur whether legally or through
gray or black-market flows, but such causes of friction evaporate when
energetic differences across borders diminish, as when transit rights are
legalized, free trade relations are negotiated or dual citizenship statuses are
recognized for trans-boundary communities. Thirdly, some trans-border
movements are more consequential, such as to carry out long-term territorial expansion, reoccupy areas marked by long-established claims, raid
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for livestock, resources or revenge, threaten neighboring security forces
(whether military troops, police or border guards) or assert claims in second countries. Such transgressions potentially may affect the integrity or
efficacy of states, but their effects often are mainly on regional peace and
order rather than on state borders or their functioning.
However, the demarcation of states by borders not only marks the zone
of their legitimate prerogatives (i.e., to tax flows of goods and control
their citizens) but also the territories within which they bear responsibilities, including the obligation to protect and provide benefits to their citizenry, from voting rights to security. The motives of pastoralists and others
who often float over borders are usually not to challenge the state but to
secure some of its blessings, defined in terms of local values such as grazing, kin ties, market access or schools. This chapter has pointed out that
borders function like dams by creating potential social, political and economic energy by blocking free flows of people, livestock or goods. If the
border is hardened, whatever energetic prosperity that could be realized
potentially on one or both sides of the border is negated, or at least
deferred, until opportunities to cross the border reappear. Most theories
of trade assume that transactions freely entered into are beneficial to both
parties whether partners in trade cross the border or are more largely the
states ‘joined’ by frontiers.
Some frontiers follow natural water courses or mountains, so only manifest the constraints of nature, while others like those described here are
relatively arbitrary in marking political divisions within naturally undifferentiated rangelands that mainly serve as grazing for mobile peoples.
Though frontiers are a bother to borderland communities, they do serve
to valorize territory by creating political differences ‘in the sand’, as it
were. This chapter has described the history and current dynamics across
two such border regions, firstly between Kenya and Ethiopia, secondly
between Kenya and Tanzania, to illustrate how frontier energetics work,
from the inception, demarcation and consolidation of national boundaries
to processes of trans-boundary flows by people who both recognize the
line and profit from it.
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CHAPTER 7

Seeing the Nomads Like a State: Sweden
and the Sámi at the Turn of the Last Century
Martin Hall

Introduction
As the introduction to this volume, as well as several other chapters show,
the relationship between states and nomads has long been troubled. States
have discriminated against and mistreated nomads in a range of ways, such
as ethnic cleansing, dislocation and forced sedentarization, and in general
denied them their most basic cultural characteristic: mobility. In this chapter I show how the Swedish state at the long turn of the nineteenth century mistreated the Sámi population of northern Sweden, but in so doing
both enforced assimilation and unexpectedly created or enforced nomadism rather than eliminating it. I argue that racist, cultural hierarchic and
economic ideas contributed to the governments discriminatory policies,
but that a wish or need to make the Swedish land and population more
“readable” (Scott, 1998) was the strongest underlying cause as global
transformations in the nineteenth century prompted states to become
more state-like (Buzan & Lawson, 2015).1
1
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Several contributions to this volume, as well as previous studies (e.g.,
MacKay, Levin, de Carvalho, Cavoukian, & Cuthbert, 2013), show how
states seek to eliminate nomadism. Weak states are not necessarily particularly successful at this, but still harbor the ambition. Perhaps uniquely,
Sweden, a strong state, inadvertently reinforced nomadism among some
of its Sámi population. In this chapter, I argue that the reason for this was
twofold. First, reindeer herding necessitated nomadism, and it was thought
to be the only economic contribution parts of the traditional Sámi land
could provide. Second, a discourse of Borealism romanticized the Sámi
and allowed them to be a contained element of Swedish national identity,
rather than a threat to it. My argument is therefore not contrary to that of
this volume, or of MacKay et al. (MacKay et al., 2013), but rather complementary. As a strong state, Sweden did forcefully assimilate its nomadic
population, but given these two particular circumstances a small part of
that population was kept nomadic.
In the first section of this chapter I give an overview of extant research
on Swedish Sámi politics.2 I claim no originality here. Swedish historians
and political scientists have generated a large literature on Sweden’s Sámi
politics—mostly in Swedish—and I do not pretend to make an empirical
contribution to the literature. In this literature, there is no agreement on
whether racist, cultural hierarchic or economic ideas and imaginations best
explain Sweden’s politics toward the Sámi. I grant all three strands of
thought causal influence, but in the third part of the chapter I argue that
the literature has overlooked the global trend toward increasing “stateness” in the second half of the nineteenth century, and first half of the
twentieth, as a necessary component of any appreciation of government
policies toward the Sámi. Western elites “knew” they were marching at the
head of progress and “tribal ways of life” were under assault in much of
the world (Osterhammel, 2014). Many states practiced different forms of
internal colonialism (i.e., Sabol, 2017), and Sweden’s Sámi politics is
another instantiation of this pattern. In this particular case, however, the
process had the opposite effects, leading to enforced nomadism rather
than enforced sedentarization.

2
I discuss Swedish politics toward the Sámi, not the Sámi’s own politics. This chapter is
decidedly Swedo-centric and state-centric, but not normatively so.
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Research on Swedish Sámi Politics: Chronologies
and Themes3
The first archeological traces of a particular Sámi culture—reindeer husbandry—dates back to about the turn between BC and CE. These reindeer owners were most likely the ancestors of hunting and gathering
populations that had begun to wander into northern Scandinavia and the
Kola Peninsula about 7000 years earlier, following the melting icecap of
the last ice age. The Sámi languages are not part of the Indo European
language family, but the Finno-Ugric, suggesting a cultural origin in the
Volga-Ural region, while mitochondria studies suggest a genetic origin in
Western Europe. A recent study suggests that the Sámi population is a
mixture of populations from both areas (Ingman & Gyllensten, 2007).
Sámi and non-Sámi have had contacts at least since the early middle
ages, primarily through trade in fur and metal, salt, flour and alcohol, and
later tobacco and coffee. Throughout the middle ages Swedish, Norwegian
and Russian rulers made sporadic attempts at taxing the various Sámi populations that lived in northernmost parts of what is today Norway, Sweden,
Finland and Russia. The boundaries between these states were not clearly
defined, and no state could successfully claim to rule over Sápmi—which
is what the Sámi call the territory they inhabit. By the beginning of the
seventeenth century the Swedish state began to effectively tax the Sámi
population, and in return granted trading privileges and control over the
natural resources—such as fishing, hunting and grazing—of their lands.
The Swedish population of the north was concentrated in a range of
coastal towns, but Swedes and Sámi nevertheless interacted regularly, not
least at the marketplaces to which the state attempted to concentrate trade.
Far from all Sámi were reindeer herders; many made their living from
fishing and/or hunting. Moreover, reindeer husbandry was typically
intensive rather than extensive. That is, a family would typically own only
a few reindeer and use these for milk—and they would not even necessarily
move these few reindeer around. Due to the large size of the Swedish
army, the demand for reindeer meat and fur/leather increased dramatically, and reindeer herds grew significantly. In order not to overgraze,
these herds would have to be moved around, and their caretakers with
them. With this development came a sharper distinction between mountain
3
I draw mainly on Ericsson (2016, ch. 4) in this section. I cite only specific arguments
and disagreements.
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Sámi, who owned large herds and led nomadic or semi-nomadic lives, and
forest Sámi, who were more sedentary and combined several kinds of economic activities. The forest Sámi were significantly poorer than the mountain Sámi. The agricultural lowlands and the coastal towns saw a significant
amount of Sámi trying to make a living as day laborers or begging. By now
the Sámi were Christianized—at least by name—and the state began to
extend its juridical reach into Sámi land by way of setting up courts. These
courts were largely staffed by Sámi officials, however, and were to apply
Sámi customary law to the fullest extent possible.
This snapshot of the early seventeenth century is uncontroversial. It is
a description of a state that is not particularly interested in a resource-poor
and unproductive periphery, other than as a supplier of a tax income and,
more importantly, of meat, fur and skins. Over the next 350 years, however, the state would become increasingly concerned with the Sámi and
their land. Historians Roger Kvist (1992) and Martin Ericsson (2016)
have formulated two rather different periodizations of these 350 years.
Neither is fully satisfactory, but I will present them here as they still—especially together—give a sense of the changing character of the Swedish
state’s Sámi policies.
Kvist argues that from 1550 to 1625 the main purpose of the state was
to claim territorial sovereignty and to tax the Sámi, which they had to do
in competition with Russia and Denmark-Norway (Finland was at the
time part of Sweden). Having reached an equilibrium with Denmark-
Norway and Russia, and having established taxation capacity, the state
focused primarily on silver mining from 1635 to 1673—this was not very
profitable. From 1673 to 1846, Kvist argues that the focus shifted to getting Swedes to break new land for farming in the areas where the Sámi
fished, hunted, herded reindeer and lived. The next period, 1846–1913,
was a period of assimilation according to Kvist. The Sámi were supposed
to become Swedes and the Sámi languages eradicated.4 The final period,
1913–1971, is for Kvist a period of segregation. The Sámi were encouraged and/or forced to remain separate from the rest of the population.
Contrarily, Ericsson proceeds from how he argues the state viewed the
Sámi. In his characterization the Sámi were, first of all, taxable objects and
providers of certain economic resources, ca. 1500–1650. From about
1650 to about 1750 the Sámi were primarily religious subjects that were
4
There are three, mutually incomprehensible, Sámi languages in Sweden, each with several
dialects. The Sámi languages are part of the Finnish-Ugric family.
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to become proper Christians as defined by the increasingly fundamentalist
church. From about 1750 to the 1830s the Sámi land was seen primarily
as an underused economic resource, to be colonized by farmers, miners
and the developing timber industry. From the 1830s to the 1880s the
Sámi were seen as an inferior people, which the Swedish state had a patriarchal responsibility to protect. At the same time, reindeer herding was
considered the only way to utilize the mountains economically. In the
penultimate period, the 1880s to the 1930s/1940s, the Sámi were
thought of as an inferior race that was biologically fit only for nomadic
reindeer pastoralism. After this, the Sámi have been seen by the state as
gradually developing into a sector of the economy that should be supported and rationalized, at the same time as they are becoming defined as
a national minority and an aboriginal group.
Both Kvist and Ericsson understand that their respective periodizations
should not be reified, that they are simplifications that hide within-period
variation and that there is much more to be said about each period. Still,
both periodizations give a sense of the state’s increasing reach into Sápmi
and the slow shift from disinterest to intense interference. Over the next
paragraphs I will describe in some detail a few aspects of this shift. First, I
will describe how the state church intervened in the spiritual life of the
Sámi. I will then describe how what had previously been Sámi land, that
they paid tax for, became state land and private non-Sámi land. I will, then
describe the development of the policy, that in Swedish was called the
“lapp skall vara lapp.”5 Within that policy, I will focus on the three most
well-studied sub-policies: the state church policies, the school system
and housing.

Reaching for Souls, Then Land
In the seventeenth and first half of the eighteenth centuries the Swedish
state paid little attention to the Sámi population. The state church, however, was a different matter. While it was increasingly concerned with the
religiosity of the Swedish population in general—and not just the Sámi—
Ericsson (2016) identifies five areas in which the church targeted Sámi
5
“Lapp” is a derogatory term for the Sámi. I have not been able to ascertain whether it was
derogatory at the time. Given that the term was used in a cultural hierarchical and/or racist
context, however, it certainly had derogatory implications. “Lapp skall vara lapp” translates
as “Lapp shall be lapp.”
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religious practices. First, the church began to identify certain practices
associated with the Sámi as witchcraft (before these had been viewed as
folk tradition). Indeed, two Sámi were sentenced to death for witchcraft,
of which one sentence was carried out in 1693. In Scandinavia, about
2000 people were sentenced to death during the period (Ankarloo, 2007,
p. 118). Second, a crucial part of Sámi shamanism was the use of certain
drums. This practice was forbidden, and drums were destroyed or collected and sent to the capital. Third, individual priests traveling in Sámi
land would sometimes destroy and burn down sites of worship and sacrifice. Fourth, a major problem in making the Sámi true Christians was that
few priests were willing to learn any Sámi language, or even to live where
the Sámi lived. Both the state as well as the church therefore established
schools in which they attempted to educate Sámi youth in Christianity and
reading and writing. The hope was that these young men would influence
the rest of Sámi society, and work as teachers for others. The fifth and final
area that Ericsson identifies is pre- and extra-marital sexual relations. There
was clearly a sharp disjuncture between what the Swedish church understood as marriage and betrothal, and what the Sámi did. The church was
fairly successful in its violent campaign against Sámi religion and culture,
and by about the 1770s Christianity seems to have been the “only
game in town.”
Neither the church nor the state was interested in land use in Sápmi
until the early nineteenth century. The Sámi paid taxes and enjoyed the
same sort of property rights as other Swedish subjects.6 Land was owned
by individual families with rights to graze reindeer, hunt, fish and fell
trees attached. Toward the end of the eighteenth century this began to
change. Regional governments (Länsstyrelser) began to argue that the
Sámi actually did not hold property rights to their land, that this land was
state land and that it was underused and that this failure to make the land
contribute its full potential to the national economy was to be rectified
(Lundmark, 2002, ch. 4).7 The general idea of Norrland—the northern
Uniquely in Sweden, the Sámi were not conscripted, however.
I will not go into the details here, but there seems to be at least a weak consensus among
academics, but not legal courts, that the contemporary courts were right, and that the takeover of the land by the regional governments was unlawful. The issue is not settled yet. As
late as 1998 a large group of farmers sued three reindeer-herding collectivities for grazing
their herds in the farmers’ (allegedly) forest properties (The Nordmaling case). In 2011 the
Supreme Court judged in favor of the herding communities. I refrain from writing Swedish
farmers and Sámi reindeer herders, for the issue is not as clear cut as that.
6
7
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third of Sweden and the area that contain Sápmi—was that it was the land
of the future. It was Sweden’s America, that was supposedly rich in
resources such as minerals, timber, hydro-electricity and fertile land, all of
which was underutilized (Sörlin, 1988). The local governments wanted to
let lumber and mining companies exploit the land, and they wanted
Swedish settlers to break new ground for agriculture. Having redefined
the former Sámi tax lands as Swedish state property, they could proceed to
apportion land to settlers and companies. This caused two types of conflict
with the Sámi. First, reindeer herding was pushed out of important winter
grazing land. Come winter, the herds would move down from the mountain ranges to graze in the forested lowlands. There they would cause
agricultural damage, not least to newly planted timber. Second, when
Swedish settlers got entitlement to new land to farm, they would also get
entitlement to the hunting and fishing rights on those lands. Most of the
Sámi did not own great herds that they moved around with, but instead
lived permanently in the lowlands off just a few reindeer, hunting and fishing. They were now pushed out of their traditional lands and were left
without any means of subsistence. They would then move down to the
coastal towns trying to survive as day laborers and beggars.8 As a result,
fewer and fewer Sámi were able to support themselves as reindeer herders.
The fear that not only the reindeer industry would disappear but also that
the Sámi population as such might succumb caused the national government to begin to take a more prominent interest.
Ulf Mörkenstam (1999) analyzes the increased interest in Sámi affairs
by the Swedish parliament the takeover of the regional authorities from
the local courts, settlements, schooling, the reindeer industry and so on.
One particularly important theme was weather the reindeer herding
mountain Sámi would perish if they were not protected against encroaching modernization. Three main underlying themes informed the debates:
racism, cultural or civilizational hierarchies and economic utility. Toward
the mid-1800s, a broad parliamentary consensus began to form and was
to govern Swedish Sámi politics until World War II, although it reached its
height—in the sense that it was at its most unrelenting—at around the
turn of the century.
8
A common albeit slightly old-fashioned expression for a very poor person in Swedish is
“fattiglapp” (fattig lapp), where “fattig” means poor. This expression goes back to a classification of the Sámi, where they were divided into mountain Sámi, forest Sámi, fishing Sámi,
this poor Sámi and some other categories (SAOB).
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Lapp skall vara Lapp: Defining the Sámi
The new state policy, or rather policies, did not carry a formal name.
Indeed, they were formulated in a long series of decisions covering various
policy areas such as schooling and housing, among others. The academic
community has named the policies “lapp skall vara lapp” or in modern
English, the “Sámi shall remain Sámi.” This “slogan” was coined by vicar
Vitalis Karnell in an interview in 1906, and it represents the strange mixture of racism, civilizational hierarchy and “benevolent” patriarchal thinking that underwrote the new policy (Lundmark, 2002, p. 70).9 It is
worthwhile quoting Karnell at length:
When the lapp start forming associations and have their own newspaper,
when they start acquiring higher education, then they are entirely finished
as lapps and they then will become the most miserable people imaginable.
[… some Sámi …] even started to build houses and become sedentary.
Please favor the lapp in all ways in their business, make them moral, sober
and rudimentarily educated, but do not let them taste civilization further.
(From Lundmark, 2002, p. 70)10

This part of the chapter will explore the constituent ideas of the “lapp
skall vara lapp policies.”
The central idea of the new policy is best described by historian Patrik
Lantto (2012). The three regional governments that dealt with the Sámi
shared the view that they were on the verge of extinction as a people.
Sometimes this was seen as inevitable; the march of progress and civilization could not be halted, and there was no room for nomad reindeer herders in the future. More often, however, the fear of extinction was combined
with a call for state authorities to hinder or at least postpone this process.
Paradoxically, the regional governments were clearly aware that the actual
number of Sámi individuals was not decreasing; rather, it was the number
of reindeer herders that were decreasing as more and more Sámi were
moving to agriculture. Hence, it must really have been the reindeer industry, rather than the Sámi community as such, that worried the regional
governments. The Sámi population was growing rather than decreasing;
but they did not engage in reindeer herding to the same extent as before.
9
Karnell was instrumental in the formation and implementation of the schooling policies
during the first two decades of the twentieth century.
10
This is my own translation, and the comment in the brackets is my own.
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While the race argument, according to Lantto (2012) was only rarely
used, increased contact with Swedish culture was identified as the culprit
of the decreasing engagement with reindeer herding (p. 74). The Sámi
were becoming used to more comfortable, sedentary lives in houses and
this was incompatible with proper reindeer herding. This was the core
problem. As a background, the reindeer industry had long been considered both marginal and more of a nuisance for agriculture than a profitable industry in its own right, but toward the 1880s the industry was seen
in more promising light.11 This, however, was true only for the “pure”
nomadic mountain reindeer herds. The mixed economy of the forest Sámi,
combining a few reindeer with hunting, fishing and some agriculture, was
understood to be inefficient (p. 74). The upshot was a policy that consisted of one-part protection and one-part control. The reindeer industry
(the nomadic mountain reindeer industry) was to be protected through a
limit for agricultural expansion and through the legislation that only Sámi
were allowed to own reindeer and to practice herding. At the same time
the Sámi were to be encouraged, but not coerced, to remain Sámi—particularly through adjacent policies in schooling and housing.
The second idea found in the “lapp skall vara lapp” policy was the
double-edged belief that the Sámi were only able to fruitfully practice
reindeer herding. They were seen as unfit for other occupations and non-
Sámi were viewed as not sufficiently hardy. Two brief quotes serve as an
illustration: “[…] as the reindeer is made for the lapp, and the lapp for the
reindeer” and “The feats they every day perform in all weather on the
mountain and in the forest bear witness of trained athletes with sinews of
steel rather than a substandard and doomed people” (as cited in Lundmark,
2002, pp. 63, 72, respectively).12 Implicit in these views were economic
and racial and/or civilizational arguments.
The economic utility arguments were twofold (Mörkenstam, 1999, ch.
4). First, the only profitable economic use of the mountains was to herd
reindeer on them. To a large extent there was no ore to mine or rivers to
use for hydroelectricity. In other words, the mountains are economically
11
The profitability of the reindeer industry was partly premised on climatic conditions as
well as epidemics. Reindeer primarily eat lichens, and the supply and accessibility of lichens is
heavily dependent on snow conditions.
12
The first quote is from a governmental motion to the parliament, 1908 (Motion no.
163, app. 10, p. 4). The second quote is from a 1908 article by K. B. Wiklund, Uppsala
professor of Finno-Ugric languages, and the author of the first textbook for the specific
nomad school.
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useless—barring reindeer herding.13 Thus, to not encourage reindeer
herding would be to underutilize Swedish lands. And since reindeer herding was thought to require nomads, it was imperative that the Sámi maintained their nomadic status if the mountains were not be left barren.
Second, and perhaps more importantly, since the Sámi were “unfit” to
practice other occupations, the result of a break down in the reindeer
industry would be a large number of poverty stricken Sámi that would
have to be supported by the public.
Those that held these views argued that reindeer herding required a
significant degree of hardiness and disinterest in the comforts of sedentary
modernism, and that only the Sámi possessed this. Lundmark (2002) suggests that biological racism was an important foundation for this argument, but not singularly so. Mörkenstam (1999) and Lantto (2012) put
more emphasis on cultural hierarchy. The disagreement is one of degree
rather than kind, though. Next to a discourse about the Sámi as weak,
irrational, short-sighted, prone to overindulgence in alcohol, as per the
standard colonial discourse,14 there also developed a romanticized discourse about the Sámi, reminiscent of the Noble Savage (Lundmark,
2002, pp. 72–73).15 According to both views, however, the Sámi needed
to be protected from civilization. In the first, the savage Sámi could still
profitably survive if their herding activities were overseen by the civilized
Swedes. In the second, all that was “noble” about the Sámi would be corrupted by too much contact with civilization.
While other non-Swedish minorities (e.g., Roma, travelers, etc.) at the
time were identified as threats, the Sámi were not. They were instead seen
as vulnerable to the darker temptations of civilizations, and valuable citizens of Sweden when they stayed in the environment and economic activities they were particularly suited to. As I will describe later, this meant that
state schooling and housing policies were directed at (a) not enticing the
Sámi to leave their nomadic life, while at the same time (b) sufficiently

13
The Swedish mountain ranges are predominantly above the tree-line. Thus the lumber
industry had no economic interest either in the land where the mountain Sámi kept their
herds over the summer.
14
For example, Blaut (2000, pp. 200–202).
15
This second discourse has deep historical roots. For instance, Olaus Magnus’ 1555
Historia om de Nordiska Folken (History of the Nordic Peoples) is a formidable ode to the
Sámi, and a depiction of the “Noble Savage” long before his/her time (Magnus, 2010). For
an intriguing history of the general Noble Savage discourse, see Ter Ellingson (2001).
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“modernizing” them to be good Christians, citizens and efficient reindeer herders.
These policies had led to some privileges for the reindeer herding Sámi.
Indeed, only they could own and care for reindeer. Moreover, there were
clearly defined geographical limits to the extension of agriculture. Local
government, on delegation from the state, defined a clear demarcation
above which (in altitude) agriculture was disallowed. Above this demarcation, land was to be used for reindeer husbandry, hunting and fishing and
the Sámi had exclusive rights to this use. As only the Sámi were in possession of these rights, it became paramount to have a definition of who was,
and who was not, Sámi. During the “lapp skall vara lapp” years, the
Swedish state used several different, and at times contradictory, definitions. The three main ingredients in any definition of the Sámi in this
period were economic activity, language and race or lineage. What we can
observe, according to Lundmark (2002, p. 145) is a change over the
period so that previously “it had been necessary to be a lapp to be a reindeer herder, now you had to be a reindeer herder to be a lapp.” In other
words, first the Swedish state restricted the reindeer herding economy and
life to Sámi, although not all Sámi were reindeer herders, and in a second
move, some 30 years later, turned this around and denied those Sámi that
were not reindeer herder, their Sámi identity. However, the Swedish state
never did obtain the clear-cut demarcation between Sámi and Swedes
they sought.
Ulf Mörkenstam (1999) has conducted the most thorough research on
how the Sámi were understood and defined in Swedish politics. In the first
part (1886–1917) of the “lapp skall vara lapp” era, the fundamental criterion for who was Sámi was cultural. Those who lived according to the
supposedly traditional Sámi lifestyle were Sámi, and the traditional lifestyle
was nomadic reindeer herding. The law was based on genealogy—if your
parents or grandparents had had this lifestyle, you were also a Sámi even if
you practiced another lifestyle. When in doubt, language would tip the
scale so that if you spoke Sámi at home you were very likely a Sámi. On the
other side, those who did not practice the traditional lifestyle and had
started to speak Swedish or Finnish were not considered Sámi.16 This distinction laid the foundation for a two-pronged policy against the Sámi
communities—most clearly seen in housing and schooling. On the one
16
Finnish was, and is, a common language in large parts of northern Sweden, both among
the Sámi and the non-Sámi.
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hand, the “real” Sámi (those who were so defined by law) were to be
encouraged so that they would make the mountains profitable with their
reindeer. The other Sámi, however, were not justifiably included in this
protection, and should instead become Swedes proper.17 Mörkenstam
(1999) concludes that in “and through legislation a contradistinction is
created between that which is Sámi and that which is Swedish, which are
incompatible, which means that Sámi are either nomads, or
Swedes” (p. 110).
In the second period, however, legislators had begun to understand
that this definition made far too many people Sámi and eligible for special
rights. Centuries of mixed marriages, and bilingualism, created much confusion and there was a great deal of arbitrariness in who was, and was not,
considered Sámi. The new criterion, which was set by legislation in 1928,
focused on reindeer herding. It was still argued that only the Sámi had the
right to own and care for reindeer. To do so, one must be part of a Sámi
village (Sámiby). A Sámi village was not a village in the sense of a concentration of houses where people live permanently, but rather a corporate
entity, consisting of a range of Sámi families, that had a collective right to
use a defined area for grazing, hunting and fishing. Sámi who were not
members of any such village, whose ancestors had left the reindeer industry, had no rights. For example, a woman who married a man who did not
belong to a Sámi village lost her Sámi rights, but a man who married a
non-village woman did not. If you did not handle reindeer but your parents did, you were still a member, but not your grandchildren. The right
to enjoy the rights was collective, but ownership of the herds was still
private, and people could be a member of a Sámi village without owning
any animals. The Sámi village, supervised by a non-Sámi civil servant,18
was somewhat self-regulated in affairs such as how many animals its land
could support, hunting and fishing quotas, small-scale conflict resolution
and admittance of new members. While the situation was somewhat
absurd,19 at least the state had a working definition that allowed it to, on
the one hand, limit the amount of people who could enjoy the Sámi rights,
17
This of course implied that the Sámi could be assimilated. Clearly, the foundation here is
not a blatant biological-racist belief system.
18
A Sámi bailiff, or “lappfogde.”
19
This is exemplified in the sense that of two siblings one could be Sámi and the other not,
and the non-Sámi sibling’s children could be Sámi, while the Sámi sibling’s children could
lose their Sámi identity.
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while at the same time, make sure the mountains were put to productive use.20

Sámi Schooling and Housing
Definitions of Sámi-ness through legislation regarding reindeer herding
was one part of the state’s attempt to reproduce and reinforce the nomadic
lifestyle of some of the Sámi, while making others more Swedish. But by
and large the state was, at least on the surface, fairly non-despotic and
prided itself on being enlightened. Swedish citizens, Sámi or not, could
not be coerced to be nomads. If a Sámi family sold their reindeer, bought
a piece of land to farm and lived in a house, they could not be evicted and
forcefully dragged back to the mountain. The carefully defined grazing
lands were not reservations. The state, therefore, needed complimentary
strategies to maintain the distinction. These were found, most prominently, in the school system and somewhat less prominently in housing
and allotment policies. Other examples, which I will not further discuss,
include special Sámi elder care and the non-conscription in the Swedish
army of “real” Sámi, for instance.
The main targets of the housing policy were the “real” Sámi—those
that owned and cared for reindeer. Those Sámi who were not part of the
reindeer industry were typically left to their own devices. The issue at stake
was that some Sámi wanted to erect houses on grazing land and complement reindeer herding with small-scale agriculture. Although there was
considerable debate in the Swedish parliament regarding this, the winning
argument was they should in principle not be allowed to do this. There
were two reasons. First, good reindeer husbandry required close and frequent proximity to the herds. If the Sámi were allowed to build houses,
the women, first, would choose to stay home in comfort where they would
“drink their coffee by the hearth, and smoke their pipe, and for the rest do
little else” (Lundmark, 2002, p. 104, quoting a governmental proposition). Soon the men would become envious, and stay home as well, and
the herds would be left on their own. To be a good reindeer caretaker was

20
It is important to underline that this was show the state saw things. In society, everybody
“knew” who was a Sámi and who was not, and everyday discrimination and “banal racism”
was rampant.
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to live in a “kåta.”21 Second, although the Sámi were supposedly conditioned to the harsh life on the mountains, they were said to be insufficiently strong and patient to toil the earth. To allow the Sámi to
complement reindeer herding with agriculture would be to invite ruin for
the individual Sámi family, and that did not rhyme with the paternalistic
responsibility the state had assumed over the Sámi.
By the same token the Sámi had a different access to allotments.
Throughout the late nineteenth century and the early twentieth century,
the Swedish state tried actively to increase agriculture in the lowlands.
Indeed, it was relatively easy for Swedish settlers to receive cheap loans and
land leases, which could be converted to ownership after 15 years at a
small charge. The use of forestry products for household needs and fishing
rights were included in the leases despite the fact that forest Sámi often
already lived there and needed these resources for their few reindeer.
However, the Sámi were, as a rule, not eligible for these favorable loans
and leases (Lundmark, 2002, pp. 99–100). In this way the state attempted
to keep the Sámi in the reindeer industry, as nomads, by making it difficult
for them to make their living in any other way.
In 1723 the Swedish government enacted a law requiring children to
learn to read. This law was fairly ineffectual, but in 1842 there was a general duty and right for all children in Sweden to attend school. In 1882
mandatory school attendance was six years, going to seven years in 1936.
However, this did not impact Sámi children who were exempt from the
general school system.
But the Swedish state, as well as the church, was nonetheless rather
interested in the education of Sámi children. School policy was perhaps
the area in which the state intervened the most in Sámi life, and where the
“lapp skall vara lapp” policy took its clearest and strongest expression
(Lundmark, 2002, p. 76). Sten Henrysson and Johnny Flodin (1992)
have usefully surveyed Sámi schooling during this period. As mentioned,
the church had already set up Sámi schools in the seventeenth century.
The purpose of these schools was to teach future Sámi church staff how to
read, as well as the fundamentals of Christianity. In the eighteenth century, when the church thought the Christianization of the Sámi was proceeding too slowly, seven “lapp” schools were built in proximity to the
more prominent churches in northern Sweden. These were financed by
21
A “kåta” is a tent-like, or a jurt-like construction that was temporary or movable, built
in varying materials but usually involving turf stacked on wooden frames.
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the state, and the state also paid the salaries of the teachers, the tuition for
six children at each school, and other expenses. For two years the children
were taught the precepts of Christianity and literacy; the hope was that
they would spread their knowledge amongst the Sámi. However, this did
not work very well and in the first half of the nineteenth century the main
emphasis was shifted to catechists that would follow the wandering groups
of Sámi. This did not work very well either, as the catechists themselves
were not sufficiently educated. In 1846, therefore, the old “lapp” schools
were resurrected, but in a new form. The education was to be 5 years long,
with two semesters of 3 months each. Many more Sámi children were
expected to participate, and they were also expected to pay their own
tuition.22 The language of instruction was Sámi.
Still, the authorities were concerned that only a few Sámi children
received an education and many of those who did participated rather sporadically as their families resided with their herds far from any school. A
new reform adopted in 1877 delegated the responsibility for Sámi schooling to the municipal school boards, instead of the church, and instead of
priests doing the teaching, pedagogically educated teachers were hired.
The old catechists’ system was enlarged and reformed. Nevertheless, by
the turn of the century, only about half of all Sámi had attended any kind
of school (Henrysson & Flodin, 1992, p. 11).
In 1908 a range of parliamentarians argued for a major review of the
situation and a series of inquest committees were appointed. One of these,
led by Bishop Bergqvist, was to review the Sámi schools. Bergqvist
recruited Vitalis Karnell—who coined the expression “lapp skall vara lapp”
to the committee. They began by identifying four major problems with
the current system (Henrysson & Flodin, 1992, p. 16). First, half year
schooling resulted in the Sámi becoming weak and unused to the harshness of nomadic life. After having tasted the luxuries of beds and staying in
houses, they would be both unfit and unwilling to return to nomadic life.
Second, the existing schools had failed to attract a significant number of
nomadic children. Third, the catechists’ school form was underused and
the catechists were not sufficiently competent. Fourth, many Sámi children had not received any education at all as a result. Bergqvist and Karnell
set themselves two tasks that they thought were difficult to reconcile. On
the one hand, both the quality of the teaching and the number of children
who received it should increase. On the other hand, the new school system
22

These schools were of necessity boarding schools.
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was to keep the Sámi Sámi. The children should not be enticed away from
the nomadic life.23 The result was the “kåta” school system, sometimes
called the nomadic school system, and in many ways this epitomized the
“lapp skall vara lapp” politics.
There were two relevant aspects of the nomadic school system. Children
in grades 1–3 were to be taught in schools that followed the herds. The
school house was a “kåta” or a tent, which could easily be moved. The
children would live with their families. In addition to the standard fare, the
curriculum would include “nomad and mountain knowledge.” The language of instruction would be Sámi. Grade 4–6 were boarding schools,
where the children ate, slept and lived in a specially designed kåta made of
wood, and spent the school hours in another such kåta.24 The school year
would be between 3 and 4 months, depending on the movements of the
herds. The language of instruction would in principle be Sámi, but in
practice it was difficult to find teachers who spoke Sámi at all, much less
the appropriate dialect. In addition, no textbooks or other written material existed in Sámi. While many Sámi families were unwilling to send their
children to these schools—as they preferred the missionary schools (or
sometimes no schools at all)—they were to become mandatory. These
schools were closed to non-nomads, creating a sharp distinction between
Sámi and Swede (Lundmark, 2002, p. 82).
The critiques of the schooling system were harsh both from Sámi and
from a minority of parliamentarians. The use of the kåta in particular was
condemned: they were cold and draughty, the children slept close to each
other on birch twigs and pelts on earthen floors, infections and diseases
spread easily, there was insufficient light for school work, and the absence
of chairs and tables did not make for a good learning environment. In
addition, the idea that sleeping in houses in beds with linen and eating
with fork and knife would be detrimental to efficient and good reindeer
herding was not only ludicrous, but outright “misanthropic to these lapp
children” (MP, as cited in Lundmark, 2002, p. 80). Although new school

The children of non-nomadizing Sámi should attend the ordinary Swedish school.
Vitalis Karnell himself designed this “kåta,” believing he had the experience and expertise to do so. In reality, they were faulty to begin with. The wood rotted, when cold outside,
the “kåta” was too hot near the oven, and draughty and cold near the walls. Several Sámi
matrons that cared for the children and also lived in the “kåta” developed rheumatism.
23
24
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commissions found many faults with the Bergqvist and Karnell system, the
nomadic school was not finally discontinued until the 1940s and 1950s.25
The ongoing explanation for the “lapp skall vara lapp” policy and its
various manifestations is, as I have attempted to explain, a combination of
the desire to make the mountains economically useful and a paternalistic
cultural hierarchic attitude. Patrick Lantto (2012) and Ulf Mörkenstam
(1999) emphasize the economic side, without denying the paternalism.
Lennart Lundmark (2002) perhaps emphasizes the paternalistic side while
also affording biological racism a minor role without being blind to the
economic arguments.26 In the next section of this chapter I will argue that
this economic utility/paternalism explanation needs to be situated in a
larger, international or Western, context in order to make sense. The two
main constituent parts of this context are an ideology of progress and
intensified state making.

Leviathan 2.027
There are two major problems with the extant economic utility and paternalistic explanations for the Swedish state’s Sámi politics. The first problem is that it affords us no understanding of why the intensified intervention
in Sámi affairs took place when it did. In other words, it does not tell us
why the Swedish state became so interested in a small and remote population—a population it had previously left by and large to its own devices—
in the second half of the nineteenth century. Why did it want to utilize the
mountains for economic purposes now? Lastly, why did it want the Sámi
to be able to read, write and do basic arithmetic at this time? The second
problem is that the dominant explanations posit economic utility and
paternalistic cultural hierarchy as two different explanations. While both
components are necessary, there is a trade-off between them in the literature cited here. More economic utility means less paternalism—and vice
25
The history of the Sámi school system is much more complex than this, with several
commissions and reforms. I have focused on the major shifts however, and not the minor
adjustments.
26
In my discussion I have ignored the large literature on biological racism against the Sámi.
The reason is that racism seems to have influenced Sámi government policy in a quite limited
way. This is not to say that society in general and the world’s first race biological research
institute at Uppsala University in particular were not racist. Maja Hagerman (2006) is an
excellent popular introduction.
27
I borrow this expression from Charles Maier (2012).
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versa—in the explanations offered by different scholars. I will instead suggest that this is one argument for increased intervention; there is no zero-
sum game going on. To protect the weak and in-danger-of extinction
Sámi was to give them economic opportunities and to educate them was
to make them economically viable contributors.
Two basic processes had been going on for quite a while at the time of
the inauguration of the “lapp skall vara lapp” policy, transforming the
Western world: a demographic explosion and industrial modernization. In
1750 Europe had about 130 million inhabitants, jumping to 266 million
in 1850 and 400 million in 1900 (Leonhard, 2009, p. 138). The figures
for Sweden are 1.8, 3.5 and 5.1 million, respectively, in spite of an emigration of 1.4 million people between 1850 and 1930 (Statistics Sweden,
n.d.). Osterhammel (2014) points out that never before had so much land
been used for agriculture (p. 323). Moreover, Osterhammel suggests that
in the nineteenth century, the opposite extreme of the “city” was no longer the “country” but the “frontier,” which he defines as the “moving
boundary of resource development” (p. 322). It was, Charles Maier
(2012) argues, “perfectly possible to ‘civilize’ not only barbarians and different faith groups but also flora, fauna and landscapes” (p. 828). Growing
populations needed growing agriculture, and the vast areas of northern
Sweden provided a huge potential for expansion. Allotments to settlers, as
well as to reindeer herders, would order (or civilize) the wilderness, with a
resulting increase in productivity. The mountains, that could not be sown,
could still yield resources such as meat and skin.
Industrial modernization can be subdivided into at least two related
sub-processes. First, it consisted of a commodification of the countryside
(Maier, 2012, p. 55). As with industrial production, agricultural production could be rationalized and made more efficient and profitable if peasants were transformed from “downtrodden, ignorant workers” into an
“agricultural middle class” that would “respond to market incentives”
(Maier, 2012, p. 62). Certainly, the Swedish state’s policy of giving land
ownership to Swedish farmers settling in the north is an attempt to create
an agricultural middle class. Improving reindeer herding should also be
seen in this light. The Swedish state and its local representatives did not
believe efficient reindeer herding could take place if the herders did not
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live in proximity to the herds. The good reindeer herder was a nomad, if a
“middle class” nomad.28
The second aspect of industrialized modernity was, in the words of
Maier (2012), that the world of the 1870s had been transformed by
“strong leaders, realists who believed in railroads, property, economic
development, and national power, and the inevitability of conflict and
competition” (p. 148). In other words, the (European) world had been
transformed by a second great wave of state making.29 For these states
“the recipe for governing was to develop their territory” (p. 149). Indeed,
by the late nineteenth century “most regimes throughout the world are
attempting to control closely defined territories […] and tax and utilize
them in a coherent way” (Bayly, 2004, p. 247). This was underpinned,
argues Barry Buzan and George Lawson (2015) by an overarching “ideology of progress” shared among liberalism, socialism, nationalism and “scientific racism” (pp. 24, 35, 41). Their overall assessment of this overarching
ideology is worth quoting at length:
Taken together, liberalism, nationalism, socialism, and ‘scientific’ racism had
three major effects: first, they challenged the basic framework for how societies were ordered; second, they rationalized vast programs of social engineering, including industrialization, and third, they legitimized both rational
state-building and the extensions of Western power around the
world. (p. 101)

Sweden is no exception here. Its leaders believed in railroads and property, and in the inevitability of competition and conflict between states. It
does not differ much from other European states at this time (Stråth,
2012, pp. 13–33). Sweden’s Sámi politics was situated in a context defined
by expectations of future international conflict and competition and by a
belief that the best response to this was rational state making through
efficient utilization of available and potential resources.
In most parts of the world one effect of this second wave of state making and ideology of progress was the “global offensive against tribal ways
of lives” (Osterhammel, 2014, p. 324). Maier (2012) notes that the
“world of rival states was also united in its pressure on the fragmented
communities at is edges, or sometimes within its territories, whom they
28
Indeed, the nomadizing reindeer herding Sámi were significantly more “affluent” than
non-reindeer herding Sámi.
29
The first wave being the heuristic Westphalian states.
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perceived to be obstacles to progress and civilization” (p. 151). Moreover,
Bayly (2004) argues that “the lexicon of nationalism insisted that such
groups should be assimilated from strategic as much as cultural reasons”
(pp. 219–20). Bayly further suggest that “the creation of harder boundaries between ‘majority’ and ‘minority’ populations was the mirror image of
the creation of the nation itself. It was therefore, in the late nineteenth
century, when the urge to build nations was strong, that internal boundaries between supposed ethnicities were also reinforced” (p. 227).
In this last respect Sweden’s Sámi politics deviates in some important
respects from the pattern seen elsewhere. While Sweden certainly assaulted
“tribal” ways of life, I have also shown in this chapter that Sweden actually
reinforced—and even enforced—nomadic ways of life. Bayly’s argument
that the internal boundaries were reinforced fits—you were either a Sámi
(nomad) or not a Sámi (sedentary). But while Osterhammel, Maier and
Bayly—as well as contributors to this volume—show that nomads and
other non-state peoples were forcefully assimilated, the reindeer herding
Sámi were actually forcefully kept nomadic.

What Accounts for This Deviation?
I argue three factors are at play. First, the Sámi could never have been
perceived to be a threat to Swedish order. The Sámi were always quite few
in number, thinly spread and lacked a martial culture. In 1975 a governmental investigation tried to count how many Sámi there were at that
time, and they concluded that there were about 2400 Sámi in the reindeer
industry, and 13,000 non-reindeer owning Sámi. It is difficult to see how
the Sámi population could have been perceived as a material threat.
Second, as Mörkenstam (1999) and Lantto (2012) have convincingly
showed, reindeer herding was thought to be the only way to make the
mountains profitable and herding required nomads. Thus, a small population could be allowed, and even forced, not to be included in the progressing majority population, as long as they made a net economic contribution.
It was, in a sense, a “containment” policy toward a small, non-threatening
and potentially economically viable part of the population. The nomadic
group should receive at least the basic education in Swedish and algebra so
that they could become reasonably efficient, “middle class” agricultural
entrepreneurs. The third reason is that at the turn of the century, an exoticism (or indeed ideology) of Borealism was developing (Broberg, 1982,
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p. 79).30 Borealism is not the same as Nordic or Swedish nationalism, even
if these nationalisms contain aspects of Borealism. Instead, Broberg suggest that Borealism is analogous with Orientalism—perhaps pre-Said. It
should be understood as a “longing for” exoticism; longing away from
crowded, dirty smoke-filled towns, toward the free, cold and wild expanses.
The almost fanatical interest in the polar expeditions, as well as in Sven
Hedin’s travels in Mongolia are part of Borealism, as are the then new
sports of alpinism—on skis or without, the foundation of Svenska
Turistföreningen,31 and both domestic and international tourism. For
instance, in 1870 Alexander Hutchinson published the English language
guide book Try Lapland (Broberg, 1982, p. 55; see also Hansson, 2012).
In Borealism, the Sámi had their given elevated, if romanticized, place—or
at least the mountain Sámi did. Indeed, the Swedish national anthem,
written in 1844, does not contain the word “Sweden” but already in its
first line it talks of the Nordic mountain range “fjällen”—which is more or
less co-terminus with Sápmi. So the Sámi was not a threat to Swedish
identity either, but rather a quaint and romantic element of it.

Conclusions
In this chapter I have argued that the Swedish Sámi politics is best seen as
an example of the Europe, world, wide late nineteenth century ideology
of progress and intensified state-building. All available resources should be
rationally utilized in the improvement of the nation and the state, not least
as a preparation for future international conflicts. One consequence of this
was the “global offensive against tribal ways of life.” It is no coincidence
that the Swedish state started to interfere with Sámi ways of life when it
did: it was a global pattern observable in Europe, in the colonized world,
and in settler societies. To an extent Sweden’s Sámi politics constitute an
exception to this global pattern. While most or all nomads around the
world were forcefully sedentarized and assimilated into majority society,
some of the Swedish Sámi were forcefully kept in nomadism, through
housing and schooling policies. This deviation can be explained with (a)
30
This essay by Broberg includes an English language summary, and has the English title
Lap-troups on the continent. Anthropology, the public and Sámi exhibit at the turn of the
century.
31
The Swedish Tourist Association. In its first decades The Swedish Tourist Association
had a strong focus on the Swedish mountains; a legacy that is still robust.
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the Sámi not constituting a threat, (b) nomadism being a necessary condition for making the mountains economically useful and (c) an ideology of
Borealism. I have also argued that from the point of view of state making
and the ideology of progress, there is no sense in making a distinction
between economic and cultural hierarchical arguments for the varieties of
Swedish Sámi politics in general, or the “lapp skall vara lapp” policy
specifically.
Joseph MacKay and colleagues (MacKay et al., 2013; see also the
Introduction to this volume) have convincingly argued that strong states
that are committed to Westphalian notions of statehood should be
expected to forcefully settle and assimilate nomads. My conclusions are
only to an extent at odds with their argument. The Swedish state’s stance
toward the Sámi depended on one criterion only: reindeer herding. If a
person owned and herded reindeer, he or she was a Sámi and a nomad,
and should be protected as such from the destructive forces of modern
civilization. If a person did not herd reindeer (but perhaps owned a few),
she or he was not a Sámi or a nomad and should be assimilated into the
progressing Swedish nation. It is difficult not to draw the conclusion that
Sweden must have thought itself so strong in relation to the Sámi, that it
could allow itself to keep a heterogeneous but romanticized pocket of
“primitivism” in its far north.
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CHAPTER 8

African Community-Based Conservancies:
Innovative Governance for Whom?
Kathleen A. Galvin, Danielle Backman,
Matthew W. Luizza, and Tyler A. Beeton

“Wildlife are our new cows” Maasai elder, 2010

Introduction
Nomadic pastoralists around the world are defined by both earning their
living from livestock and, in most cases, moving with their livestock to
access forage and water (Galvin, Reid, Behnke, & Hobbs, 2008). The former is due to many pastoralists raising livestock in arid and semi-arid (ASAL)
landscapes as one of the only viable land uses in these highly variable landscapes (in seasonality and patchiness of forage). Movement is necessary to
access these patchy resources (Hobbs et al., 2008). Traditional pastoral
governance in these communal lands tended to be flexible and contingent,
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accommodating seasonality and the need to migrate with the livestock
(Galvin, 2008; Turner, McPeak, Gillin, Kitchell, & Kimambo, 2016).
Nation states have ignored the ASALs until recently. Currently ASALs
are converting to towns and croplands as human populations and consumption grow. At the same time, the natural environment has changed,
with altered rainfall patterns and their frequency, affecting flora and fauna
composition and changing management practices. Shifting market forces
encourage different livestock strategies away from local production to
commercial livestock breeds and products. Mining, oil and gas extraction
and renewable energy production are expanding into these areas at a rapid
rate transforming landscapes, communities and rural cultures. Pastoralists
also lose former grazing land to protected areas. Protected areas, if they
prevent heavy grazing, have a significant role in maintaining landscape
integrity. But in East Africa, for example, some wildlife prefer to graze on
the short grass around pastoral settlements, so pastoral lands outside of
protected areas may have an unexpected role in conservation (Reid, 2012).
When pastoralists permanently settle on privatized and subdivided
small parcels of formerly communal lands, fragmentation of communal
lands is the result (Galvin, 2009; Galvin et al., 2008; Galvin & Reid, 2010;
Reid, Fernández-Giménez, & Galvin, 2014). Land privatization creates a
paradox for pastoralists. They need both flexible and secure access to land
to ensure future grazing, but if they settle on that land to secure it, their
lack of movement means poorer livestock production (Fernández-
Giménez, 2002). In ecological systems where seasonality is strong (as in
most ASALs), this means that the production of vegetation at one point in
space and time does not predict it in the next season. Thus, fragmentation
at some point can cause major disruption of natural and human economies
(Hobbs et al., 2008). Further, local institutions and shared governance are
no longer sufficient for many African pastoralists to access the resources
they require. Governance consists of the formal and informal institutions,
policies, rules and practices that shape human-environment interactions
(Folke, Hahn, Olsson, & Norberg, 2005). Institutions in the form of collaborative arrangements like community-based conservancies (CBCs) and
their partnerships are a means to unify the fragmented landscape. Many
pastoralists are therefore experimenting with community-based institutions to negotiate flexible but secure use of land.
Community-based conservancies or simply ‘conservancies’ (we use
these terms interchangeably throughout the text) are governance arrangements whose goals enhance human well-being and development and con-
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serve biodiversity (Galvin, Beeton, & Luizza, 2018). They contrast from
national parks and other protected areas where the conservation policy is
focused on biodiversity/nature conservation without people. Measures of
conservation success in the latter are changes of species present or number
of species on endangered species lists or something similar (Mace, 2014).
In CBCs, on the other hand, linking nature to human well-being is much
more difficult to conceptualize or measure, in part because values of nature
and human needs are different among cultures and among the various
stakeholders (Díaz et al., 2015, 2018). Therefore, ‘success’ in CBCs is
dependent on local contexts, yet in some way it should conserve nature
and enhance human prosperity.
While nations have often ignored nomadic pastoralism, they have
allowed and even supported community-based conservation institutions to
develop and by doing so thrust pastoralism into the governance limelight
by legitimizing their livelihoods through formal arrangements. Whether or
not pastoralists gain political power as a result remains to be seen.
In this chapter, we look at 35 CBC case studies, primarily from Kenya,
Namibia and Zimbabwe, to determine the goals of formation of CBCs,
their partnerships, and, outcomes for pastoralists. In the next sections we
address first the role of the state in community-based conservation formation. Second, we describe the analytical framework and theoretical framing of the chapter. Results follow on goals and structures of CBCs, linking
organizations and outcomes for pastoralists. Finally, we discuss the implications of our results and conclude with ideas for the future of CBC
arrangements.
Nation States and Nomadic Pastoralists
Governance of natural resources in Africa during the colonial era resulted
in the imposition of new forms of centralized political authority over
access to land and resources replacing more localized institutions. After
independence was achieved by most sub-Saharan African countries in the
1960s, centralized control over natural resources was reinforced. However,
many states were unable to conserve and manage the resources due to
inadequate capacity to control these public assets that went to private gain
and patronage. The global economic crises of the 1970s and 1980s
resulted in a declining capacity of nations to prosper economically, which
led to external reforms like structural adjustment policies. Democracy and
multiparty politics also spread throughout Africa (Bratton & van de Walle,
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1997). For the last two decades or so, several initiatives have emerged in
these countries to reform centralized resource management systems by
entrusting more secure rights and responsibilities at the local level. The
cause for this is, in part, because the state has not been able to conserve
natural resources, especially wildlife which is a leading source of tourism
revenues for the state. Further, many wildlife species like elephants and
wildebeest move through the landscape ignoring national borders and
rules of conservation. The devolution of proprietorship over wildlife and
other natural resources from the state or private landowners (as was common in southern Africa—Zimbabwe and Namibia in particular) to communal lands led to community-based conservation (Nelson, 2010).
Community-based natural resource governance would not occur without the tacit approval of nation states. How natural resources are allocated,
used and managed specifically deals with policy and power relations. The
devolution of governance does not necessarily mean that power transfers
to the local communities. State and private interests often supersede local
initiatives simply because the resources, especially wildlife, are too valuable
to allow local people to own. Thus, the state, controlled by a strong sedentary Westphalian order, often devolves power in name only, thereby
maintaining strong control over natural resources. Today, driven by
regional, national and global patterns of commerce and capital, the stakes
in African landscapes and ecosystems are rapidly rising (Dietz, Ostrom, &
Stern, 2003). Some suggest that conservation and communities are being
seized by global financial, development and environmental organizations
to further their own agendas (Brosius, Tsing, & Zerner, 2005). Thus,
there is a bit of a paradox for the state here. Secure and sustainable natural
resource management arrangements develop better in partnership with
local communities, but policymakers have no incentive to implement
reforms that take away power from themselves (Murphree, 2002).
The Namibian government implemented legislation in 1996 giving
communal area residents rights over wildlife and tourism on land if they
formed conservancies (Jones, Diggle, & Thouless, 2015; Jones &
Murphree, 2001). The Namibian Association of Community Based
Natural Resource Management Support Organizations (NACSO)
reported in 2019 that Namibia now has 86 registered conservancies covering more than 166,000 km2 (NACSO, n.d.), which is approximately
20% of Namibia’s total land area. Rights over wildlife in conservancies
enable local communities to develop joint ventures with private tourism
and hunting companies and keep the revenues for themselves.
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Government initiatives in Kenya in 1999 were the first attempt by the
state to recognize the need to involve communities in biodiversity conservation (Kabiri, 2010). These initiatives did not develop mechanisms to
devolve governance of wildlife to local actors. The Kenya Wildlife Service
oversees all national parks and some proceeds from the parks were supposed to be shared with local communities. However, the process was not
uniform throughout the country resulting in most communities not getting any proceeds from park revenues. During the 1990s the communities began to organize themselves around group ranches and formed a
forum (the Kenya Wildlife Working Group) through which they set to
lobby for review of the wildlife legislation. They failed for a host of reasons (see Kabiri, 2010) but they included the tourism industry and animal welfare lobby in their efforts. With the new constitution of 2010,
devolution of power to county governments and the Land Act of 2012
and the Community Land Bill of 2016, conservancies are now legal entities. However, the land bill is ambiguous as to the relationships between
the national executive branch and the counties. In addition, the old
Ministry of Lands (in control of lands prior to the 2010 constitution) is
reluctant to yield its powers and so relevant information, proper funding
and political forces continue to reduce the new bill’s efficacy (Boone
et al., 2019).
The Kenya Wildlife Conservancies Association (KWCA) recognizes
over 100 conservancies since the passage of the Wildlife Act in 2013, and
65% of Kenya’s wildlife live in community and private lands. Conservancies
cover approximately 64,000 km2 or 11% of Kenya’s total land area
(KWCA, n.d.).
The emergence of community-based natural resource management
(CBNRM) in Zimbabwe was a policy response in the 1980s to a focus on
export agriculture and tourism as the dominant form of economic development (Murombedzi, 2010). The Communal Areas Management
Programme for Indigenous Resources (CAMPFIRE) originated in central
government policies, supported by international donors and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and driven by private tourism investments.
However, communities are not landholding entities with clearly defined
legal jurisdiction, so they do not have proprietorship over local resources.
Thus, they cannot directly collaborate with hunting or tourism companies
but can be in joint venture partnerships between the private sector (e.g.,
the safari industry) and communities.
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Analytic Framework and Theoretical Considerations
This chapter’s analytic framework revolves around a set of 35 case studies,
30 different CBC examples, primarily from Kenya, Namibia and Zimbabwe
(see Appendix 1 for a list of all cases, and Appendix 2 for cases not described
in the text and their citations), to ask the following:
1. What are the goals of the CBCs? What types of institutional partnerships are most common?
2. How are CBCs linked to other organizations and how do they
change through time?
The first two questions address, in part, the influence and strength
of the state in CBC formation.
3. What are the outcomes for pastoralists? Are pastoralists benefitting
from being part of CBCs?
If CBCs are fulfilling their mixed goals of enhancing human well-being
while protecting nature then the data should suggest positive outcomes
for pastoralists.
We use a subset of pastoral CBC cases from a large dataset we used to
review CBCs throughout sub-Saharan Africa (Galvin et al., 2018). In that
paper, we explored the conditions for successful CBCs and their outcomes.
However, the framework left unanswered the structure, goals and outcomes of pastoral CBCs. We use the opportunity here to address those
questions for a subset of the sub-Saharan dataset.
We address two themes of theoretical significance here. First is the concept of nomadism and ‘paths’ and the shift from nomadism to ‘places’
(Bollig, Greiner, & Österle, 2016). Paths are social practices in space that
establish a spatialized history and calendar of events in the pastoral landscape, which is characteristic of nomadism. Paths link places through
migration. Places, on the other hand, represent the highly fragmented
landscape of pastoral settlements and private land tenure seen today.
Second is a political economy perspective where adaptive governance
begins to unravel who benefits from CBC governance (Boyd & Folke,
2012; Folke et al., 2005). Adaptive governance is the connection of institutions and individuals at multiple organizational levels from the local to
the international. How they are connected affects governance processes
and power relations (Plummer, 2009).
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An argument in the introduction of this book is that nomads, as non-
state actors, are largely ignored in international relations due to their
minor role in international politics. However, nation states have sometimes been concerned with nomads, usually negatively, as they cross international boundaries, remain mobile and untaxed and are perceived to
contribute little to the national economy. We generally agree with both
premises, that nomads have been ignored until they interfere with national
and regional agendas. Bollig et al. (2016, and borrowing from Deleuze &
Guattari, 1997) on the other hand, suggest that nomadic politics are traditionally through nomads’ path-making, which is linked to egalitarian
political systems that link places where nomadic pastoralists move through.
Those paths create a community and a domesticated landscape. This type
of political system is antithetical to the modern nation-state. Pastoral egalitarian political systems occurred in the past as pastoralist institutions were
activated when needed (e.g., to negotiate passage through neighboring
territory) (Behnke, 1994; Galvin, Reid, & Beeton, 2014). Today, in contrast, we find increasing placemaking that is connected to hierarchies and
the state settlement and formal political systems (Bollig et al., 2016).
States often lead the process of privatization and/or protected area conservation in partnership with international and national groups. CBCs fit
within the concept of places.
Moreover, African nomadism, as a migration pattern, is increasingly
unworkable as population pressures (both internal and external), land tenure changes (including privatization of former communal lands, oil and
gas development), increases in infrastructure (in the forms of fences, roads,
settlements and wildlife conservancies) fragment the landscape (Galvin,
2008; Reid et al., 2014). Tourism, access to new livestock markets (e.g.,
specialty breeds of small stock, cattle) and diversification of livelihoods
(Reid et al., 2014) including education reorganize pastoralism thus reconfiguring it to something more place-based.
The second theoretical framework is the political ecology approach that
addresses the links between resource use and the broader sociopolitical
realm. Political ecology acknowledges that social, political and economic
processes drive decision-making that results in uneven social effects
(Blaikie & Brookfield, 1987; Turner & Robbins, 2008). This means that
some people and sectors of society are winners and others are not. Power
imbalances arise within society (Cote & Nightingale, 2011) and across
organizational levels (Adger, Brown, & Tompkins, 2006; Cote &
Nightingale, 2011) which define who decides the right way of doing
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things, what is managed, what are the incentives and what are the outcomes for sustainable resource management.
Institutional developments of community-based conservation arrangements are, at the least, approved by governments at various levels but can
also emerge from local processes. Therefore, we find different arrangements within and among African countries between public-public, public-
private and private-private partnerships for community-based conservation.
Goals of CBCs are variable but based on some sort of partnership between
communities and government, NGOs and donors. Effective adaptive governance emphasizes the importance of diverse, flexible and overlapping
cross-scale institutional arrangements from the local to the international.
This type of governance is often facilitated by bridging organizations,
knowledge sharing and learning among diverse stakeholders to create
partnerships and sharing of management and power through a mutual
appreciation for diverse knowledge systems, goals and desires (Armitage
et al., 2009; Berkes, 2009; Folke et al., 2005).
Many scholars suggest conditions for success of CBCs are similar
regardless of where they occur (Galvin et al., 2018). Conditions include
local participation in decision-making, collaborative management, trust
building, combining different kinds of knowledge and ties to other organizations such as NGOs, donors and government (Armitage, Berkes,
Dale, Kocho-Schellenberg, & Patton, 2011; Berkes, 2007; Cash et al.,
2006; Galvin et al., 2018; Robinson & Berkes, 2011). The conditions for
success take time to develop and to maintain. Thus, we look at the time
since formation and CBC connections to other organizations. However,
seeing where the power lies is challenging. It is an active research agenda
(Armitage et al., 2009).

Results
The following results are based on the examination of 35 African pastoralist community-based conservancy case studies.
Goals and Structure of CBCs
The primary goals of conservancy formation fall into four main categories
and include environmental (44%), economic (32%) and social (12%), followed by political (11%) (Table 8.1). Environmental reasons include wildlife and habitat conservation and sustainable resource use (e.g., water
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Occurrence of community-based conservancy goals

Goal of CBC
Economic
Environmental
Social
Political

Fig. 8.1
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Frequency

Percentage (%)

26
36
10
9

32.1
44.4
12.3
11.1

Community-based conservancy formation goals in combinations

resources). Economic goals are focused on socioeconomic development.
Closely connected to economic goals are social goals that involve poverty
alleviation, community empowerment and education. Political aims are
largely settlement of conflict between or within ethnic groups. Political
goals also try to resolve conflict between humans and wildlife. The Bwindi
Impenetrable Forest in Uganda, for example, was an area of constant conflict between local communities and the neighboring forest protected area
staff until Integrated Conservation and Development (ICD) was adopted
as a mechanism for conflict reduction and community participation in park
management (Baker, Milner-Gulland, & Leader-Williams, 2011).
However, these goals are typically found in combination (Fig. 8.1),
particularly common were social-environmental (25%). For example, West
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Gate Conservancy, Kenya (Glew, Hudson, & Osborne, 2010), began to
alleviate poverty while at the same time conserving wildlife and habitat.
Naibunga Wildlife Conservancy, Kenya, started as a collective effort of
nine Maasai group ranches to conserve wildlife and enhance local socioeconomic development (Mureithi et al., 2016). The Selous Conservation
Programme as part of the Tanzanian community-based wildlife management programs was developed based on the idea that rural communities
have been alienated from resources they rightly should control, manage
and benefit from (Songorwa, 1999). The aim was to create through bottom-up, participatory approaches, conditions where community members
benefitted from sustainable management and use of wildlife. Zimbabwe’s
Chibwedziva community CAMPFIRE program started to enhance socioeconomic development and conserve wildlife (Gandiwa, Heitkönig,
Lokhorst, Prins, & Leeuwis, 2013).
Closely related to the social-environmental goals of CBC formation
were economic and environmental causes (22%). The Torra Conservancy
in Namibia started to conserve wildlife and wildlife habitat while alleviating poverty among a mixed ethnic group of agro-pastoralists (Hoole,
2010). The goal to become self-sufficient occurred in 2002 through the
generation of jobs and income. The Olare Orok Conservancy in Kenya
began to improve economic development while conserving the wildlife
resources (Bedelian, 2012). They also leased payments to landowners who
moved off their land, and in partnership with tourism companies, enhanced
resources for wildlife.
Combinations of economic, environmental and social goals occurred in
19% of cases. For instance, the Khama Rhino Sanctuary Trust in Botswana
was interested in providing wildlife conservation, sustainable resource use,
environmental education and socioeconomic development to three villages (Sebele, 2010). The goal of Namibia’s CBNRM (community-based
natural resource management) program, conducted among conservancies,
was to devolve benefits and management of natural resources to local
communities for sustainable plant and wildlife use (Naidoo, Weaver, de
Longcamp, & du Plessis, 2011).
Most CBCs (n=20) develop as some sort of public-public partnership
(57%) (Fig. 8.2). A public-public partnership in CBC management involves
the government or public authority or state and a similar authority on communally owned land (Galvin et al., 2018). An example of this type of CBC
management is a relationship between the local, regional or national government and a nonprofit organization working on public land.

8
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Fig. 8.2 Distribution of the number of CBCs utilizing one of the three forms of
governance

Public-private partnerships comprised 34% of the case studies (n=12).
A public-private form of governance is typically a long-term relationship
between two or more public and private sectors and involves communities
and private industries on communally owned or public lands (Galvin et al.,
2018). A typical example is an agreement between tourism companies and
communities or the local, regional government. The last form of governance arrangement addressed in this study is that of a private-private relationship, comprising 9% (n=3) of the cases. This type of CBC management
involves the private sector and communities working on privately owned
land and may be an agreement between a group of local landowners who
lease land to tourism operators and the landowners receive a guaranteed,
fixed monthly payment.
For example, Sera Conservancy in Kenya, a public-public partnership,
was formed through linkages between the Northern Rangelands Trust
and Samburu County government leaders (Glew et al., 2010). The Kimana
Community Wildlife Sanctuary in Kenya partnered with a national government agency, a private safari club and a group ranch association in a
public-private partnership (Mburu & Birner, 2007).
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Linking Organizations
Co-management theory suggests that linking organizations are important
to the functioning of CBCs and will likely differ through time depending
the CBC needs and goals (Berkes, 2009). NGOs, for example, may prove
useful as support organizations for fundraising, marketing and business
networking, and infrastructure development (Berkes, 2007). However,
they do not necessarily support power sharing among the partners and in
fact may reinforce elite power arrangements (Berkes, 2009). Table 8.2
shows the number of organizations associated with the sample CBC case
studies. Most CBCs (~46%) were working with four to six other organizations. For example, in Mayuni Conservancy in Namibia the government,
local NGOs and the Namibia Association of CBNRM Support
Organizations were working with local communities (Barnes, MacGregor,
& Weaver, 2002). The Chizvirizvi community program in Zimbabwe had
several partners including rural development councils and community
leaders, United States Agency for International Development (USAID),
government agencies, international NGOs and the University of Zimbabwe
(Gandiwa et al., 2013).
The number of linking organizations changes through time (Table 8.3).
We used ten-year blocks to discriminate among CBCs as we did in Galvin
et al. (2018, Appendix 1) where we show that CBC initiatives take time to
develop. The Olare Orok Conservancy in Kenya began in 2006 and was
partnered with commercial tourism partners and a private company who
manages the conservancy (Osano et al., 2013). The Tsiseb Conservancy in
Namibia, started in 2001 and was partnered at the time of the research
with NGOs, NACSO (Namibian Association of CBNRM Support
Organizations), local communities, tourism associations and private companies (e.g., a mountain guides outfitter, a crafts shop, a wilderness community campsite, an information center and a coffee shop) (Lapeyre, 2010).

Table 8.2

Number of linking organizations involved in CBCs

Number of linking organizations
1–3
4–6
7–9
10–12

Number of CBCs

Percentage (%)

11
13
7
4

26
46
20
9
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Table 8.3 Average number of linking organizations mentioned in case studies
that are present in CBCs by ten-year blocks
Date of CBC formation
1976–1985
1986–1995
1996–2005
2006–2015

Number of CBCs

Avg. number of linking organizations

1
8
22
4

5
7
4
4

Outcomes for Pastoralists
Criteria used to determine CBC outcome for pastoralists comes from
Galvin et al. (2018, Appendix 1, Table 1.2). Positive indicators include
social capital, which includes tangible and intangible elements such as networks, connections, trust, shared values, leadership, common rules and
sanctions, mechanisms for participation in decision-making, leadership
and pride/emotional investment in the CBC. Human capital includes
health, education, capacity to work, the ability to gain new skills as well as
a sense of security. Infrastructure, tools, technology, water, communications comprise physical capital. Financial capital are the savings, wages,
economic diversification, financial independence and poverty alleviation
that derive from being part of a CBC. Finally, equal benefit distribution
should occur among all the different groups of individuals in a CBC
institution.
Negative outcomes include decreased physical, social, human and/or
financial capital. Examples include an erosion of community trust, changes
to and reduction of traditional rules of use, and breakdowns in traditional
networks and institutions. Human capital erosion is a reduction in security, access to education and healthcare. Finally, elite capture and unequal
benefit distribution are often negative for the local population.
Most CBCs in this study (18) showed mixed results (51%) while 10
(29%) were positive and 7 (20%) were negative (Fig. 8.3). The greatest
positive outcomes were in financial (~27%) and social capital (~26%)
(Fig. 8.3). Financial capital included employment opportunities resulting
in income generation and livelihood diversification. For example, Glew
et al. (2010) found in Namunyak Conservancy, northern Kenya enhanced
employment and physical security. In nearby Ruko Conservancy, Greiner
(2012) reported mixed success in terms of employment and income
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Fig. 8.3 Types of capital affected by CBC formation (positive and negative) in
the case studies

increases but still there was a feeling of alienation from people’s own land.
Gandiwa et al. (2013) found in Mtandahwe CBC, Zimbabwe, that most
residents felt the program was highly effective based on factors like job
creation, cash dividends and involvement of local people in
decision-making.
The greatest negative outcomes were in benefit distribution (~29% of
all negative outcomes) and in financial (24% of negative outcomes) and
social (also 24% of all negative outcomes) capital (Fig. 8.3). Among the
Herero people in Ehirovipuka Conservancy, Namibia, Hoole (2010)
found that people had little to no power or say in decision-making and the
people were still impoverished. The Tchuma Tchato project in Mozambique
(Suich, 2013) resulted in the emergence of local elites and unequal distribution of revenues. Balint and Mashinya (2006) found negative effects of
the Mahenye community CAMPFIRE project in Zimbabwe. Early on, this
program was considered a model, but the political, social and economic
crises in Zimbabwe resulted in the defunding of CAMPFIRE programs
and the mismanagement of any community-based natural resource management programs.
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Fig. 8.4 Common positive outcomes of community-based conservation projects
on African pastoralists

The specific positive outcomes for pastoralists are shown in Fig. 8.4.
Financial capital benefits dominate the outcomes with employment opportunities, increases in income generation and livelihood diversification
comprising 52% of total outcomes. Following these are human capital
benefits (24%) which were education access, security, decreased wildlife-
human conflict and access to healthcare. Only about 5% of the CBCs
reported equal distribution of benefits, decreased conflict between stakeholders and decreased inequality. The remaining benefit seen was grazing
quality improvement.
People in the Tchuma Tchato project, Mozambique reported negative
outcomes (Suich, 2013) due to the unequal distribution of meat, income
and opportunities across communities (Fig. 8.5). In Namibia, Hoole
(2010) found in Ehirovipuka Conservancy that people had little to no
power or say in decision-making and jobs were externalized to the urban
areas of southern Africa. Lupane District members under the CAMPFIRE
program (Alexander & McGregor, 2000) experienced negative outcomes
due to lack of financial benefits from game and conflict between locals and
government. In the Ltungai Conservancy in Kenya (Greiner, 2012) the
exacerbation of conflict within and between Samburu and Pokot ethnic
groups produced negative outcomes for members.
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Fig. 8.5 Common negative outcomes of community-based conservation projects on African pastoralists

Most mixed outcomes in CBCs show some economic returns and
employment opportunities (e.g., Khoadi Hoas Conservancy, Namibia
(Barnes et al., 2002), Khama Rhino Sanctuary Trust, Botswana (Sebele,
2010)) but unequal distribution of the opportunities and lack of community participation and communal ownership. In the Golini-Mwaluganje
Community Elephant Sanctuary, Kenya, Mburu and Birner (2007) found
mixed benefits. While cash was distributed directly to community members, landowners had little say in what they can do on their land. Saarinen
(2010) showed that in King Nehale Conservancy, Namibia, there were
increased employment opportunities but also failure to distribute benefits equally.

Discussion
Political drivers and history of CBC formation are fundamentally different
among the three countries we described (i.e., Kenya, Zimbabwe and
Namibia). Thus, it is difficult to suggest a blueprint for CBC success.
Results from this analysis show that CBCs differ in their goals, organizational structure and linking organizations. The data also suggest that there
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is a gap between an ideal CBC and realized results at the local level. It
is clear from the analyses here (focused on pastoralism only) that the
distribution of rights, power and CBC institutional accountability is
inequitable. Outcomes for pastoralists show misappropriation of funds
leading to lack of capacity building and empowerment of local communities. Conflict arises between locals and elites, as well as with wildlife. When looked at from the view of the state and other external
interests (e.g., conservationists, international NGOs), it appears decentralization is characterized by a lack of real power sharing (see Barnes
& Child, 2014; Collomb, Mupeta, Barnes, & Child, 2010). Groups of
elites generally hold the power, though who they may be is not clear
from these data. Nevertheless, it threatens the stability of the goals of
conservancies.
Whether or not a CBC is ‘successful’ depends on its goals (e.g.,
wildlife conservation, income distribution and local power) within its
political, economic, cultural context, as well as how well the environment is endowed (e.g., more wildlife means more tourism revenue).
The data show public-public partnerships are most common suggesting government has a major role in CBC formation. Linking organizations include national CBC programs, international NGOs, private
sector donors and tourism companies. These players have their own
agendas for being involved that may not include strong partnerships
with pastoral communities. Further, the data suggest income from
high-value wildlife resources falls short of delivering benefits to communities. Accountability or the means of constraining power (Schedler,
1999) is weak.

Conclusions
Do nation-state actors ignore nomads and force them to settle in order to
be citizens contributing to the national economy? This is a complex question to answer. First, pastoralist livelihoods are transforming due to the
loss of land to elites, population growth, wildlife protected areas and a
host of other state- and locally driven initiatives—the result is settlement.
Second, our data suggest that elites at the local, national and international
levels still continue to control and extract most of the benefits from natural resource management in the form of CBCs. Nation states seem more
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interested in the natural resources, primarily wildlife that pastoralists live
with than the people themselves. Thus, third, the historical legacy of centralized wildlife control seems to maintain power over the state-nomad
relationship. Land tenure insecurity and weak local governance further
enhances state control. Downwardly accountable decentralization or
devolution is recognized as a principal barrier to CBC goals of enhancing
pastoralist livelihoods and conserving biodiversity (Jones & Murphree,
2004; Murphree, 2004; Nelson & Agrawal, 2008).
The evidence shown here demonstrates the need for sound governance
structures. It is not that the CBC governance model does not work or
needs more funding, rather it has not been given a chance to work (Nelson
& Parrish, 2018). New policy, institutional and management interventions are needed in community and private conservancies for both human
and wildlife well-being (Ogutu, Kuloba, Oueohim, & Kanga, 2016).
Models of collaboration and networks to support collective action are
needed (Nelson & Parrish, 2018).
CBCs are not solutions to conservation but rather a process whereby
pastoralists in partnership are users and conservators of land. When looked
at this way, cooperation and collective use and management of pastoral
lands are a way to mitigate or reduce risks while also conserving wildlife.
Models of collaboration and networks to support collective action are
needed with real power sharing (Nelson & Parrish, 2018). Envisioning a
future for pastoralists and biodiversity means embracing and empowering
diverse values and voices. An example given by Nelson and Parrish (2018)
of this is the Northern Tanzania Rangelands Initiative (NTRI). This initiative is a collaboration with the goal of combining organizations at various
levels with the aim of outcomes at the landscape scale in the Tanzanian
grasslands. The common vision of the collaboration has helped mobilize a
variety of skills and resources required for multilevel impacts. This was
done by generating financial support for grassroots organizations which
focus on securing land rights which allows communities to better protect
and manage their own land while supporting new models of CBCs. This
NTRI model is “now in the process of scaling up to protect more than
300,000 acres of community lands that are also home to wildlife such as
elephants, lions, and endangered wild dogs” (Nelson & Parrish,
2018, p. 4).
Another model is the Kenya Wildlife Conservancies Association
(KWCA) that formed to give “local conservancies a common voice, work
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for a unifying policy and legal framework at the national level and enable
local organizations to learn from each other in their design and development” (Nelson & Parrish, 2018). The best local models need to be scaled
up. As Nelson and Parrish (2018) state, “doing these things requires that
we invest in strong and diverse collaborations that link global networks
and resources to innovative and locally rooted conservation groups. To
save biodiversity, conservationists need to usher in a new era of
collaboration”.
Nelson and Harris (2016) suggest that advancing conservation requires
the state to be rolled back. Natural resources have been monopolized by
the public sector, and this is clearly demonstrated in our results showing
most CBCs are public-public enterprises. They suggest that to increase
stewardship, incentives to secure indigenous and communal lands
are needed.
Land pressures in many ASALs are significant enough so that pastoralism is moving from ‘path-making’ to ‘place-making’ (Bollig et al., 2016).
Some regions in Africa still have open-access ‘paths’ available to pastoralists (cf., Moritz, 2016; Moritz et al., 2018), but many places are now
crowded with people, new land uses, different land tenures, frequent
extreme climatic events and so on that are resulting in settled ‘places’ for
pastoralists. Community-based conservation is a governance model for
some in these regions to enhance pastoral livelihoods under the pressures
of ‘place’. However, historical political legacies produce path-dependent
outcomes for CBCs. This means the configurations of CBCs, their goals,
structures, partners and outcomes are products of political power relations
usually starting at the national level. But, they can and are changing. As
the Maliasili NGO has stated, “Achieving lasting change and impact
depends on the abilities of local organizations that are deeply connected
and committed to their communities, landscapes, and societies, and have
the unique blend of skills, local insights, and creative problem-solving
needed to deliver results” (Maliasili Strategic Plan, 2019–2021, p. 6). The
local expertise needs to link with partners that can expand the geographic
scale of community-based conservation with funding models that provide
resources to grow.
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Appendix 1: All Case Studies
Author(s)

Year

Alexander
and
McGregor
Baker et al.

Balint and
Mashinya
Barnes
et al.

Publication

Conservancy or
conservancies

Pastoral/
Community
group(s)

2000 Development and
Change

Nkayi and
Lupane

Tonga, Nyai and Zimbabwe
Rozwi

2011 Conservation
Biology

Bwindi
Impenetrable
Forest
Mahenve

Hema and Toro

Uganda

Mahenve

Zimbabwe

Damara, San,
Mafwe and
Masubia

Namibia

Maasai

Kenya

Chibwedziva,
Chizvirizvi,
Mtandahwe and
Mahenve
Samburu,
Rendille,
Borana, and
Moran
Pokot and
Samburu
Damara, Herero
and Owambo.

Zimbabwe

2006 Geoforum

2002 World Development Torra Khoadi
Hoas, Nyae
Nyae, Mayuni
and Salambala
Bedelian
2012 The Land Deal
Olare Orok
Politics Initiative
Gandiwa
2013 Ecology and Society Chibwedziva,
et al.
Chizvirizvi,
Mtandahwe and
Mahenve
Glew et al. 2010 Center for
Namunyak, Sera
Environmental
and West Gate
Sciences, University
of Southampton
Greiner
2012 Human Ecology
Ruko and
Ltungai
Hoole
2010 International
Torra and
Journal of the
Ehirovipuka
Commons
Lapeyre
2010 Development
Tsiseb
Southern Africa
Mburu and 2007 Society and
Kimana and
Birner
Natural Resources Golini-
Mwaluganje
Mureithi
2016 Land Degradation Naibunga
et al.
and Development
Naidoo
2011 Environmental
Namibian
et al.
Conservation
CBNRM
Program

Country

Kenya

Kenya
Namibia

Noma, Topnaars Namibia
Maasai, Samburu Kenya

Maasai

Kenya

Numerous

Namibia
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Appendix 2: Case Studies Not Mentioned in Text
Author(s)

Year

Publication

Conservancy or
conservancies

Country

Riehl et al.
Scanlon and Kull
Snyman

2015
2009
2012

PLOS One
Development Southern Africa
Tourism Management

Multiple
Torra
Torra

Namibia
Namibia
Namibia
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CHAPTER 9

In Limbo of Spatial Control, Rights,
and Recognition: The Negev Bedouin
and the State of Israel
Avinoam Meir

Introduction
The tension between mobility and sedentism fixity in the social sciences
has grown considerably in recent decades. The focus on sedentism reflects
the prevailing Westphalian ideal of the nation state as a sedentary entity.
However, the recent growth of the mobility paradigm (Scheller & Urry,
2006) suggests that our daily experience involves activities that are directly
or indirectly related to movement as a value and a resource. Through this
paradigm, the social sciences have built a conceptual bridge to engage
with nomadic peoples—for whom mobility is a way of life. Yet, in a similar
vein, the long engagement of social scientists with nomadic peoples has
underestimated the intrinsic role of fixity in their life. As suggested by
Marx (2005), the role of fixity in nomadic culture is greatly overlooked.
Fixity and mobility thus emerge as two sides of the same coin, integral
to and dependent upon each other. This implies that nomads, practicing
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and adept in both fixity and mobility, may be thought of as resilient to
state policies regarding sedentarization. Their resilience is related to the
idea that nomads, as suggested by Levin and MacKay (in this volume), are
pre-state actors. Their internal ideology of autonomous governance,
sociopolitical structure, and cultural nomadic-based identity are all antithetical to the Weberian ideal of the state.
Accordingly, nomads utilize numerous social, cultural, economic, and
political tools to sustain their way of life. They are capable of integrating
their various practices of nomadism with sedentary state structures. These
tools (e.g., autonomous nomadic governance, tribal territoriality, customary law to name but a few), as elaborated in this chapter, become what
Salzman (1980) has coined ‘institutionalized cultural alternatives in
reserve’. They are institutionalized within the group’s culture and mobilized when necessary to facilitate their resistance against external influences: in particular, the imposed fixity of the modern Westphalian state. It
is this resistance that constitutes a threat to the state. The gap between
these two ideals, the modern Weberian state and the autonomous tribal
and cultural nomadic identity, may generate what has recently been
regarded by social scientists as informality and grayness (Innes, Connick,
& Booher, 2007). That is, there are spaces that are situated between the
‘whiteness’ of full, legal, and secure membership in a formal state order
and the ‘black’ order of illegality, exclusion, and destruction (Yiftachel,
2010, 2013; Tzfadia & Yiftachel, 2014).
Understanding nomadic resistance to state policies requires some initial
classification. First, we may think of three possible spatial characteristics of
nomads: those more mobile than fixed (such as the Maasai, Mursi,
Rendille, Samburu in East Africa or the Tuareg and Moors of the Sahel
and Tswana of southern Africa); those once settled that have re-nomadized
(such as the Qashqai in Iran, pastoralists in Mongolia, and the YüshuYus
hru’u area of eastern Tibet); and those fully sedentarized (such as Bedouin
groups in the Middle East). Under the increasing power of the modern
state the former two types have become less viable. The most common
situation today is that of sedentary life, possibly with some components of
mobility. That is, sedentary life by former nomads whose strategy now
involves pushing back in their fixed locations against the state within its
sovereign territory.
The second classification concerns the potential motives for conflict
between nomads and the state. These motives are typically centered
around governance. This type of conflict assumes a generic nature and is
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the most common category worldwide—as exemplified in northern
Europe and the Middle East. Another type of conflict is that of ethnic differences between the nomadic group and the majority population. In
broad terms this category prevails in East Africa (e.g., the Nilotic Turkana
vs. the settled majority of the Bantu Kikuyu in Kenya), the Middle East
(e.g., the tribal Bedouin vs. the Palestinian villagers and urbanites in
Jordan), or the Finno-Ugric Sami in Norway and Sweden. A third dimension of conflict concerns national identity, whereby the nomads identify
with an external entity that is in geopolitical conflict with their host state.
This category (the Tibetan nomads in western China and the Israeli
Bedouin) is less common.
In this chapter I explore the category of fully sedentarized nomads that
do not identify ethnically or nationally with the majority population of
their country. I explore the reactions of the sedentarized Bedouin of the
Negev desert in Israel to the various policies by the Israeli state. The discussion begins with a general historical background of the Bedouin in
Palestine and later Israel (Kressel, 1976; Marx, 1974), focusing on three
issues that later became core to their conflict with the state: spatial-
territorial control, land tenure, and settlement. The next section deals
with Bedouin practices of pushing back against the state. The concluding
section draws some insights for a more generalized understanding of the
Bedouin case within the theory of nomad-state relationships.

The Negev Bedouin
This book’s main tenet—that nomads are ‘pre-state actors’—reflects the
centrality of the modern state in political affairs. Until recently, however,
nomads were the dominant group in ecological and spatial concerns—
states played a very minor role in their affairs. From the nomadic perspective, the state was an external agent, a status which enabled nomads to
produce and manage their own space. This ideal-type of autonomous
nomadic governance has served Karplus (2010) and Karplus and Meir
(2013, 2014) in adapting Lefebvre’s 1974/1991 theory of production of
space to nomads as non-state actors with endogenous spatiality versus
state spatiality. That is, nomads have a unique mode of producing, managing, and sustaining their space that nests within the state’s own but quite
different and conflicting mode. When such unique spatiality is threatened
by the state the nomads may take political action (Meir & Karplus, 2018).
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Such was the case of the Bedouin semi-nomads in the pre-government
period in the Negev until the mid-nineteenth century. The Ottoman
Empire, which ruled the region for 400 years (1517–1917), expressed
little if any interest in the Negev desert. It is perhaps for this reason that
the region was attractive to Bedouin pastoralists of the Arabian and Sinai
peninsulas. Early increases in the fixed tilling-based methods in Bedouin
life had been developed in the first half of the nineteenth century (Meraiot,
2011) and accelerated toward the second half. At the same time, the
involvement of the Ottoman Empire in the region began to grow in
response to the geopolitical tension with the French and British Empires
(the turning point was the construction of the Suez Canal, which began in
1856 [Kressel, 1993]). In need of financial resources, one of the major
measures taken by the Ottomans was to implement new land legislation
throughout the empire, which was meant to increase imperial revenues
from taxes. The new legislation regarded all uncultivated land as mewat
(dead land, in Arabic), which automatically became state land if not tilled
continuously for three years. Furthermore, reviving a dead parcel of land
required the permission of the authorities. In other words, all land had to
be identified with an individual owner/user, registered, and taxed. Even
though the imperial authorities never managed to implement their land
registration policy in the Negev, the Bedouin began tending toward fixed
tilling for fear that the new law would infringe upon their land tenure.
This had the effect of triggering intertribal territorial violence and political
instability. However, toward the end of the century the tribal territorial
division in the Negev began to stabilize primarily due to pacifying measures imposed by the Ottomans (Ben-David, 2004).
At the micro level, attempts to increase the fixity of nomads triggered
several interrelated spatio-social processes. First, it initiated a voluntary
internal process of parceling tribal territories into individual household-
owned plots (Bar-Zvi & Ben-David, 1978; Ben-David & Orion, 1990;
Kressel, Ben-David, & Abu-Rabia, 1991a, 1991b). Second, it became a
pull factor for Arab peasants to migrate to and become tenants and sharecroppers on Bedouin land. As a result, Negev Bedouin society became
further differentiated along ethnic lines and socially stratified based on
land ownership. A customary social-agrarian distinction has since developed between Bedouin landowners and the landless fellaheen (the annexed
sharecroppers), with the latter being subservient and segregated economically, socially, and spatially (Meir, 1997). Today it is customary to refer to
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malaqeen (landowners) and non-malaqeen (landless) (Abu-Ajaj, personal
communication, 2017).
Following the defeat of the Ottomans in the First World War, the
British assumed the Mandate for Palestine. They did not interfere much in
Bedouin affairs, and generally supported existing arrangements concerning tribal territories and land tenure (Yiftachel, 2013). As with other cultures, their internal affairs served as a regulatory institution and leaned
heavily on traditional Bedouin customary law (Bailey, 2009; Mintzker,
2015; Stewart, 2006). Throughout this period, Bedouin engagement in
dry farming as an additional source of living, now with stronger commercial component, continued unabated along with sedentarization in fixed
localities within tribal and sub-tribal territories (Ben-David, 2004), with
no significant tension with the state which would require them to push
back. The ‘balance of governance’ within the state-nomadic dichotomy
was inclined in their favor either because of the vacuum of governance in
the Ottoman period or because of governmental support for traditional
structures during the Mandatory period.

Policies Toward the Bedouin
The 1948 Arab-Israeli War, which resulted in Israel gaining independence
and the Palestinian Naqba, was a major turning point in Bedouin relationship with the new Jewish state. The by now fully sedentarized Bedouin
were distinguished ethnically and religiously from the majority’s western
Jewish culture. However, this distinction was also heavily influenced by
Palestinian national identity and the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. During
the 1948 war, most of the Bedouin left, escaped, or were banished by the
fledging state of Israel, with only about 10,000 of them allowed to return
(Yahel & Kark, 2014). By 1949–1950 the Bedouin numbered about
12,000, down from 65,000–90,000 according to various estimates (Marx,
1974; Yahel & Kark, 2014).
During the late 1940s and 1950s the newly established state of Israel
required a considerable amount of space in the Negev to absorb and settle
huge waves of migrants. Israel regarded the development of the Negev as
a top geopolitical and economic priority. ‘Blooming the desert’—the
southern semi-arid region constituting about half of the national territory—became a major national and Zionist goal (Zivan, 1998). The
remainder of the Bedouin in the Negev, despite their small population and
considerable spatial spread, were considered an obstacle in pursuing these
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national goals and several measures were taken to address them. For the
first time since arriving in this region, the Bedouin were now forced into a
close and intensive system of relationships with the modern state.
National Security and Spatial Control Policy
Cementing Israeli sovereignty over the Negev desert became a central
policy and thus the first arena of conflict with the Bedouin. Israeli policy
regarding the Bedouin was not substantially different from the policies
directed toward its Arab inhabitants at large. The major concern of the
government in its early years was controlling the Arab-Palestinian minority
and stabilizing the new borders with neighboring Arab states. To this end,
a military administration was imposed on the Arab population.
However, controlling the Bedouin tribes proved particularly problematic in two respects. First, some of the tribal territories were bisected by
the new borders created following the 1948 war, with no account taken of
their impact upon Bedouin life or pastoral practices (Meir & Tzoar, 1996).
This resulted in considerable geopolitical tensions during the 1950s as the
Bedouin repeatedly attempted to cross the borders for subsistence purposes. Some Bedouin also infiltrated the Negev to gather military intelligence and commit acts of terror in the services of the neighboring Arab
countries (Zivan, 1998).
Second, the Negev Bedouin were regarded by the state as placeless
nomads that had no fixed or identifiable abode, as if they were ‘suspended
in space’ (Shamir, 1996). This perspective has shaped state policy toward
them ever since. Thus, very few Bedouin could remain in their tribal territories, and those allowed to return to the Negev after the war were relocated away from their traditional territories (and borders with neighboring
states) into an enclosure zone of about 1000 sq. km in the northern Negev
(the seig), which was governed by the military. The major motives behind
these moves were prevention of security and intelligence threats and resettlement in towns as the type of settlement prioritized by the state and
in locations chosen by the state.
The spatial control imposed upon the Bedouin caused a significant loss
of highly critical and interrelated nomadic resources. In terms of their
traditional internal governance and territorial control, the previous spatial
order and the hierarchy of intertribal relationships were seriously undermined. This resulted in considerable political tension between various
tribal groups, particularly over their relocation into territories of absentee
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tribes (Ben-David, 2004). Economically, following increased population
density within the seig, resources for grazing and subsistence farming
shrunk dramatically. Socioculturally, two significant resources ‘shrunk’ as
well: mobility, which due to ecological uncertainty, is highly valued by
pastoral groups (Scoones, 1994) and is essential for management of their
internal and external affairs; and spatial distancing that is valued in generating social separation required to maintain privacy, particularly of women
(Meir & Karplus, 2015).
Land Ownership
Land ownership emerged as a major element of state control and became
interwoven with the states’ scheme to settle the Bedouin, the complexity
of which has increased as the Bedouin population grew from approximately 12,000 in 1948 to about 230,000 in 2016 (Central Bureau of
Statistics, 2014). As with security, the conflict over land is characterized by
the tension in state-nomadic governance, namely who controls the territory in question, as well as the geopolitical issues surrounding the Israeli-
Palestinian conflict. However, the roots of the relationship are located in
the historical land laws of Palestine. The Ottoman Land Law of 1858
(Ben-Shemesh, 1953; Stein, 1984) included several conditions for classifying land as miri (non-mewat), which is recognized as owned by the user:
the parcel of land must be located within 1.5 miles or half an hour walking
time of a cry from the edge of an existing village or town. Remote pastures, rocky and sandy terrains, and mountain peaks were, therefore, automatically defined as mewat and transferred to state control. Most of the
Negev region, which constituted Bedouin tribal territories, fell within the
mewat category under the Ottoman law.
This law was later adopted by the Israeli government in 1958. However,
land registration in the Negev was never completed despite efforts by the
Ottomans (and later by the British Mandatory authorities in the 1920s).
The reason for the incomplete registration rests with Bedouin semi-
nomadic culture (Kressel et al., 1991b). First, internal ownership arrangements, anchored in customary law and tribal collective oral memory, have
always been valued by the Bedouin over those of an external agency.
Therefore, many Bedouin were indifferent to changing legal structures.
Second, as tension over land ownership between sheikhs and individual
tribesmen intensified, the sheikhs, fearing a loss of control, deterred tribesmen from registering their parcels of land. Third, the Bedouin perceived
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registration as an effort to expose them to taxation and military recruitment by the state. The Bedouin sensed the relative weakness of the
Ottoman and the British Mandatory authorities and resisted efforts to
control and regulate their own tribal hegemony in the Negev.
Under the Israeli government, which adopted the Ottoman Land Law,
nearly all Negev land met the criteria for becoming state land. Having
been displaced, the Bedouin petitioned several times in the 1960s and
1970s to return to their original territories and for recognition of their
property rights. These petitions were submitted mostly on a community-
wide basis (Zivan, 1990). As a result, the government initiated a land
registration process in 1974 in an attempt to settle outstanding claims
once and for all. Unlike previous periods, this time the Bedouin made
registration claims in great numbers for at least two reasons. First, under
the military administration (lifted in 1965) they encountered for the first
time the full might of a western state’s bureaucracy; they realized the
power gap between their own internal governance structure and that of
the state and now feared losing their land rights. Second, they feared the
power of the state, with its attendant Zionist ideology, attempting to settle
and Judaize the Negev. The overwhelming Bedouin response led the state
to attempt compromise deals with individual claimants. The results were,
however, minor (Atzmon, 2013).
A milestone ruling by Supreme Court justice Khalima in 1984 (Al
Hawashla vs. State of Israel Civil Appeal, 218/84) created what has
become known as the ‘mewat dogma’ (Meir, 2009a; Yiftachel, Kedar, &
Amara, 2012). This ruling reaffirmed the state policy that all Bedouin land
in the Negev is state land by virtue of it being historically mewat. Thus, the
registration void of the past, which the Bedouin viewed as strength, had
become their Achilles’ heel. Furthermore, the state had initiated a strict
surveillance measure, called the Green Patrol Unit, to protect land from
Bedouin encroachment (Swirski & Hasson, 2006). The state had argued
that the Bedouin’s historic nomadic practices negate the present claim that
they had been tilling the land for many generations in fixed settled
localities.
Settlement Policy
As with many other states, Israel has applied considerable pressures on its
semi-nomadic population to settle permanently. This policy began to
shape up in the late 1950s and early 1960s. The initial idea was to relocate
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all Bedouin into mixed Arab-Jewish towns in central Israel (Porat, 2000,
2008). However, in the 1960s an alternative settlement policy was implemented: the state established three Bedouin towns in the Negev. During
the 1970s and 1980s the number of towns increased to seven, following
tribal lines. However, the new towns were mostly inhabited by the non-
malaqeen. Receiving property in exchange for relocation implied a considerable upgrade of their internal social status within Bedouin society
(Ben-David & Gonen, 2001; Meir, 1997). In contrast, a great number of
the landowning Bedouin (malaqeen) refused to evacuate their lands and
relocate to the new towns; about 50% of the Bedouin population, mostly
of malaqeen origin, remained outside of the newly established towns. The
state insisted that they were intruding on state land and refused to provide
various state, municipal, or social services. It is at this juncture that the
Bedouin’s land claims came into conflict with both state laws and the government’s settlement policy. In the 1990s this commonly came to be
known as the issue of the ‘unrecognized villages’ (Noach, 2009).
The official justification for the policy of urbanization revolved around
the desire for economic development (Amiran, Shinar, & Ben-David,
1979; Ben-David, 1982). In line with the prevalent development theories
of the time, the government thought it inconceivable to allow the Bedouin
to retain their semi-nomadic lifestyle within a rapidly urbanizing and
developing country (Ben-David, 1989). Several studies have since criticized this rationale (Meir, 1999, 2003, 2006; Yiftachel, 2006), noting,
first, that since the 1960s the rapid population growth of the Bedouin
(annual natural increase rate peaked at 5.5% in the late 1970s) resulted in
the need for more space within the seig; second, that the pooling of land
resources for the benefit of development of the Jewish majority population, what Yiftachel has regarded as ethnocratic development policy
(Yiftachel, 2006), implied evicting the Bedouin from their localities, and
third, that modernization and urbanization fell far short of their economic
goals, instead inducing sustained dependence of the Bedouin minority
(e.g., Abu-Saad, 2009).

Bedouin Reactions to State Policies
Earlier research on nomad-state relationships (Meir, 1988, 1997)
employed the concept of centrifugal-centripetal tension (Bergman, 1971;
Pounds, 1972; Taylor, 1985). Centrifugal forces push away from state
control. In the case of nomads, centrifugal forces include migration, the
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disregard for state boundaries, the ideal of tribalism and tribes as autonomous political entities, and ethnocentrism, in terms of social and political
relations between and within tribes of different agnatic origins within the
same country (in many countries pastoral nomadic tribes are not monolithic units but rather alliances of subgroups of different origins). These
forces tend to translate into spatial dynamics of segregation between subgroups despite common tribal belonging and extensive dispersion amongst
individual nomads, all of which are manifested functionally in terms of the
choice of grazing areas and home locations. These are often reflected in an
ideological spirit that values freedom and autonomy not only between
tribes but also from state control.
I regard nomadic centrifugality as a super-cultural nomadic resource
encompassing all other types of material nomadic resources elaborated
above. It receives its legitimacy from the internal institution of customary
tribal law. As such it stands in contrast to the modern state’s centripetal
tendencies to channel and regulate its population into controllable patterns, locations, activities, and practices (i.e., where, what, and how they
live). The adoption of centrifugal strategies, therefore, produces conflicts
with the state around issues of natural resource management, provision of
public services, and, primarily, settlement patterns. The adoption of these
strategies thus enters under the umbrella of Lefebvrian (1991) concept of
spatial politics.
Spatial Control and Governance
Karplus and Meir (2014) make a distinction between the endogenous
manner by which the Bedouin produce space (i.e., design and shape it)
and the exogenous manner by which the state produces space. Both sides
struggle to shape and design the same space and implement their respective rules of order within it. For the Bedouin this is manifested in various
ways: from democratization of governance at the local community level
down to housing and economic practices at the individual level.
 emocratization of Community Governance
D
With the termination of military rule and the initiation of the settlement
policy, the question of local governance became a central arena in the
struggle by the Bedouin to resume self-management. The issues of political representation through free local elections and an independent municipal status now began to rise to the fore. Bedouin areas could now be
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divided into the officially recognized space constituted by the seven
planned towns, and those villages that remained unrecognized. The struggle taking place in the mid-1980s occurred largely in the recognized
municipalities (Meir, 1999, 2009b). The local municipal governance
model implemented by the state included nonlocal Jewish officials from
various government ministries as appointee mayors and council members,
with only minor local Bedouin representation. In several cases, the state
amalgamated several towns of different tribes into one municipal government based on the regional council model of rural governance in Israel.
The Bedouin, however, regarded such moves as a disguise for the previous
form of military rule.
The Bedouin employed various tools in their struggle against the state,
including a series of appeals to the Supreme Court against the Ministry of
the Interior, public protests, advocacy, and mobilization of the media.
They also deployed a series of symbolic tools in an effort to instill their
municipalities with a Bedouin identity. For example, they employed an
informal campaign to rename in Arabic various institutional, commercial,
and residential urban spaces (Ben-Israel & Meir, 2008) in response to the
state’s efforts in the 1950s to apply Hebrew names to various sites in the
Negev (Benvenisti, 1997). The state, however, was reluctant to yield control over the town councils. Indeed, it was not before 2000 that the state
relaxed its grip and the last of these seven Bedouin towns became eligible
for local elections as an independent municipality. The Bedouin have thus
gradually begun to regain spatial control and manage their local affairs in
the recognized municipalities.
And yet, the mismatch between formal municipal boundaries and traditional tribal boundaries continued to generate problems. The towns,
inhabited primarily by non-malaqeen, became enclaves with formal governance structures while the malaqeen tended to live in the surrounding
areas with little state intervention. In some cases, the land for these
enclaves was surrendered by the malaqeen tribe to the state for the purposes of establishing these towns for non-malaqeen. Consequently, the
reach of municipal functions has in some respects been shaped along traditional sub-tribal and sub-ethnic boundaries rather than along formal
municipal boundary lines as determined by the state. Examples include
some municipal services illegally provided to the unrecognized villages of
malaqeen, or the latter forcing their registration as town residents upon
the municipality to become eligible for voting in the municipal elections
(Tzfadia, Meir, & Roded, 2016). In this way, the malaqeen Bedouin have
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informally attempted to retain their historical dominance over the
non-malaqeen.
The story of the unrecognized spaces is, however, different. As noted,
in adhering to the principle of sumud (steadfastness in Arabic) most
malaqeen Bedouin remained in situ in unrecognized villages, rather than
relocating to towns. This space encompasses about 40% (100,000) of the
Bedouin population spread around 45 villages. The only kind of state governance that existed in this space was in the form of the Authority for
Bedouin Education, headed by a Jewish officer, and the Administration of
Bedouin Development, which was primarily in charge of state land regulation, but with few municipal powers. The education authority was dismantled in 2005 following an appeal by the Bedouin to the Supreme Court.
The vacuum in governance had several impacts. First, the production of
intra- and inter-village space in terms of its practical private and public use
has remained almost entirely within Bedouin dwellers’ hands, free from
state intervention and regulation (Karplus, 2010). Indeed, there has been
widespread encroachment by Bedouin into state land and tribal-customary
law has resumed its traditional dominance with the creation of a kind of
local authority. In 1997 a shadow municipal government—a nongovernmental organization (NGO) called the Regional Council of Negev Arab
Bedouin Unrecognized Villages (RCBUV)—was created to represent the
claims of the 45 unrecognized villages in the areas of planning and service
provision they established (Meir, 2003). And, on a symbolic level, the
NGO has reversed the state practice of referring to tribes only while ignoring the unrecognized villages, reinstating the old village place names in
daily use in an effort to culturally re-Bedouinize their space.
The state, while not recognizing this body, realized its potential negative impact on its efforts to persuade those Bedouin located in unrecognized villages to relocate to recognized towns. It therefore decided in
2003 to establish an official regional council for the unrecognized villages
(named Abu-Basma) with a mandate over the provision of education and
welfare. However, the old model of an appointed Jewish mayor and council members from outside the community was repeated. After a series of
conflicts, the state later recognized that this body could not effectively
serve all of the unrecognized villages and split the regional council in
2012 in an effort to better match existing tribal divisions. However, these
new regional councils still rely on Jewish officials appointed from outside
of the community. Thus, while the recognition of previously unrecognized
Bedouin space has increased they are not yet under direct Bedouin control.
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Individual Agency
Conflict is also found on the individual level. As noted above, non-
recognition is manifested in declaring residents who claim property ownership illegal intruders into what the state regards as state land. Intrusions
into state land were pursued largely by individual households, each searching for available land to erect their homes, within their respective sub-
tribal boundaries as determined by customary Bedouin law and in complete
disregard of state law and planning regulations. Such moves were motivated by two factors: first, individuals were interested in protecting their
property claims against what they viewed as state encroachment upon their
land. In so doing, they had employed two tactics: erecting homes and
planting olive groves or growing dry cereals within their claimed parcels,
reasserting their ownership as per the earlier land law. Second, their rapid
population growth required housing solutions in ever growing numbers
(Dinero, 2010, 2013; Marx, 2000), yet internal social codes of privacy
also required considerable spatial separation between households. As no
other residential solutions were available, the Bedouin built close to
100,000 homes in the various unrecognized villages. In recent years, this
spatial trend has included some of those who previously migrated to towns
but have chosen to return to tribal localities (Atzmon, 2013).
This process has generated a heated public debate over governance and
sovereignty in the Negev (Sopher, 2010). The state has responded by
declaring such buildings illegal and has begun demolition and the occasional eradication of crops. According to annual reports by Du-Kiyum
(Negev Coexistence, an NGO), between several dozen and several hundred Bedouin buildings are demolished annually (Du-Kiyum, 2014).
However, most of these homes have been re-erected by their owners
(Koensler, 2012).
Land Ownership
Additionally, the Bedouin have reacted to state policy by filing legal challenges against the state. In various cases they have mobilized expert reports
from academics who have employed conceptual and evidential-historical
approaches regarding land ownership. The conceptual approach (Meir,
2009a) challenges the very morality and justice of the mewat law by analyzing discrepancies between the unique spatiality of the Bedouin as tillers-
pastoralists and state discourse, in an attempt to demonstrate that Bedouin
land could not automatically be regarded mewat. This has been done in
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three ways: first, by arguing that tilling was already quite common among
the Bedouin by the mid-nineteenth century. Indeed, it was the unique
adaptation to their semi-arid conditions that warranted the extensive and
patchy form of farming, which is often invisible to the external observer.
Consequently, the extent of Bedouin farming was often underestimated in
historical accounts. Second, it was contended that the Negev was dotted
with dozens of camping sites with cultivated lands located around them in
close proximity (Meraiot, 2011). These sites were not built up localities
commensurate with the Ottoman Land Law, yet they provided home
bases for all practical matters. Indeed, many later developed into today’s
unrecognized villages. Finally, various experts maintain that Bedouin customary law has provided the necessary regulative functions, social and
political stability as well as economic and physical security that made the
external legal systems redundant (see also Kedar, 2004; Roded & Tzfadia,
2012; Yiftachel, 2006, 2010; Yiftachel et al., 2012).
The state has refused to accept any of the conceptual reasoning and
historical evidence mobilized by the Bedouin, countering with its own
expert reports (Frantzman, Yahel, & Kark, 2012), and the court has
repeatedly ruled in favor of the state. Informally, however, the state has
reassessed its policies in order to expedite several development projects
and accepted some land ownership claims ad hoc. For example, first, the
state recognized Bedouin land rights in the 1980 Peace Law, following
the peace accord with Egypt in 1978, which necessitated evacuation of
about 6000 Bedouin (Marx, 1990). Second, the state has adopted an
informal practice of recognizing individual land claims conditioned on
relocation to towns (Atzmon, 2013). Third, in 2012 the state recognized
the land rights of several dozen families, offering compensation when
they were relocated to make way for a major highway development (Meir,
Roded, & Ben-Israel, 2015).
Settlement and Planning
The first wave of Bedouin urbanization was extensively studied (Ben-
David, 1993, 2004; Frenkel-Horner, 1982; Lewando-Hundt, 1979;
Porat, 2000, 2008; Stern & Gradus, 1979). This policy is now commonly
viewed as one-sided with little consultation of the subject population.
However, a closer look at the patterns of urbanization over the past three
decades reveals considerable Bedouin agency, the first indications of which
appeared in the 1950s with their opposition to relocation to mixed
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J ewish-Arab cities in central Israel. In the 1970s the Bedouin applied pressure to increase the number of planned towns in the Negev commensurate
with tribal subdivisions. And more recently, they have again dragged their
feet in relocating to recognized municipalities (Meir, 1997).
While these were mostly localized and episodic, the struggle to achieve
state recognition of the unrecognized villages has since the 1990s assumed
a different nature. The community has actively asserted itself in the arena
of spatial planning both materially and conceptually (Meir, 2005, 2009b).
For example, in 1994 several dozen households from the Abu-Gardoud
sub-tribal group, which had been relocated by the state away from the
Egyptian border in the 1970s, returned to their historic territory. To avoid
violence the state refrained from evacuating them, later granting recognition to the village within the official regional plan. Furthermore, the
Bedouin have actively tried to generate change within the state’s planning
establishment regarding the conceptualization of tribal territory, land tenure, modes of subsistence, history, and so on. Indeed, one of the major
goals in establishing the RCBUV was to produce an alternative approach
to planning. Their alternative plan refuted the state’s approach in
four respects.
Culturally, it attempted to reaffirm their national identity as Palestinian
Arabs. By asserting their historical attachment to the land, the Bedouin
rejected the urban model offered by the state. Socio-politically, it challenged the state’s view of the tribe as the sole unit for recognizing a particular village. The state regards the tribe as a solid and homogenous unit,
which would imply considerably fewer and thus more manageable settlements for recognition. The Bedouin have asserted greater tribal spread
and heterogeneity particularly within the unrecognized villages, sharply
contrasting the state’s narrative. Spatially, they have refuted the state’s
framing of unrecognized spaces as merely a haphazard ‘dispersion’ (pezura
in Hebrew) of population that ignore their unique indigenous spatiality.
Finally, from the perspective of public participation, the RCBUV
demanded representation in order to integrate their vernacular knowledge
in the planning bodies and process. The Bedouin also argued that state
recognition should be granted solely within the formal planning track.
That is, all unrecognized villages should be recognized and integrated
within the regional master plan of the Negev based on their civil rights as
full and equal citizens of the state entitling them to receive various state
and municipal services in situ irrespective of the issue of land ownership.
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Sandercock (1999) has termed this ‘insurgent planning’ (Meir, 2005),
although it might also be seen as the ‘NGOization’ of the conflict between
the Bedouin and the state (Yacobi, 2007), as various NGOs have assumed
a growing role, offering moral, professional, and political support. For
example, since the early 2000s the Bedouin have turned to Adalah (The
Legal Center for Arab Minority Rights in Israel), Bimkom (Planners for
Planning Rights), and the Islamic Movement (Abu-Ajaj, personal communication, 2017; Galilee, 2014), as well as dozens of other civil society
organizations, many of which have been operating as a network collaborating and offering mutual support (Dekel, Meir, & Alfasi, 2019). In addition, various attempts have been made in an effort to reassert the
indigenous identity of the Bedouin (Yiftachel & Roded, 2015).
In evaluating the impact of these efforts, we may once again distinguish
between official state policy and on-the-ground practice. State attitudes
have fluctuated in response to these tactics. By the mid-1990s, the then leftwing Labor government decided to establish five to seven new Bedouin
towns (Government Decision #840-12.5.1996). Their inclusion in the
District Master Plan, published in the same year, however, has not been
fully realized. Following the 2003 elections, the new centrist government
established the Abu-Basma Regional Council and, in 2007, established the
Committee for Proposing a Policy for Regulating Bedouin Settlement in
the Negev (the Goldberg Committee), as well as the Authority for
Regulating Bedouin Settlement in the Negev (the successor of Bedouin
Administration). The Goldberg Committee’s report (Ministry of Housing,
2008) accepted historical Bedouin land rights in principle and recommended that the state recognize most of the hitherto unrecognized villages.
For their part, the Bedouin rejected the recommendation as too minimal
(Abu-Ras, 2011). The right-wing government elected in 2009 took several
steps backward by issuing the Prawer Report (Prime Minister Office, 2011)
and subsequently proposing legislation (The Knesset, 2013) that was later
shelved after heated parliamentary debate and riots in Bedouin towns. In
the meantime, the RCBUV prepared and submitted its own alternative plan
for the unrecognized villages (RCBUV & Bimkom, 2012) expanding on its
previous (1999) plan by including detailed plans for each of the 45 villages.
As with their earlier version, this plan was rejected by the state.
Nevertheless, the planning authorities have become more attentive to
the demands of the Bedouin population. As of today, there are 11 villages
newly marked for recognition, though these are not the same as those
demanded by the RCBUV, and the number of Bedouin receiving de jure
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recognition has now reached about 70–80% of the total population. The
major difference is the adoption of a new planning approach of in situ
recognition that recognizes existing localities and annexes others to existing neighboring Bedouin municipalities, refraining from uprooting the
population (Karplus, personal communication, 2018). The problem,
however, remains the incompatibility between spatial planning and land
ownership. As per the Planning and Construction Law, the absence of
legally recognized land ownership bars the issuance of building permits.
This state of affairs, which has been described as ‘hostile recognition’
(Roded & Tzfadia, 2012), is paradoxical: the state has decided to recognize various Bedouin villages, and extend various services, though it has
not always done so in practice. The state is caught between its desire to
seize as much land as possible for national needs and the public pressure
to provide essential services in the unrecognized villages. The Bedouin are
trapped between their demand for recognition and disagreements at village level on yielding private land for physical infrastructure necessary for
the development of the unrecognized villages.

Conclusion
Several insights arise in exploring the case of the Negev Bedouin. First, we
see the emergence of civil insurgency in various areas, such as planning,
spatial and municipal control, infrastructure, and cultural identity. Second,
while intertribal cooperation against state policies is not novel to the
Bedouin, recent political struggles reflect greater cross-tribal mobilization
and a diminishing role of tribalism (Abu-Rabia, 2013). Third, while previous efforts relied primarily on external advocacy, the Bedouin have recently
mobilized greater internal human resources. In the process, they have
developed a more sophisticated response to planning, judicial, and legal
procedures. Fourth, while their previous struggles were primarily focused
on land claims, recently they have focused on spatial planning. Whether or
not the solution they demand—recognition and eventual establishment of
each of their 45 currently unrecognized villages—is the most desirable for
both sides is beyond the scope of this chapter.
Finally, the poles along the nomadic-sedentary/settled continuum may
not be viewed as entirely dichotomous but rather as complementary. I
suggest that there is a thread running through this continuum that reflects
an immanent structure common to both Bedouin nomadic and sedentary
conditions. This thread is their nomadic centrifugality which they import
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into their sedentary life, bringing in other social and spatial values of
nomadic culture as an apparatus in their struggle against the state. It is
these resources which makes them resilient to the state. Informality too
may be viewed as an essential resource, rather than a disadvantage, in the
sense that it allows them the freedom and autonomy to endogenously
produce their own space. That is, while demanding equality, justice, and
recognition of their villages, they rely upon their historical experience as
pastoral semi-nomads to withstand their harsh ecological and political
conditions.
Many recent studies have looked critically into the issues of Bedouin
land ownership and village recognition. None, however, has referred to
this aspect of nomadic communities. I argue that this cultural resource of
nomadic centrifugality stands as a necessary layer in understanding the
Bedouin strategies against the state, while other layers—the national
Palestinian and colonial history—are themselves only sufficient. No doubt
the latter play a major role in Bedouin-state relations. However, the de-
nomadizing discourse, which almost entirely ignores nomadic centrifugality, decontextualizes contemporary Bedouin society from its semi-nomadic
historical heritage (Karplus & Meir, 2013). This is manifested not only in
their desire for greater autonomy from the state. As suggested elsewhere
(Galilee, 2014; Yiftachel, 2013), there are also some recent indications of
an emerging discontent and tendency away even from the attempted dictates by the greater Arab-Palestinian Islamic community in Israel, a community which is non-Bedouin in its origins.
Acknowledgment I am very grateful to Jamie Levin for his many valuable comments in improving earlier versions of this chapter.
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CHAPTER 10

Imperial Chinese Relations with Nomadic
Groups
Joseph MacKay

Few if any sedentary polities have had as long and as complex a history of
relations with nomads as Imperial China. This chapter surveys these varied
and complex relationships and considers their theoretical implications. I
emphasize distinct kinds of nomads Imperial China dealt with, and show
Chinese dynasties responded to them in distinctive ways. I refer to the
imperial period, comprising the Qin through Qing dynasties, often emphasizing the late imperial Ming and Qing.1 In part, these distinctive responses
took the form of political and military strategies against nomadic groups—
warfare or deterrence when facing the strong, and annexation or marginalization when facing the weak. However, the imperial dynasties also
deployed ideological frameworks that categorized nomads in ways advantageous to advancing their imperial ideologies. The relationship between
successive dynasties and their nomadic interlocutors thus varied in multiple ways.
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To illustrate, I develop a simple, tripartite typology. First, where
nomadic societies challenged Chinese authority significantly or even existentially, the response involved significant efforts at delimiting and defending Chinese territory. For example, the large empires on the Inner Eurasian
steppe to the north, such as the Xiongnu and the Zunghars, were subject
to tools of containment (such as the Great Wall), to diplomatic appeasement, and to outright warfare (Barfield, 1989; Di Cosmo, 2002).
Occasionally, nomadic or post-nomadic empires won these wars—as did
the Chinggisid Mongols and the Manchus, in founding the Yuan and
Qing dynasties, respectively. Second, where a migratory group was relatively weak, it could be absorbed or marginalized by the empire. Thereafter,
a degree of migratory behavior was often tolerated. Such was the case with
upland nomadic societies to China’s south and the smaller nomadic groupings of Central Asia to its west (Scott, 2009), who were settled, otherwise
domesticated, or simply marginalized. Other groups that fell between
these two extremes engendered varied and often confused responses from
Chinese authorities. As an example, I point to the pirate bands of Ming
and Qing China’s southeastern coast (Andrade, 2004; Murray, 1987),
who, while not usually thought of as nomadic, had many key traits of
migratory groups. Pirates, being intermediately or intermittently powerful, were subject to a mix of approaches. The responses thus form a spectrum: the larger the military or power-political interlocutor, the greater
the security response—and indeed the greater the effort to formally delimit
and forcibly defend territory.
Imperial China thus found various tools for dealing with peripheral
populations, developing by trial and error a complex policy tool kit for
managing relationships with nomads. The periphery of the Chinese imperial project was defined by porous frontiers, rather than strictly delineated
borders, and the empire necessarily contained multiple groups, with whom
authorities learned to manage relations. The variegated administrative
structures and territorial arrangements of successive imperial dynasties
mean they were somewhat better equipped than modern, territorial nation
states to accept migratory groups. Nonetheless, nomads posed both material and ideational challenges. While Imperial China proved adaptable to
the nomadism, some aspects of nomadism subverted it as much as modern, territorially exclusive ones.
This chapter proceeds in three stages. First, I briefly distinguish Imperial
China from modern, territorial states. Second, I detail the three categories
in three subsequent sections. Third, I consider implications for our
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 nderstanding of China’s historical relations with its nomadic subjects and
u
neighbors.

Imperial China
Social scientists have long identified empires as distinct forms of political
order (Eisenstadt, 1963; Go, 2009; Motyl, 2001), and international relations (IR) scholars have increasingly done the same, treating empires as
distinct from both states and other institutional forms in world politics
(Donnelly, 2006; Nexon & Wright, 2007). While accounts differ, IR generally treats empires as extending authorities beyond the boundaries of a
unitary state, imposing hierarchical rule on other political communities.
Empires thus complicate the delimited and exclusive territorial structure
of the Weberian state. They are typified by diverse subordinated societies,
indirect authority, and varying terms of rule. Nexon and Wright (2007,
259) speak of “heterogenous contracting” across peripheries. Subordinated
units are generally disconnected from one another, such that political
authority at the core is predicated on dividing and ruling colonized territories and populations.2
Chinese imperialism was historically distinctive, and varied over successive dynastic periods (Lee, 2016; MacKay, 2016).3 While accounts differ on
specifics, historical IR scholars treat China’s recurring predominance in East
Asia as differing from the Western historical experience of international
politics (Hui, 2004; Kang, 2010; Kelly, 2012; Y.-K. Wang, 2011). Broadly,
successive Chinese dynasties more often “rolled up” the region, dominating
it rather than engaging in balancing under conditions of anarchical
polarity, such as those often dominant in Europe. Taken together, Chinese
empires were of much longer standing than modern European colonial
empires, and also more geographically contiguous. Despite periods of fragmentation and relative weakness, they were frequently dominant in East Asia
during its imperial period. Chinese imperialism would also seem to differ in
form from European equivalents (MacKay, 2019a). Unlike European colonial empires, China usually recognized no imperial equals as legitimate.
2
See also Motyl (2001), McConaughey, Musgrave, and Nexon (2018). For postcolonial
accounts in IR, see Chowdhry and Nair (2004), Barkawi and Laffey (2006).
3
I refer to “Imperial China” and things “Chinese” for simplicity’s sake, doing so only
when characterizing the dynasties taken together. In practice, a historically persistent China
is an anachronism—I thus refer to specific dynasties wherever I can.
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Even outside powers that conquered China tended to place themselves at
the top of the existing political structure, as did Mongol and Manchu
authorities in founding the Yuan (Di Cosmo, Frank, & Golden, 2009) and
Qing (Larsen, 2011) dynasties, respectively.4
China wielded its influence in multiple ways. In East Asia proper, some
dynasties—the Ming, for example—claimed a right to rule based on a neo-
Confucian ideology, including a right to govern tianxia (“all under
heaven”). However, to the extent such claims furnished the empire with
political power or status, they did so only over groups that shared these
beliefs.5 Those who did not—as with most steppe nomadic groups—generally did not recognize Chinese superiority. This was the political power
structure with which nomadic or migratory groups related: one that was
generally powerful, and often regionally ascendant, but also one that had
a limited impact on the actual exercise of rule. On the one hand, the core
could not impose its will directly and easily at its territorial margins. On
the other, indirect rule and a flexible frontier granted the empire a relatively free hand to impose order on its frontier zones or not, depending on
its capacity to do so, without a loss of apparent legitimacy. Thus, the primary strategic challenge was sorting. Authorities aimed to impose order at
the margins or in ungoverned highlands by dividing frontier peoples into
“raw” and “cooked”—that is, those beyond imperial authority and those
within it (Fiskesjö, 1999). Where a nomadic group was too powerful or
too remote to be absorbed, it was ignored, held at arm’s length, or treated
as military threat. However, this sorting process sometimes broke down,
usually because the groups in question refused to remain neatly in one
category or the other. When this happened, maintaining an appearance of
legitimate imperial authority became more difficult.
The following sections illustrate these processes at work. I take the
three categories in turn. The large imperial confederacies of the steppe
were often direct threats to Chinese security, and the empire generally
treated them as such. The smaller upland groups to the south and west
were either absorbed into imperial administration (“cooked”) or treated
as too remote for it (“raw”). However, more protean migratory actors,
4
That said, the Ming and Qing dynasties themselves had some features of modern states—
for example, a formal bureaucracy (Woodside, 2009).
5
Even then, among East Asian societies, Korea recognized Chinese authority habitually
(Clark, 1998), and Vietnam often (G. Wang, 1998; Womack, 2006), but Japan did so only
intermittently (Fogel, 2009).
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like the occasional pirate bands of the southeastern Chinese coast, presented a genuine ideational challenge, since they fit in none of these
categories.

Nomadism on the Imperial Steppe
The nomadic groups now most prominently associated with China were
the peoples of the Eurasian steppe: the large, migratory imperial formations to China’s north, typified by the Chinggisid Mongols and others like
them. Longstanding views of Inner Asian nomads present them as reactive
or “secondary” political units—societies that consolidated large political
orders only in response to contact with on encroachment by settled peoples—or more broadly as lacking the political sophistication and permanence of sedentary societies (Mackinder, 1904). Such understandings
typify early research on Chinese relations with the steppe (Lattimore,
1940), and find their most sophisticated formulation in Barfield (1989,
2001b). More recent alternative readings, however, have emphasized the
relative sophistication and independence of steppe politics as a distinct
form of social order (Di Cosmo, 2002; Rogers, 2012; Sneath, 2007).6
While such accounts offer contrasting views of the origins of steppe political order, they do not differ in seeing the steppe as the site of sociopolitical
and economic life sharply distinct from that of the settled Chinese heartland. Steppe sociopolitical order was often diffuse, intermittently confederating preexisting tribes into powerful political assemblages, dispersed
nomadically over vast territories.
The earliest large confederacies or empires of which we have record
arose on the eastern steppe at approximately the same time as the consolidation of the Qin Dynasty, out of the Warring States period.7 The Xiongnu
Confederacy was founded in the late third century BCE, and persisted for
more than 300 years. Its founder, Modun, claimed that his polity united

6
See also Honeychurch and Amartuvshin (2005), Houle, Honeychurch (2015), review in
Frachetti (2012). For a recent review with IR in mind, see MacKay (2016, 482–487).
7
Because steppe nomads did not generally have written languages, recorded history on the
steppe begins with contact between steppe societies and sedentary ones. That said, archaeological evidence increasingly suggests that relatively complex social organization arose independently on the steppe before this (Frachetti, 2012; Houle, 2009; Rogers, 2012).
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“all the people who live by drawing the bow” (Golden, 2011, 28).8 Our
earliest descriptions of them are from the Chinese historian Sima Qian:
It is the custom of the Xiongnu to support themselves in ordinary times by
following their flocks and hunting, but in times of hardship they take up
arms to raid. This would appear to be their nature. … When it is to their
advantage, they advance; when not they retreat, as they see no shame in
retreat. (Sima Qian, 1993b, 55)

The Xiongnu were powerful—at times, more powerful than the Chinese
polity itself, from which they extracted tribute (Di Cosmo, 2002, 8, 171,
195). At other times, the Chinese made substantial inroads in conquering
portions of the neighboring steppe, as when Sima Qian (1993b, 12)
recorded the founding Qin emperor “driving back the Xiongnu … so that
the barbarians no longer ventured to come south to pasture their horses
and their men dared not take up their bows to vent their hatred”. They
nonetheless persisted, outlasting multiple early Chinese dynasties (Hansen,
2000, 5–6).
The Xiongnu confederacy was followed by an intermittent series of
other large, nomadic steppe polities, including the Xianbei, Jurchen-Chin,
Kara Khitai, and Oirat polities, all of which experienced important and
often conflictual relations with China (see review in Rogers, 2012). As
Turchin (2009) has shown, the violent interface between sedentary China
and the mobile steppe was, over centuries, associated with the most frequent formation of large empires in world history. The diagnostic case was
the Chinggisid Mongol Empire, which conquered one of the largest imperial spaces in history, and which, in conquering China, founded the Yuan
Dynasty (1271–1368). Similarly, the Manchu Empire, which combined
characteristics of steppe imperialism with universalistic Chinese political
ideology, conquered Ming China to found the Qing Dynasty, in 1644.
The last major steppe empire, that of the Zunghars, lasted about 80 years
before its destruction by the Qing Dynasty (Perdue, 2005).

How the empire or confederacy was built was itself a matter of debate. For example,
Honeychurch (2013, 313–314) suggests it may have been confederated relatively peacefully,
rather than by conquest. On steppe confederacy generally, see Sneath (2007).
8
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These empires were powerful. They were generally smaller in population than China, usually less than a million people.9 Nonetheless, with
widely dispersed and mobile populations, steppe empires controlled vast
territories. Moreover, they had a persistent military advantage, in the form
of horses. Steppe cavalry generally outnumbered their Chinese equivalents. Horses were central to nomadic life, and are thought to have played
a core role in the militaristic ideology even of the prehistoric steppe
(Anthony, 2007; Shelach, 2009). More generally, they permitted mobility,
and by extension control over large territories by relatively small groups.
In sum, mobility was a source of power for the peoples of the steppe, not
of weakness.
While steppe imperial violence against China occasionally took the
form of attempted or outright conquest, it more commonly consisted of
border raiding. Indeed, economic extraction by force comprised much of
the steppe economic model. On some accounts (Barfield, 1989, 2001b),
empire or confederacy formation was itself a response to the structural
exigencies of extraction by violence. During periods of relative Chinese
strength, nomads responded by constructing larger-than-usual social
orders with which to manage the task of predation against a sedentary
imperial enemy. When small raiding parties operating alone could not reliably extract wealth by violence from China’s frontiers, coordination
became necessary. Empire resulted. Later, less structuralist accounts differ
in de-emphasizing extractive violence in favor of a more varied nomadic
politics of institutional innovation (Di Cosmo, 2002; Rogers, 2012).
However, no one doubts the steppe empires were often a considerable
threat to and an influence on China.
China’s responses to the steppe varied. Its primary concern was often
military security. In contrast to China’s often (though not always) peaceful
relations with its neighbors to the south and east, with, many of whom it
largely shared a Confucian political tradition that legitimated China’s preeminence (Kang, 2010; Kelly, 2012), the northern steppe presented a persistent source of threat.10 Sometimes, as with early dynastic relations
with the Xiongnu, it simply did what it could, by turns paying for peace,
conducting innovative diplomacy, fighting to expand its borders,
9
In contrast, Han China had a population of more than 50 million; Tang China had
doubled that again (Barfield, 2001a, 236).
10
Many accounts dispute the “Confucian peace” thesis. Kang, Shaw, and Fu (2016) quantify the reduced level of war in East Asia proper relative to the frontier.
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and reinforcing them by building walls (Waldron, 1990).11 In all instances,
it viewed the steppe empires as powerful interlocutors, if not legitimate rivals.
In so doing, it also took up a second relationship to the steppe, constructing a Chinese identity with reference to it. Chinese authorities represented the steppe as an “other”: a foreign identity group in contrast to
which Chinese identity could be defined, constructing the nomads as
“migratory rather than sedentary, diffuse rather than hierarchical, violent
rather than harmonious, and natural rather than historical” (MacKay,
2016, 472).12 In short, it made the steppe all the things China was not.
Indeed, on some accounts, Chinese identity consolidation against the
steppe was a core role of the Great Wall.13 When the Chinggisid Mongols
and the Manchus conquered China, the consequent periods of steppe rule
went on to be remembered as periods of foreign occupation. When the
Ming Dynasty was founded in 1368, the casting off of Mongol rule was
presented by the new imperial authorities as occasion for national aggrandizement and a return to Chinese traditions of government.14 Equally, the
eventual republican overthrow of Qing rule was cast in nationalistic terms
(Fitzgerald, 1998). Thus, in the hands of imperial elites, the military threat
posed to China by steppe polities had a complex effect, leveraged to catalyze Chinese identity. Here, ideas and identity were not a cause of military
activity. Instead, they were an effect, as Chinese imperial and later national
identity consolidated in response to the very different world of the steppe.

11
There is no single “Great Wall”. Rather, Chinese wall building along its northern frontiers dates back at least to the Qing Dynasty (Sima Qian, 1993a, 12). Wall building peaked
during the mid and late Ming Dynasty (Waldron, 1990).
12
On “others” in international politics, see Neumann (1996), Tsygankov (2008). On the
steppe as other in the European tradition, see Neumann and Wigen (2013).
13
The walls’ purpose likely varied over time, and is itself an object of controversy. While it
may have kept foreign forces out, Lattimore suggests that it also served the broader purpose
of demarcating China’s conceptual or cultural edges. It thus defined what was in China as
much as keeping others out (Lattimore, 1937, 1962, 58). During the Qing period it lost
military salience, as the Chinese frontier pressed north, but gained symbolic value (Perdue,
2005, 42–43).
14
The practical distinction between Yuan and Ming rule is, nonetheless, easy to overstate.
What mattered was the legitimate appearance of a restoration of Chinese home rule, and thus
a rejection of a political tradition perceived to be foreign. See Brook (2010).
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Hill and Mountain Peoples
A second broad group of nomadic peoples presented themselves to
Chinese imperial authorities differently, because of their relative size.
While the imperial or confederated polities of the steppe presented a clear
and present military threat to China, smaller groups did not: they could be
and were treated differently. This group comprises a wide variety of
non-sedentary peoples, forming a penumbra around China to the west
and south. Van Schendel (2002) has termed the region “Zomia”: a large
geographical space comprising the upland periphery of East and
Southeast Asia.
To the south, such groups included the Kachin, Hmong, Karen, and
Wa peoples of the Southeast Asian uplands.15 To the west, it included
Kazakh, Kyrgyz, and other chiefly Turkic ethnic peoples of the Tian Shan
and neighboring mountain ranges.16 Such peoples were, and in some
instances still are, nomadic and seminomadic, cyclically migrating seasonally or intermittently, usually to graze livestock (the practice known as
transhumance). Seasonal migratory measures likely offered an opportunity
to evade lowland domination by the Imperial Chinese state.
China nonetheless imposed direct or indirect imperial authority over
parts of this space. Modes of imperial control varied, in what amounted to
a policy of divide and rule. A Song Dynasty political text characterizes rule
over the Li or non-Chinese peoples as follows:
Those who have submitted and are attached to our county and township
administration are the Cooked Li. Those who live in mountain caves and are
not punished by us or supply corvée labour are the Raw Li. These sometimes come out to engage in barter with the administered population.
(Quoted in Fiskesjö, 1999, 143)

This formulation effectively distinguished more and less direct rule—or in
some instances the absence of effective rule altogether. Per Scott (2009), peoples living in relatively isolated highland or mountainous areas were subject to
limited or no imperial authority. The flexibility of imperial rule, which permitted indirect and nonexclusive structures of authority such as this, facilitated
15
On the ethnology and ethnohistory of the highland peoples of southern China and
Southeast Asia, see Lim (1984), and chapters in Michaud (2000).
16
For an introduction to China and Central Asia, see Rossabi (1998). For more general
introductions to the region, see Beckwith (2009), Golden (2011).
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the flexible management of the empire’s frontiers with smaller peoples. Where
they could be readily absorbed, they were. Where geographical constraint
prevented conquest or assimilation, the empire established porous frontier
zones where relatively peaceful trade could persist. The peoples themselves
could be dismissed as uncivilized, and thus not needing or deserving the
empires’ putatively benevolent rule. In short, ideology could be accommodated to circumstance.
At the empire’s Western margins, further from the imperial core, its
authority was strikingly indirect. Indeed, it remained so even under relatively expansive Manchu rule. A Qing emperor’s written instructions to
Kyrgyz nomads are instructive:
[If] you are drawn into the civilized ways of the empire and submit … then
We shall ensure that you continue to live peacefully. There is no need for you
to adopt our ways. We shall not give you official rank and titles, nor burden
you with taxes. You have only to send an envoy to pay your respects and We
shall extend Our favor with rewards. (Quoted in Newby, 2005, 29)

Chinese imperial authorities could and did expect submission from such
populations, but that submission took a relatively limited form. At this
distance from the seat of power, the imperial yoke was light. Limited rule
extended not just to nomadic peoples but to settled ones as well. The
powerful Central Asian city state of Kokand persistently refused imperial
authority, and in the end Qing officials were obliged to treat it as a notional
equal (Newby, 2005). At this distance, even theoretical imperial authority faded.17
Scott’s (2009) now well-known theoretical account of highland
nomadic groups focuses on the elevated borderlands between China and
Southeast Asia—the aforementioned Zomia.18 His central claim is that the
migratory populations of the region are consequences or aftereffects of
the lowland state building process. As populations fled the privations of
17
See also Fletcher (1968) on Chinese relations with the Timurid Empire. Kokand is now
in eastern Uzbekistan. In Tibet, likely owing to extreme elevation, dynastic Chinese authority was limited to symbolic arrangements, the significance of which remains contested today
(Sperling, 2004). On the resulting inter-imperial contestations, see Cheney (2017).
18
Scott’s book has been subject to a wide range of positive and negative attention. See, for
example, Michaud (2010), Jonsson (2010), and Krasner (2011). Importantly, Scott does not
systematically distinguish between modern states and empires or other large premodern
political assemblages.
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premodern autocratic rule, they formed isolated, small-scale societies that
by design resisted incorporation into large states or imperial projects.
While he refers at length to Vietnam, Burma, and other Southeast Asian
polities, he emphasizes especially the robust and expansionist political
power of China’s imperial dynasties. While Scott focuses empirically on
the Southeast Asian Massif, he acknowledges that a wide range of geographical contexts likely function similarly as escape habitats for migrant
populations, among them “swamps, marshes, mangrove coasts, deserts,
volcanic margins, and even the open sea” (Scott, 2009, 13). Van Schendel
has since expanded his original conception of Zomia to encompass much
of mountainous Tibet and Central Asia (Michaud, 2010, 188)—spaces
that also topographically limit state authority.
In sum, where China necessarily treated steppe nomads as a military
threat, it approached the smaller nomadic groups to its south and west
with a form of divide-and-conquer strategy. It internalized the more easily
accessed “Cooked Li” peoples under imperial administration. In contrast,
it viewed the “Raw Li” of the southern and western highlands as chiefly
nonthreatening, but nonetheless as a periphery on which it could not
impose its authority. The ideational distinction between the raw and the
cooked served to legitimate or simply make sense of this constraint on
imperial power: peoples who excluded themselves from the putatively
beneficent sphere of authority surrounding the imperial throne were, necessarily, understood as uncivilized. The core challenge Chinese dynasties
confronted lay not in a military threat, but in geography itself. The empire
responded by categorizing peoples geographically into those it could
access, and thus rule, and those it could not. This involved not just a military component, but a cultural one as well: those beyond China’s physical
access came to be thought of as civilizationally inferior.

Pirates as Nomads
A third group of actors was nomadic, but not in the traditional or conventional sense of the term. Throughout the Ming and Qing dynasties, pirates
marauded the southern and southeastern Chinese coast. While these were
commonly small and temporary bands, they occasionally achieved greater
scale. In doing so, they became de facto foci of political order. Their members were often organized according to laws devised by pirate leaders, and
members bore primary allegiance to no other societies. They often
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controlled coastal territory, and extracted rents from sedentary coastal
population, generally in the form of protection money. In many respects
they were like the nomadic imperialists of the steppe. However, their scale
was much smaller, and these political orders were generally short-lived.
Pirates presented a military challenge to imperial authorities, often quite
openly, but that challenge was never existential.
Rank and file membership comprised people of multiple ethnicities and
backgrounds—Japanese, Malay, Vietnamese, and others—who had fled
the coercive power of terrestrial states to live primarily at sea, beyond the
law. They thus represent a liminal case, reflecting some traits of both the
larger threatening steppe empires and the smaller hill groupings. Moreover,
pirates arose relatively close to the traditional civilizational heartland of
China. While the southeastern coast was marginal to China’s central agricultural plains, it was nonetheless much closer, both spatially and culturally, than the steppe, the mountains of Central Asia, or indeed the hills of
Southeast Asia.19
I emphasize two especially large pirate bands, both from the late imperial period. The first was led by Zheng Zhilong, and later in expanded
form by his son, Zheng Chenggong. The Zheng maritime empire flourished in the late Ming and early Qing periods. The second is that of Zheng
Yi and his widow Zheng Yi Sao. Their maritime empire arose briefly but
explosively in the first decade of the nineteenth century.
The story of Zheng Zhilong and his son is indicative of the complex
and unpredictable relationship between pirates and the Chinese state. In
the mid-seventeenth century, piracy was on the rise on China’s coastline,
a circumstance encouraged in part by Ming bureaucratic decline and
disinterest in seagoing activities (Cheng, 1990; Nimick, 2008). Piracy
filled the resulting void. Zheng Zhilong was among its most prominent
leaders, serving as a pirate, a privateer, and eventually a servant on the
Ming state. Having established himself as a prominent pirate, he hired
his band out to the Dutch East India Company (VOC), which had occupied Taiwan in 1624 (Blussé, 1990, 253–255). In so doing, he acquired
access to European military technology, and was soon better armed than
his Ming opponents. The VOC had hoped to force open closed
Chinese ports. Instead, their attempts to domesticate or absorb Chinese
pirates inadvertently fed a proliferation of piracy, as the removal of one
group from active raiding created space for new ones to appear.
19

For an extended treatment of Chinese pirate politics on these terms, see MacKay (2013).
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Piracy was soon out of hand, threatening Ming and VOC alike. The two
parties struck a bargain, and Zheng Zhilong, who had brokered the
deal, became governor of Fujian (Andrade, 2004). Zheng’s story might
have ended there, had Manchu armies not arrived in Beijing in 1644,
founding the Qing Dynasty. Zheng declared himself loyal to the new
dynasty, but prevaricated in so doing. Qing forces captured him, and he
spent the remainder of his life under de facto house arrest.
His son, Zheng Chenggong, remained loyal to the remnant Southern
Ming (Clements, 2004). The collapse of state authority, as the Qing gradually destroyed the previous dynasty, permitted a proliferation of non-state
political order (Calanca, 2010a, 89). In the chaos of the dynastic transition, pirates under his leadership came to dominate a significant portion of
the Chinese coastline. He declared himself loyal to the principle of Ming
restoration, but in practice was loyal almost exclusively to himself. Local
merchants and other petty elites seem to have found the arrangement
acceptable, paying protection money—any source of political order being
better than none (Calanca, 2010b). In the end, the Qing reasserted imperial authority along the coast. However, doing so took well over a decade.
Zheng and his band escaped to Taiwan, seizing it from the now weakened
VOC. The pirate king thus became the first Chinese ruler of the island.
His descendants ruled it for decades after his death in 1662
(Clements, 2004).
Following the decline of Zheng family fortunes, coastal piracy returned
to a smaller scale. However, at the beginning of the nineteenth century,
another pirate—Zheng Yi—once again attempted to form a larger band.
Zheng Yi assembled a large and robust organization, by confederating
several existing bands under a banner system. Confederation took the
form of a written contract detailing political rights and obligations
(Murray, 1987, 57–59). Unlike its seventeenth-century predecessor, this
grouping never sought or attained any form of affiliation with the Chinese
state. Still, it was large and effective, running an extensive protection
racket and providing de facto governance over a large portion of coastline.
Qing authority was by this time in decline, and Zheng’s men provided a
source of effective control and order where little else was available
(Anderson, 1995, 197). Accounts of the band’s size vary from “ten thousand men and hundreds of junks” (Antony, 2003, 44) to “some 400 junks
and 70,000 men” (Murray, 1987, 52). Zheng Yi died in 1807, and authority passed to his wife, Zheng Yi Sao, who imposed an additional code of
laws (Murray, 1987, 72), and oversaw the pirate confederacy’s brief apex.
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Internal disputes and military reversals led to a rapid decline and the confederacy’s surrender to Qing authorities in 1810 (Murray, 1987,
137–144).20
Coastal pirates represent a liminal or middle ground case of migratory
groups faced by Imperial China. They were usually small in scale, and
Chinese authorities could manage them by marginalizing them, as they
did the “Raw Li” peoples of remote highlands. However, when pirate
bands grew, taking on the necessary scale to challenge the empire more
directly, they needed a different strategy. At such times, like those documented above, pirate bands took on the qualities Barfield (1989, 2001b)
finds in steppe empires: large, diffuse political structures assembled chiefly
for the purpose of facilitating raiding and extraction. Thus, no one strategy was sufficient. Imperial authorities had to continually adjust their
coastal security policy to reflect the changeable behaviors of their pirate
interlocutors.
Because the Chinese relationship with pirates changed frequently, the
empire had no fixed and persistent conception of them. Imperial representations of them were strategically somewhat unhelpful, and often inaccurate. For example, official texts referred to them dismissively as wokou, or
“Japanese pirates” (Antony, 2003; So, 1975), but the bands were ethnically much more diverse than this, nor were they criminal bands in the
narrowest sense, since they engaged in expressly political activities such as
taxation, law enforcement, and indeed the writing of law. In this respect,
they more closely resembled Tilly’s (1985) state-makers as organized
criminals, or Olson’s (1993, 358–359) “roving bandits”. However,
regardless of the power they accrued, Chinese authorities could never
regard them as legitimate, as they had no place in the Confucian hierarchical system of legitimate government. Pirate bands thus presented themselves to Chinese authorities as aberrations. They were neither raw nor
cooked, and since they tended to arise and declined relatively briefly,
authorities could afford to treat them as exceptional. Here then, extant
ideas about the proper structure of China’s imperial project significantly
constrained its understanding and treatment of these groups. The flexible
system of imperial representations for nomads had found its limits.

20
Zheng Yi Sao outlived the band by decades, and died running a gambling house in
Canton, in 1844 (MacKay, 2013, 570, n17).
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Conclusion
Previous research (MacKay, Levin, de Carvalho, Cavoukian, & Cuthbert,
2014) suggests that modern, territorially exclusive states may be especially
challenged by the presence of nomadic groups, owing to modern states’
insistence on settled populations and border enforcement. If this is so, we
can reasonably expect empires, perhaps especially non-Western ones, to
relate to nomadic groups differently and perhaps more easily. The Chinese
experience suggests that this is indeed so. However, China’s tool kit for
managing relations with nomads had distinctive ideological features, and
these imposed distinctive limits in turn.
China responded to nomads in three ways. First, when they were a
direct and significant security threat, it treated them as one. The nomadic
empires of the Eurasian steppe were the most significant threats China
faced prior to the arrival of European conquest empires in East Asia. It
treated these groups accordingly, going to war with them and building
walls to delimit and protect Chinese territory. Second, when populations
were small and easily absorbed into imperial administration, it did so.
When groups were small, but geographically too marginal to reach, it marginalized them, treating them as too distant from the seat of imperial
power to rightly benefit from imperial administration. Third, however,
when none of these tools could be readily applied, as when pirate bands
arose relatively close to the civilizational heartland, no one strategy sufficed, and imperial officials had to improvise.
Ideological representations of these groups varied accordingly. In the
first case, China represented the steppe empires as enemies. Defeating
them was an occasion for ideological aggrandizement. In the second case,
absorption and putatively benevolent administration of migratory populations was a sign of civilizational superiority. Where geographical or topographical barriers prevented more direct annexation, the empire regarded
highland populations as concomitantly uncivilized. In short, ideological
commitments were relatively flexible, and could be adapted to circumstances, while maintaining the appearance of Chinese superiority. It was
only when the Chinese imperial narrative faced a changeable, inconsistent
group of nomads that its repertoire of techniques for imperial rule became
less useful in managing nomadic peoples.
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CHAPTER 11

On Being Orang Suku Laut in the Malay
World
Cynthia Chou

Introduction
Southeast Asia is a region with long-established maritime traditions, and
the phenomenon of sea nomadism has been common within its waters for
centuries. This chapter traces the story of historically changing commitments and actions of power holders in the region’s macro-politics, and the
stakes they held in forging the rise and decline of the maritime nomads.
Today, the wider society looks at them with disdain as a backward and
unprogressive people. Policymakers have done much to forcibly settle and
assimilate them. Yet, their continued widespread distribution in the waters
of Southeast Asia bears testament to their proficiencies to push back
against the intrusions of the state.
The Orang Suku Laut (Tribe of Sea People) are one of the largest populations of nomadic tribal mariners in Southeast Asia.1 For centuries, the
1
In the ethnography of sea nomads in Southeast Asia, there are at least three known
groups. They are namely, the Orang Suku Laut, Moken and Bajau Laut. The Moken inhabit
the Mergui Archipelago of Burma, the southwestern coast of Thailand and the waters surrounding Malaysia (Court, 1971; Hogan, 1972; Ivanoff, 1985). The Bajau Laut is the big-
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sea and coastal areas have been their life and living spaces. Today, they are
dispersed throughout the Riau-Lingga archipelagoes, the east coast of
Sumatra, the larger islands of Bangka and Belitung in South Sumatra and
the southern coasts of the Malay Peninsula (Johor), and until recently also
in the waters surrounding the island of Singapore. These are areas that
once constituted part of a larger Alam Malayu (Malay World) that presently straddles across the modern nation-states of Thailand, Malaysia,
Singapore, Indonesia and Brunei. It is widely acknowledged that the
Orang Suku Laut are the “asli Malayu” (indigenous Malays) of this vast
Malay World.
The focus of this chapter is on the Orang Suku Laut in the archipelagic
part of the Riau province that is currently under the jurisdiction of the
Republic of Indonesia. Since December 1989, areas frequented by the
mariners have been marked by the Indonesian state for accelerated changes
under the auspices of modernization and development (Ahmad, 1993).
Within this context, the seafarers have been defined as “suku-suku terasing” and “suku-suku terbelakang” (“isolated and backward people”) who
live in “pra-desa” (pre-villages) which hinder progress (Colchester, 1986).
For the modern nation-state, this apparent backwardness is fundamentally
a consequence of their lifestyle or simply being Orang Suku Laut. There
has thus been no tolerance for tribal autonomy and the state apparatus has
been used to get rid of them (Benjamin, 2003, p. 54).
Taking inspiration from Deleuze and Guattari’s (2010) treatise on the
“war machine” as an invention of the nomads (insofar as it is exterior to
the state apparatus and distinct from the military intuition) to ward off the
state, this chapter looks at the ethnography of the Orang Suku Laut to
examine the strategies they have used to challenge the ideational foundations of statehood.

The Orang Suku Laut
“Lifestyle” has been the distinguishing factor and “major ethnic boundary” between the Orang Suku Laut and the Malays (Andaya, 2010,
p. 177). Today, state authorities are coercing the former to adopt the ways
of the sedentary Malays. The sea nomads have been criticized for being
gest and most widely spread out group of sea nomads. They are located on the northeastern
coast of Borneo and the Sulu Archipelago of the Philippines, and stretch all the way into
Sulawesi, Maluku and the Lesser Sundas in Indonesia (Sather, 1997).
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“impure” and “uncivilized” Malays (Wee, 1985, p. 466) who are backward, undeveloped and unprogressive. Such negative views of them however were not always the case in the pre-colonial Malay states.
Up until the latter half of the nineteenth century, the ease with which
the Orang Suku Laut moved about was highly treasured by the rulers of
the early western Malay states, and by the various sultanates in coastal
Borneo, the southern Philippines and eastern Indonesia (Sopher, 1977,
p. 101). Their prowess at sea enabled them to exploit a range of maritime
resources for their own needs as well as for the purposes of trade and
exchange. In addition, they played a key role in discovering new areas that
formed a network of micro-polities which eventually established an expansive power base for the Malay rulers (Wolters, 1967, 1979).
Numerous other tasks were undertaken by the Orang Suku Laut. They
provided the Malay rulers with an early warning system of any planned
attacks from the sea (Andaya, 2010, p. 178), secured and guarded their
vital sea lanes, maneuvered international merchant ships to call at the ruler’s port (Cribb, 2000, p. 76), supplied products and slaves for export
(Andaya, 2010, p. 188) and formed the ruler’s naval force. Altogether,
this turned the Malay region into an immensely prosperous trading hub.
At this time, there was no reason to sedentarize the Orang Suku Laut.
Their different skills and economic contributions complemented those of
the sedentary Malays and it was indeed the case that the latter depended
heavily on them (Chou, 2010, p. 41). Therefore, there was “far greater
incentive to retain and strengthen” their nomadic lifestyle (Andaya,
2010, p. 177).
The Orang Suku Laut were organized into a series of caste-like ranked
segmentary groups, each associated with some service that they performed
for the royals (Sopher, 1977, p. 93). Hence this created a constellation of
suku-suku or “tribes” (Benjamin, 2003, p. 45). Andaya (2010) describes
some of the services they provided as follows: “They planted sago, pepper,
gambir, and coconut trees; collected ebony, eaglewood (gaharuwood,
aloeswood), lakawood, rattan, gold, tin (smelted), tripang (a type of sea
cucumber), and agar-agar; felled trees for timber; prepared betelnut, gathered and wove kajang or palm-leaf mats for sails and roofing … manufactured coconut oil, fished; and raided” (p. 181).
The organization of feudal groups as such featured more prominently
in the Riau-Lingga Archipelago and the adjacent coastal islands but less so
in the distant areas of Pulau Tujuh (Sopher, 1977, p. 269). Groups varied
in size, economic importance and social organization. Those associating
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themselves to the centers of power ascended in political status. Usually,
these were the bigger and better organized ones connected with the larger
islands located along the strategic maritime trading routes (Andaya, 1975,
p. 44). While they were accorded higher status and rank, they were also
subjected to stricter control by the central power. In contrast, those living
further from the centers of power were lesser in rank and status.
Nevertheless, they were beyond the control of the Malay overlords, less
bound to feudal obligations and enjoyed greater autonomy. There were
those who were not even considered subjects and were free to lead independent lives (Andaya, 1975, p. 44).
To wholly appreciate the significance of the Orang Suku Laut’s nomadic
lifestyle, it is necessary to grasp an understanding of the pre-colonial Malay
conception of a state. The Malay polity was not defined by borders,
boundaries or a fixed center. Rather, it was in a perpetual flux to be
expanded or strengthened principally by the mobility of its people. The
center followed the personage of the ruler. That is, the center moved
according to where the ruler established residence. A center was never
fixed because the ruler had to keep moving to ensure his safety (Wolters,
1999, pp. 27–28).2 Likewise, the periphery of the polity was not delineated by fixed borders and boundaries. It was defined by tracing a community leader’s relational propinquity to the royal family by blood, milk or
adoption (Day, 2002, p. 76).3
The Malay rulers recognized that it was strategically important to
accommodate the decentralized Orang Suku Laut micro-polities within
2
Several reasons abound for the ruler’s need to keep moving (Wolters, 1999, pp. 28–30).
Firstly, the ruler personified both spiritual and political power. It was crucial that he be protected from all anticipated rival threats. Moving around thus made it difficult for his enemies
to stage attacks. Hence, the ruler looked to all directions for his own protection and security.
With his constant mobility, so did the centers of spiritual authority and political power
change perpetually. Secondly, the ruler had to eliminate any rival claims to the control of
spaces. Via his mobility, he reminded the many disparate groups of his presence and secured
their loyalties necessary for the expansion of his network of vassals. Although structures of
hierarchy prevailed, informal personal relations were critical in bringing the disparate groups
together via webs of personal ties. A stable Malay polity was greatly manifested by the ruler’s
abilities to extend his influence as far and wide as possible.
3
Milk kinship, formed during nursing by a non-biological mother, was and still remains a
form of fostering allegiance with fellow community members. Established for both religious
and strategic purposes, it is the practice of breast feeding by a wet nurse to feed nonbiologically related infants to foster allegiance with fellow community members. Feeding from the
same breast milk is a mechanism for establishing adoptive kinship ties (Carsten, 1995).
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the Malay state. In this regard, they took considerable care to maintain
and strengthen ties with them. They employed the mandala system of
loose governance that allowed the mariners to maintain their lifestyle.
Essentially, the Malay rulers did not govern them directly but appointed
officials who were from within that community or who had blood relations with some of its members. The long-term history of Malay state-
based polities was to reiterate the crucial role played by nomadic tribal
Orang Suku Laut populations. As pointed out by Benjamin (2003), “In
many important respects, pre-modern Malay states bore a segmentary
character, in that the ruling classes often relied more on the tribal populations than on a peasantry” (p. 44).
Rivalries occurred among the Malay lords for alliances with the sea
nomads (Andaya, 2010, p. 188). To strengthen their relationship with
them, the Malay lords presented their leaders with various emblems of
office and Malay titles to “legitimize” their activities (Andaya, 2010,
p. 184). They were even awarded possession of “the seas and what floated
on them by hereditary feudal right from the Sultan of Johor” (Trocki,
1979, p. 56). Since there was a great demand for their seafaring skills, they
were not constrained by their loyalty to just one ruler (Andaya, 2010,
p. 190). The threat of their switching loyalties compelled the Malay lords
to offer them all kinds of rewards and recognition (Andaya, 2010, p. 189).
At the same time, because of their highly mobile lifestyle, they could not
be punished for insubordination (Andaya, 2010, p. 186).
For all the services that the Orang Suku Laut performed, they knew
that this accrued substantial leverage for them in their dealings with the
Malay lords. As observed by Andaya (2010), “Despite the close relationship between the Orang [Suku] Laut and the Malayu, outside observers
never saw these groups as anything but separate” (p. 17). At the crux of
this was the importance of state-formation and state-maintenance in the
context of nomadic tribality (Benjamin, 2003, p. 44). Benjamin (2003)
brings to attention that “The tribal populations, especially those who were
moving by sea, were crucial in keeping these Malay states together” and
the Malay state “often floated like a raft on top of its tribal populations,
especially in the already Malayic areas of the region” (pp. 44–45). It was
therefore necessary for the Malay state to maintain the distinctiveness of
the tribal nomadic populations. For that reason, the Orang Suku Laut
were “much more critical to the maintenance of the royals’ power as than
the peasantry. The latter, busy feeding themselves and paying taxes, would
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have been less important to the maintenance of a state based on maritime
communications and trade” (p. 45).
It was only in the middle part of the twentieth century that efforts to
quell the mobility of the Orang Suku Laut began. Pressures to curb their
lifestyle started with the dominance of European colonialists in the region
who labeled them negatively as pirates and criminals. The colonial administrators proclaimed that it was their “sacred obligation to ameliorate the
moral condition” (Logan, 1849, p. 466) of the mariners. The legacy of
the European colonialists in rejecting the sea nomads has stayed to this
day. Pressures exerted by state administrators to transform them into sedentary land-based communities persist to the present time.
In earlier centuries, the lifestyle of the Orang Suku Laut formed a
meaningful distinction for them from the Malays (Andaya, 2010, p. 198).
Reasons ranging from economic to political abounded for them to preserve their distinctive way of life. With the socioeconomic and political
changes that have happened in the Malay World, there would seem to be
little reason to maintain the difference. Yet, they persist to “reinforce difference as a strategy for survival of their chosen way of life” (Andaya,
2010, p. 201). Many firmly continue with practices that define them in
opposition to the sedentary communities. Therefore, the principal reason
for “enforcing difference is to retain a way of life that promises far greater
freedom and independence than any other” (Andaya, 2010, p. 199). To
this end, all efforts are made to avoid accumulation or storage that might
hinder their mobility. They choose to use boats, fishing methods and
lightweight fishing gear distinctive from the practices of sedentary communities, but which facilitate their movement.
For the Orang Suku Laut, the ocean is an inalienable gift (Chou, 2010)
from their ancestors. It is charged with a passionate, emotional and spiritual bonding between their ancestors and themselves. It bears the personhood of their ancestors beyond any spatio-temporal bounds and is invested
for an indefinite time. Every movement is “a linear projection of past into
future, rather than as a sequence of isolable events each frozen in the
instant of the present” (Ingold, 1986, p. 138). This constitutes the very
essence of Orang Suku Laut identity and distinguishes them from others.
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Being Orang Suku Laut
Evolutionary writers of the past century have contrasted nomadic tribal
societies with modern societies in terms of differences in their social, economic and political institutions (cf. Maine, 1963 [1861]; Morgan, 1964
[1877]; Sidgwick, 1908 [1891]). The pocket edition of the Oxford
Dictionary published in 1934 greatly shaped conventional understandings
of nomadic tribal societies as “a group of people in a primitive or barbarous stage of development acknowledging the authority of a chief and
usually regarding themselves as having a common ancestor” (Pocket
Oxford Dictionary, 1934, p. 898). This popular perception prevails to this
very day. The Oxford Dictionary of Current English (1984, p. 805) continues to define nomadic tribal societies as “especially primitive” people without a state. Inevitably, the conclusion is that these societies “don’t
understand” what is required for the state apparatus to be formed (Deleuze
& Guattari, 2010, p. 11).
The prime interest of this paper is to break with this evolutionalist postulate. The ethnography of the Orang Suku Laut provides a distinctive
optic to reveal how they have used and applied both “nomadology” and
“tribality” as a form of praxis in “the art of not being governed” (Scott,
2009). Deleuze and Guattari (2010) as well as Benjamin (2003), in their
analyses of “nomadology” and “tribality” respectively, have elevated our
conceptual clarity to recognize these as conditions derived from a distinctive way of life and social organization. “Being tribal” is “not the passive
condition of a whole group of people, but the active agency of individuals” (Benjamin, 2003, p. 7). In a similar vein,
the nomad stands for a pure becoming: nomadology maps an ontology of
movement. … [It] expresses a way of thinking about both the material and
the immaterial that is remarkably absent in the history of Western thought.
This denies the power of the state from occurring along with territoriality
(or ownership), institutional subjectivities, and other defined identities for
that matter. But in the end nomadology prevents all fixed states from taking
place. (Dolphijn, 2010, p. 508)

Nomadic tribal societies have utilized their mobility to fend off the formation of a state apparatus. It is not because they do not know of other ways
to organize themselves; rather, it is because they have not yielded to the
power of the state apparatus that surrounds them. They have warded off
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all systems of state government to codify, capture and organize their lives.
The nomadic tribal way of life is far from being a passive form of existence.
More specifically, it is one that embodies the aspiration to retain segmentary organization by social and political action to resist integration into
any higher-level unity (Benjamin, 2003, pp. 12–14).
To understand Orang Suku Laut’s capabilities of resisting the encoding
machineries of power, it is necessary to pursue our understanding of nomadology and its companion concept of the “war machine” (Deleuze &
Guattari, 2010). The “war machine” is not about the use of institutionalized weapons. Instead, it comprises an assemblage of non-specified strategies that in their aggregation spawn radical de-stabilization,
de-territorialization and de-subjectification. The war machine has its origin beyond the state apparatus (Deleuze & Guattari, 2010, p. 4). As such,
it is outside the sovereignty of the state and prior to its law.
The war machine is, in essence, a mode of being or a social state that
de-identifies from the state and thus prevents its formation. Its principal
aim is to maintain the dispersal and segmentarity of the groups to prevent
the fusing of groups to become a state factor (Deleuze & Guattari, 2010,
p. 13). In Paul Patton’s (1984, 2000) reading of the war machine of nomadology, he interprets it to be a machine of metamorphosis that can decode
all kinds of state-led political strategies.4 The war machine is also about
strategies of not doing (Benjamin, 2003, p. 34).

The War Machine
The importance of the thesis of the war machine for this chapter is to draw
attention to some of the ways of the Orang Suku Laut’s use and application of nomadology and tribality to prevent themselves from becoming
sedentarized. In this, an examination of their relationship with space, their
adoption of Christianity and Chinese religion as resources to establish
modernity, as well as their practices of not doing or undoing provide but
just a few ethnographic glimpses into their wide-ranging strategies to ward
off the state.

4
As Paul Patton argues (1984, p. 69), “the war machine stands for that which is outside,
the Other, of the State. It constitutes the opposing pole of the social field, radically different
from the State-form and by nature hostile to it. Together, they are like the positive and negative poles which define a magnetic field.”
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Relationship with Space
The Orang Suku Laut war machine holds a relation to space that differs
greatly from that of the state’s relation to space. Principally, their war
machine prevents all fixed places from taking place (Dolphijn, 2010, p. 2).
For them, the concept of territory is not defined by enclosures or fixed
patterns of distribution. Therein lies the radical difference between the sea
nomads and civilians living within the state. Essentially, civilians are coded
for the state’s inventory to be taxed, monitored and controlled. They are
duty bound by all types of state apparatus. Their movements and location
are subjected to state laws and they are vested with powers to function
only within the facets of the state (Dolphijn, 2010, p. 508). In contrast,
the sea nomads do not live according to codes. Life is not fixed. Theirs is
a mobile existence and a type of life that de-territorializes the notion of
state-formation (Dolphijn, 2010, p. 508). They are a people who traverse
all along the way following the surface of the sea, from island to island
and beyond.
To borrow Deleuze and Guattari’s (2010) terminologies, the sea is a
“smooth space” for the Orang Suku Laut (p. 85) whereas the state only
conceives of “striated” or metric space. The fundamental “difference
between a smooth (vectorial, projective, or topological) space and a striated
(metric) space: [is that] in the first case “space is occupied without being
counted”, and in the second case “space is counted in order to be occupied” (p. 18).5 As noted by Deleuze and Guattari (2010), “The primary
determination of nomads is to occupy and hold a smooth space: it is this
aspect that determines them as nomad (essence)” (p. 85).
For the Orang Suku Laut, the sea is an open life and living space. Their
orally transmitted history from their ancestors relates that the Malay World
came into being precisely because of their seafaring activities, thus challenging the authority and sovereignty of state-centered powers. As elaborated by Sman, an Orang Suku Laut man from Dapur Enam island:
Formerly, we all lived in boats out at sea. We had no houses. If it had not
been for us … how could there be islands now? We say that we own all the
islands. In our history, the Raja Laut (King of the Sea) had fifteen children.

5
“Nonstate space” as elaborated by Scott (2009, pp. 179–180) are areas of refuge where
people can escape to and avoid detection.
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He gave each of them rings and islands. That is how the islands came
into being.6

The sea nomads question striated space as it places a grid on the surface of
the earth, coding the built environment but also the sea with its coordinates and its means of measure (Dolphijn, 2010, p. 508). While modern
states divide the maritime space into complex political and economic
zones, rearrange people and resources within these units and create regulations delineating how and by whom these areas can be used, the sea
nomads as explained by Ceco, an Orang Suku Laut man from Nanga
island, dismiss the various contemporary state borders and boundaries as
temporary markers that alter over time, connoting the rise and fall of different political realities:
During the Dutch period, life was difficult. Then it was the Japanese. During
the Dutch period, we were already born. We were still very young … as
young as my daughter, Liah. We were also here during the Japanese
Occupation. There were lots of Japanese in Galang during that period. …
There were so many of them. … They have come and gone, but [our lives
here] are more permanent for us. So we know everything. If you talk about
the Japanese, we can still remember that period. We were very young children then. … My mother knew the history of every place.

Throughout the rise and fall of different borders and political realities
in the region, the sea nomads do not view these scenarios as superseding
their perspective on viewing themselves as the rightful owners of the maritime world (Chou, 2010, pp. 78–81).
The Orang Suku Laut war machine is exterior to the state apparatus,
and as such they clearly see themselves to be outside state sovereignty and
prior to its law. This exteriority is attested to origin stories as the one told
above by Sman, the Orang Suku Laut man from Dapur Enam island. The
Raja Laut is in opposition to the president of the Republic of Indonesia.
He has a supernatural and sea power to bar against sovereignty of a state
apparatus. In every aspect, the war machine is of another origin and nature
than the state apparatus (Deleuze & Guattari, 2010, p. 4).
6
All quotations from the Orang Suku Laut in this chapter are based on personal interviews. Data is derived from the method of long-term participant observation of the mariners
from 1991 to the present. In this span of time, periodic fieldwork ranging from 14 months
to a few weeks was carried out in the Riau Archipelago.
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From the perspective of the sea nomads, people and things are meant
to flow and be distributed throughout for the expansion of maritime life
and living spaces. They question bounded spaces that define things and
people according to fixed positions. This is not to say that they do not
have conceptions of territory. Their seascape is divided according to the
usufruct of the seas and coastal areas, as well as by the exclusive stories that
serve as their collective title deeds to confirm which specific boat-dwelling
group was the first to discover the potential of an area. Each group identifies with a network of collectively owned islands based on kinship ties
(Chou, 2010, pp. 59–81). For example, one group can sail to the island of
another in this network of interrelated territories to harvest jellyfish, and
when it is the prawn season, the favor is returned. The practice of operating in another’s resource area is considered to be “borrowing”, with the
only obligation being offerings to the spirits of the area visited. For the
Orang Suku Laut, each point is reached only to be left behind; every point
is a relay and exists only as a relay. This creates a fluid situation in which
groups appear to outsiders to be constantly regrouping, reorganizing and
wandering as well as spreading freely among the seas and islands. Such
random movements are a mode of distribution based on a network of territorial ownership through kinship in an open space without borders or
enclosures. For them, “a path is always between two points, but then-
between, they enjoy both autonomy and a direction of [their] own”
(Deleuze & Guattari, 2010, pp. 43–44).
Christianity: A Resource for Distance and Modernity
In the Malay World today, it is said that “one cannot simply be Melayu, for
Melayu is an achievement—one must act Melayu” (Benjamin, 2003,
p. 50). The definition of Melayu or Malay to mean those people who are
Muslims, speak Malay and follow Malay customs came into effect with the
signing of the Treaty of Pangkor between the Sultan of Perak and the
British in 1874.7 This definition has developed a Malay ranking system
that classifies those who are “pure Malays” to be at the top and “impure”
(Wee, 1985, p. 448) or “incomplete” (Benjamin, 2003, p. 51) Malays to
be at the bottom of a social hierarchy (Chou, 2003, p. 27). As a result, this
has greatly affected social interactions to this day in modern Malay life
7
This “agreement” effectively stripped the Sultan of all his powers, except of administering
Malay matters and Islam in his state.
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(Armstrong, 1982, p. 28). “Pure Melayu” are regarded as first class citizens while “impure Melayu” are second class citizens (Wee, 1985, p. 428).8
The only way for the latter to become first class would be to change their
behavior to meet the standards of purity (Wee, 1985, p. 428).
Ever since the intertwinement of Islam with Malay identity, the assimilation of difference has intensified through time in Malay culture
(Benjamin, 2003, p. 31). Islam has been promoted as the axiom of progress, development and modernity in state-formation. The religiously ignorant are a source of embarrassment and a cognitive threat to social order.
In the words of Pak Muji, an officer of the state who had been assigned to
Islamize and reeducate the Orang Suku Laut in Nanga island, “[w]e teach
them how to become Muslims so that they will have religion and modernize”. The Orang Suku Laut present opposing ideas on the matter (Chou,
2003, pp. 45–48). They question the Malay ranking system and thus challenge the prescribed structure of hierarchy. Instead of Islam, they have
looked to other world religious formations that enjoy a large measure of
autonomy from the states. This allegiance of exteriority reflects their
ubiquitous and “polymorphous war machine” (Deleuze & Guattari,
2010, p. 16).
Official Indonesian strategies to attain modernity are framed within the
country’s motto, “Bhinneka Tungal Ika” (“Unity in Diversity”) and the
national ideology of Pancasila, the Five Moral Principles. The first directive is to proclaim belief in one supreme God. All Indonesian citizens have
been required to have an identity card bearing their embracement of one
of the following state recognized religions: Islam, Roman-Catholic
Christianity, Protestant Christianity, Buddhism, Confucianism and
Balinese Hinduism.9
The Orang Suku Laut know that state policing of religiosity requires
them to accept any one of the officially recognized religions (agama)—
8
See Chou (2003) and Wee (1985) for how such classifications are manifested in much
fear and suspicion with constant accusations of being harmed and poisoned by each other
through practices of magic and witchcraft.
9
It was only on 7 November 2017 that Indonesia’s Constitutional Court recommended
the addition of another category “Believers of the Faith” to the list. In this landmark ruling,
the rights of devotees of faiths outside the country’s officially recognized religions were
affirmed. Nevertheless, many Indonesians continue to hold firmly to decades-long policies
for the need to identify with one of the regulated religions. News about the new category
“Believers of Faith” have also not reached many of the outer areas of Indonesia to bring
about any changes (Allard & Damiana, 2017).
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and this need not necessarily be Islam. While some have taken the step of
becoming Muslims—often in name only—many have also rejected this
path. Reasons abound for their rejection of Islam. As was explained by
Suri, an Orang Suku Laut woman on Nanga island, theirs is a way of life
of being out at sea that cannot accommodate Islam:
If you enter Islam, you are no longer allowed to live in the sampan (boat).
You will be given a house on land. If you insist on living in the sampan, your
house will be taken away from you. As for us who have entered Christianity,
we can still live in a sampan. … If you enter Islam and insist on returning to
live in the sampan, you will be jailed. … For those who enter Islam, you will
have to pray five times a day, otherwise you will be said to have sinned. … If
those who have entered Islam eat pork, they die. But if we enter Christianity,
we will not die if we eat pork.

Being Muslim, as Suri explained in great length, would require them to
come ashore to obtain fresh water to wash and dress for prayers five times
a day. As she elaborated, they would also have to observe the fasting
month in the Islamic calendar. All this would force them to become sedentary. Moreover, it would also mean being subjected to circumcision, to
give up eating pork and drinking alcohol as well as the loss of freedom for
the women (Benjamin, 2003, p. 53; Chou, 2010, pp. 101–118). By identifying with Christianity or even Chinese religion, they would have appropriated alternative cultural mechanisms to adopt a religious identity at
variance from the core-state population of Muslims whose culture they
associate with their stigmatization.
In Orang Suku Laut narratives, the case of the sea nomads in Tiangwang
Kang island provides insights into how “it is possible to become ‘civilized’
without becoming Muslim” (Wee, 1985, pp. 580–581). The story begins
with a Chinese named Ce Ha who owned a charcoal burning kiln operation in Tiangwang Kang. Dengkis was an Orang Suku Laut man who
would often sail to that island. Soon, a deep friendship between Ce Ha
and Dengkis was forged to the extent that Ce Ha adopted one of Dengkis’
sons. The young boy was named Atong, and Ce Ha raised him as his own.
Before long, Atong became fluent in Chinese too. When Ce Ha died, he
left Atong the charcoal works. Very quickly, Atong rose to be the tauke
(merchant). Due to his mixed upbringing, he came to be widely acknowledged as both Orang Suku Laut and Chinese. This was significant in drawing the Orang Suku Laut to Tiangwang Kang. Shortly after, Tiangwang
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Kang was established in a particular Orang Suku Laut group’s network of
interrelated kin-based territories.
Under Atong’s management, the charcoal kiln business prospered. In
1973, a ship named “Hosanna” sailing from Tanjung Uban arrived in
Tiangwang Kang. It was on an evangelical mission charged by the Majelis
Jemaat Gereja Protestan di Indonesia (Parish Committee of Protestant
Churches in Indonesia) to spread the Christian message. With the arrival
of Christian missionaries, the Orang Suku Laut at Tiangwang Kang gained
access to a new salvation religion and decided to become Christians. This
was a decision that promised many advantages. Christianity had its own
millenarian cosmology. It was not associated with being Muslim-Malay,
from which they wanted to maintain their distance. It was a powerful
alternate to modernity. It represented a modern identity that conferred
worldwide respect and recognition. The missionaries also offered them
modern medicine, material aid and a literacy education program specially
designed to be flexible to suit the comings and goings of their fishing
activities.
Christianity as an ideology was also another resource in their war
machine for fractions of groups or a group to reposition itself for social
mobilization and new group formations. These were advantages that
served wholly to maintain and emphasize their nomadic versus sedentary
distinctions. All in all, Christianity offered the opportunity to be modern,
cosmopolitan, literate and still be Orang Suku Laut.
There have also been many Orang Suku Laut who have adopted
“agama Tionghua” (Chinese religion), also known variously in local terms
as agama Buddha and agama Kong Hu Cu (Confucianism). The entry
into Chinese religion is usually by way of marriage. The Chinese possess
the reputation of being leaders of diverse moneymaking enterprises in the
Malay World (Gomez & Hsiao, 2001). They too represent an alternative
way of becoming progressive and modern without becoming Muslim.
Buntot, an Orang Suku Laut I spoke with in Teluk Nipah island explained
the advantages in adopting the religion of her Chinese husband,
I entered agama Kong Hu Cu when I married my Chinese husband. The
Chinese are very well respected, even more so than the Muslim Malays.
Many Chinese here are big tauke. Being married to a Chinese and following
my husband’s religion meant that I had even more interaction with the
Chinese and was able to receive lots of assistance from the Chinese
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c ommunity. For example, when my husband was ill, all the Chinese came to
offer help.

Christianity and Chinese religions are both deemed as exogenously transmitted by outsiders. To convert to either such a religion is to declare a
willingness to join the outside world through membership in a supralocal
community of believers without having to surrender being Orang
Suku Laut.10
Not Doing and Undoing
What the Orang Suku Laut do not do is just as significant a strategy to
ward off interference by the state. Not doing, as much as learning to undo
oneself, are critical movements of “decoding” (Deleuze & Guattari, 2010,
p. 72) in the war machine to resist state capture of activity. Thus, recurring
strategies include an avoidance of being bound by paper certificates, an
avoidance of any long-term commitment to sedentism and an avoidance
of open resistance against domination.
Paper certificates are used by the state to authenticate one’s identity.
These are also documents that give access to the rights and privileges, as
well as the obligations, of citizenship. Non-registration of births and
deaths is one of the most effective ways of state evasion. The Orang Suku
Laut’s physical mobility and ability to disperse or change locations swiftly
render them invisible to the state. Officers of the state find the far-out
islands in the archipelago an inaccessible maze. There thus exists no reliable record of Orang Suku Laut’s population figures.11
10
When the Orang Suku Laut adopt a religion be it Islam, Christianity or Chinese religion,
it is often a heterodox version that includes the worship of their sea spirits. While Muslims
tend to view this as obstinate impiety, Christianity and particularly Chinese religion have
been more accommodating.
11
The archipelagic nation-state of Indonesia comprises thousands of islands. There is
much dispute concerning its exact number. The National Coordinating Agency for Survey
and Mapping reports Indonesia as having 13,466 islands (National Geographic Indonesia,
2012). However, according to the National Institute of Aeronautics and Space (LAPAN),
Indonesia comprises 18,307 and according to the Central Intelligence Agency World
Factbook, there are 17,508 islands (https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-worldfactbook/geos/id.html). There are various reasons for this discrepancy. Many tidal islands
and reefs that appear during low tide become invisible when the tide rises. Oftentimes, surveyors not in possession of local knowledge of the area do not even know of the existence of
these islands. Many of these islands are also in very remote areas and are thus not easily acces-
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Even when certificates are issued, such as in the event of a religious
conversion, the Orang Suku Laut are laissez-faire about these pieces of
paper. As explained by Siti, an Orang Suku Laut woman, their way of life
does not provide an environment conducive for storing such documents:
It is impossible to keep these documents in a boat. All it takes is for the boat
to sway with the waves, and these papers will fall over into the sea. For a
while, I was supposed to be Muslim, but then my certificate dropped into
the sea. Since I could not produce any document to show that I was Muslim,
I decided that I might as well switch to Christianity. Right now, I am
Christian but who knows, I might yet change again. It does not really matter. There is nothing to stop us from saying that we are Muslims today and
Christians tomorrow.

Boat, an Orang Suku Laut man from Nanga island:
Formerly, I was a Christian and married in a Christian way. However, my
Christian marriage certificate fell into the sea and was lost. Therefore, I did
not possess a marriage certificate when the government officials came to
Nanga island. As a result, they wanted me to marry again, so marry again I
did (laughs)! Therefore, now I have entered Islam. When I was visiting my
sister Meri in Tiang Wangkang, and the Christian missionaries visited us, I
entered Christianity. When the officials came to Nanga Island and they told
us that we had to pray to enter Islam, we simply followed exactly what they
said. They were here for a long time.

The absence of documentation including missing certificates conveniently
serves for one to undo, change or take on multiple identities. In this
apparent “anarchy of identity” (Scott, 2009, p. 18) that frustrates the
state, taking an inventory of them is an impossible task.
Activities that would require the Orang Suku Laut to reside for long
periods in the same place are also avoided. Their boat functions as both
their production site and living space.12 It also carries them in their journeys across the ocean. Spearfishing is their distinct skill, practiced only by
sible. When Sukarno and Hatta proclaimed Indonesian independence on August 17, 1945,
news about this did not reach the people in the remoter regions until later in mid-September.
Many Indonesians far from the capital Jakarta did not even believe it (Ricklefs, 1991, p. 202).
The people of Riau-Lingga were among those in the peripheral areas to whom news of the
declaration slowly spread (Wee, 1985, p. 49).
12
Attempts have been made to register their boats, but many remain unregistered.
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them. It is a fishing method that differentiates them from other coastal
communities. In addition, they do line fishing and gather their catch by
hands, scratches and snares. Their fishing gear is self-constructed and so
they possess their own means of production. Wood for the shafts of their
spears, lances and harpoons are obtained from the forest and mangrove
swamps. Only the metal spearheads, prongs and nylon lines must be
bought. These are inexpensive and easily obtainable. Great resourcefulness is exhibited when they construct their fishing devices. Often, there is
not even any need to buy any material at all. Along the coastlines, they
pick up washed-up materials such as discarded tires or broken umbrellas,
which can be refashioned in the construction of their fishing gear. One
requirement for all their fishing gear is that they must be lightweight and
can easily be tied to and floated on the sides of their boats when they traverse the sea.
Generally, the method of net-fishing is avoided, and reasons abound for
this. The few who have adopted this method have faced pressures to
become sedentary. Most of these nets are big, heavy and occupy too much
space in their house boats. Moreover, they are costly and usually acquired
on credit from Chinese middlemen. This often obliges the Orang Suku
Laut to promise this particular middleman that they will sell their fish
exclusively to him until their debt is cleared. Inevitably, this would tie
them into a long-term relationship of debt with the Chinese middleman.
Even more problematic is that an arrangement of this kind would hinder
their mobility. They would be prevented from sailing afar because of the
obligation to return to the middleman. Not doing net-fishing is thus an
active decision to protect their freedom of movement and to retain their
distinctive identity.
In their methods of state resistance, the Orang Suku Laut avoid any
form of open or collective actions of resistance, as such measures would
draw attention and work against them. Thus, with minimalist social organization, they carry out forms of self-help resistance which require minimal or no planning that often secure immediate gains. Through what
Scott (1985) has so brilliantly identified as “weapons of the weak” via
methods of “dissimulation, calculated conformity, false compliance,
feigned ignorance and slander”, they have retained their autonomy
(pp. 29–34). In the course of my fieldwork in Nanga island, representatives of the Islamic School and Departments of Religions and Social Affairs
arrived for a half-day visit. Unknown to the officials, Bolong who is the
eldest brother and headman of the Orang Suku Laut community in Nanga
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island, encouraged his more vocal siblings to remain silent and avoid asking their guests questions. In the best interest of their community, those
with a tendency toward being outspoken decided to avoid the visit. They
decided to bathe or go fishing during the visit. As they reasoned, it was
best to observe from a safe distance lest they open their mouths. The visitors who were completely unaware of this arrangement of avoidance were
under the impression that they had procured total allegiance from the sea
nomads in Nanga island. After the visit, those who had dispersed earlier
returned to enjoy the many gifts of clothes and food that the visitors had
brought with them (Chou, 2003, pp. 39–41).
The same sea nomad community was also targeted in 1991 for a state-
directed program to rehouse them inland. The idea was to regroup and
reorient their lifestyle into becoming taxi-drivers and farmers. Planks of
wood, nails, woven palm leaves and zinc were provided to help them set
up land-based houses. The mariners accepted the provisions made available to them, and state officials congratulated themselves on achieving
success in modernizing them. As soon as the state officials completed their
assignment and left, one by one the Orang Suku Laut dismantled their
state-sponsored houses. Instead, they reused the material to rebuild their
housing structures over the sea. As they saw one after the other falling ill
while living inland, they each on their own accord decided to return to
their way of life. In the words of Halus, an Orang Suku Laut boy, living
inland was “filthy” and “causing too much illness”. He described how like
the others, he returned to sea:
We have moved the house we were made to build inland to the sea. This is
because the land on which our house was built was dirty. It was easy to fall
ill. The land was dirty because of the graveyard nearby. It took us three days
to move our house. We took all the wood from the old house to build our
new house over the sea. I helped Boat carry the planks of wood that’s why I
am so dirty and tired now.

For this community of Orang Suku Laut in Nanga island today, there
remains no trace of any state-sponsored inland houses. All have disappeared.
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Conclusion
War of the state apparatus is an institutionalized, regulated and coded war,
with a front and a rear in its grounds of combat. Conversely, what is proper
to Orang Suku Laut is war without battle lines, with neither confrontation
nor retreat. They comprise various groups with fluid contours, whose
position is very ambiguous to the state. Theirs is a war machine that is
“not uniformly defined” (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987, p. 466), “comprises
something other than increasing quantities of force” (Deleuze & Guattari,
1987, p. 422) and does not engage in open confrontations. The difference
is that the state codes and decodes space, whereas the Orang Suku Laut
proceed altogether differently.
Through their creative networks of mobility, Orang Suku Laut movements become routes of destruction that challenge the de-territorialization
of state borders and boundaries. It is this constellation of movements that
defines them as nomads. At the same time, it is this constellation of movements that forms the very essence of their war machine. With little regard
for paper certificates and techniques of quiet resistance, they overturn
structures of organization and domination in the state apparatus to create
something else.
Turning the war machine back against the nomads for absolute war
would only result in their multiplication and intensification of movements
in striated space. This would therefore entail increased state expenditure
and coping with the dispiriting problem of the emergence of new political
possibilities backed by external worldwide alliances. These may constitute
for the state a danger even greater as that presented by nomads directing
the war machine against states (Deleuze & Guattari, 2010, p. 97). To sail
with the Orang Suku Laut is an exploration into nomadic subjectivity that
primarily practices a “not understanding” of the laws of sedentary (Deleuze
& Guattari, 2010, p. 102). Nomadic tribes people’s resistance is about
immanently questioning dominant state structures that attempt “internal
colonialism” (Scott, 2009, p. 3). Their resistance is about the “art of not
being governed” (Scott, 2009). It is about living the way they want to.
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CHAPTER 12

From Gypsies to Romanies: Identity, Cultural
Autonomy, Political Sovereignty and (the
Search for a) Trans-territorial State
Dalibor Mišina and Neil Cruickshank

Introduction
The aim of our chapter is to understand the historical and contemporary aspects of Romani’s marginalization in Europe and assess the extent
to which some form of mobilization may help the Romani people create
meaningful institutional mechanism(s) for addressing their socio-cultural
and political position within Europe. Our purpose in exploring these is
to examine the possible options the Romani people have—or may wish
to pursue—that would help them escape their long-standing condition of
marginality and place them in a situation of be(com)ing an agency in charge
of its own socio-cultural and political destiny. Thus, what we are after,
ultimately, is exploring the possibilities for a meaningful socio-cultural and
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political mobilization of the Romani people as a distinct socio-cultural and
political group, and assessing the conditions under which that mobilization might evolve into the claims of self-determination and, ultimately,
(the search for) statehood.
The specific questions our chapter aims to address are: ‘how do we
understand Romani’s marginalization within Europe?’; ‘are there meaningful channels currently existing through which the Romani people can
engage the “official Europe” to address their condition of marginality?’;
‘what would be the basis for the Romani socio-cultural and political mobilization within Europe?’; ‘is some form of Romani statehood the most
effective socio-cultural and political mechanism for dealing with the problem of Roma marginalization?’; and ‘if so, what would be the viable form
of that statehood?’ Our working hypothesis in exploring these questions is
that, at the end of the day, the Romani statehood should be regarded as an
effective mechanism for addressing Romanies’ marginality within Europe,
and that ‘trans-territorial state’ should be the form the Romani statehood
ought to take. In short, our hypothesis is that the Romani trans-territorial
state offers the Romani people a way out of the condition of marginality.
The casting of our working hypothesis in the above terms is predicated
on our argument that socio-cultural and political mobilization is motivated by three basic factors: physical security, cultural autonomy and political sovereignty. ‘Physical security’ refers to basic safety of a community of
individuals and the creation of conditions of life that guarantee the community’s continuous existence (i.e. survival); ‘cultural autonomy’ refers to
the group’s ability and capacity to define itself on its own terms (i.e. to
form its own identity) and to shape its own socio-cultural practices on the
basis of an autochthon sense of the ‘self’; finally, ‘political sovereignty’
denotes both the capability for independent political decision-making
within the community, and the possibility for political engagement with
the wider society on the basis of community-defined options and priorities. Combined together, these three factors provide the community with
the possibility to imagine, organize and maintain itself as a meaningful
socio-cultural and political agency, and to transform itself from a ‘passive
collection of individuals’ to an active participant in public life. The latter
in turn provides the starting point for (the possibility of) socio-cultural
and political mobilization as “the deliberate activity of a group of individuals for the realization of [socio-cultural and] political objectives” (Barany,
1998: 309).
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Additionally, our working hypothesis is based on the argument that the
search for statehood is motivated by the community’s perception of either
non-availability, or ineffectiveness, of socio-cultural and/or political
resources and the mechanisms through which the community can meaningfully address its physical security, cultural autonomy and political sovereignty. In other words, we argue that the search for statehood is the last
resort of the community’s mobilization, sought only after all other mechanisms for the realization of the community’s socio-cultural and political
objectives have either been exhausted or rendered ineffective. In this
sense, what drives the statehood claims is the absence of alternative—or,
perhaps more accurately, any other—means for the community to meaningfully negotiate its relationship with, and its ‘conditions of existence’
within, a wider society. The other way to state this would be to say that
socio-cultural and political mobilization may or may not lead to the search
for statehood; what determines whether the former will evolve into the
latter is the degree of the community’s marginalization within the society,
and the extent of the community’s exclusion from society’s participatory
practices through which that marginalization can be meaningfully
addressed. Thus, the higher degree of marginalization and the greater
extent of exclusion are, in our estimation, directly correlated with the likelihood of socio-cultural and political mobilization leading to statehood claims.
Overall, our working hypothesis is predicated on the claim that the
search for statehood via social group mobilization is a two-step process:
step one is the community’s need to address meaningfully the ‘three universals’ of its existence—physical security, cultural autonomy and political
sovereignty—through some form of mobilizing action; step two is the
elevation of mobilizing action into the statehood claims, grounded in (the
perception of) the absence or ineffectiveness of ‘non-statehood’ forms of
mobilization as a means for the community to imagine, organize and
maintain itself as a meaningful socio-cultural and political agency. In this
context, the specific problem our chapter seeks to address is centred on (1)
understanding the historical, socio-cultural and political foundations for
the Romani mobilization; and (2) exploring the possibilities for the
Romani mobilization leading to the statehood claims in the form of trans-
territorial state. Consequently, our principal research question can be formulated as follows: what are the viable foundations for the Romani
socio-cultural and political mobilization that can lead to the formation of
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the trans-territorial state as the framework for dealing with the Romani
condition of marginality within the European community?
A general conceptual backdrop for our principal claim regarding the
trans-territorial Romani state is a cluster of theoretical arguments centred
on the notion of ‘democratic cosmopolitanism’. As Held writes,
[t]he intimate connection between ‘physical setting’, ‘social situation’ and
politics, which distinguished most political associations from pre-modern to
modern times, has been ruptured; the new communication systems create
new experiences, new modes of understanding and new frames of political
reference independently of direct contact with particular peoples, issues or
events. (2004: 365)

What Held is getting at is that Europe is an evolving, complex and polymorphous polity that already exhibits cosmopolitan tendencies, and that
could augment existing institutions to accommodate new political strata
or reconfigure the existing ones (a case in point is the EU with a multitude
of actors inhabiting the same political space, working through a labyrinth
of local, national and regional institutions, and realizing worthwhile public policy). An explicit implication here in terms of political governance is
that states are no longer the sole purveyors of public policy; pressure, in
the form of recommendations, lobbying and direct action, is coming from
above (i.e. supranational institutions) and below (i.e. civil society). In this
context, the notion of democratic cosmopolitanism (as, among others,
discussed by Beck & Grande, 2007; Hix, 2008; Parker, 2013) is a ‘conceptual move’ that goes beyond statist, or state-centric, ontologies and
offers the possibility for contemplating new, post-Westphalian, organizational models that can accommodate diverse populations, many loci of
power and complex societies. Its end point is to envisage a political fix to
contemporary problems of European governance through de-nationalizing
political structuring and de-territorializing agents, channels, venues and
processes of political decision-making.
A few necessary qualifiers before we proceed. To begin with, the ideas
in the chapter have no pretence of being the ‘voice of the Romani people’
or speaking for the Romanies. Casting them as such would, we believe, be
imprudent and deeply problematic. Moreover, the chapter does not aim to
offer a blueprint for Romani mobilization and a how-to guide for Romani
statehood. Both are well beyond the scope of our project and, more
importantly, outside the realm of our respective fields of academic interest
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and expertise. Finally, our conceptualization, analysis and claims are decidedly non-political, although we are very much aware of their politicizability. We are staking no political claims and have no political axe to grind.
Our primary objective, in exploring our research question, is to provide a
sound conceptual foundation for our proposition that some form of trans-
territorial state might be the most effective organizational and institutional
framework for the Romani people to address their collective concerns as
Europe’s most oppressed minority. In the process, our aim is also to lay
the groundwork for further exploration of the ideas and issues presented
here, both in terms of the ‘Romani question’ and the broader issues of
socio-cultural and political mobilization and post-Westphalian statehood.

‘We, the People!’: Romani Identity, Social
Mobilization and Collective Action
One of the elementary but nonetheless fundamental sociological insights
is that ‘community’ is a social construct—that is to say, something that
does not arise spontaneously but needs to be actively (re)created. The
foundation for any community, thus, is a set of processes and practices
through which a group of individuals come to regard themselves as
be(long)ing together on the basis of some sort of a ‘unifying mechanism
or principle’. A slightly more technical way of restating the latter would be
to say that the real basis for a(ny) community is the development of a particular form of ‘social tie’ which binds a group of individuals into a ‘trans-
individual collectivity’ on the basis of a commonly shared sense of
belonging. At the basis of it all is the ability of a group of individuals to
create a sense of collective identity through which they would become
‘tied’ to one another and get to recognize themselves as belonging to
something that is larger—and greater—than themselves. In this sense, the
possibility of (re)creating a community rests ultimately on the ability of a
group of individuals to devise a set of processes and practices through
which a particular form of social identity will be (re)affirmed on a continuous basis.
Fundamentally, all forms of social—that is to say, collective—identity
are built on the basis of a group of individuals being able to articulate the
sense of profound similarity shared by all members of the community and,
at the same time, recognize the sense of profound difference with respect
to other groups of individuals who are not community members. Thus, the
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dynamics of any social identity are centred on the group’s continuous ability to declare both, and simultaneously, ‘this is who we are and what we are
all about as a community’, and ‘this is who we are not and what we are not
about as a community’. It is by developing this couplet of ‘positive’ and
‘negative’ definitional understandings of itself that a group of individuals
gets transformed into—and identified as—a particular kind of ‘trans-
individual collectivity’.
Herein rests our first important insight: social identity is what gives life
to and what grounds the community; it is also what provides the community with a sense of its existence within larger socio-cultural, political and
economic frameworks, and what enables the community to assess the ways
and means for satisfying its three fundamentals of physical security, cultural autonomy and political sovereignty; ultimately, it is what constitutes
the community as a meaningful socio-cultural and political agency. Put
differently, it is through a particular type of social identity that the community develops a type of ‘collective consciousness’ (to borrow from
Émile Durkheim) and (in a slightly different sense) imagination as the
bases for not only self-understanding and self-regard but also for socio-
cultural and political mobilization and collective action through which the
community establishes itself as an active participatory force in society’s
public life. In this sense, the ‘agency’ of the community ultimately rests in
the fully developed understanding of ‘the self’ as a community—that is, in
the ability to clearly articulate the sense of ‘we, the people!’ and transform
that sense into particular forms of community claims-making through
mobilizing collective action.
Thus, in the context of our chapter’s research problem, the first question to consider is whether the Romani people have a fully developed
sense of ‘the self’ as a community—that is, whether we can talk about the
Romani identity in terms of ‘we, the people!’—and whether that sense of
the self provides viable foundations for socio-cultural and political mobilization and collective action. The question, in other words, is: ‘is there the
Romani collective consciousness and, if there is, can it be the basis for
socio-cultural and political claims-making?’
A cursory overview of the literature dealing with the issue of the Romani
identity reveals a few important things of relevance to the question above:
(1) the source of Romani identity is rooted in the history of Roma presence in Europe, going back some 1000 years; (2) by and large, the
Romanies, without a corresponding titular state, have never been in charge
of their own identity in that the parameters of ‘who the Romani people are
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and what the Romani community is all about’ have been shaped historically by European nation-states and their sedentary ‘host societies’; (3) the
historical shaping of the Romani identity, grounded in persistent anti-
Gypsyism, casts the Romani people as the marginalized Other, ‘in Europe,
but not of Europe’.
On the first point, the following provides an effective summary of the
history of Romani presence in Europe:
Roma migrated out of northern India to flee Muslim incursions in the
Middle Ages. … Like many migrant people, the Roma traditionally lived as
semi-nomads[: t]heir traditional nomadic ways were an escape from the
hatred that the Roma encountered, particularly in the centuries after the
Ottoman conquests. While nomadism helped many Romani clans preserve
their unique way of life, it also helped foster many of the stereotypes that still
haunt them today. The only alternative was the adoption of a sedentary
lifestyle that required the Roma to abandon their unique culture and traditions. While some Roma chose the path of assimilation, many did not. The
result for those who rejected assimilation was an impoverished life on the
edge of European society, which helped breed new stereotypes that the
Roma have found impossible to overcome. (Crowe, 2003: 82, 90)

Of importance here, in terms of getting a handle on the nature of the
Romani identity, is, first, the fact that the Romani people are a diverse community consisting of “a continuum of more or less related groups with
complex, flexible and multilevel identities with sometimes strangely overlapping and confusing subgroup names” (Petrova, 2003: 14); second, that
their long-term presence in Europe has been marked by more or less constant nomadism as a means of both escaping mistreatment and discrimination and preserving the unique ways of life; and third, that as historically
illiterate people, the Roma do not have a written history of their own and
that, “[a]s an almost inevitable consequence of this fact, historical and
anthropological accounts of them have come exclusively from scholars
belonging to the dominant non-Gypsy group” (Iovita & Schurr, 2004: 267).
The last remark relates directly to the second point indicated above—
namely that, historically, the Romani people have not been in charge of
the definition of their identity, and that their identity was shaped by the
dominant non-Gypsy sedentary ‘host societies’. Ian Hancock (2011)
makes the very same point by noting that “there was never one people,
fully formed, at one time” and that what came to be known and understood as the Romani (or, more to the point, Gypsy) identity was, in the
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end, an ‘umbrella concept’ for diverse Asian-in-origin ethnic groups which
sought to homogenize the inherent diversity of the Romani people
through the prism of a particular kind of European encounter with ‘the
Gypsies’ and experience of ‘Gypsy-ness’. The Romani identity thus constructed operated historically (and, to a significant degree, still operates) as
a form of appellation and—more fundamentally—interpellation for many
of those who are perceived by outsiders as ‘Gypsies’, and whose subject-
position has been cast through the European anti-Gypsyism which rendered Romanies as ‘filthy, stinky, lazy people who steal, rob, kill and lie’
(see, e.g., Walsh & Krieg, 2007).
The third point in relation to the literature on the Romani identity
noted above—that is, that, historically, the Romani identity has been
shaped through ‘Otherizing practices’ grounded in persistent anti-
Gypsyism—adds an important dimension of a practical-historical ‘translation’ of the Romani interpellation into an ‘actually existing’ Romani
experience as marginalized people ‘in Europe, but not of Europe’. The
example of forced sterilization provides a powerful case in point. Up until
very recently, coercive sterilization of Romani women was a common
(enough) practice in Central and Eastern Europe. It was an official policy
in Czechoslovakia from 1966, joining a list of repressive policies introduced eight years before by the Communist Party. The goal of the comprehensive programme was straightforward enough: to settle and assimilate
Romanies (Barany, 2002: 117). Several attempts were made by civil society organizations, before and after the collapse of communism in 1989, to
have the practice of coercive or incentivised sterilization stopped.
This example of orchestrated abuse demonstrates that, overall, the
practical-historical effect of otherizing the Roma has been the normalization of discriminatory and oppressive treatment, which has not only effectively marginalized the Roma people from the mainstream EU society but
also (and for a long time) denied them access to available socio-cultural
and political resources for addressing their condition of marginality.1 The
1
In 2004 and 2007 the European Union expanded eastward, growing from 15 to 27
member-states. In so doing, the EU became home to a sizable Romani population from
several post-communist states (i.e. Poland, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary and
Bulgaria). Before joining, these states were subject to a lengthy accession process, which
included regular evaluations, inspections and assessment exercises. Time and again, applicant
states were cited (and chided) for not dealing effectively with the ‘Romani problem’. The
2003 Comprehensive Monitoring Report on the Czech Republic’s Preparation for Membership
contends: “the situation of the Roma minority, the multi-faceted discrimination and social
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cumulative consequence of all of this has been an on-going socio-cultural
and political disempowerment of the Romani people, culminating in a
condition of “[t]he Roma continu[ing] to occupy a pariah place in
twentieth-century and present-day European societies and remain[ing] a
target for hate accumulation, as well as a perfect scapegoat” (Petrova,
2003: 129).
So, back to our initial question, ‘can we talk about the Romani identity
in terms of ‘we, the people!’, and does this sense of ‘the self’ as a community provide viable foundations for socio-cultural and political mobilization and collective action?’ In short, an answer to this question is ‘yes’
and ‘no’. While there is sound evidence to suggest that there are genetic,
historical and linguistic grounds for ‘we, the Romani people!’ type of collective identity (see, e.g., Iovita & Schurr, 2004), there is also evidence to
suggest that a distinct form of the Romani identity created ‘by the Romani
and for the Romani’ is something yet to be fully realized. As Walsh and
Krieg (2007) point out, the Romani people are still in the process of taking control over their identity and not yet at the point of having fully
worked out the common ‘ethno-cultural self-consciousness’. In other
words, an autochthon Romani identity is identity in the making. The reasons for this are complex and, as the literature points out, largely grounded
in the historical experience of Otherizing through persistent anti-Gypsyism
that has pushed Romanies to embrace the strategies of survival through
socio-cultural ‘invisibility’ and relegate the expressions of their autochthon socio-cultural self to the realm of the private, away from the dominant non-Romani groups. More recently, however, there have been overt
expressions of ‘we, the Romani people!’ collective identity centred on not
only bolstering the sense of the autochthon ‘Romani self’ but also on moving the Romani away from the condition of a ‘pre-political agency in a
pre-political situation’ and towards the state of be(com)ing an active
socio-cultural and political force in Europe. Ultimately, what these efforts
(regardless of the degree of their effectiveness) demonstrate is a sense of
recognition that the community-based command over the Romani i dentity

exclusion forced by the Roma continues to give cause for concern” (2003: 34). Far from
motivating EU candidate countries to address racism and discrimination directed at
Romanies, the accession process contributed to policy stasis. Enough was done to secure
membership, but beyond that candidate states were unprepared (or unwilling) to do what
was necessary to redress Romani marginalization and exclusion.
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is the first necessary step towards successful social mobilization and, in the
end, a necessary requirement for fruitful collective action.

‘We, the Nation!’: Romani Identity and (the Search
for) Trans-territorial State
What we have established so far is that there are viable grounds for Romani
social mobilization and collective action. They are in the process of being
fully worked out, but they are there and they are real. We have also established, implicitly, that the ‘animating force’ behind the Romani socio-
cultural and political mobilization is an attempt to address the historical
condition of marginality in Europe through particular types of claims-
making regarding their physical security, cultural autonomy and political
sovereignty. Ultimately, the aim of the Romani mobilization and collective
action is to turn the Romani community into an active participatory force
in Europe’s public life, meaningfully in charge of its socio-cultural and
political destiny—in other words, to position the Romani as a community
‘in Europe and of Europe’.
The question, however, remains: ‘what form should the Romani collective action take?’—that is, ‘what would be the most effective ‘participatory
mechanism’ through which the Romani community could meaningfully
negotiate and safeguard its physical security, cultural autonomy and political sovereignty?’ As we mentioned at the outset, one of our working
hypotheses is that social group mobilization may lead to the search for
statehood, and that this for the most part happens when there is a perception on the part of a social group that the existing mechanisms available
for addressing and dealing with the collective concerns are ineffective, or
that these mechanisms do not exist at all. In this sense, the search for statehood is the last resort the group is set on pursuing in the absence of any
other viable options or possibilities for addressing its grievances.
In her assessment of the history of Romani’s condition of marginality
in Europe, Petrova (2003: 128) makes the following remark:
The single most important concept that helps explain anti-Gypsy prejudice
is weakness. To put it simply, Roma would not have been ignored, resented,
insulted, humiliated, and repressed if they had power. Looking at the historic
experience of the Roma, and comparing the Roma with other ethnic groups,
suggests that the uniqueness of the Roma consists in an extraordinary historically rooted structural weakness. Because of their late arrival in Europe
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and strong cultural difference, the Roma have failed to use the quintessential empowerment strategy available to other groups: building a nation-
state. Inhabitants of the margins and alien to political passions, the Roma
have not used the sanctioning potential of the vote, either.

According to Petrova, at the heart of the Romani marginality is a ‘structural weakness’ of the Romani’s position as an ethnic minority in Europe—
that is, the fact that they have not been successfully integrated into the
officially existing political channels through which they could engage in
meaningful claims-making via ‘the sanctioning potential of the vote’, or
have been in a position to pursue ‘the quintessential empowerment strategy’ of statehood. This is, in the end, what leaves the Romani community
in a precarious position of powerlessness and what makes them vulnerable
to European socio-cultural and political ‘whims of the day’.
Now if this type of structural weakness is what stands in the way of the
Romani community improving their socio-cultural and political lot in
Europe, then it stands reason to ask the following questions: ‘can the
Romani community be integrated into the officially existing political channels, and can those be(come) effective political venues for Romani collective action and claims-making?’; ‘if not, is the pursuit of statehood a viable
alternative and, if it is, what shape should the Romani state take?’ Regarding
the first question, there has been a significant effort in the past few decades
to generate different kinds of socio-cultural and political openings for
Romanies, and to create a range of programmes, agencies and outlets
through which the Romani community can raise and address their collective concerns. While these have varied in terms of their scope, intent and
the degree of effectiveness, there is no denying that, if nothing else, they
have generated a significant amount of European ‘goodwill’ to, first of all,
acknowledge the problematic nature of the Romani marginality and, second of all, to try to come up with effective solutions for the specific challenges and problems faced by the Romani community (for overview and
assessment of EU Roma inclusion initiatives, see The Situation of Roma
report, 2004). However, EU lawmakers’ preoccupation with consultative
bodies (e.g., The European Platform for Roma Inclusion, European
Network on Social Inclusion and Roma under the Structural Funds a.k.a.
EURoma Network, The Decade of Roma Inclusion, 2005–2015) has produced little in the way of substantive political change for Roma. According
to Andrey Ivanov of the United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP), “there has not been much progress [in advancing Roma rights]
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in the last ten years” (in Uncredited, 2012). A 2012 EU report, What
Works for Roma Inclusion in the EU: Policies and Model Approaches, captures the circularity of Roma marginalization and poverty:
The vicious circle of the intergenerational transmission of poverty and social
exclusion is determined by the lack of guarantee of rights, persistent discrimination activated by racism by the majority population, spatial segregation, lack of access to services and the absence of consistent policies aimed
at overcoming these trends. (Fresno, 2012: 8)

Moreover, despite National Roma Integration Strategies having been submitted by all 27 EU member-states, very little has changed in favour of
Roma inclusion, equity and political participation.
Simply put, EU member-states have been unable to solve the so-called
Roma problem, even with prompting from the EC, various European
NGOs (i.e. European Roma Rights Centre [ERRC]), international non-
governmental organizations (e.g., Amnesty International), the
Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) and the
Council of Europe. The crux of the problem appears to be a chasm
between well-meaning European plans/programmes, such as the Decade
of Roma Inclusion, 2005–2015, and member-state governments who can
make or break an initiative like this with their lack of commitments and
actions. This is underscored in a European Commission report which suggests that “member-states … will need stronger efforts to live up to their
responsibilities by adopting more concrete measures, explicit targets for
measureable deliverables” (2012: 16).
In general, the conclusion to be reached is that the process of Romani
integration into official political channels—while present and on-going—
has not (yet) resulted in a situation where Romani collective action could
lead to socio-cultural and political claims-making through which the
Romani community could meaningfully negotiate and safeguard its physical security, cultural autonomy and political sovereignty. And given the
current and on-going difficulties with Romani integration initiatives, it is
very difficult to imagine that it will in the foreseeable future. Therefore,
what remains is the pursuit of some form of statehood as an alternative
socio-cultural and political strategy that would provide the Romani people
with a meaningful structural framework for constructive and effectual
engagement with Europe. If this is indeed the case, then what needs to be
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addressed are the issues of the benefits of the Romani state for the Romani
community, and the form that the state should take.
Most broadly, the state can be thought of as an institutional structure
of political governance.2 The aim of any state, therefore, is to define and
execute the parameters, means and outcomes of a particular governing
strategy. In a more specific sense, the aim of the political state is to organize the population into a ‘national community’ and to provide appropriate organizational principles and institutional mechanisms through which
the interests of the ‘national community’ will be defined, accomplished
and reinforced. Thus, it is through the state that a particular population is
given its ‘national character’, and it is by means of the state that the socio-
cultural, political and economic interests of the nation once defined are
given an outlet for legitimate, autonomous and sovereign representation.
Ultimately, the benefit of (having) the state is a benefit of (having) the
structural framework that enables the population to organize itself on its
own terms and negotiate its ‘conditions of existence’ on the basis of its
own priorities.3
Fundamental to organizing the population into a national community
through the state is the process of building a national identity through
which the population becomes conscious of its own historical character—
that is, of its ‘collective-historical self’. In this sense, ‘nation’ can be
defined as ‘people with history’—that is, as the community with a particular form of historical imagination which frames the community’s identity
2
In political terms, the state is first and foremost a political organization, delimited with an
effectively static population, government and capacity to engage in international relations.
The Montevideo Convention on the Rights and Duties of States, Article 3, codifies these
requirements, also suggesting that “[t]he political existence of the state is independent of
recognition by the other states. Even before recognition the state has the right to defend its
integrity and independence[.]” (1933). States also enjoy juridical personality and sovereignty, are conceived as principal actors in the international system, and are thought to have
‘rights’ and ‘privileges’ with regard to territorial integrity and immunity.
States and territory have become synonymous even though principles of extra-territoriality, universality and nationality would seem to suggest that state sovereignty frequently
extends beyond its territorial base. It is not unheard of, then, for states to assert jurisdiction
over peoples and places outside their immediate vicinity, or for people outside their territorial
state to be accorded rights (on an ‘unbundling’ of territoriality in relation to systems of rule,
see Ruggie, 1993).
3
Statehood is one way to realise this. However, political autonomy could also work to
empower Roma within the confines of the European Union. Governance provides for this,
and existing EU institutions could well facilitate ‘international’ relations between Roma and
European states.
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as (to borrow from Nordberg, 2006: 533) a collective ‘moral anchor, a
sense of direction and a body of ideals and values’, and which enables the
community to employ its sense of the ‘collective-historical self’ as the basis
for state-channelled socio-cultural and political claims-making. Thus, it is
only after the community’s consciousness of its unique character has been
paired with, and reinforced through, the organizational framework and
institutional structures of the state that the community’s identity can be
cast in ‘we, the nation!’ terms.
What the above points to is an inextricable link between the articulation
of community’s identity as a national identity and the pursuit of statehood
as a framework which legitimately (re)produces that identity and gives it a
socio-cultural and political legitimacy. In other words, the ‘dialectics’ of
nationhood and statehood rest in the fact that ‘the nation’ is generated
through and generative of ‘the state’ inasmuch as ‘the state’ is generated
through and generative of ‘the nation’. Put simply, one cannot exist without the other. Now as Eric Hobsbawm (Hobsbawm & Renger, 1983) has
long pointed out, the ability to articulate the community’s identity in ‘we,
the nation!’ terms is based in the process of ‘inventing tradition’ and constructing ‘national imagination’ (c.f., Anderson, 1996) as the framework
for community’s national self-understanding. Needless to say,
‘construction-through-invention’ here does not refer to ‘historical perjury
and forgery’ but, as Kapralski (1997: 280) points out, to the activity of
“standardizing the symbolic meanings of events in the group’s history
[that], as representing the particular logic or principle which had formed
the group’s past, has an influence on its present, and will determine its
future”. As such, it is something that, in a socio-cultural sense, forms the
basis for the community’s national collective memory and, in turn, the
basis for the recognition of group distinctiveness and differentiation. In a
political sense, it is something that provides grounds for the statehood claims.
Following Hobsbawm, the question in relation to the Romani community can be formulated as follows: ‘what is a viable foundation for the
Romani ‘we, the nation!’ consciousness and the building of the Romani
national imagination?’ Based on our earlier discussion, we can identify the
three core elements: (1) Romani’s historical experience of persecution; (2)
persistent external definition of the Romanies; and (3) the persistence of
the Romani identity despite the history of persecution and external definitions, and despite not being tied to one land. The first two elements form
the foundation for the first type of national discourse—historical
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 iscourse—that not only gives the Romani identity a national-historical
d
grounding but also symbolically links the Romani historical persecution
with the present-day persecution, in order to explain the current condition
of the Romanies in the context of long-term discrimination. The third element provides the basis for constructing the second type of national discourse—cultural discourse—that focuses on the Romani efforts to preserve
traditional culture, language and ways of life, in order to establish a value-
pattern of ‘being a Romani’ in the world of ‘others’.4 Thus, it is the successful interweaving of these two types of discourses that provides the
foundation for the ‘we, the nation!’ Romani consciousness that affirms a
non-homogenizing socio-cultural distinctiveness and perseverance, rejects
assimilationist tendencies, and de-legitimizes contemporary forms of marginalization of the Romani people.5 In turn, the national identity-building
process framed in these terms offers the Romani people not only the
grounds for the pursuit of statehood but also the framework for the state-
channelled socio-cultural and political claims-making. In explicitly
pragmatic-political terms, it legitimizes the necessity for the Romani state
as much as it necessitates the legitimacy for the Romani nation.
In the most general sense, therefore, the benefit of the Romani state for
the Romani community rests in having the structural framework for socio-
cultural empowerment and the institutional framework for political organization and participation in political life. The former has to do, first of all,
with the potential for pressing for the right to be distinctive on one’s own
socio-cultural terms and, second of all, with the ability to break symbolic
boundaries maintained by a system of ‘border guards’ in support of the
hegemonic discourse on Romanies as a non-nation underclass in Europe.
The latter has to do with, first, the push for inclusion into the European
political community and, second, the claims for unhindered political
4
The issue of Romani socio-cultural uniqueness has been, indirectly, acknowledged by the
Council of Europe’s Recommendation 1203 (1993) on Gypsies in Europe (1993), in the statements regarding the issue of Romani discrimination and endemic poverty. The statements
convey the sense that Romanies are unique, possess nation-like qualities, and can positively
contribute to the construction of a pan-European identity. They do, however, downplay
Romani’s ‘national or linguistic’ character, but suggest (in statement 3) that Romanies ‘contribute’ linguistically and culturally to the European mosaic.
5
Saul and Tebbut, having conducted interviews with European Romanies, suggest: “[in]
general, the consolidating functions of memory is wildly recognised among the Roma elites
in central and eastern Europe. Collective memory has, for instance, been explicitly mentioned as equivalent to having a state” (2004: 213).
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r epresentation, recognition without marginalization, and acceptance and
integration without de-differentiation. As such, they provide the Romanies
with the mechanisms for articulating and mobilizing two forms of citizenship (in a sense of demands for full participatory inclusion into the trans-
national European community)—the socio-cultural, grounded in the
discourse of respect; and the political, grounded in the discourse of rights
and duties—as the basis for negotiating and safeguarding their physical
security, cultural autonomy and political sovereignty.
What form should the Romani state take? The short answer is, ‘trans-
territorial’ (i.e. not attached to a particular territory).6 There are three
principal reasons for this: (1) the Romani historical experience as itinerant
people; (2) the absence of a sense of ‘mythological homeland’ in the
Romani socio-cultural memory; (3) the increasing shift towards ‘trans-
national’ and ‘post-national’ forms of citizenship, coupled with the rise of
‘supranational’ institutional mechanisms to accommodate them. The
rationale for the first two reasons is illustrated by the statements from the
members of the Romani communities in Hamilton, Ontario (Canada)
and Finland:
This is a nation without land, without flag, without representation, we don’t
have minister or a Prime minister. So, wherever we go, we always have been
and are always going to be a minority, regardless of what country we live in.
(in Walsh & Krieg, 2007: 177)
When I was a child, and I was teased at school for being a Gypsy, and I went
home, I was six and … my father saw my sadness … he created this image of
how the Roma travelled from India, and since this time I have had this feel6
Ruggie’s notion of the ‘unbundling of territoriality’—that is, of “an institutional negation
of exclusive territoriality … as the means of situating and dealing with those dimensions of
collective existence … recognize(d) to be irreducibly transterritorial in character” (Ruggie,
1993: 165, original emphasis)—provides a useful conceptual framework for grounding the
idea of a trans-territorial state. As Ruggie points out, “systems of rule need not be territorial
at all [and] need not be territorially fixed. [E]ven where systems of rule are territorial, and
even where territoriality is relatively fixed, the prevailing concept of territory need not entail
mutual exclusion” (1993: 149, emphasis added). In this sense, territoriality is one of multiple
principles of state formation, governance, sovereignty and autonomy. For Ruggie, it is the
hallmark of modernity’s state-based systems of rule. In contrast, the unbundling of territoriality “is the place wherein a rearticulation of international political space would be occurring
today”, and, as such, is “a useful terrain for exploring the condition of postmodernity in
international politics” (Ruggie, 1993: 171, 174).
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ing, when looking at the map of the world, that the Roma are all over, or
that such a Roma nation is there behind it all… (in Nordberg, 2006: 528)

The above sentiments are, in effect, contemporary expressions of Romani’s
historical experience of ‘constant nomadism’—that is, the long-standing
reality that movement, whether voluntary or forced, whether planned or
spontaneous, has been, and still is, sine qua non of the Romani condition
(see Taylor, 2011). This, however, is not to suggest that all Romani are
itinerant, or that ‘movement’, ‘mobility’ and ‘migration’ ought to be
taken as ‘general signifiers’ for the Romani’s way of life. Rather, it is meant
to point out that for a variety of complex reasons—some of which are still
present and affecting Roma’s conditions of existence (see, e.g., Kjaerum,
2009: 2)—the Romani community has developed a sense of itself as a
nomadic community dispersed throughout the world and with no definitive ties to a(ny) particular location. To cast it sociologically, constant
nomadism has been one of the key markers of Roma’s collective consciousness (see Kabachnik, 2012; Sergei & Kate, 2010: 921–923).
In as socio-cultural sense, the constant nomadism-based collective consciousness has engendered the Romani notion of the self as ‘people without a homeland’. As Walsh and Krieg (2007) point out, the latter has been
one of the key symbolic markers of the Romani ethnic identity. Thus, the
Romani ‘ethnic imagination’ is not based in the sense of ‘ancestral homeland’ as the ‘mythological source of ethnic origin’ that can be woven into
the national identity-building process of the Romani community, or into
the strategies of the Romani political mobilization and organization. Or as
Pogany (2000: 179) puts it:
At no point in history had there been a Roma state which Roma elites could
later use to galvanise the political imagination of the Roma ‘masses’. No
aspiration for statehood, or even nationhood, developed amongst the Roma
in imitation of the nationalist agitation sweeping the peoples around them.

What informs the Romani ethnic imagination, therefore, are the notions
of ‘people of the world’ and ‘world’s minority’ as the two key sources of
the Romani historical and ethno-cultural perseverance. In other words,
the Romani socio-cultural narrative is the one of ethnic survival and endurance despite the fact of there not being a ‘Roma Land’ and despite the reality of being relegated to the position of the historical and contemporary
Other worldwide. Thus, casting the Romani state in territorial terms
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(despite some efforts to do so7) would prove neither useful (in a socio-
cultural and/or historical sense) nor altogether viable: since the Romanies
do not have a meaningful historical or socio-cultural connection to a(ny)
particular part of the world, ‘territorializing’ the Romani state would not
be taken by the Romani community as the realization of a ‘historical
dream of the return to the lost homeland’ through which the community’s past and present can be reconnected and brought in line; as such, the
territory of the new Romani state would not have the ‘mnemonic power’
of symbolically recreating the Romani community as a national community or indeed the pragmatic-political potency for grounding meaningfully
the Romani claims regarding their physical security, cultural autonomy
and political sovereignty. In a larger sense, even if the question of ‘where
to create the Romani state?’ can be handled successfully, usurping a piece
of ‘world real estate’ which another community may regard as historically
or socio-culturally significant in terms of its own ethnic or national sense
of the self does not hold too much promise for long-term stability, prosperity or—for that matter—legitimacy. Because of all of these, the push for
the trans-territorial Romani state—that is, the creation of a non-territorial
political structural framework that would provide the mechanisms of political inclusion and representation for the Romani community on the basis
of a recognition of the Romanies as a non-territorial nation8—may be the
7
For some time now Romani activists have been considering, among other things, the
feasibility of a discrete Romani political community. As Barany establishes, quoting Thomas
Acton,

‘Romanestan’—a Gypsy Israel—was never a genuine political possibility even had it
attracted the support of more than a few intellectuals. Given the intellectual community’s lack of political will, the resistance of individual state to giving up a part of their
territory for the Roma, the lack of Gypsy political and economic resources, and division within the world Romani community pertaining to the desirability of a separate
homeland, the idea has never been seriously considered on either the national or the
supranational level. (Barany, 2002: 257–258)
8
Since its inception in 1977, the International Romani Union (IRU) has been tasked with
representing Romani peoples at international conferences and congresses. McGarry (2010:
143) contends that “[IRU] propagates the construction of Roma as ‘a nation without a territory’, the argument being that as Roma are a non-territorial nation, they should possess the
same rights as other nations, including representation in intergovernmental organizations”.
Yet statehood, as an endgame political programme or basis for political mobilization, has
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most viable and effective means of addressing and negotiating the Romani
collective concerns as Europe’s marginalized minority.
Regarding the third reason for casting the Romani state in trans-
territorial terms, the European Union, from Maastricht on, conceived citizenship as an overarching political-legal designation that would offer
extended rights to member-state nationals and empower them to utilize
EU institutions for political and legal remedy. Thus, there appears to be a
gradual transition towards ‘trans-national’ and ‘post-national’ forms of
citizenship and sovereignty, coupled with the rise of supranational institutional mechanisms to accommodate them (see Ruggie, 1993). These
trends—referred to as ‘Europeanization’ of Europe9—are, in our estimation, favouring the possibility of the Romani trans-territorial state: while it
may be quite possible that the Romanies are too heterogeneous and dispersed as a group to make Westphalian statehood (e.g. a single delimited
territory) a viable option, trans-territorial nationhood in today’s Europe,
however, seems entirely plausible, as does the development of a pan-
European Romani political organization constituted among Romanies,
Sinti and traveller groups, to take decisions for the Romani population
writ large. For while Romanies in Europe do not live in one single country, they do live in one single, overarching political organization. The
European Union comprises 28 member-states and, since the Maastricht
Treaty, envisages European Union citizenship as an inclusive category,
available to nationals of all Union member-states. According to Article 8a
never seriously entered the vernacular, and Romani organizations remain tethered to the
nation-states they reside.
9
As Radaelli (2000: 4) puts it,
Europeanization consists of processes of (a) construction, (b) diffusion and (c) institutionalization of formal and informal rules, procedures, policy paradigms, styles,
‘ways of doing things’ and shared beliefs and norms which are first defined and consolidated in the EU policy process and then incorporated in the logic of domestic
(national and subnational) discourse, political structures and public choices.
Europeanization is therefore an ongoing process that has changed, and will continue to
change, the way contentious politics unfolds in the European Union. As a host of complimentary developments at both the European and nation-state (member-state) level that
enhance claim-making opportunities and afford access to European NGOs and EU lawmakers, Europeanization is helping to establish a pan-European rights discourse that not only
encourages equality and multiculturalism but creates new opportunities for the Romani panEuropean mobilization and trans-territorial statehood claims.
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of the Treaty, “[e]very citizen of the Union shall have the right to move
and reside freely within the territory of the Member States, subject to the
limitations and conditions laid down in this Treaty and by the measures
adopted to give it effect” (1992: 5). The EU offers Romanies a new political reality, new political institutions and new opportunities for contentious
collective action. It also presents Romanies an opportunity to think of
themselves as a community, rather than a collection of sub-national groups
belonging to (or inhabiting) sovereign, hermetically sealed states. In this
sense, the European Union best approximates what a trans-territorially
based Romani state would look like, for it both provides the model of
trans-territorial political governance and the framework within which the
sub-national groups are able to exist trans-territorially without any significant political drawback.
It is beyond the scope and intent of our chapter to offer a how-to blueprint for the trans-territorial Romani statehood. However, we can point to
what we take as institutional, organizational and structural signposts that
make us hopeful about the likelihood of some sort of trans-territorial
political community for the European Romanies. At the institutional level,
the International Romani Union (IRU), European Roma and Travellers
Forum (ERTF), the European Roma Rights Centre (ERRC) and the
Roma National Congress (RNC) are all contributing to the trans-
territoriality discourse by establishing (or trying to establish) European-
wide norms and laws in relation to the Romani people. The ERTF’s
Charter on the Rights of the Roma, states: “the Roma occupy a unique
position in Europe, both historically and politically, as a pan-European
national minority, without a kin-state. Efforts to improve the situation of
the Roma in Europe must acknowledge this special position” (2009: 4).
Moreover, the declaratory statement, “[w]e Roma are a people equal to
every other people in the world [and] live in every state of Europe and
hereby declare ourselves to be a national minority in Europe without our
own state or claim for a state” (2009: 6), underscores the need for a trans-
territorial structure capable of establishing and monitoring law. Important
to point out here is that Roma organizations and activists demand not
statehood, in the Westphalian sense, but recognition as a European population sui generis as a trans-territorial community with historical ties to
every European state. This sets them apart from nearly all other twentiethand twenty-first-century nationalist movements that claim either existing
territory as their own or ancestral land that should be returned to them.
Equally important, it also provides the foundation for framing Roma
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rights discourse. As contended by the Roma National Congress (RNC)
(which self-identifies as an ‘Umbrella of the Roma Civil and Human
Rights Movement’): “[t]he Roma are a European nation; their emancipation process needs to draw on common roots and common perspectives
beyond national considerations, citizenship, group affiliation or country
of residence” (Uncredited, 2013). There is little doubt that the RNC is
looking beyond national affinities and allegiances, asking Roma to imagine
a community that transects European states, encompasses the whole of the
Roma populations and establishes a coherent, though heterogeneous,
political community. Implicit herein is a recognition that the existing
Westphalian model of sovereign states and national citizenship appears
unable—or unwilling—to bend to the needs of the European Romanies.
With regards to the organizational signposts, Europe and European
Union structures offer both the juridical and political framework needed
to support some form of a trans-territorial Romani state. Supranational
structures (such as The European Commission, and European Parliament),
intergovernmental organizations (i.e. the Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe, and Council of Europe) and judicial organs (like
the European Court of Human Rights), with some modification, could be
used to mitigate many of the problems of underrepresentation, political
disenfranchisement and institutional racism affecting the Romanies. While
the intergovernmental structure of the European Union leaves little room
for the emergence of a new territorial state, the supranational elements of
the EU have been sufficient to create an overarching rights regime replete
with juridical (and juridical-like) and political decision-making. In the
context of the regime of this scope and design, a trans-territorial community living within the delimited territory of the European Union, exercising European Union citizenship and utilizing a constellation of EU
institutions, agencies and organizations to govern its affairs would appear
to be entirely within reach.
Additional—and complementary—organizational signposts reflect a
relatively recent trend of academics and activists exploring notions of
Europeanness, European citizenship and European belonging, and the
novel reality of contentious collective action and political mobilization
seemingly occurring without regard for state sovereignty, political jurisdiction and national identity (see DeBardeleben & Hurrelmann, 2011;
Herrmann, Risse, & Brewer, 2004; Imig & Tarrow, 2001). This is all happening during a time when the EU is keen to develop something akin to
a participant political culture for the European citizenry as a way to realize
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some semblance of democratic legitimacy in a system suffering a so-called
democratic deficit (see Kohler-Koch & Quittkat, 2013; Koopmans &
Statham, 2010; Almond & Verba, 1989 [1963]). Taken together, these
parallel unfoldings are indicative not only of what appears to be the decline
of an organizational structure of the ‘old’ Europe but also of the emergence of trans-nationalism and trans-territoriality as characteristics of the
‘new’ Europe—a Europe with ‘new’ political opportunity structures, actors
capable of taking advantage of them and an institutional environment conducive to new decision-making modalities (Christiansen & Piattoni, 2003;
Walzenbach, 2006). It is the latter, up-and-coming, Europe that makes the
likelihood of a trans-territorial Romani state more than a flight of fancy.

Conclusion
Security in all its manifestations—physical, cultural and political—is a very
real concern for Romanies. The worst kinds of maltreatment, including
pogroms, physical violence, coercive sterilization and segregated schooling, not to mention general political disenfranchisement and social marginalization, have been perpetuated against the Romani people for
centuries. And today, despite the presence of myriad political and security
institutions, from the Organization for Security and Cooperation in
Europe (OSCE) to the European Union (EU), security for Romanies
remains elusive. For reasons altogether familiar, yet still unsettling,
Romanies remain a comprehensively disadvantaged group. The European
Roma Rights Centre (ERRC), a legal advocacy organization based in
Budapest, keeps a record of violent attacks perpetrated against Romanies
in Central and Eastern Europe. From January 2008 to January 2012,
ERRC recorded 19 attacks in the Czech Republic, “in at least four cases
the attack resulted in the death of the Romani victim, including one
minor” (2012: 1). Nine Romani were killed in Hungary between January
2008 and July 2011 (ERRC, 2011a). And in Slovakia, two Roma were
killed in the period between January 2008 and December 2010 (ERRC,
2011b). The Council of Europe’s Rapporteur for the Committee on Legal
Affairs and Human Rights, József Berényi, delivered a report documenting many of the disquieting incidents encountered by Europe’s Romani
community on a daily basis:
In February 2009, the Hungarian Prime Minister warned that verbal attacks
on Roma, Jews and Gays were becoming an “everyday occurrence”.
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According to media reports, since the beginning of 2008 there have been—
in Hungary—at least 15 incidents of Roma houses being firebombed, and
two Roma homes attacked with hand grenades. During this time, at least six
people of Roma origin were murdered in these and other incidents, and others were seriously injured. In most of the cases, the police confirmed that the
killings were racially motivated. (Berényi, 2010: 8)

As this cursory review of the matter in question reveals, security—a basic
and foundational right accorded to all citizens, and a fundamental part of
any human rights regime—is not something Romanies in Europe routinely enjoy.
In examining the issue of socio-cultural and political mobilization in
light of the Romani condition of historical and present-day marginalization, our aim has been to offer a rationale for the argument that the most
viable means for Romanies to meaningfully address their security in
Europe is to push for some form of trans-territorial state. This state, we
argue, would provide the Romani people with a viable political structural
framework for inclusion, representation and participation within the
European political community, and, thus, with the most effective organizational and institutional mechanisms for dealing with the Romani collective concerns as Europe’s most oppressed minority. In exploring the
historical and contemporary dimension of Romani presence in Europe, we
have shown that Romani socio-cultural and political mobilization is not
only an explicit possibility but also a process that can lead to successful
formation of the Romani national consciousness as (1) the basis for the
recognition of the Romani community as non-territorial nation, and (2)
the foundation for state-channelled claims-making regarding the matters
of physical security, cultural autonomy and political sovereignty. Ultimately,
what we have tried to demonstrate with our findings is that the successful
pursuit of the Romani trans-territorial state would, for the first time in the
history of the Romani presence in Europe, accord the Romani community
the dignity of existence as a nation in and of Europe.
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CHAPTER 13

International Relations and Migration:
Mobility as Norm Rather Than Exception
Kiran Banerjee and Craig Damian Smith

International Relations (IR) literature has a sedentary bias. It assumes, and
focuses on, political community as territorially static. The sedentary bias is
implicated in assumptions of world order comprising mutually exclusive,
territorially defined sovereign states. Thus, IR literature matches contemporary political rhetoric which frames mobility across borders, at best, as
an issue to be managed and harnessed for economic and demographic
purposes, and at worst as a threat to political community. In either case,
the state is the assumed analytic starting point, and so is its interest in
controlling migration across borders.
All of which is not to say that migration does not matter. It clearly does.
The broad and often dramatic impacts of human mobility for both domestic and international politics are impossible to ignore. Whether playing out
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in the so-called global migration crisis, the intensified (and not unrelated)
politicization of immigration across liberal democracies, or the development of new global governance regimes, human mobility has become an
issue of high politics. In this context, the present volume has sought to
offer a number of correctives to IR, where until recently, “attention to
migratory peoples was rare and even more rarely complimentary” (Levin &
MacKay, 2020 p. 2). Like nomadic peoples, migrants have become a problem for states, and the fever pitch of state reactions to migration has brought
to light the myriad ways in which statism affects people on the move.
As Levin and MacKay’s introduction makes clear, this volume’s interventions contribute to a broader disciplinary trend attending to the role of
non-state actors in international politics. In doing so, the various contributions draw attention to state responses to transnational nomads—past
and present—in order to expand our understanding of the nomadic and
the international. But is this framing entirely new? And what can a focus
on mobility more broadly tell us about state reactions to human mobility?
In this concluding chapter we engage with the theoretical core of the volume, aiming to problematize and complicate a number of its underlying
assumptions. Our goal is to provide a sympathetic corrective to what we
see as the volume’s perhaps unwitting support of tendencies in IR to view
human mobility through the prism of methodological nationalism.1

Theoretical Claims of Volume: Distinguishing
Nomadic Mobility from Migration
In this first section we offer a few broad reflections on the theoretical
underpinnings of the volume. We suggest a consideration of migration
tout court complicates the distinctiveness of the nomadic order; that is,
there are important imbrications between Levin and MacKay’s definition
of nomads and other categories of mobile people; and there are important
parallels in the factors they identify as driving state responses to nomads
that might be framed as more broadly related to migration.
As Beck (2006) notes, methodological nationalism tends to assume the naturalness of a
world of “mutually delimiting national societies”—largely neglecting both the historical contingency of such conditions and how this model remains at odds with the realities of our
transnational present (p. 24). In general, this is the outlook—common among both social
theorists and ordinary citizens—that assumes a “container model” of exclusively bounded
national communities under which migration is treated as the exception, and that endorses
the descriptive and normative claim that a fundamental aspect of state sovereignty concerns
the right of states to control entrance and immigration.
1
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From a conceptual standpoint, Levin and MacKay argue that nomads
are altogether distinct from refugees, economic migrants, minorities, diasporas, and other marginalized groups. But perhaps these distinctions are
blurrier than they assume. In the first sense, Levin and MacKay argue that
unlike other migratory people, nomadism is a political identity. But the
category of “migrant” and “refugee” have, for some time, been used as
identity frames; additionally, diaspora communities represent a quintessential case of the dissociation of thick forms of political identity from
conventional understandings of territorialized community. Take, for
example, Hannah Arendt’s famous essay “We Refugees” which reflects on
the distinctive experiences of stateless refugees across war-torn Europe.
Written in 1943, Arendt made the prescient claim that the “refugee” was
a form of political identity precisely because these people were collectively
outcast from a world that was, only recently, full of states. More recently,
we might find a similar sense of solidaristic political identity among the
sans-papier within Europe, particularly France. Likewise, diasporic communities around the world often frame their activism, social organization,
and aspirations around their experiences of exile or sojourn, rather than
through an attachment to host countries. For their part, nomadic communities may well resist what they perceive as an overly reductive portrayal
of their identity, one perhaps largely informed by essentialism, inflected
through a statist sedentary bias. As Talaga (2018) has recently reminded
us, “Tell them we don’t just wander around” was a “famous remark made
by a Sami herder to the British-Canadian ethnographer Robert Paine, who
researched the Sami for fourteen years during the 1950s and
1960s” (p. 134).
Levin and MacKay also emphasize nomads’ transnational movement as
an “activity that makes their relationship with the modern territorial state
particularly acute” (p. 7). Yet here again, a broader lens on the nature of
migration in the international system would encapsulate these dynamics.
Indeed, it is doubtful whether the contemporary state’s apprehensions
regarding nomadic movement can be conceptually disentangled from a
broader ambivalence toward unregulated cross-border mobility. What is
more, emphasizing the conceptual priority of nomadic peoples elides the
fact that states’ concern for transboundary migration, including that of
nomadic peoples, is historically rather recent and politically contingent. In
short, the situation is both more and less complicated than the volume
would posit.
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Beyond the conceptual distinction of nomadism, the volume posits two
broad variables to explain states’ differing orientations to nomadic people:
state power and degrees of exclusive nationalism. But precisely the same
variables are at play when we examine differing responses to migration.
Variation in the desire and capacity to control access to political community means that different categories of migratory people are framed either
as dangers to public order or as necessary for the well-being of states.
Indeed, the security consequences of migration are largely dictated by the
variation between state desires and capacity to control migration (Adamson,
2006). To wit, contemporary post-industrial states compete to attract
high-skilled immigrants as they would for other scarce commodities
(Triadafilopoulos, 2013). They formulate policies to ensure their labor
markets and social systems are more attractive than their competitors and
to gauge those policies to meet domestic labor market demands (Hollifield,
2004). On the other end of the spectrum, states compete to keep unwanted
migrants at bay, and are willing to shift the burden of hosting large numbers of displaced people onto their closest allies. Strong states are better at
both, but weak states often make policies to allow migrants to pass through
their territories unhindered rather than assume the burden of hosting or
leverage strong states’ fear of unwanted immigration for their own benefit
(Greenhill, 2008).
Nationalism also helps explain policies that run counter to international
norms and states’ rational self-interest. Nationalist states are willing to
undermine both to keep migrants at bay. Take, for example, contemporary
Hungary. Hungarians rely on remittances from family members abroad,
and joining the EU’s free mobility regime and common internal market
was the central incentive for compliance with the EU’s strict pre-accession
criteria. However, its ethno-nationalist preoccupation with migration,
while popular at the ballot box, is rapidly undermining its relationship
with the EU, upon which its progress since the end of the Cold War has
depended. The same dynamics are at play in contemporary Italy. While the
country is in demographic decline and desperately needs low- and medium-
skilled immigration to support its faltering pension system, its populist
coalition government has set itself the agenda of marginalizing and expelling hundreds of thousands of people who would meet this demand, all in
the name of protecting (a famously fractured) Italian national identity.
State capacity and identity are key variables in determining whether states
embrace or attack migrants.
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Levin and MacKay’s introductory chapter speaks of longstanding and
persistent biases against nomadic peoples, and of an antagonistic relationship between the nomadic and the international in IR literature. Migrants
frequently experience much of the same treatment. While we agree that
nomadic groups, cultures, and peoples remain largely neglected in IR, we
argue that this is an instance of the field’s broader inattention to human
mobility. Despite its important contribution, a focus on “nomads as the
State’s other” leaves unchallenged the dominant paradigm of a world of
stationary people within territorially bounded political communities. In a
word, this volume’s assumptions about the uniqueness of nomads is not
only an issue of academic lacunae, but also a symptom of IR’s sedentary
bias that assumes that states have “always” wanted to control borders and
the movement across them. A focus on the politics of international migration raises serious questions about these assumptions.
In what follows in the remainder of our chapter we begin by sketching
the strange absence of human mobility from the core concerns of international relations as a discipline. As we show by way of engaging with the
work of scholars in Migration Studies, this general lack of attention to
mobility is particularly surprising given the deep imbrications of cross-
border movement with such central themes as state formation and diffusion, war and peace, development, and balance of power. At the core of
this tendency is IR’s broad commitment to “container’” nationalism,
under which migration is by its very nature anomalous. From here, we
move to further complicate (and perhaps upend) this view of mobility as
exception by historicizing the relationship between states and human
mobility. In particular, we draw attention to the contingency of borders
and migration controls, with particular emphasis on the recent institutional and technological developments which reified and naturalized static,
territorialized populations, and indeed the relative novelty of the state’s
desire to control mobility over borders. In doing so, we wish to advance
the provocative suggestion that for much of history this view of the state’s
relationship to human mobility that is conventionally associated with the
idea of Westphalian sovereignty has been more myth than reality.

IR’s Treatment of Migration as “Exception”
IR’s sedentary bias derives from the discipline’s long-standing focus on
states as the primary unit of analysis. In statist ontology, political communities are territorially bounded and relatively fixed, and thus movement
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across borders is seen at once as exceptional and inconsequential when not
related to war. Arguably, it is only because of the discipline’s fixation with
states and war that transnational identities, globalization, regional integration, and non-state actors upended the study of international politics at
the end of the Cold War. As Rey Koslowski (2002) argues: “migration
[has] been peripheral to the study of International Relations not because
it has been inconsequential to world politics but because it does not easily
fit into the state-centric conceptualizations of world politics as an international system of territorially delineated states” (p. 376). But the discipline’s conceptual blinders should not be taken as evidence that migration
has been anything less than a major driver of change in the international
system.2 Indeed, far from being peripheral or inconsequential, human
mobility has significantly contributed to the changes in territoriality and
the institutions of sovereignty which IR has taken for granted, and against
which this volume posits the nomad as other.
First, and most fundamentally, understanding migration is crucial for
explaining the emergence of modern territorial states in Europe, their
internal consolidation, and global diffusion as the hegemonic political
unit. As Levin and MacKay, as well as various other authors in the volume,
argue taxation and war-making were crucial aspects for the evolution of
modern states in Europe, and their eventual primacy over other types of
political units. States’ emergence required relatively fixed populations—a
goal with which nomadic peoples fundamentally clashed. As James Scott
(1998) famously described, states depended on their ability to make their
populations legible. But to assume that these strategies logically imply
sedentariness ignores the complex role of migration in European history.
Indeed, the emergence of states as we know them would not have been
possible if migration were the exception rather than the norm.
2
Despite this broader neglect in the discipline, it is important to note that migration has a
special place in critical IR. It was an early concern for constructivist scholars, particularly the
influential Copenhagen School, whose early work looked at the effects of migration on
national identity, and at the securitization of migration as a threat to societal security (Buzan,
Wæver, & de Wilde, 1997; Wæver, 1993). From a more regional perspective, scholars of the
EU have long been concerned with the interactions between borders, migration, and
regional integration. And while IR might have been late to the game in terms of studying
migration, entire fields of study (i.e. Refugee Studies and Migration Studies) are devoted to
the politics of human mobility. One of the central concerns of all of these veins of literature
is the relationship between the fixity of borders and the desire for control. In this sense IR’s
“discovery” of migration as a novel issue area seems somewhat surprising.
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For instance, circular migration was a dominant factor in pre-industrial
Europe when states were first consolidating their competences as states.
While the classic literature on state formation (for instance Tilly’s bellicist
theory or Spruyt’s evolutionary model) focus on the clear delineation of
borders and fixed populations, historians of migration argue that Europe
was characterized by cyclical migration patterns as states were consolidating their capacities qua states (see Castles, Miller, & de Haas, 2014;
Hoerder, 2002; Manning, 2005). Indeed, the realization of “pervasive
mobility flies in the face of stereotypes about pre-modern life” (Moch,
2003, p. 23). The ability to move across borders, particularly between
agricultural seasons, but increasingly through the emergence of professional classes and skilled trades, was necessary for Europe’s economic
development and population growth up to the mid-1700s. Likewise, the
process of state formation and consolidation, particularly in Spain, France,
and England, pushed populations into neighboring territories ruled by
co-religionists, which was often a major economic boon to receiving states
(see Zolberg, 1983). As we describe below in more detail, the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries were period of open mobility in Europe except
in times of war. While “nomadism” might not have been a part of these
peoples’ political identity because migration over international borders
was normal, to assume it was exceptional projects an image of the state
onto history which simply did not exist at the time.
The pre-1800 demographic slump in Europe after the 30 Years War
and late plague outbreaks changed landholding patterns and drove populations toward cities. Itinerant trade and mobile labor were prevalent given
that many could no longer subsist in agricultural areas (Bade, 2003).
Contrary to a statist understanding of European history, it wasn’t so much
the fact that states sought to fix populations, but that people moved relatively unfettered into cities which offered states a taxable and legible population while creating the groundwork for a new population boom (see
Moch, 2003). In the early phases of the Industrial Revolution, coal, textile, and steel industries drew proletarian labor to urban areas. Urbanization
proved to be a major and permanent shift in Western culture and was a
necessary condition for the development of capitalism, the bureaucratic
consolidation of states, and the evolution of the modern international system (Polanyi, 1944/2001; North & Thomas, 1973). When states first
tried to control population movements, it was most often to restrict the
emigration of skilled workers and prevent the poor from entering cities,
rather than to control international borders to prevent immigration.
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In addition, compelling rather than limiting human mobility was a key
factor in the global diffusion of sovereign states (see Dobbin, Simmons, &
Garrett, 2007). Those states that had most benefitted from the Industrial
Revolution became colonial powers and were able to project their power
through a “threefold export offensive” of goods, capital, and human labor
(Bade, 2003, p. 124). The colonial project also meant exporting bureaucratic and institutional structures—that is, consciously using migration as
a driver of systemic change (Manning, 2005). Until the advent of the
European Union, the term “Europeanization” was understood to mean
the coercive export of its sovereign state model. Organizational diffusion
and institutional isomorphism would not have been possible without population transfers. Throughout the colonial era, the movement of goods
and capital almost always entailed the movement of people (Castles, de
Haas, & Miller, 2014). As Scott (2009) has shown in the case of Southeast
Asia, the emergence of nomadic practices was often the result of the
growth of empires and states that sought to control territory. Thus, in
many cases, the relationship between institutions, mobility, borders, and
political identity was thoroughly more complicated than a simple nomad-
state relationship assumes.
Second, human mobility is both a major consequence of, and contributor to war, peace, and security. This is most obvious when one considers
that until quite recently states undertook aggressive wars for the expressed
purpose of conquest and territorial enlargement (see Atzili, 2011; Zacher,
2001). Vassal states aside, conquest almost always involved moving settlers
into conquered territory, evicting inhabitants, and conducting forced population transfers. Indeed, for much of the modern period, mass population
transfers and expulsions were part of warring states’ repertoires and were
a normal part of ending hostilities. The expulsion of upwards of 16 million
ethnic Germans from Eastern Europe at the end of World War II, organized population transfers between Turkey and Greece through the Treaty
of Lausanne, and the partition of India and Pakistan are but a few of the
most prominent historical examples from the last century. These were not
only state-making projects but were understood to help ensure relatively
stable interactions between different populations after the fact. More
recently, belligerents and settler colonial states undertook forced population transfers in Palestine, the former Yugoslavia, Cyprus, Caucuses,
Sudan, and Crimea.
Civil wars, particularly when parties are mobilized along religious and
ethnics lines, are very often characterized by “ethnic unmixing”. Evidence
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from post-Cold War conflicts illustrate that the goal of maintaining ethnically mixed societies, while perhaps morally laudable, often contributes to
the recurrence of hostilities in relatively short order (Kaufmann, 1998),
although evidence from other contexts suggests that the relationship
between ethnic identities and ethnic violence is far from simple (Fearon &
Laitin, 1996). Understanding interstate and civil wars without examining
states’ complex orientation to migratory peoples misses a large part of the
story. Closely connected to the latter process, wars create refugees. Large
and protracted refugee populations can have major security consequences
for neighboring states. Refugee flows are correlated with the spatial and
temporal clustering of civil wars (Salehyan & Gleditsch, 2006) and have
been shown to increase the likelihood of interstate disputes (Salehyan,
2008). More to the point, displacement crises are increasingly protracted,
with the average duration of a refugee situation at 17 years as of the end
of 2018. Around 6.7 million United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees (UNHCR) refugees, and 5.2 million Palestinian refugees are in
“protracted situations”, meaning a displacement of over five years without
the prospect of being afforded resettlement or return to their countries of
origin (UNHCR, 2018). The average duration for protracted situations is
26 years, meaning there are several intergenerational refugee populations
around the world. While these populations have major social and economic impacts on host states, their impermanence and precarious legal
status functionally mean they are outside of the system of states and state-
centric political community. In short, state-making and war-making have
always been associated with some aspect of mass migration.
Third, migration is a crucial determinant and consequence of economic
development and balance of power in the international system. Influential
structural IR theorists, for instance Kenneth Waltz (1979), saw population
size as primary factor of a state’s power. Indeed, managing migration is a
key determinant of states’ relative standing in an anarchical international
system. As Hollifield (2004) argued in his seminal “The Emerging
Migration State”, harnessing and attracting immigration is one of the core
functions of the contemporary state, and “for centuries, states have been
in the business of organizing mass migrations for the purposes of colonization, economic development, and to gain a competitive advantage in the
global economy” (p. 889).
To take but one example, the US could not have developed superpower
status, emerged as the global hegemon, and established the rules-based
international order without harnessing the dividends of mass migration.
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The eighteenth and nineteenth centuries witnessed two massive, one-way
migrations: from Europe to North America, and, as described above from
the European countryside into cities. Massive trans-Atlantic migration in
the period between the Napoleonic Wars and World War I provided the
population base for the United States’ emergence as a great power.
More globally, throughout the twentieth century, but even more so in
the post-Cold War period, global labor migration has come to play a key
role in states’ economic development and reinforcing global power disparities, but also in developing transnational identities and migratory
behavior that resembles some aspects of nomadism. In 2018 there were an
estimated 244 million international migrants, representing just over 3.3%
of the world’s population; while the percentage is small, international
labor migration rates have grown dramatically over the last two decades
from 2.8% (or 153 million people) in 2000 (IOM, 2019). Despite statist
assumptions, the globe is only becoming more mobile.
The massive growth in international labor migration has had major
impacts on global economic development, with significant impacts on
international political economy. Migration Studies and Development
scholars have, for at least two decades, been investigating the “migration-
development nexus”—which implies complex, necessary, and multi-
directional causal relationships between migration and development. One
of the major contentions of this volume is that nomadic peoples are a
problem for states because they cannot provide what states need—most
obviously through tax revenues. But the claim about contributions to state
coffers becomes less clear cut when we account for the role of migrant
wages not on the countries in which they reside, but in terms of remittances to home countries (World Bank, 2019).3 Remittances are a far more
stable form of development finance than foreign direct investment, private
equity, or official development assistance, and are far less susceptible to
global economic shocks like the 2008 recession. For the purposes of this
volume, the dividends of global mobility mean that private capital in the
form of remittances bypasses and subsidizes states’ traditional competences
3
Migrant remittance rates to low- and medium-income countries have grown exponentially since the end of the Cold War, from US $29 billion in 1990, to $74 billion in 2000, to
$429 billion in 2016. Migrant sending states thus accrue the benefits of human development
at lower costs. This relationship is not about states or even state-led institutions like the
International Monetary Fund (IMF), World Bank Group, or International Labour
Organization, but rather the financial flows derived from dynamic and complex sociological
phenomena, of which some can be described as “nomadic” behavior.
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of extraction (i.e., collecting taxes) and redistribution (i.e., providing public goods). Remittances are a crucial contributor to human development
of migrants’ families and home communities, for instance in rapidly
increasing human development indicators around education, health, livelihoods, consumption, and gender equality, to name but a few.
The impacts are not merely economic, but arguably create new identity
frameworks that while not entirely akin to nomadism, likewise do not
comport with statist identity frames. For example, domestic workers from
the Philippines in Global North states, construction labor from South Asia
to Arab Gulf States, laborers in the oil and gas sector throughout the
Middle East and North Africa, and temporary foreign workers in the
North American agricultural sector move in dynamic and cyclical manners. While largely informed by national and state-dictated travel regimes,
they nonetheless share some of the attributes of nomadic identities presented in this volume.

Historicizing Mobility in World Politics
Human migration is closer to the rule, rather than the exception in the
international system. It has had demonstrable constitutive and causal
effects on the emergence of states, war and peace, international political
economy, and changes in international order. In short, the core areas of
research for IR suffer a great deal by not including migration. However,
on the whole, migration was almost entirely neglected by the discipline up
through the end of the Cold War. As we have suggested above, a major
reason for this was because of the ontological status of the state in mainstream theories.
Moreover, when not assumed away, migration was largely treated as a
matter of low politics, neglected in favor of more important questions
such as the balance of power or international cooperation. In the post-
9/11 world, when IR scholars began to pay significant attention to migration, their lens for doing so was overwhelmingly one of state security and
the processes of securitization. Thus, while migration was not entirely
ignored, it was often framed as a destabilizing and novel force in international politics. Levin and MacKay’s (2020) introductory chapter reflects
this outlook by way of claiming that the transnational movement of people
across borders “constitutes a series of conceptual or identity-based challenges to the state” (p. 9). Normally, so the conventional view would have
it, state-nation-territory should naturally map onto each other without issue.
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But the relationship between migration and borders has never been this
simple. And states’ interests are not constant. Controlling mobility across
borders is a relatively recent development for both states and the international system. Far from it being the case that “the movement of people
across borders stands at odds with the project of modern nationalism”
(Levin & MacKay, 2020 p. 9), the norms and practices of membership
that we now take for granted emerged far later than in either the early
modern state or the so-called Westphalian state system. In fact, these rules
of membership are very recent. This is because up through the nineteenth
century the modern state’s absolutist assertions of “all embracing control”
were belied by “patchy and contradictory policies” which left such claims
in the domain of distant aspirations rather than reflecting reality (Groebner,
2007, p. 227). Indeed, European states were neither capable nor particularly interested in regulating entrance and membership based on our contemporary notion of nationality until fairly recently. Rather, controlling
immigration was largely viewed as beyond the ambit of effective state
interests.
To be sure, both sovereignty and state were important to the development of exclusionary forms of membership embodied in modern nationalism. However, these features cannot sufficiently explain how our
conventional (stationary) views of politics and international order emerged
in a relatively recent and rather particular historical period. For the idea of
controlling transnational migration to exist, the notion of nationality as a
mechanism of control and marker of identity must not only have to
become ideationally salient and important but also has to be actively institutionalized through bureaucratic and administrative means; as John
Torpey (2000) has suggested, “[a] person’s nationality simply cannot be
determined without recourse to documents. As an ascribed status, it cannot be read off a person’s appearance” (p. 121). Both nationality and
national belonging are rather recent historical artifacts, and in this sense
are the products of a relatively recent shift in concern of the modern state
with regard to those it claims authority over. In an important sense, the
key to understanding the appearance of border controls in the era between
the two World Wars lies in the internationalization of documentary controls among states. Only with the institutionalization on an interstate level
of a common passport regime could these norms coalesce in this distinctly
modern form such that migrants and migration could come to be viewed
as anomalous.
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Far from forming a timelessly self-evident triad, these elements only
recently came to take on their current appearance at the end of the long
nineteenth century, spreading and taking concrete form shortly thereafter.
We can come to understand the relative novelty of border controls by
observing just how under-defined these practices were at their inception.
As late as just before the start of the First World War, it was largely possible
to traverse Europe without encountering any of the documentary controls
we associate with the modern state’s claim to regulate movement. Up
through this period, both seasonal labor migration as well as more enduring movements of people unfolded across the European continent, with
little regard for the borders of states (Moch, 2003; Sassen, 1999). Indeed,
throughout the late nineteenth century, Europe was characterized by an
unprecedented degree of mobility both within and between states, largely
triggered by rapid technological advances in transportation. However, this
era of relatively free immigration and mobility came to an abrupt halt with
the outbreak of World War I. The decades following witnessed the rapid
and permanent emergence of highly restrictive practices of border and
migration control that served as the basis of our contemporary international border regime.
While there are other factors, “the ‘Great’ War’ generally stands out as
the major watershed” among scholars of migration, marking a critical
turning point in state involvement in cross-border movement (Lucassen,
1998, p. 45). As conflict within Europe rapidly spread so too did the
deployment of passport controls and documentary surveillance. Whether
aimed at preventing enemy infiltration or discouraging desertions,
European states applied their consolidated and comparatively vast bureaucratic capacity to control movement into their territories. This sudden
focus on mobility was initially understood as a temporary wartime measure, a view which proved to be rather misleading. Such passport controls
initially introduced in France, Germany, and Great Britain spread rapidly
across the European continent.
Notably, reflecting the dominant perspective that such mobility restrictions could only be justified as wartime measures, these controls were
expected to not persist for more than half a decade (Salter, 2003). Indeed,
many have suggested that even in the context of the war, the permanent
end of the nineteenth century’s age of free movement would have been far
from evident to most contemporary observers. Yet the emerging “emergency” mobility restrictions did indeed persist. The upshot of the introduction and perseverance of these documentary controls on transnational
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movement was that within a decade of the end of the war the “laissez-faire
era of international labor migration had come to a close” (Dowty, 1987,
p. 83). With this decisive break, nationality and national belonging would
come to matter as never before. In this sense, the period surrounding the
First World War represents a major turning point in the development and
deployment of passport controls by European states, one that would subsequently become the global norm. These changes would for the first time
place nationality at the center of border crossings. Equally important was
the institutionalization of mechanisms of documentary control and border
coercion at the interstate level. Only through practices constituted through
cooperative state action could the salience of nationality for mobility come
to take on its current form. These historical considerations place significant stress on Levin and MacKay’s (2020) suggestion that a “fixed and
monopolistic territorial order is important not only to the efficiency of
Westphalian states; it is also a defining element of their identity” (p. 10).
Far from it being the case that transnational mobility poses a logically necessary challenge to the state, it is the very notion of territorial closure that
we now take for granted that itself is a fairly recent and indeed historically
contingent development.

Bringing the Study of Migration into International
Relations
To conclude, if the study of nomads problematizes the sedentary focus of
International Relations literature, then a focus on migration troubles and
perhaps more deeply calls into question the assumption of IR’s sedentary
bias as a discipline. We are of course not the first to point to one of the
many often fictive qualities of the state implied by methodological nationalism, the still dominant mode of analysis across in the Social Sciences to
which International Relations is no exception. As Stephen Krasner (2001)
has argued, the sovereign state model is an ideal type, and offers a “cognitive script” for IR theorists. It rarely exists in reality, and states’ orientation
to sovereignty more closely resembles an “organized hypocrisy” where
most states in the international system do not fully conform with the sovereign state model. As Schmidt (2011) contends, the Westphalian sovereign state model “orders the minds of scholars” perhaps more so than it
does the world. While one of the major contributions of this volume is
that it casts its analytic lens beyond Europe, it nonetheless assumes the
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primacy of the state and with that the bundle of assumptions that this statist ontology entails regarding human mobility.
Despite its important contribution, a focus on “nomads as the state’s
other” leaves unchallenged the dominant paradigm of a world of stationary people within bounded states. Rather, mobility is part and parcel of
the development of states and the international system, while the current
paradigm of the “crustacean type of nation” (Polanyi, 1944/2001, p. 211)
remains at best a relatively recent historical development, one which is
perhaps already returning for a reprise after an unfortunately short dormancy. In our intervention we have aimed to complicate (and perhaps
upend) this view of mobility as exception by historicizing the relationship
between states and human mobility. In particular, we draw attention to
the contingency of borders and migration controls, with particular emphasis on the recent nature of these institutional and technological developments which reified and naturalized static, territorialized populations.
At a certain level, of course, the debate is altogether scholastic. We
agree that nomads present a non-state political community in a unique
sense which is not ascribable to migrants. But insofar as we are concerned
about international politics and the discipline of International Relations,
nomads are potentially more usefully understood as a class of migratory
people rather than a category which is altogether distinct. This suggests
that the future study of nomad-state relations that this volume now sets
the agenda for would benefit from continued engagement with the major
debates in the disciplines of Migration and Refugee Studies.
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